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22 August 1990

Golden Bay Cement,
P.O. Box 1359,
AUCKLAND.
Attention;

F.C. Lieu,
Special Projects Manager

Dear Sir,
PIANNING CONSENT - USE OF AN EXISTING LUCERNE SILO TO STORE CEMENT; PICTON COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CONDITIONS
I refer to your letter of 29 March 1990 and note that the landscaping
requirements, being condition (ix) of the planning consent of 10 May 1989
have yet to be complied with.
Your letter of March advised that strip of land to be landscaped had been
agreed with the Council's inspector, Mr Brian Palmer on site, and you advised
that the landscaping would be provided as soon as possible.
I note that the painting requirement rests upon the neutralising of the
galvanised surfaces by the weather and remind you that this requirement needs
to be met at the appropriate time.
Your co-operation _in finalising these conditions would be most appreciated.

Yours faithfully,

IAN SHAPCOTT,
BtflLDINO INOrECTOR.

c.c. Brian Palmer,
Building Inspector
Bring Up - I. Shapcott, September 24 1990

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL, SEYMOUR SQUARE, P.O. BOX 443, BLENHEIM, NEW ZEALAND.
TELEPHONE: (057) 85-249, FACSIMILE; (057) 86-866.
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MEMO TO:

BRIAN PALMER

FROM:

IAN SHAPCOTT

DATE:

15 August 1990

SUBJECT:

GOLDEN BAY CEMENT SOLO INSTALLATION, WEST SHORE - PICTON

The attachments refer.
Please undertake an inspection of the outstanding conditions of consent
and report to me.
Thank you.
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I, Shapcott

12 March 1990

General Manager,
The Golden Bay Cement Co. Ltd,
P.O. Box 1359,
AUCKLAND.
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ATTENTIONt

Mr A. Ward

Dear Sir,
PLANNING CONSENT J USE OF AN EXISTING LUCERNE SUP 'ID STORE CEMENT PJCTON: OOMPigAi?gE WXTI? AilTlOVAL CONDITIONS
I refer to the above consent which was granted by the Council on 3 May
1909.
The consent in question was subject to some nine
f the conditions involved related to management
and perimeter landscaping.

;,dItions.
Several
the site surface

Th® Council has periodically inspected the site to ascertain tlv
of compliance.
An inspection was undertaken on 2 March 1990 :
evident that several of the conditions of approval have not n
cf that date.

I
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1 enclose a copy of the decision, which includes the conditions of
consent.
I have underlined the immediately obvious outstanding
conditions and draw your attention to the full range of conditions that
apply to the consent.
Please ensure that all co .ctj ions stipulated are mat in full.
Failure
to comply with the conditions is obviously a breach of the consent end,
given the time that has elapsed since the operations on site commenced,
it would be reasonable to expect that any outstanding conditions are
complied with in the short term.
The Council will undertake a further inspection of the site in the near
future, to ascertain the need for any future action.
Your co-operation

Yours falthrul^y,

Ian Shnpcott
iTanniiKj Officer
End.

his matter would be most appreciated.

FRSM:MARLBOROUGH DIST COUNCIL

TO:PICTON BOROUGH

MHR 21, 1390
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IN THE MATTER ol the Town d Country
Planning Act 1977
AND
IN THE MATTER of an application by
The Golden Bay Cement
Company Limited

DECISION OF THE PICTON BOROUGH COUNCILj
DATEs

3 MAY

1989:

The application was for consent to use an existing lucerne silQ to store cement.
The proposal included a canopy to be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo, to house mechanical
handling equipment lor transportation of cement
and for the control of dust,
The site under application is described as corner Lagoon Road/Freezing Works roads
Westshore, Ficton.
{Lot 1 D.P. ^973 & Pt. 1
D.P,
The site concerned in the application is subject to the provisions of the proposed
Picton Borough District Scheme Review No, 1.
The application has been considered under Section 79 of the Town & Country
Planning Act 1977, as a Specified Departure, since
the application, by virtue oi Section 75, does not
comply with Scheme standards relating to height
controls for the industrial B zone in which the site
is located.

A submission was received from the Marlborough Harbour Board which highlighted
the general nuisance potential of the proposal in
terms of noise and dust and sought the Council's
attention to the setting of acceptable control
standards for these matters.
This submission was taken into account in the Council's deliberations.
The decision of the Council, with respect to this planning application, was based
upon the following factors:
- That matters of national importance are not relevant
to the proposal under application.
- That the site is already developed with 2 existing
lucerne silos and that the non-compliance with the
Scheme standards must be balanced against the
benefits of permitting further economic use of tins
existing facility.
- That non-compliance with the height standard
is necessary because of the nature of silo equipment
and the impact of the structure is lessened by its
iocation alongside an existing silo,
- That landscaping provisions can be satisfied by
the provision oi a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
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«• That parking requirements can be satisfied by
defining and forming parking areas on the sire.
- That, provided pertinent conditions are Imposed
and met, the nroposal will have little effect upon
land uses in the vicinity and beyond and the public
interest will not be compromised.
- That, as indicated by the foregoing, use of the
site and its existing facilities and associated economic
benefits, provides a balance against the element
of non-compliance justifying tlte need to depart,
without detriment to the integrity of the Scheme.
The Decision of the Council is as follows}
That the application is consented to pursuant to
Section 67 of The Town & Country Planning Act
1977 and subject to the following conditions:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall' be designed and finished generally
in accordance with the plans submitted in tire
application, subject to any modifications required
to comply with other conditions set out herein.

(ii)

That the canopy and equipment shall be finished
in colours designed to harmonise and integrate
the structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.

(lii)

That 2 car parking spaces he provided on the
lease sire, to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisiaction.

(iv)

That provision be made for all trucks loading
on the site to park and manoeuvre on the site,
such areas to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(v)

That ail uses on the site comply with tire provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(vi)

That any advertising signs be approved by the
Council in terms of the provisions of tlie District
Scheme.
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(vii) That the site be maintained in a tidy condition
at all times to the Council's satisfaction.
(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted and lite equipment so designed and
constructed to ensure that, as a result of any
activity, the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1 (c) of the District Scheme Review No. i
are not exceeded on the boundaries of the site.

<y

%
(/

(ix)
<?•

That a 1.5m landscaping strip be developed and
maintained, to tire satisfaction of the ..Council, a
the road frontage of the parking, ioaaing

• FROM:MftRi .^ JGH DIST COUNCIL

TO:PICTON BOROUGH
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and storage area on the lease site, such as to screen
the activities in this area from the road.

Dated at Picton this 10th day of May 1989.

B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK.
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RECEIVED

8lh Floor
Wesl Plaza
Cnr Fanshawe and Albert Sis
Auckland 1.
New Zealand.
P.O. Box 1359
PH (09) 303-4714
Fax: (09) 376-524.
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FILE No.:

29 March 1990
" 2 APR (990
The Planning Officer
Marlborough District Council
P O Box 443
Blenheim
^ttn:

marlborough
district council

OFFICER:
COPIES TO:
COMMENTS:

Ian Shapcott

Dear Sir,
Re:

Planning Consent:

Use Of An Existing Lucerne Silo
To Store Cement : Picton
Compliance With Approvial
Condition

We refer to your letter dated 12 March 1990 addressed to Mr Alistair Ward,
reference IS:mch Picton file T2/p80(a) and PLN/1/2.
Please be advised that the whole area has been fenced, tar sealed and the drive
way concreted.
The strip of land to be landscaped has been agreed with your inspector, Mr Brian
Palmer, on site. This will be provided as soon as possible.
Please be assured of our cooperation and your understanding on the above is
very much appreciated.

Yours faithfully

:>/c.
F.C.Liew
SPECIAL PROTECTS MANAC.ER
cc:

Alistair Ward

The Golden Bay Cement Company Ud.

ri

30

P.O. Box 443

Blenheim, N.Z.

.N REPLV QUOTE REPEMRNCF.. 18 :mCh
PGR ENQUIRIES ASK FOR

PiCt0n

file

Tel. (057) 85-249
Fax. (057) 86-866

T2/p80(a) and PLN/1/2 '

I. SllapCQtt

12 March 1990

General Manager,
The Golden Bay Cement Co. Ltd,
P.O. Box 1359,
AUCKLAND.
o

ATTENTION:

Mr A. Ward

Dear Sir,
PLANNING CONSENT; USE OF AN EXISTING LUCERNE SILO TO STORE CEMENT —
PICTON; COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CONDITIONS
~
I refer to the above consent which was granted by the Council on 3 May

The consent in question was subject to some nine conditions.
Several
of the conditions involved related to management of the site surface
and perimeter landscaping.
The Council has periodically inspected the site to ascertain the level
of compliance.
An inspection was undertaken on 2 March 1990 and it is
evident that several of the conditions of approval have not been met as
of that date.
9

I enclose a copy of the decision, which includes the conditions of
consent.
I have underlined the immediately obvious outstanding
conditions and draw your attention to the full range of conditions that
apply to the consent.
Please ensure that all conditions stipulated are met in full.
Failure
to comply with the conditions is obviously a breach of the consent and,
given the time that has elapsed since the operations on site commenced'
it would be reasonable to expect that any outstanding conditions are ^
compiled with in the short term.
The Council will undertake a further inspection of the site in the near
future, to ascertain the need for any future action.
Your co-operation in this matter would be most appreciated.

Yours faithfully.

Ian Shapcott
Planning Officer
End.
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I. Shapcott

12 March 1990

General Manager,
The Golden Bay Cement Co. Ltd,
P.O. Box 1359,
AUCKLAND.

"C

ATTENTION;

Mr A. Ward

Dear Sir,
PLANNING CONSENT;
USE OF AN EXISTING LUCERNE SILO TO STORE CEMENT PICTON: COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CONDITIONS
I refer to the above consent which was granted by the Council on 3 May
1989.
The consent in question was subject to some nine conditions.
Several
of the conditions involved related to management of the site surface
and perimeter landscaping.
The Councpil has periodically inspected the site to ascertain the level
of compliance.
An inspection was undertaken on 2 March 1990 and it is
evident that several of the conditions of approval have not been met as
of that date.
I enclose a copy of the decision, which includes the conditions of
consent.
I have underlined the immediately obvious outstanding
conditions and draw your attention to the full range of conditions that
apply to the consent.
Please ensure that all conditions stipulated are met in full.
Failure
to comply with the conditions is obviously a breach of the consent and,
given the time that has elapsed since the operations on site commenced,
it would be reasonable to expect that any outstanding conditions are
complied with in the short term.
The Council will undertake a further inspection of the site in the near
future, to ascertain the need for any future action.
Your co-operation in this matter would be most appreciated.
t
Yours faithfully,

Ian Shapcott
Planning Officer
End.
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IN THE MATTER of the Town &; Country
Planning Act 1977
AND
IN THE MATTER of an application by
The Golden Bay Cement
Company Limited

DECISION OF THE PICTON BOROUGH COUNCIL:
DATE:

3 MAY

1989;

The application was for consent to use an existing lucerne silq to store cement.
The proposal included a canopy to be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo, to house mechanical
handling equipment for transportation of cement
and for the control of dust.
The site under application is described as corner Lagoon Road/Freezing Works roads
Westshore, Picton.
(Lot 1 D.P. ^973 & Pt. 1
D.P. ^96f).
The site concerned in the application is subject to the provisions of the proposed
Picton Borough District Scheme Review No. 1.
The application has been considered under Section Ik of the Town &: Country
Planning Act 1977, as a Specified Departure, since
the application, by virtue of Section 75, does not
comply with Scheme standards relating to height
controls for the Industrial B zone in which the site
is located.

A submission was received from the Marlborough Harbour Board which highlighted
the general nuisance potential of the proposal in
terms of noise and dust and sought the Council's
attention to the setting of acceptable control
standards for these matters.
This submission was taken into account in the Council's deliberations.
The decision of the Council, with respect to this planning application, was based
upon the following factors:
- That matters of national importance are not relevant
to the proposal under application.
- That the site is already developed with 2 existing
lucerne silos and that the non-compliance with the
Scheme standards must be balanced against the
benefits of permitting further economic use of this
existing facility.
- That non-compliance with the height standard
is necessary because of the nature of silo equipment
and the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
- That landscaping provisions can be satisfied by
the provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.

-2-

- That parking requirements can be satisfied by
defining and forming parking areas on the site.
- That, provided pertinent conditions are imposed
and met, the proposal will have little effect upon
land uses in the vicinity and beyond and the public
interest will not be compromised.
- That, as indicated by the foregoing, use of the
site and its existing facilities and associated economic
benefits, provides a balance against the element
of non-compliance justifying the need to depart,
without detriment to the integrity of the Scheme.
The Decision of the Council is as follows:
That the application is consented to pursuant to
Section 67 of The Town in Country Planning Act
1977 and subject to the following conditions:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally
in accordance with the plans submitted in the
application, subject to any modifications required
to comply with other conditions set out herein.

(ii)

That the canopy and equipment shall be finished
in colours designed to harmonise and integrate
the structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.

(iii)

That 2 car parking spaces be provided on the
lease site, to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction,

(iv)

That provision be made for all trucks loading
on the site to park and manoeuvre on the site,
such areas to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(v)

That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(vi)

That any advertising signs be approved by the
Council in terms of the provisions of the District
Scheme.

(vii) That the site be maintained in a tidy condition
at all times to the Council's satisfaction.
(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted and the equipment so designed and
constructed to ensure that, as a result of any
activity, the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1 (c) of the District Scheme Review No. 1
are not exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
(ix)

That a 1.5m landscaping strip.be developed and
maintained, to the satisfaction of the Council, along
the road frontage of the parking, loading

o
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and storage area on the lease site, such as to screen
the activities in this area from the road.

Dated at Picton this 10th day of May 1989.

B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK.
O
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FILE REF;

PLN/1/2

MEMO TO:

BRIAN PALMER

FROM:

IAN SHAPCOTT

DATE:

15 August 1990

SUBJECT:

GOLDEN BAY CEMENT SOLO INSTALLATION, WEST SHORE - PICTON

The attachments refer.
Please undertake an inspection of the outstanding conditions of consent
and report to me.
Thank you.
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MEMO TO:

BRIAN PALMER

FROM:

IAN SHAPCOTT

DATE:

15 August 1990

SUBJECT:

GOLDEN BAY CEMENT SOLO INSTALLATION, WEST SHORE - PICTON

The attachments refer.
Please undertake an inspection of the outstanding conditions of consent
and report to me.
Thank you.
/
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MARLBOROUGH

PLN/1/2

T2/p80(a)

Ask For:

IKS:IAL

DISTRICT COUNCIL
id
m
fi^P.

Mr Shapcott

4 ... ;y.^ .

22 August 1990

5noj-

Golden Bay Cement,
P.O. Box
AUC

tcOL^v sudt^-

Attention:

~y-fYc

F.C. Lieu,
Special Projects Manager

A

Dear Sir,
PLANNING CONSENT - USE OF AN EXISTING LUCERNE SILO TO STORE CEMENT; PICTON COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CONDITIONS
I refer to your letter of 29 March 1990 and note that the landscaping
requirements, being condition (ix) of the planning consent of 10 May 1989
have yet to be complied with.
Your letter of March advised that strip of land to be landscaped had been
agreed with the Council's inspector, Mr Brian Palmer on site, and you advised
that the landscaping would be provided as soon as possible.
I note that the painting requirement rests upon the neutralising of the
galvanised surfaces by the weather and remind you that this requirement needs
to be met at the appropriate time.
Your co-operation in finalising these conditions would be most appreciated.
O

Yours faithfully,
ID
UsincAsc-apinci
IAN SHAPCOTT,
- BUILDING INSPECTOR-.

i\e>
/yvu,
Wo

c.c. Brian Palmer,
Building Inspect
Bring Up - I. Shapcott, September 24 1990
low

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL, SEYMOUR SQUARE, P.O. BOX 443, BLENHEIM, NEW ZEALAND.
TELEPHONE: (057) 85-249, FACSIMILE; (057) 86-866.

MARLBOROUGH

PLN/1/2

T2/p80(a)

Ask For:

jiaflO DISTRICT COUNCIL

IKS:IAL

Mr Shapcott

22 August 1990

Golden Bay Cement,
P.O. Box 1359,
AUCKLAND.
Attention:

F.C. Lieu,
Special Projects Manager

Dear Sir,
PLANNING CONSENT - USE OF AN EXISTING LUCERNE SILO TO STORE CEMENT; PICTON COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CONDITIONS
I refer to your letter of 29 March 1990 and note that the landscaping
requirements, being condition (ix) of the planning consent of 10 May 1989
have yet to be complied with.
Your letter of March advised that strip of land to be landscaped had been
agreed with the Council's inspector, Mr Brian Palmer on site, and you advised
that the landscaping would be provided as soon as possible.
I note that the painting requirement rests upon the neutralising of the
galvanised surfaces by the weather and remind you that this requirement needs
to be met at the appropriate time.
Your co-operation in finalising these conditions would be most appreciated.

Yours faithfully,

IAN SHAPCOTT,
BUILDING INSPECTOR.

c.c. Brian Palmer,
Building Inspector
Bring Up - I. Shapcott, September 24 1990

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL, SEYMOUR SQUARE, P.O. BOX 443, BLENHEIM. NEW ZEALAND.
TELEPHONE: (057) 85-249, FACSIMILE: (057) 86-866.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL
P.O. Box 443

IN REPLY QUOTE REFERENCE
FOR ENQUIRIES ASK FOR

Blenheim, N.Z.

Tel. (057) 85-249
Fax. (057) 86-866

ISrmch Picton file T2/p80(a) and PLN/1/2
I. Shapcott

12 March 1990

General Manager,
The Golden Bay Cement Co. Ltd,
P.O. Box 1359,
AUCKLAND,

ATTENTION:

Mr A. Ward

Dear Sir,
PLANNING CONSENT:
USE OF AN EXISTING LUCERNE SILO TO STORE CEMENT PICTON: COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CONDITIONS
I refer to the above consent which was granted by the Council on 3 May
1989.
The consent in question was subject to some nine conditions.
Several
of the conditions involved related to management of the site surface
and perimeter landscaping.
The Council has periodically inspected the site to ascertain the level
of compliance.
An inspection was undertaken on 2 March 1990 and it is
evident that several of the conditions of approval have not been met as
of that date.
OI enclose a copy of the decision, which includes the conditions of
consent.
I have underlined the immediately obvious outstanding
conditions and draw your attention to the full range of conditions that
apply to the consent.
Please ensure that all conditions stipulated are met in full.
Failure
to comply with the conditions is obviously a breach of the consent and,
given the time that has elapsed since the operations on site commenced^
it would be reasonable to expect that any outstanding conditions are
complied with in the short term.
The Council will undertake a further inspection of the site in the near
future, to ascertain the need for any future action.
Your co-operation in this matter would be most appreciated.

Yours faithfully,

Ian Shapcott
Planning Officer
End.

c.c. Port Development Engineer,
Port Marlborough N.Z. LTd,
Box 111,
Picton.
Attention:

Mr G. Boon

IN THE MATTER of the Town «5c Country
Planning Act 1977
AND
IN THE MATTER of an application by
The Golden Bay Cement
Company Limited
DECISION OF THE PICTON BOROUGH COUNCIL;
DATE:

3 MAY

1989;

The application was for consent to use an existing lucerne silo to store cement.
The proposal included a canopy to be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo, to house mechanical
handling equipment for transportation of cement
and for the control of dust.
The site under application is described as corner Lagoon Road/Freezing Works roads
Westshore, Picton.
(Lot 1 D.P. ^973 & Pt. 1
D.P. 496^).
The site concerned in the application is subject to the provisions of the proposed
Picton Borough District Scheme Review No. 1.
The application has been considered under Section 7^ of the Town ic Country
Planning Act 1977, as a Specified Departure, since
the application, by virtue of Section 75, does not
comply with Scheme standards relating to height
controls for the Industrial B zone in which the site
is located.

A submission was received from the Marlborough Harbour Board which highlighted
the general nuisance potential of the proposal in
terms of noise and dust and sought the Council's
attention to the setting of acceptable control
standards for these matters.
This submission was taken into account in the Council's deliberations.
The decision of the Council, with respect to this planning application, was based
upon the following factors:
- That matters of national importance are not relevant
to the proposal under application.
- That the site is already developed with 2 existing
lucerne silos and that the non-compliance with the
Scheme standards must be balanced against the
benefits of permitting further economic use of this
existing facility.
- That non-compliance with the height standard
is necessary because of the nature of silo equipment
and the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
- That landscaping provisions can be satisfied by
the provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
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- That parking requirements can be satisfied by
defining and forming parking areas on the site.
- That, provided pertinent conditions are imposed
and met, the proposal will have little effect upon
land uses in the vicinity and beyond and the public
interest will not be compromised.
- That, as indicated by the foregoing, use of the
site and its existing facilities and associated economic
benefits, provides a balance against the element
of non-compliance justifying the need to depart,
without detriment to the integrity of the Scheme.
The Decision of the Council is as follows:
That the application is consented to pursuant to
Section 67 of the Town in Country Planning Act
1977 and subject to the following conditions:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally
in accordance with the plans submitted in the
application, subject to any modifications required
to comply with other conditions set out herein.

(ii)

That the canopy and equipment shall be finished
in colours designed to harmonise and integrate
the structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction,

(iii)

That 2 car parking spaces be provided on the
lease site, to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(iv)

That provision be made for all trucks loading
on the site to park and manoeuvre on the site,
such areas to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(v)

That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(vi)

That any advertising signs be approved by the
Council in terms of the provisions of the District
Scheme.

(vii) That the site be maintained in a tidy condition
at all times to the Council's satisfaction.
PI
(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted and the equipment so designed and
constructed to ensure that, as a result of any
activity, the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1 (c) of the District Scheme Review No.1
are not exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
(ix)

That a 1.3in landscaping strip be developed and
maintained, to the satisfaction of the..Council, along
the road 1 rootage of the parking, loadmg
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and storage area on the lease site, such as to screen
the activities in this area from the road.

Dated at Picton this 10th day of May 1989.

B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK.
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MARLBOROUGH
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PLN/1/2
Ask For:

DISTRICT COUNCIL

Mr Shapcott

22 August 1990

Golden Bay Cement,
P.O. Box 1359,
AUCKLAND.
Attention;

F.C. Lieu,
Special Projects Manager

Dear Sir
PIANN1NG CONSENT - USE OF AN EXISTING LUCERNE SIIjD TO STORE CEMENT; PICTON COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CONDITIONS
I refer to your letter of 29 March 1990 and note that the landscaping
requirements, being condition (ix) of the planning consent of 10 May 1989
have yet to be complied with.
Your letter of March advised that strip of land to be landscaped had been
agreed with the Council's inspector, Mr Brian Palmer on site, and you advised
that the landscaping would be provided as soon as possible.
I note that the painting requirement rests upon the neutralising of the
galvanised surfaces by the weather and remind you that this requirement needs
to be met at the appropriate time.
Your co-operation in finalising these conditions would be most appreciated.

Yours faithfully,

IAN SHAPCOTT,
BUILDING INSPECTOR.

c.c. Brian Palmer,
Building Inspector
Bring Up - I. Shapcott, September 24 1990

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL, SEYMOUR SQUARE, P.O. BOX 443, BLENHEIM, NEW ZEALAND.
TELEPHONE: (057) 85-249, FACSIMILE; (057) 86-866.

/J/cvosy

2

8th Floor
West Plaza
Cnr Fanshawe and Albert Sts
Auckland 1.
New Zealand.
P.O. Box 1359
PH (09) 303-4714
Fax: (09) 376-524.

G

"Va' Golden Bay Cement

RECEIVED
FILE No.;

29 March 1990
^ 2 APR tggo
The Planning Officer
Marlborough District Council
P O Box 443
Blenheim
Attn:

marlborough
district council

/W//

OFFICER:
:opies TO;

M H t Oe

COMMENTS;

Ian Shapcott

Dear Sir,
Re:

Planning Consent:

Use Of An Existing Lucerne Silo
To Store Cement: Picton
Compliance With Approvial
Condition

We refer to your letter dated 12 March 1990 addressed to Mr Alistair Ward,
reference IS:mch Picton file T2/p80(a) and PLN/1/2.
Please be advised that the whole area has been fenced, tar sealed and the drive
way concreted.
The strip of land to be landscaped has been agreed with your inspector, Mr Brian
Palmer, on site. This will be provided as soon as possible.
Please be assured of our cooperation and your understanding on the above is
very much appreciated.

Yours faithfully

.Liew
SPECIAL PROJECTS MANAGER
cc:

Alistair Ward

/?(?//<y c ~ c s-

y/v

i

The Golden Bay Cement Company Ltd.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL
P.O. Box 443

IN REPLY QUOTE REFERENCE
FOR ENQUIRIES ASK FOR

Blenheim, N.Z.

Tel. (057) 85-249
Fax. (057) 86-866

ISimch Picton file T2/p80(a) and PIiN/1/2
I. Shapcott

12 March 1990

General Manager,
The Golden Bay Cement Co. Ltd,
P.O. Box 1359,
AUCKLAND.

ATTENTION:

Mr A. Ward

Dear Sir,
PLANNING CONSENT: USE OF AN EXISTING UJCERNE SIIO TO STORE CEMENT PICTON: COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CONDITIONS
I refer to the above consent which was granted by the Council on 3 May
1989.
The consent in question was subject to some nine conditions.
Several
of the conditions involved related to management of the site surface
and perimeter landscaping.
The Council has periodically inspected the site to ascertain the level
of compliance.
An inspection was undertaken on 2 March 1990 and it is
evident that several of the conditions of approval have not been met as
of that date.
I enclose a copy of the decision, which includes the conditions of
consent.
I have underlined the immediately obvious outstanding
conditions and draw your attention to the full range of conditions that
apply to the consent.
Please ensure that all conditions stipulated are met in full.
Failure
to comply with the conditions is obviously a breach of the consent and,
given the time that has elapsed since the operations on site commenced^
it would be reasonable to expect that any outstanding conditions are
complied with in the short term.
The Council will undertake a further inspection of the site in the near
future, to ascertain the need for any future action.
Your co-operation in this matter would be most appreciated.

Yours faithfully.

Ian Shapcott
Planning Officer
End.

c.c. Port Development Engineer,
Port Marlborough N.Z. LTd,
Box 111,
Picton.
Attention:

Mr G. Boon

IN THE MATTER of the Town cV Country
Planning Act 1977
AND
IN THE MATTER of an application by
The Golden Bay Cement
Company Limited

DECISION OF THE P1CTON BOROUGH COUNCIL;
DATE:

3 MAY

1989:

The application was for consent to use an existing lucerne silo to store cement.
The proposal included a canopy to be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo, to house mechanical
handling equipment for transportation of cement
and for the control of dust.
The site under application is described as corner Lagoon Road/Freezing Works roads
Westshore, Picton,
(Lot 1 D.P. ^973 6c Pt. I
D.P. '/96'f).
The site concerned in the application is subject to the provisions of the proposed
Picton Borough District Scheme Review No. 1.
The application has been considered under Section 7lt of the Town 6c Country
Planning Act 1977, as a Specified Departure, since
the application, by virtue of Section 75, does not
comply with Scheme standards relating to height
controls for the Industrial B zone in which the site
is located.

A submission was received from the Marlborough Harbour Board which highlighted
the general nuisance potential of the proposal in
terms of noise and dust and sought the Council's
attention to the setting of acceptable control
standards for these matters.
This submission was taken into account in the Council's deliberations.
The decision of the Council, with respect to this planning application, was based
upon the following factors:
- That matters of national importance are not relevant
to the proposal under application.
- That the site is already developed with 2 existing
lucerne silos and that the non-compliance with the
Scheme standards must be balanced against the
benefits of permitting further economic use of this
existing facility.
- That non-compliance with the height standard
is necessary because of the nature of silo equipment
and the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
- That landscaping provisions can be satisfied by
the provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
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- That parking requirements can be satisfied by
defining and forming parking areas on the site.
- That, provided pertinent conditions are imposecj
and met, the proposal will have little effect upon
land uses in the vicinity and beyond and the public
interest will not be compromised.
- That, as indicated by the foregoing, use of the
site and its existing facilities and associated economic
benefits, provides a balance against the element
of non-compliance justifying the need to depart,
without detriment to the integrity of the Scheme.
The Decision of the Council is as follows;
That the application is consented to pursuant to
Section 67 of the Town <?c Country Planning Act
1977 and subject to the following conditions:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally
in accordance with the plans submitted in the
application, subject to any modifications required
to comply with other conditions set out herein.

(ii)

That the canopy and equipment shall be finished
in colours designed to harmonise and integrate
the structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.

(iii)

That 2 car parking spaces be provided on the
lease site, to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(iv)

That provision be made for all trucks loadinK
on the site to park and manoeuvre on the site,
such areas to be defined and finished in an
ail-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(v)

That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(vi)

That any advertising signs be approved by the
Council in terms of the provisions of the District
Scheme.

(vii) That the site be maintained in a tidy condition
at all times to the Council's satisfaction.
(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted and the equipment so designed and
constructed to ensure that, as a result of any
activity, the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1 (c) of the District Scheme Review No.l
are not exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
(ix)

That a 1.3m landscaping strip be developed and
maintained, to the satisfaction of the ..Council, alone
the road Irontaee of tlife PcUklnu, loadntg
^

-3-

and storage area on the lease site, such as to screen
the activities in this area from the road.

Dated at Picton this 10th day of May 1989.

1/*
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK.
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IN THE MATTER of the Town <5c Country
Planning Act 1977

y^y

AND

dE-

IN THE MATTER of an application by
S/Tdz
Tl^ Goldeii Bay Cement
Company Limitec
\/v /s?y
DECISION OF THE PICTON BOROUGH COU
—
DATE;

3 MAY

1989:

The application was for consent to use an existing lucerne silo to store cement.
The proposal included a canopy to be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo, to house mechanical
handling equipment for transportation of cement
and for the control of dust.
The site under application _is_ described as corner Lagoon Road/Freezing Works roads
Westshore, Picton.
(Lot 1 D.P. 1973 & Pt. 1
D.P. t96fU.
The site concerned in the application is subject to the provisions of the proposed
Picton Borough District Scheme Review No. 1.
The application has been considered under Section 74 of the Town 6c Country
Planning Act 1977, as a Specified Departure, since
the application, by virtue of Section 75, does not
comply with Scheme standards relating to height
controls for the Industrial B zone in which the site
is located.

A submission was received from the Marlborough Harbour Board which highlighted
the general nuisance potential of the proposal in
terms of noise and dust and sought the Council's
attention to the setting of acceptable control
standards for these matters.
O
This submission was taken into account in the Council's deliberations.
The decision of the Council, with respect to this planning application, was based
upon the following factors:
- That matters of national importance are not relevant
to the proposal under application.
- That the site is already developed with 2 existing
lucerne silos and that the non-compliance with the
Scheme standards must be balanced against the
benefits of permitting further economic use of this
existing facility.
- That non-compliance with the height standard
is necessary because of the nature of silo equipment
and the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
- That landscaping provisions can be satisfied by
the provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
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- That parking requirements can be satisfied by
defining and forming parking areas on the site.
That, provided pertinent conditions are imposed
and met, the proposal will have little effect upon
land uses in the vicinity and beyond and the public
interest will not be compromised.
- That, as indicated by the foregoing, use of the
site and its existing facilities and associated economic
benefits, provides a balance against the element
of non-compliance justifying the need to depart,
without detriment to the integrity of the Scheme.
The Decision of the Council is as follows:
That the application is consented to pursuant to
Section 67 of the Town (5c Country Planning Act
1977 and subject to the following conditions:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally
in accordance with the plans submitted in the
application, subject to any modifications required
to comply with other conditions set out herein.

(ii)

That the canopy and equipment shall be finished
in colours designed to harmonise and integrate
the structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.

(iii)

That 2 car parking spaces be provided on the
lease site, to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(iv)

I hat provision be made for all trucks loading
on the site to park and manoeuvre on the site,
such areas to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(v)

That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(vi)

That any advertising signs be approved by the
Council in terms of the provisions of the District
Scheme.

(vii) That the site be maintained in a tidy condition
at all times to the Council's satisfaction.
(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted and the equipment so designed and
constructed to ensure that, as a result of any
activity, the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1 (c) of the District Scheme Review No. 1
are not exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
(ix)

That a 1.5m landscaping strip.be developed and
rte'VoiTlfcn'tag?fi'ldfir"0"1

alon

8
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ancJ storage area on the lease site, such as to screen
the activities in this area from the road.

Dated at Picton this 10th day of May

'
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK.

1989.
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PICTON
COMMITTEE REPORT NO.

BOROUGH

COUNCIL
(COUNCIL 23 MAY 1989)
^3/5'

PLANNING COMMITTEE - HEARING-3 MAY 1989
Present:
His Worship the Mayor (In the Chair), Councillors Burns,
Cornelius and Wood.
Apology;

Councillor Baxter (Committee Chairman).

In Attendance;

Messrs. Tapp (Town Clerk) and Shapcott (Committee Clerk).

FILE REF: T2/p80 (a): NOTIFIED PLANNING APPLICATION:
GOLDEN BAY CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED: CONSENT TO
"USE AN EXISTING LUCERNE SILO FOR CEMENT STORAGE
- CNR. LAGOON ROAD & FREEZING WORKS ROAD.
WESTSHORE, PICTONT~
The application was submitted and supported by Port
Marlborough New Zealand Limited, the owner of the existing
lucerne silo.
(i)

Also in attendance for this item:
- Mr. G. Boon (Port Marlborough New Zealand
Ltd. - Acting as agents for the Golden Bay
Cement Company Ltd.)

(ii)

His Worship the Mayor opened the meeting and
introduced the application and the Town Clerk
summarised the application, being for a specified
departure in the Industrial B zone, pursuant to
Sections 75 and 7^ of the Town & Country Planning
Act 1977, as a consequence of non-compliance
with height control requirements in that zone.
It was noted that the application has been assessed
under the Picton Borough District Scheme Review
No. 1 and that the Council had received a comprehensive
report on the application from its Planning Consultant.
It was further noted that copies of the Consultant's
report had been circulated to those parties concerned
with the application and to the membership.
The Committee was advised that one submission
had been received with respect to the application,
from the Marlborough Harbour Board. It was noted
that the Harbour Board's submission raised the
matters of potential general nuisance of noise and
dust and sought the Council's attention to the
setting of acceptable standards for these matters.
The Town Clerk advised the Committee that all
statutory requirements pertaining to the application
had been met up until the time of the meeting.
Comprehensive plans relating to the application
had been posted on the noticeboard for the immediate
attention of the membership.
A late item of correspondence was received from
the Marlborough Harbour Board and this letter
was tabled for the information of all in attendance.
The letter stated:
"The Marlborough Harbour Board is in agreement
with the Council's recommendation in the report
on the above proposal insofar as it affects comments
made in the Board's own submission on the application.
The Board does not desire to be heard in
support of its submission. II

Reput t No. U cont..
(iii)

• i yO >}

Submission in support of the application;
Mr. Boon introduced the
plication to the Committee,
emphasising the economic value of utilising an
existing facility and pointing out that an approval
of the application would give the Golden Bay Cement
Company greater flexibility on their exisitng site for
expansion and put the Company in a better position
overall to plan for the future.
Mr. Boon emphasised the intended operation would be
identical to the existing established operation and
that the facility would only involve the employment
of one additional worker.
Mr. Boon cited the joint nature of the operation,
involving the existing and proposed facilities and
the limited staffing and agreed that the parking
requirements set down for truck parking in the
Consultant's report were appropriate but suggested
that, in the light of the shared facility operation
and the small number of on-site employees it would
be more appropriate for the Council to require
two car parks than the four stated in the report,
and, in addition, it would not be possible to
accommodate four car parks on the leased site
in addition to the truck parking.
Mr. Boon closed his submission in requesting the
Council to modify the car parking requirements
from four parks to two parks, in line with the
level of employees involved.
It was pointed out
that the operation was not one that attracted
visitors to the site.
Mr. Boon advised that, apart from the matter of
car parking, the conditions of approval put forward
in the Council's Planning Consultant's report were
entirely acceptable to the applicant.

(iv)

Committee assessment of the application:
The matter of the car parking requirement was
discussed at length by the Committee and it was
agreed, given the actual circumstances of the
operation, that it would be reasonable to reduce
the number of required car parks on the site under
application from four to two parks.
The Committee adopted the Planning Consultant's
report recommendations in full with the exception
of the above modification.

Resolved that the Council grant its consent to the
application, pursuant to Sections 75 and 7^ and
in accordance with Section 67 of the Town & Country
Planning Act 1977 and subject to the following
conditions:
(a)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished
generally in accordance with the plans
submitted in the application, subject to any
modifications required to comply with
other conditions set out herein.

Com. Report No. I't cont...
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(b.)

That the canopy and equipment shall be
finished in colours designed to harmonise
and integrate the structure with its background,
to the Council's satisfaction.

(c)

That two car parking spaces be provided
on the leased site, to be defined and finished
in an all-weather surface to the Council's
satisfaction.

(d)

That provision be made for all trucks loading
on the site to park and manoeuvre on the
site, such areas to be defined and finished
in an all-weather surface to the Council's
satisfaction.

(e)

That all uses on the site comply with the
provisions of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(f)

That any advertising signs be approved by
the Council in terms of the provisions of
the District Scheme.

(g)

That the site be maintained in a tidy condition
at all times to the Council's satisfaction.

(1)

That the use of the site and buildings be
so conducted and the equipment so designed
and constructed to ensure that, as a result
of any activity, the noise level specified
in Ordinance 3.8.1(c) of the District Scheme
Review No. 1 are not exceeded on the boundaries
of the site.

(i)

That a 1.5m landscaping strip be developed
and maintained to the satisfaction of the
Council, along the road frontage of the
parking, loading and storage area on the
leased site, such as to screen the activities
in this area from the road,
(Councillors Wood/Cornelius)
It was noted that the decision of the Committee was
unanimous and that the Council's standard endorsement
procedure would follow.
The decision of the Council, with respect to this Planning
Application, was based upon the following factors:
- That matters of national importance are not relevant
to the proposal under application.
- That the site is already developed with two existing
lucerne silos and that the non-compliance with the Scheme
standards must be balanced against the benefits of permitting
further economic use of this existing facility.
- That non-compliance with the height standard is necessary
because of the nature of the silo equipment and the impact
of the structure is lessened by its location alongside an
existing silo.
- That landscaping provisions can be satisfied by the provision
of a landscaped strip along the road frontage of the site.

Com. ReportNo. H cont...
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- That parking requirements can be satisfied by defining
and forming parking areas on the site.
- That, provided purtenant conditions are imposed and
met, the proposal will have little effect upon land uses
in the vicinity and beyond and the public interest will
not be compromised.
- That , as indicated by the foregoing, use of the site
and its existing facilities and associated economic benefits,
provides a balance against the element of non-compliance
justifying the need to depart , without detriment to the
integrity of the scheme.

There being no further business the meeting concluded at 2.11 p.m

A.3. BEATON.
ACTING CHAIRMAN.

PORT
MARLBOROUGH
NEW ZEALAND
LIMITED
14 Auckland Street
Picton, New Zealand
P.O. Box 111, Picton
Telephone (057) 38-000
Fax (057) 37-695
C/f

rwt-L)
6^°
v

fjom 60

15 May 1989

Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON
Attention ; Mr I Shapcott
Dear Sir,
GOLDEN BAY CEMENT STORAGE - WESTSHORE

I
INWARDS fwlAi'L
I Distribution
Original
rCopy(s)
T.C.
A.T.C.
E.O.
B.I.
cc.
T
Committee
Council
Ot.'ior
I mnowkdzed

1
U'-:fe

Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited will not be appealing
the
decision
of
your
Council
concerning the planning consent to
allow storage of cement in No 2 Lucerne Silo.
Our Company does not object to your Council issuing a
building
permit
to Golden
Bay Cement Company to allow construction of
such equipment necessary for the cement storage.
Golden Bay Cement are very keen to proceed immediately.
Thanking you for your assistance.

Yours faithfully.

Graeme Boon
PORT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

iKs;nnij
File Reference: T2/p 80 (a)
In Reply Contact:
Mr. Ian Shapcott
10th May 1989
Port Marlborough
New Zealand Limited,
P.O. Box 111,
PICTON.
Attention;

Mr. G. Boon (Port Development Manager)

Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application:
The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage;
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore;
With reference to the above application you are advised that, following the Hearing
of this application on
3 May 1989
the Picton Borough Council adopted
the attached decision.
You are advised that if you wish to appeal against this decision you must do so
within one month (of the date this notification would have been delivered to you
in the ordinary course of the post) to the Planning Tribunal (Registrar, Department
of Justice, Tribunals Division, Private Bag, Postal Centre, Wellington) in accordance
with the procedures and requirements set out in Section 69 of the Town &: Country
Planning Act 1977 and Regulations 5^ - 56 of the Town & Country Planning
Regulations 1978.
Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End;

A.f lr. - .'I
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IN THE MATTER of the Town & Country
Planning Act 1977
AND
IN THE MATTER of an application by
The Golden Bay Cement
Company Limited
DECISION OF THE PICTON BOROUGH COUNCIL:
DATE:

3 MAY

1989:

The application was for consent tp use an existing lucerne silo to store cement.
The proposal included a canopy to be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo, to house mechanical
handling equipment for transportation of cement
and for the control of dust.
The site under application is described as corner Lagoon Road/Freezing Works roads
Westshore, Picton.
(Lot 1 D.P. ^973 & Pt. 1
D.P. ^96^).
The site concerned in the application is subject to the provisions of the proposed
Picton Borough District Scheme Review No. 1.
The application has been considered under Section 7^ of the Town &; Country
Planning Act 1977, as a Specified Departure, since
the application, by virtue of Section 75, does not
comply with Scheme standards relating to height
controls for the Industrial B zone in which the site
is located.

A submission was received from the Marlborough Harbour Board which highlighted
the general nuisance potential of the proposal in
terms of noise and dust and sought the Council's
attention to the setting of acceptable control
standards for these matters.
This submission was taken into account in the Council's deliberations.
The decision of the Council, with respect to this planning application, was based
upon the following factors:
- That matters of national importance are not relevant
to the proposal under application.
- That the site is already developed with 2 existing
lucerne silos and that the non-compliance with the
Scheme standards must be balanced against the
benefits of permitting further economic use of this
existing facility.
- That non-compliance with the height standard
is necessary because of the nature of silo equipment
and the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
- That landscaping provisions can be satisfied by
the provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
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- That parking requirements can be satisfied by
defining and forming parking areas on the site.
- That, provided pertinent conditions are imposed
and met, the proposal will have little effect upon
land uses in the vicinity and beyond and the public
interest will not be compromised.
- That, as indicated by the foregoing, use of the
site and its existing facilities and associated economic
benefits, provides a balance against the element
of non-compliance justifying the need to depart,
without detriment to the integrity of the Scheme.
The Decision of the Council is as follows:
That the application is consented to pursuant to
Section 67 of the Town <5c Country Planning Act
1977 and subject to the following conditions:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally
in accordance with the plans submitted in the
application, subject to any modifications required
to comply with other conditions set out herein.

(ii)

That the canopy and equipment shall be finished
in colours designed to harmonise and integrate
the structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.

(iii)

That 2 car parking spaces be provided on the
lease site, to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(iv)

That provision be made for all trucks loading
on the site to park and manoeuvre on the site,
such areas to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(v)

That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(vi)

That any advertising signs be approved by the
Council in terms of the provisions of the District
Scheme.

(vii)

That the site be maintained in a tidy condition
at all times to the Council's satisfaction.

(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted and the equipment so designed and
constructed to ensure that, as a result of any
activity, the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1 (c) of the District Scheme Review No.l
are not exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
(ix)

That a 1.5m landscaping strip be developed and
maintained, to the satisfaction of the ^Council, along
the road frontage of the parking, loading
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and storage area on the lease site, such as to screen
the activities in this area from the road.

Dated at Picton this 10th day of May 1989.

B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK.

iksjhmj
f ile Reference:

T2

/P 80 (a)

In Reply Contact: Mr. Ian Shapcott
llth May 1989
Marlborough Harbour Board,
P.O. Box 84,
PICTON.
Attention:

Mr. D.l. Jamison (General Manager)

Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application;
The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage:
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore;

With reference to the above application you are advised that, following
the Hearing of this application, the Picton Borough Council has
adopted the attached decision.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End:

AI

•"

i.> Tlir I OWN CI rim

iks;hmj
I lie Reference:

T2/p 80 (a)

In Reply Contact:

Mr. Ian Shapcott

11th May 1989
Marlborough United Council,
P.O. Box 19,
BLENHEIM.
Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application:
The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage:
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing
orks Road, Westshore;

With reference to the above application you are advised that, following
the Hearing of this application, the Picton Borough Council has
adopted the attached decision.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End:

iKsihmi
File t^eference:

T2/p 80 (a)

In Reply Contact:

Mr. Ian Shapcott

10th May 1989
The Branch Manager,
Valuation New Zealand,
P.O. Box 292,
BLENHEIM.
Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application:
The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited;
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage:
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore;

With reference to the above application you are advised that, following
the Hearing of this application, the Picton Borough Council has
adopted the attached decision.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End;

nn it ci • • # i i im-

-2A.s^y

xrvo9i 1111J
File RefercncG;

T2/p 80 (a)

In Reply Contact;

Mr. Ian Shapcott

10th May 1989
Area Commander 5B,
New Zealand Fire Service,
P.O. Box 499,
NELSON.
Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application:
The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage:
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore;

With reference to the above application you are advised that, following
the blearing of this application, the Picton Borough Council has
adopted the attached decision.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End;

ir\oji ll 11 J
File Reference:

T2/p go (a)

In Reply Co(VtftCtbn Shapcott
10th May 1989.
Works Consultancy Services,
P.O. Box 3836,
WELLINGTON.
Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application:
The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage:
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore:

With reference to the above application you are advised that, following
the Hearing of this application, the Picton Borough Council has
adopted the attached decision.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End:

IN THE MATTER of the Town & Country
Planning Act 1977
AND
IN THE MATTER of an application by
The Golden Bay Cement
Company Limited
DECISION OF THE PICTON BOROUGH COUNCIL;
DATE:

3 MAY

1989:

The application was for consent to use an existing lucerne silo to store cement.
The proposal included a canopy to be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo, to house mechanical
handling equipment for transportation of cement
and for the control of dust.
The site under application is described as corner Lagoon Road/Freezing Works roads
Westshore, Picton.
(Lot 1 D.P. ^973 & Pt. 1
D.P. 4964)
The site concerned in the application is subject to the provisions of the proposed
Picton Borough District Scheme Review No. 1.
The application has been considered under Section 74 of the Town & Country
Planning Act 1977, as a Specified Departure, since
the application, by virtue of Section 75, does not
comply with Scheme standards relating to height
controls for the Industrial B zone in which the site
is located.
A submission was received from the Marlborough Harbour Board which highlighted
the general nuisance potential of the proposal in
terms of noise and dust and sought the Council's
attention to the setting of acceptable control
standards for these matters.
This submission was taken into account in the Council's deliberations.
The decision of the Council, with respect to this planning application, was based
upon the following factors:
- That matters of national importance are not relevant
to the proposal under application.
- That the site is already developed with 2 existing
lucerne silos and that the non-compliance with the
Scheme standards must be balanced against the
benefits of permitting further economic use of this
existing facility.
- That non-compliance with the height standard
is necessary because of the nature of silo equipment
and the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
- That landscaping provisions can be satisfied by
the provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
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- That parking requirements can be satisfied by
defining and forming parking areas on the site.
- That provided pertinent conditions are imposed
and met the proposal will have little effect upon
land uses in the vicinity and beyond and the public
interest will not be compromised.
- That, as indicated by the foregoing, use of the
site and its existing facilities and associated economic
benefits, provides a balance against the element
of non-compliance justifying the need to depart
without detriment to the integrity of the Scheme.
The Decision of the Council is as follows:
That the application is consented to pursuant to
Section 67 of the Town in Country Planning Act
1977 and subject to the following conditions:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally
in accordance with the plans submitted in the
application, subject to any modifications required
to comply with other conditions set out herein.

(ii)

That the canopy and equipment shall be finished
in colours designed to harmonise and integrate
the structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.

(iii)

That 2 car parking spaces be provided on the
lease site, to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(iv)

That provision be made for all trucks loading
on fhe site to park and manoeuvre on the site,
such areas to be defined and finished in an
all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

(v)

That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(vi)

That any advertising signs be approved by the
Council in terms of the provisions of the District
Scheme.

(vii) That the site be maintained in a tidy condition
at all times to the Council's satisfaction.
(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted and the equipment so designed and
constructed to ensure that, as a result of any
activity, the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1 (c) of the District Scheme Review No.l
are not exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
(ix)

That a 1.5m landscaping strip.be developed and
maintained, to the satisfaction of the Council, along
the road frontage of the parking, loading

%
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and storage area on the lease site, such as to screen
the activities in this area from the road.

Dated at Picton this 10th day of May 1989.

B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK.

Cy/s"/

iks;hmj
File Reference:
Enquiries to:

,
,
, v
C3/nnl &! T2/p80 (a):
Mr. Ian Shapcott

21st April 1989

MEMORANDUM TO HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR, THE CHAIRMAN & MEMBERS
OF THE PLANNING COMMITTEE & COUNCILLORS:

PLANNING HEARING - 2.00 P.M. WEDNESDAY 3 MAY 1989

You are reminded that the following Notified Planning Application is scheduled to
be heard by the Planning Committee, as above:

- The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
existing lucerne silo to store cement.

Application for consent to use an

Copies of related reports from the Council's Planning Consultant and copies of
relevant application material are attached.

B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End:

c.c. Town Clerk
Assistant Town Clerk
Committee Clerk
Press x 4

iks;hmj
File Reference:
Enquiries to:

T2/p80 (a) <5c C3/m 1 !
fv\r< Jan ShapCOtt

5th May 1989
MEMORANDUM TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PLANNING COMMITTEE & COUNCILLORS
CAIRNS, BOWERS, BA1RD & PASCOE (members who were not party to the Committed
decision on the Golden Bay Cement Co. Ltd., Silo Planning Application);
This advice is in line with Council policy whereby, the Council has granted "Power
of Decision" to the Planning Committee, if decisions on planning applications are
given unanimous support and with non-attending members being granted a period
of two clear working days, following notification of the decision, to lodge a written
objection to the decision.
(Any objection will be considered at the May ordinary
Council meeting.)
The Planning Committee's decision of 3 May 1989 is as follows:
t
"That the Council grant its consent to the application pursuant to Sections Ik & 75
and in accordance with Section 67 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1977 and
subject to the following conditions;
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control equipment shall be designed and
finished generally in accordance with the plans submitted in the application,
subject to any modifications required to comply with other conditions set out
herein.

(ii)

That the canopy and equipment shall be finished in colours designed to harmonise
and integrate the structure with its background, to the Council's satisfaction.

(iii)

That

(iv)

That provision be made for all trucks loading on the site to park and manoeuvre
on the site, such areas to be defined and finished in an all-weather surface
to the Council's satisfaction.

(v)

That all uses on the site comply with the provisions of the Clean Air Act 1972.

(vi)

That any advertising signs be approved by the Council in terms of the provisions
of the District Scheme.

fr

i

2
cat" parking spaces be provided on the lease site, to be defined and finished
in an all-weather surface to the Council's satisfaction.

E
(vii) That the site be maintained in a tidy condition at all times to the Council's
satisfaction.
(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so conducted and the equipment so
designed and constructed to ensure that as a result of any activity the noise
levels specified in Ordinance 3:8:1(c) of the District Scheme Review No. 1 are
not exceeded on the boundaries of the site.

f
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(ix)

That a 1.5m landscaping strip be developed and maintained to the satisfaction
of the Council along the road frontage of the parking, loading and storage area
on the lease site, such as to screen the activities in this area from the road.

B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK

c.c.
-

Town Clerk
Bring Up
Building Inspector
H/Worship the Mayor & Councillors Cornelius, Burns & Wood.

P.O. Box 84 Picton, New Zealand
Telephone (057) 37691
Fax (057) 37695
Telegrams 'Marlharb'

z

Marlborough

All correspondence to:
The General Manager

Harbour Board
Please quote:

G48/27b
When calling please ask for:
113:464

3 May 1989
3 MAY 1989
A

The Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON

BOROUGH

Dear Sir

NOTIFIED PLANNING APPLICATION : THE GOLDEN BAY CEMENT CO. LIMITED
: CEMENT STORAGE, LAGOON ROAD/FREEZING WORKS ROAD
The Marlborough Harbour Board is in agreement with Council's
recommendation in the report on the above proposal insofar as it
affects comments made in the Board's own submission on the
application.
The Board does
submission.

Yours faithfully

O

L J Moffatt
PLANNING ASSISTANT

not

desire

to

be

heard

in

support

of

its

/

■fujr*'

iksjhmj
File Reference:
Enquiries to:

C3/ml

T2/p80 (a):

Mr, Ian Shapcott

21st April 1989

MEMORANDUM TO HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR, THE CHAIRMAN & MEMBERS
OF THE PLANNING COMMITTEE & COUNCILLORS:

PLANNING HEARING - 2.00 P.M. WEDNESDAY 3 MAY 1989

You are reminded that the following Notified Planning Application is scheduled to
be heard by the Planning Committee, as above:

- The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
existing lucerne silo to store cement.

Application for consent to use an

Copies of related reports from the Council's Planning Consultant and copies of
relevant application material are attached.

B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End;

c.c. Town Clerk
Assistant Town Clerk
Committee Clerk
Press x ^
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H^avie, Lmll-Smith
& Partners Ltd in Association with Uivell-Smlth & Cusiol Ltd
PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS i ENGINEERS
St Elmo Courts, 47 Hereford 81, Christchurch 1, New Zealand
P,0, Box 079
Fax (03) 795 664
Telephone (03) 790-793

REPORT TO:

Picton Borough Council

SUBJECT:

The Golden Bay Cement Company Ltd,

DATE:

14 April 1989

Westshore

On 26 October 1988, the Council granted consent to Golden
Bay Cement Co. Ltd to erect a new cement silo and associated
equipment adjacent to their existing silo on the corner of
Lagoon Road and Freezing Works Road. The company has now
decided to lease an existing silo from Port Marlborough New
Zealand Ltd,
as an alternative to building the more
expensive new silo.
• %.
The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited has now applied for
planning permission to use an existing lucerne silo to store
cement. It is proposed that a canopy be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo to house the mechanical
handling equipment
for
transportation
of
cement
and
containment and control of dust. The silo,
which it is
proposed to use is known as the Picton Westshore No.
2
lucerne silo and is located immediately to the north of
another existing lucerne silo.

O

Details supplied in the application include a site location
plan, site plans, elevations and comments on the proposal
from Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

SITE
The site is described as Lot 1 D.p, 4973 and Pt 1 D.P. 4964,
C.T. 3B/554 and 3B/65, and is located on Freezing Works Road
to the north of the intersection of Lagoon Road and Freezing
Works Road, The property is owned by Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited, and the applicant is the lessee of the
property. The proposed lease site contains approximately
760nr.

O

OBJECTIONS/SUBMISSIONS
5.

No objections have been received to the application. One
submission has been received from the Marlborough Harbour
^
J.
^
^ Council
^
»
„
. ,
Board, requesting
that
the
gives close
attention
to
LAND SUHVCYINe » DEVELOPMENT ■ REGIONAL, fcNVIRONMENlAL, TOURISM, RESOURCE, TOWN 6 COUNTRY PLANNING ■ CIVIL «, STRUCT UftAL ENGINEERING
SURVEYOR DIRECTORS
j Michael H, Davie F.N Z.t.S., M.P.M I
Paul F. Stening B.Sc., l.S.(Aust), M.N Z.t S.
SURVEYOR CONSULTANT
Andrew P. Todd M.N.ZTS.

PLANNER DIRECTORS
David A. Bryce B.Sc , M Sc . Dip.TP, M.N Z I S., M.N,Z PI.
Bruoe W Thompson B.A., M.TC.R, M.N.Z.P.I.
Kim P. McCraCften B.A.. Dip.T.P., M.N.Z.P.I,
PLANNER associate
Sarah M. Dawson B.E-(Hons). M Sc.fOist.), M.N.Z.PI.

"i—ir"
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the potential noiae and dust problems associated with the
development to prevent any loss of amenity to Picton'a
population. The Board relates its concerns to the Council's
concerns over the proposed marine transfer terminal at
Shakespeare Bay.

DISTRICT SCHEME
6.

The Proposed Review has superseded the Operative District
Scheme except in respect of parts of the Review, which are
subject to appeal. None of the parts of the Review relevant
to this application are affected. Therefore, the Proposed
Review is the relevant document for this application.

7.

The site is zoned Industrial B and
obtained from Freezing Works Road.

8.

The proposed structure would be a "building" in terms of the
District Scheme definitions. The proposal would also be an
"industry" in terms of the District Scheme. Industries not
falling within Appendix 19 are predominant uses in the
Industrial B Zone; whereas
industries
falling within
Appendix
19 are conditional uses.
Appendix
19
lists
industries requiring segregation because of noxious or
dangerous aspects; and includes cement manufacture and
cement bag cleaning works, cement storage is not listed
within Appendix 19 and, although it may have objectionable
aspects,
such as noise and dust,
cement storage is not
noxious or dangerous. As such, the proposed cement storage
silo is a predominant use on the proposed site, subject to
compliance with other relevant provisions of the Scheme,

9.

Various building,
parking,
loading,
access,
landscaping,
noise and advertising standards are specified (pages 88-90,
121-130,
131-135)
in the Scheme and these affect the
proposal as described in the following paragraphs,

10.

As the site does not adjoin a Residential Zone, yard
requirements for permitted uses are limited to a front yard
of 3m, to be landscaped and maintained to the satisfaction
of Council. The proposal is to use an existing silo, which
is located within 1m of the road boundary. The proposed new
handling and dust control
structure
is
to be
sited
approximately 18m from the road boundary and, therefore,
complies with the District Scheme.

11.

Coverage would seem to be about 40% of the lease site,
is well within the 75% standard for permitted uses.

access

to

the

site

is

which
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12.

Height is limited to lOm with an additional
3m for
ancillary equipment, and a 50° recession plane originating
at ground level in the case of the rear boundary,
and
originating 6m above all other boundaries. It is clear from
the plans submitted that the proposed handling and dust
control equipment exceeds the maximum height limit (being
15.4m in height); and does not comply with the recession
surfaces
from
the
rear
boundary
of
the
site.
The
dispensation provisions would enable a relaxation of the
height limit by 20%, but the proposed equipment still would
not comply with this requirement.

13.

Parking standards are one space per 75m2 of gross floor area
or one space per 2 employees, whichever is the greater. The
gross floor area of the silo and canopy is approximately
310m2, requiring 4 parking spaces. The application indicates
that one full-time employee will be required for the
proposed use requiring a lesser number of parking spaces.
The total silo complex, including the adjacent silo, would
have a gross floor area of approximately 537m , requiring a
total of 7 parking spaces.

14.

The site plans give no indication of the availability or
location of parking spaces. However, the lease site includes
an additional area of approximately 450m2,
which
is
sufficient to provide for the required parking spaces.

15.

Access on to the site is via a dish channel crossing from
Freezing Works Road. The area complies with the standard
dimensions specified in the District Scheme for loading
areas.

16.

The parking and loading areas would be clearly visible from
the road.. The District Scheme requires all parking and
loading areas to be screened from roads by landscaping with
a minimum depth of 1.5m. Landscaping is also required on not
less than 10% of the site,
in order to improve the
appearance of the site and to screen areas which may appear
unsightly. A landscaping plan shall be submitted with each
building permit application. No landscaping proposals have
been shown on the plans submitted with the application, and
it is stated that no additional landscaping is planned.

17.

The Scheme specifies corrected noise level limits of 55dBA
during "Daylight" and 40dBA during "Darkness" on the
boundaries of the site. Further, no single event noise shall
exceed 75dBA or exceed the background noise level by 30dBA,
whichever is the lower, during Darkness. The application
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states that the maximum noise level likely is 75dBA from the
fan on the dust extraction system. The nature of the noise
level is not specified in the application {i.e. is it a
corrected noise level)
nor are the noise levels at the
boundaries of the site. However, the Scheme requires the
specified noise levels to be special conditions imposed on
all permitted uses. The hours of operation are stated in the
application as being 7 days per week, 24 hours per day.
18.

Signs on buildings in Industrial zones are limited to O.Arn2
of sign for each 1.5m of frontage of building. The existing
silo has a width of 18m. On this basis, Council could permit
4,8m2 of advertising sign on the proposed silo facility by
way of consent to a non-notified application, with a 20%
increase in size being permissible upon Council's approval
to a dispensation. The application provides no details about
proposed signs. A further application would therefore need
to be made to Council for approval to any sign.

STATUTE
19.

while the proposal is a predominant use under the Proposed
Review, it does not comply with the height standard in the
Scheme, and therefore by virtue of Section 75 must be
considered in terms of Section 74 of the Act, as a specified
departure.

20.

Council must therefore have regard to; matters of national
importance
(Sec.
3);
the need to depart;
the public
interest; the planning significance of the proposal; and the
integrity of the Scheme.

COMMENTS
21.

No matters of
this proposal.

national

importance

seem

to

be

relevant

to

22.

The question of need must be related to the need to depart
from the standards specified in the Scheme. The site is
already substantially developed with 2 existing lucerne
silos, which already contravene the height requirements of
the Proposed Review. The conversion of the existing silo
from lucerne storage to cement storage will allow the
continued use of an existing under-utilised facility.
It
will also avoid the need to erect an additional silo
facility adjoining the existing cement silo. However, the
existing lucerne silo cannot be used for lucerne storage

^Davie. LmU-Smith
H I'urlnt'r* Ltd In Assodatltm with Lovcll Smlth & Cusiel Ltd
PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS ■ ENGINEERS

without the erection of ancillary cement handling and dust
control equipment. The Schema's height standard does not
provide for silos and associated equipment, as it is
designed to provide for the general height of industrial
buildings in the zone. Silos, by their nature, are usually
tall, as is evidenced by the existing silos. For the silo to
be redeveloped by the Company for cement storage and
loading, the height standard cannot be met.
23.

The primary matter of public interest is the integrity of
the Scheme, and that its general provisions are respected
and given effect to. The applicant must establish that the
proposal falls outside, but does not offend, the general
provisions of the Scheme.

24.

The Industrial B Zone is specifically designed to provide
for industries, which because of their relationship with the
Port, heavy nature or noxiousness, should be separated from
other uses. The Company's cement storage and loading
facilities are clearly related to the Port and the facility
is properly located in this regard.

25.

The Scheme specifies height requirements,
in order to
achieve a
reasonable
degree
of
appearance,
sunlight
admission, privacy, and protection from nuisance, and to
enhance and preserve Picton's visual character. However,
concerns at contravening these requirements must be balanced
against the economic interests of the applicant and the
community. The Company has a history of cement storage and
loading at the Port of Picton, having received Council
permission for its existing cement silo in 1973.
The Port
is well-placed to serve the Company's needs. The Company has
already received permission to erect a second silo adjoining
their existing silo on the corner of Lagoon and Freezing
Works Roads. The use of the existing lucerne silo will avoid
the need for the second cement silo at this stage and make
an economic use of an existing silo facility. The proposed
ancillary
handling
and
dust
control
equipment,
and
supporting structure will be alongside the existing lucerne
silo and will be of a lesser height than that silo. Given
the location of the site between Freezing Works Road and the
harbour,
in
the vicinity
of
a
range
of
industrial
activities, the proposal will not overshadow or reduce
privacy on any property and the appearance of the silo may
be able to be improved by painting and site management. For
the above reasons, it is considered that the proposal would
not be contrary to the public interest,

26.

The planning significance can be measured by the effect

of
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the proposal upon land uses in the immediate vicinity and
beyond, and by the consequences in relation to the District
Scheme.
27.

The No. 2 lucerne silo and the proposed equipment are
located approximately 55 metres from the nearest building
shown
on
the
site
location
plan
provided
with
the
application. This building is to the south of the site. The
No. 1 lucerne silo, with a height of approximately 25
metres, is likely already to cause some shadowing of this
building in mid-winter.
There appear to be no other
buildings affected. The addition of the handling and dust
control equipment to the more distant (No, 1) silo would not
alter the degree to which this building is over-shadowed by
the existing silos.

28.

The site is to the north of the ferry ramps and ferry
terminal parking area and due to the other industrial and
port development in the area would not be visually obtrusive
to visitors using the ferry facilities. The addition of the
cement handling and dust control equipment to the outside of
the existing silo would not be clearly visible from Picton
township, being screened by the existing silos and other
port development.

29.

The application states that the area of the lease site, not
occupied by the silo and proposed canopy, will be used for
parking of trucks, storage of pallets and cement handling
equipment. The application does not state whether there is
any existing landscaping on the site to screen this parking
and loading area from the road. Ordinance 3.14(i)(ii)
includes a clearly defined requirement for a 1.5m depth of
landscaping along the road frontage of a parking or loading
area where it faces land zoned industrial. There appears to
be adequate room to provide this on the site and still have
space for parking, loading, manoeuvring and storage. A
landscaping condition would be appropriate on any consent
granted by Council. The No. 2 lucerne silo has existing use
rights with respect to its reduced front yard and lack of
landscaping therein.

30.

The application does not indicate whether vehicle parking
areas are already laid out on the site. Clearly defined
parking and manoeuvring areas assist in improving the
appearance of industrial sites.

31.

The District Scheme specifies clearly defined noise levels
for uses in the Industrial B Zone, The noise level stated in
the application (maximum noise level likely 75dBA)
is

17/04 "89 15:37
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considerably greater than the 55dBA permitted by the Scheme
during
"daylight"
and
4 OdBA
during
"darkness".
The
application also states that the facility will be operating
24 hours per day, 7 days per week. The applicant will need
to establish that the noise levels specified in the Scheme
can be met. This may entail obtaining independent expert
advice and the modification of the equipment to achieve
these levels. The noise levels specified in the Scheme would
need to be a condition of any consent.
32.

The operation of the facility will need to comply with the
Clean Air Act
1972.
As
discussed
above,
a
further
application would need to be made for any sign.

33.

The proposal has exceptional characteristics which set it
apart from other proposals to depart from the Scheme. The
site is already developed with 2 silos, which contravene the
height requirements of the District Scheme. The proposed
equipment would be subsidiary to these existing silos and
enable their continued economic use.
Silos and their
associated equipment, by their nature, are tall structures
and are likely to exceed Scheme height standards. It would
not be appropriate to set height standards to accommodate
silo structures, as this would permit all development in the
zone to reach this height. For the above reasons, it is
considered that the planning significance of granting the
application will be small.

34.

Approval of the application will not result in the need for
a change to the District Scheme. It would not be appropriate
for the height standards for other uses in the zone to be
similar to those proposed in this application.
It is
desirable that uses of this height remain under specific
planning control, should further development be proposed.

RECOMME^pftTIW
35.

That the application be considered under Sections 75 and 74
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977, comprising as it
does a structure exceeding height and recession surface
limits in the Industrial B Zone, in which the site lies.

36.

That the application be granted under Section 67 of the
above Act, subject to conditions including the following:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally in
accordance
with
the
plans
submitted
in
the

08
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application subject to any modifications required to
comply with other conditions set out herein.
That
the canopy and equipment shall be finished in
(ii)
colours designed to harmonise and integrate the
structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.
That
4 car parking spaces be provided on the lease
(iii)
site, to be defined and finished in an all-weather
surface to the Council's satisfaction.
That provision be made for all trucks loading on the
(iv)
site to park and manoeuvre on the site, such areas to
be defined and finished in an all-weather surface to
the Council's satisfaction.
That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
(v)
of the Clean Air Act 1972.
That any advertising signs be approved by the council
(vi)
in terms of the provisions of the District Scheme.
That the site be maintained in a tidy condition at
(vii)
all times to the Council's satisfaction.
(viii) That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted
and
the
equipment
so
designed
and
constructed to ensure that as a result of any
activity the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8,1(c) of the District Scheme Review No. 1 are not
exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
(ix)
That a 1.5m landscaping strip be developed and
maintained to the satisfaction of the Council along
the road frontage of the parking, loading and storage
area on the lease site,
such as to screen the
activities in this area from the road.

O

37.

That the reasons
considers:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

for

such

a

decision

be

that

Council

The site is already developed with 2 existing lucerne
silos
and
the
non-compliance
with
the
Scheme
standards must be balanced against the benefits of
permitting further economic use of this existing
facility.
The non-compliance with the height standard is
necessary because of the nature of silo equipment and
the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
Landscaping provisions can be satisfied by the
provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
Parking requirements can be satisfied by defining and
forming parking areas on the site,
Provided the condition® are satisfied, the proposal
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will have little effect on land uses
and beyond.
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The Golden Bay Cement Company Ltd, Westshor

DATE:

14 April 1989

m

PROPOSAL
1.

On 26 October 1988, the Council granted consent to Golden
Bay Cement Co. Ltd to erect a new cement silo and associated
eguipment adjacent to their existing silo on the corner of
Lagoon Road and Freezing Works Road. The company has now
decided to lease an existing silo from Port Marlborough New
Zealand Ltd,
as an alternative to building the more
expensive new silo.

2.

The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited has now applied for
planning permission to use an existing lucerne silo to store
cement. It is proposed that a canopy be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo to house the mechanical
handling equipment
for transportation
of
cement
and
containment and control of dust. The silo, which it is
proposed to use is known as the Picton Westshore No.
2
lucerne silo and is located immediately to the north of
another existing lucerne silo.

3.

Details supplied in the application include a site location
plan, site plans, elevations and comments on the proposal
from Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

SITE
4.

The site is described as Lot 1 D.P. 4973 and Pt 1 D.P. 4964,
C.T. 3B/554 and 3B/65, and is located on Freezing Works Road
to the north of the intersection of Lagoon Road and Freezing
Works Road. The property is owned by Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited, and the applicant is the lessee of the
property. The proposed lease site contains approximately
760m .

OBJECTIONS/SUBMISSIONS
5.

No objections have been received to the application. One
submission has been received from the Marlborough Harbour
Board, requesting that the Council gives close attention to
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SURVEYOR DIRECTORS
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PLANNER DIRECTORS
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the potential noise and dust problems associated with the
development to prevent any loss of amenity to Picton1s
population. The Board relates its concerns to the Council's
concerns over the proposed marine transfer terminal at
Shakespeare Bay.

DISTRICT SCHEME
6.

The Proposed Review has superseded the Operative District
Scheme except in respect of parts of the Review, which are
subject to appeal. None of the parts of the Review relevant
to this application are affected. Therefore, the Proposed
Review is the relevant document for this application.

7.

The site is zoned Industrial B and
obtained from Freezing Works Road.

8.

The proposed structure would be a "building" in terms of the
District Scheme definitions. The proposal would also be an
"industry" in terms of the District Scheme. Industries not
falling within Appendix 19 are predominant uses in the
Industrial B Zone;
whereas
industries falling within
Appendix 19 are conditional uses.
Appendix
19
lists
industries requiring segregation because of noxious or
dangerous aspects; and includes cement manufacture and
cement bag cleaning works. Cement storage is not listed
within Appendix 19 and, although it may have objectionable
aspects,
such as noise and dust,
cement storage is not
noxious or dangerous. As such, the proposed cement storage
silo is a predominant use on the proposed site, subject to
compliance with other relevant provisions of the Scheme.

9.

Various building,
parking,
loading,
access,
landscaping,
noise and advertising standards are specified (pages 88-90,
121-130,
131-135)
in the Scheme and these affect the
proposal as described in the following paragraphs.

10.

As the site does not adjoin a Residential Zone, yard
requirements for permitted uses are limited to a front yard
of 3m, to be landscaped and maintained to the satisfaction
of Council. The proposal is to use an existing silo, which
is located within 1m of the road boundary. The proposed new
handling and dust
control
structure
is to
be sited
approximately 18m from the road boundary and, therefore,
complies with the District Scheme.

11.

Coverage would seem to be about 40% of the lease site, which
is well within the 75% standard for permitted uses.

access

to

the

site

is
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12.

Height is limited to
10m with an additional
3m for
ancillary equipment, and a 50° recession plane originating
at ground level in the case of the rear boundary,
and
originating 6m above all other boundaries. It is clear from
the plans submitted that the proposed handling and dust
control eguipment exceeds the maximum height limit (being
15.4m in height); and does not comply with the recession
surfaces
from
the
rear
boundary
of
the
site.
The
dispensation provisions would enable a relaxation of the
height limit by 20%, but the proposed equipment still would
not comply with this requirement.

13.

Parking standards are one space per 75m2 of gross floor area
or one space per 2 employees, whichever is the greater. The
gross floor area of the silo and canopy is approximately
310m2, requiring 4 parking spaces. The application indicates
that one full-time employee will be required for the
proposed use requiring a lesser number of parking spaces.
The total silo complex, including the adjacent silo, would
have a gross floor area of approximately 537m2, requiring a
total of 7 parking spaces.

14.

The site plans give no indication of the availability or
location of parking spaces. However, the lease site includes
an additional area of approximately 450m2,
which
is
sufficient to provide for the required parking spaces.

15.

Access on to the site is via a dish channel crossing from
Freezing Works Road. The area complies with the standard
dimensions specified in the District Scheme for loading
areas.

16.

The parking and loading areas would be clearly visible from
the road. The District Scheme requires all parking and
loading areas to be screened from roads by landscaping with
a minimum depth of 1.5m. Landscaping is also required on not
less than 10% of the site,
in order to improve the
appearance of the site and to screen areas which may appear
unsightly. A landscaping plan shall be submitted with each
building permit application. No landscaping proposals have
been shown on the plans submitted with the application, and
it is stated that no additional landscaping is planned.

17.

The Scheme specifies corrected noise level limits of 55dBA
during "Daylight" and 40dBA during "Darkness" on the
boundaries of the site. Further, no single event noise shall
exceed 75dBA or exceed the background noise level by 30dBA,
whichever is the lower, during Darkness. The application
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states that the maximuin noise level likely is 75dBA from the
fan on the dust extraction system. The nature of the noise
level is not specified in the application (i.e. is it a
corrected noise level)
nor are the noise levels at the
boundaries of the site. However, the Scheme requires the
specified noise levels to be special conditions imposed on
all permitted uses. The hours of operation are stated in the
application as being 7 days per week, 24 hours per day.
18.

Signs on buildings in Industrial zones are limited to 0.4m2
of sign for each 1.5m of frontage of building. The existing
silo has a width of 18m. On this basis, Council could permit
4.8m
of advertising sign on the proposed silo facility by
way of consent to a non-notified application, with a 20%
increase in size being permissible upon Council's approval
to a dispensation. The application provides no details about
proposed signs. A further application would therefore need
to be made to Council for approval to any sign.

STATUTE
19.

While the proposal is a predominant use under the Proposed
Review, it does not comply with the height standard in the
Scheme, and therefore by virtue of Section 75 must be
considered in terms of Section 74 of the Act, as a specified
departure.

20.

Council must therefore have regard to: matters of national
importance
(Sec.
3);
the need to depart;
the public
interest; the planning significance of the proposal; and the
integrity of the Scheme.

COMMENTS
21.

No matters of
this proposal.

national

importance

seem

to

be

relevant

to

22.

The question of need must be related to the need to depart
from the standards specified in the Scheme. The site is
already substantially developed with 2 existing lucerne
silos, which already contravene the height requirements of
the Proposed Review. The conversion of the existing silo
from lucerne storage to cement storage will allow the
continued use of an existing under-utilised facility. It
will also avoid the need to erect an additional silo
facility adjoining the existing cement silo. However, the
existing lucerne silo cannot be used for lucerne storage
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without the erection of ancillary cement handling and dust
control equipment. The Scheme's height standard does not
provide for silos and associated equipment,
as it is
designed to provide for the general height of industrial
buildings in the zone. Silos, by their nature, are usually
tall, as is evidenced by the existing silos. For the silo to
be redeveloped by the Company for cement storage and
loading, the height standard cannot be met.
23.

The primary matter of public interest is the integrity of
the Scheme, and that its general provisions are respected
and given effect to. The applicant must establish that the
proposal falls outside, but does not offend, the general
provisions of the Scheme.

24.

The Industrial B Zone is specifically designed to provide
for industries, which because of their relationship with the
Port, heavy nature or noxiousness, should be separated from
other uses. The Company's cement storage and loading
facilities are clearly related to the Port and the facility
is properly located in this regard.

25.

The Scheme specifies height requirements,
in order to
achieve a reasonable
degree
of
appearance,
sunlight
admission, privacy, and protection from nuisance, and to
enhance and preserve Picton's visual character. However,
concerns at contravening these requirements must be balanced
against the economic interests of the applicant and the
community. The Company has a history of cement storage and
loading at the Port of Picton, having received Council
permission for its existing cement silo in 1973.
The Port
is well-placed to serve the Company's needs. The Company has
already received permission to erect a second silo adjoining
their existing silo on the corner of Lagoon and Freezing
Works Roads. The use of the existing lucerne silo will avoid
the need for the second cement silo at this stage and make
an economic use of an existing silo facility. The proposed
ancillary
handling
and
dust
control
equipment,
and
supporting structure will be alongside the existing lucerne
silo and will be of a lesser height than that silo. Given
the location of the site between Freezing Works Road and the
harbour,
in
the vicinity
of
a
range
of
industrial
activities, the proposal will not overshadow or reduce
privacy on any property and the appearance of the silo may
be able to be improved by painting and site management. For
the above reasons, it is considered that the proposal would
not be contrary to the public interest.

26.

The planning significance can be measured by

the effect

of

c
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the proposal upon land uses in the immediate vicinity and
beyond, and by the consequences in relation to the District
Scheme.
27.

The No. 2 lucerne silo and the proposed equipment are
located approximately 55 metres from the nearest building
shown
on the
site location
plan
provided
with
the
application. This building is to the south of the site. The
No. 1 lucerne silo, with a height of approximately 25
metres, is likely already to cause some shadowing of this
building in mid-winter.
There appear to be no other
buildings affected. The addition of the handling and dust
control equipment to the more distant (No. 1) silo would not
alter the degree to which this building is over-shadowed by
the existing silos.

28.

The site is to the north of the ferry ramps and ferry
terminal parking area and due to the other industrial and
port development in the area would not be visually obtrusive
to visitors using the ferry facilities. The addition of the
cement handling and dust control equipment to the outside of
the existing silo would not be clearly visible from Picton
township, being screened by the existing silos and other
port development.

29.

The application states that the area of the lease site, not
occupied by the silo and proposed canopy, will be used for
parking of trucks, storage of pallets and cement handling
equipment. The application does not state whether there is
any existing landscaping on the site to screen this parking
and loading area from the road. Ordinance 3.14(i)(ii)
includes a clearly defined requirement for a 1.5m depth of
landscaping along the road frontage of a parking or loading
area where it faces land zoned industrial. There appears to
be adequate room to provide this on the site and still have
space for parking, loading, manoeuvring and storage. A
landscaping condition would be appropriate on any consent
granted by Council. The No. 2 lucerne silo has existing use
rights with respect to its reduced front yard and lack of
landscaping therein.

30.

The application does not indicate whether vehicle parking
areas are already laid out on the site. Clearly defined
parking and manoeuvring areas assist in improving the
appearance of industrial sites.

31.

The District Scheme specifies clearly defined noise levels
for uses in the Industrial B Zone. The noise level stated in
the application (maximum noise level likely 75dBA)
is
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considerably greater than the 55dBA permitted by the Scheme
during
"daylight"
and
4 OdBA
during
"darkness".
The
application also states that the facility will be operating
24 hours per day, 7 days per week. The applicant will need
to establish that the noise levels specified in the Scheme
can be met. This may entail obtaining independent expert
advice and the modification of the eguipment to achieve
these levels. The noise levels specified in the Scheme would
need to be a condition of any consent.
32.

The operation of the facility will need to comply with the
Clean Air
Act
1972.
As
discussed
above,
a
further
application would need to be made for any sign.

33.

The proposal has exceptional characteristics which set it
apart from other proposals to depart from the Scheme. The
site is already developed with 2 silos, which contravene the
height requirements of the District Scheme. The proposed
equipment would be subsidiary to these existing silos and
enable their continued economic use.
Silos and their
associated equipment, by their nature, are tall structures
and are likely to exceed Scheme height standards. It would
not be appropriate to set height standards to accommodate
silo structures, as this would permit all development in the
zone to reach this height. For the above reasons, it is
considered that the planning significance of granting the
application will be small.

34.

Approval of the application will not result in the need for
a change to the District Scheme. It would not be appropriate
for the height standards for other uses in the zone to be
similar to those proposed in this application.
It is
desirable that uses of this height remain under specific
planning control, should further development be proposed.

RECOMMENDATION
35.

That the application be considered under Sections 75 and 74
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977, comprising as it
does a structure exceeding height and recession surface
limits in the Industrial B Zone, in which the site lies.

36.

That the application be granted under Section 67 of the
above Act, subject to conditions including the following:
(i)

That the canopy and handling and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally in
accordance
with
the
plans
submitted
in
the
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

(ix)

37.

application subject to any modifications required to
comply with other conditions set out herein.
That the canopy and equipment shall be finished in
colours designed to harmonise and integrate the
structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.
That 4 car parking spaces be provided on the lease
site, to be defined and finished in an all-weather
surface to the Council's satisfaction.
That provision be made for all trucks loading on the
site to park and manoeuvre on the site, such areas to
be defined and finished in an all-weather surface to
the Council's satisfaction.
That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.
That any advertising signs be approved by the Council
in terms of the provisions of the District Scheme.
That the site be maintained in a tidy condition at
all times to the Council's satisfaction.
That the use of the site and buildings be so
conducted
and
the
equipment
so
designed
and
constructed to ensure that as a result of any
activity the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1(c) of the District Scheme Review No. 1 are not
exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
That a 1.5m landscaping strip be developed and
maintained to the satisfaction of the Council along
the road frontage of the parking, loading and storage
area on the lease site, such as to screen the
activities in this area from the road.

That the reasons
considers:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

for

such

a

decision

be

that

Council

The site is already developed with 2 existing lucerne
silos
and
the
non-compliance
with
the
Scheme
standards must be balanced against the benefits of
permitting further economic use of this existing
facility.
The non-compliance with the height standard is
necessary because of the nature of silo equipment and
the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
Landscaping provisions can be satisfied by the
provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
Parking requirements can be satisfied by defining and
forming parking areas on the site.
Provided the conditions are satisfied, the proposal
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will have little effect on land uses
and beyond.
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T2/p80 (a);

Enquiries 10:

Mr. Ian Shapcott

19th April 1989

Marlborough Harbour Board,
P.O. Box 84,
P1CTON.
Attention:

Mr. D.I. Jamison (General Manager)

Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application;
The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage:
Corner Lagoon Road &: Freezing Works Road, Westshore;

I refer to my letter of 10 April 1989 and enclose a copy of the Council's
Planning report on the above application.
you are reminded that the Hearing is scheduled for Wednesday 3 May 1989
at 2.00 p.m., in the Borough Council Chambers, 67 High Street, Picton.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End:

c.c. Town Clerk
c.c. Committee Clerk

/

iks;hmj
File Reference;

T2/p80 (a):

Enquiries to:

Mr. Ian Shapcott

19th April 1989

Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited,
P.O. Box 111,
PICTON.
Attention:

Mr. G, Boon (Port Development Manager)

Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application: The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage;
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore;
I refer to my letter on 10 April 1989 and enclose a copy of the Council's
Planning report on the above application.
I also enclose the Council's tax invoice for the net hearing fee of $^65 (g.s.t. incl).
The fee is to be paid at least 7 days prior to the Hearing date to ensure that
the Hearing will proceed.
You are reminded that the Hearing is scheduled for Wednesday 3 May 1989 at
2.00 p.m., in the Borough Council Chambers, 67 High Street, Picton.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

End;

c.c. Town Clerk
Committee Clerk
Bring Up - 26.4.89 - i.k.s.
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roi t jaw
H AA NWailVd
«>Cl OOIVWVTVX
on o n no a 1 h

requirements, settiijg-'mp of Area Warden Post, liaison
work to recons^ttjte Picton's Emergency Accomrnodation
Committee^afid contact network and work ornr^w I.D.
cards Jerr Picton Sector Key Personnel.
The Committee received this information and it is
recommended that the CounprPapply for the Restart
Work Scheme person as de'failed above.
13.

FILE REF: T2/p80 (a); NOTIFIED PLANNING APPLICATION
- GOLDEN BAY CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED:
Proposed alterations to existing Silo, Westshore:
This matter was put before the Committee with a view
to determining a Hearing date for the application.
It was noted that no objections had been received to date
and that the notification period closed the day after the
Committee meeting.
The Committee put forward the date of Wednesday 3
May 1989, at 2 p.m. for the Hearing. (This Hearing
date being in line with the standard Hearings day
previously scheduled by the Committee).

J

16.

FILE REFS: T2/sl04 (a) 6c Fl/el: UPGRADING WORK
TO RUSSELL STREET ASSOCIATED WITH SEAFORTH
DEVELOPMENT'S SUBDIVISION:
The Committee was advised thaU^trTconjunction with
the subdivider carrying out uogHiding work to Russell
Street, the Council would^fdce costs with respect to
engineering work to rrta-fmain entranceways and possible
relocation of servk
This mattep^'as noted and the Committee agreed that
the itepar'should be noted so that provision may be made
in the forthcoming estimates.

17.

FILE REF: R3 6c Fl/el: ROAD WIDENING ACQUISITION OF LAND WHEN LAND IS SUBDIVIDED;
The Committee was advised that, quite often the
Council faces substantial costs in paying compensation
to landowners when land is vested for road widening
purposes at the time property is subdivided.
It was noted that, in most cases, the subdivider contributes
to the formation of the road and so, essentially, pays
for betterment. Betterment then being unable tojoe
deducted from the actual value of the road widening
strip to vest.
The Committee was advised thaj>d^recent lOOm^ strip
would involve the Council paying out some $4000 by
way of compensation.
It was agreed .that the Council need to make provision
for such c^rfipensation in the forthcoming Estimates.

18.

REFS: T2 6c R3/w1: WA1KAWA ROAD REGULAR1SATION OF ROAD WIDENING WITHIN THE
OLD BOROUGH AREA:
The Committee was advised by the TownCf^rk that
the Council's Solicitors are still working' on procedures
to finalise this matter and that tiie^Council's Survey
Consultant was currently woj^dTig on a plan associated
with the process.

£
■
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is currently in the hands of the Plannihg Tribunal and
that the Council is seeking that the Tribunal grant
the document operative status, since the three matters
under appdal by Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited
constitute only matters of specific interest to that
organisation and that the balance of the document can
be administered as an effective operative document in
its own right.
It was noted that the Tribunal's consideration of the Council's
application is being pursued by the Council's Solicitors.
14.

FILE REF: T2/h & T2/d.r.: PLACES OF SPECIAL
INTEREST - PROPOSAL FOR SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING:
The Committee was advised that it would be appropriate
for the Sub-Committee to convene and meet to consider
matters current with respect to places of special interest
and historic places and it was suggested that this meeting
be held on Tuesday 16 May.
It was noted that the Sub-Committee in question consists
of
Councillors Burns "and Wood from the Planning Committee
and Mrs. Mv Horrey and Mr. M. Taylor from the Picton
Historical Society.
The meeting and recommended date was supported by
Councillors Burns and Wood and it was tentatively suggested
that the meeting be scheduled for 2 p.m., subject to
possible fine tuning with other members of the Sub-Committee.
It is recommended that this Sub-Committee meeting be
convened.
The Committee was advised that, following discus5ions\
between an officer of the Council and a co-ordinating
personnel from the ^Labour Department, with respect to
the current Restart Works Scheme programme, it was
envisaged that the Council/ could apply for one person
under the Restart programme to undertake a four month
engagement with the Council, which would involve:
(a)

Three months diredtly related to Places of Special
Interest/Historic Places and would embrace reseafch
on listings in the District Scheme, associated
archives development and photos and preparator>
work for a potential application by the Council;
to the 1990 Comr lission regarding a two clock ;
proposal for the "own and involving a possible
clock in the Tov n Centre roundabout, as the
150 year clock ar the upgrading of Picton's
existing time piec
the sundial at the Holy
Trinity Church.
It was also envisa ged that time would be taken
to assist with ma ters
_
concerning
_
the above May
Sub-Committee meeting.

The Committee was advised that Marlborough Heritage
items are one of the high profile matters to be supported
by the 1990 Commission knd it was envisaged that, if
the Restart Scheme was activated for this purpose, an
application would be put forward for funding assistance
from the 1990 Commission for the clock project and
other pertinent heritage matters.

H.L.. YOUNG LTD
KALAMA700 139
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The Committee was advised that the final month of the
four month work scheme proposed would likely involve
Civil Defence matters, inclusive of local H.Q. information
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REPORT TO;

Picton Borough Council

SUBJECT:

The Golden Bay Cement Company Ltd, Westshore

PATE:

14 April 1989

PROPOSAL
1.

On 26 October 1988, the Council granted consent to Golden
Bay Cement Co. Ltd to erect a new cement silo and associated
equipment adjacent to their existing silo on the cornet of
Lagoon Road and Freezing Works Road. The company has now
decided to lease an existing silo from Port Marlborough New
Zealand Ltd,
as an alternative to building
the more
expensive new silo.

2.

The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited has now applied for
planning permission to use an existing lucerne silo to store
cement. It is proposed that a canopy be erected on the
seaward side of the existing silo to house the mechanical
handling
equipment
for
transportation
of
cement
and
containment and control of dust. The silo,
which it is
proposed to use is known as the Picton Westshore No.
2
lucerne silo and is located immediately to the north of
another existing lucerne silo.

3.

Details supplied in the application include a site location
plan, site plans, elevations and comments on the proposal
from Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

SHE
4.

The site is described as Lot 1 D.P, 4973 and Pt 1 D.P.
C.T. 3B/554 and 3B/65, and is located on Freezing Works Road
to the north of the intersection of Lagoon Road and Freezing
Works Road. The property is owned by Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited, and the applicant is the lessee of the
property.
The proposed lease site contains approximately
760m .

OBJECTIONS/SUBMISSIONS
5.

No objections have been received to the application. One
submission has been received from the Marlborough Harbour
Board, requesting that the Council gives close attention to
LAND SURVEYING » DEVELOPMENT ■ REGIONAL. ENVIRONMENTAL TOUftlSM. RESOURCE TOWN 4 COUNTRY PLANNING ■ CIVIL 4 STRUCT URAL ENQlNEERlNU
PLANNER DIRECTORS
SURVEYOR DIRECTORS
David A Bryce B.Sc . M Sc , DIp.TP., M.N Z I.S., M.N.Z.PI.
1 Michael H, Davie F.N.Z.I.S.. M.P.M I
Bruoe W Tltompson B.A., M T.C P., M.N.Z.PI
Paul F. Stenlng B.Sc., tS.(AuSt >, M.N.ZIS
Kim P. McCracken B A.. Dip.T.P., M.N.Z.PI,
SURVEYOR CONSULTANT
PLANNER ASSOCIATE
Andrew P. Todd M.N.ZIS,
Sarah M. OawSOn B E (Hons), M Sc,(Disl), M.N.Z.PI
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12

Height is
limited to
10m with an additional
3m for
ancillary equipment, and a 50° recession plane originating
at ground level in the case of the rear boundary,
an
originating 6m above all other boundaries. It is clear fr
the plans submitted that the ProPOBed. h.an^liln^1^ndrbeina
control equipment exceeds the maximum height limit (being
15.4m in height)? and does not comply with the recession
surfaces
from
the
rear
boundary
of
the
site.
Th
dispensation provisions would enable a relaxation of the
height limit by 20%, but the proposed equipment still would
not comply with this requirement.

13.

Parking standards are one space per 75m2 of ^oss floor area
or one space per 2 employees, whichever is the greater, ine
gross f^oor area of the silo and canopy is approximately
310m , requiring 4 parking spaces. The application indicates
that one full-time employee will be required ^orthe
proposed use requiring a lesser number of parking sPa^BThe total silo complex, including the adjacent silo, wou
have a gross floor area of approximately 537m , requiring
total of 7 parking spaces.

14.

The site plans give no indication of the availabilityor
location of parking spaces. However, the lease j>ite includes
an additional
area of approximately
450m ,
which
sufficient to provide for the required parking spaces.

15.

Access on to the site is via a dish channel
Freezing Works Road. The area complies with the standard
dimensions specified in the District Scheme for
areas.

16.

The parking and loading areas would be clearly ^®ible
the road. The District Scheme requires a/1 ,Park.1"g
loading areas to be screened from roads by lands(7aping
^
a minimum depth of 1.5m. Landsoaping is aiso ^Tin^ove the
less than 10% of the site,
in order to
appearance of the site and to 6creen areaB
unsightly. A landscaping plan shall be submitted with each
building permit application. No landscaping proposals
been shown on the plans submitted with the application,
it is stated that no additional landscaping is planned.

17
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boundaries of the site. Further, no single ^^ "oise shall
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whichever is the lower, during Darkness. The applicati
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without the erection of ancillary cement handling and dust
control equipment. The Scheme's height standard does not
provide for silos and associated equipment,
as it is
designed to provide for the general height of industrial
buildings in the zone. Silos, by their nature, are usually
tall, as is evidenced by the existing silos. For the silo to
be redeveloped by the Company for cement storage and
loading, the height standard cannot be met.
23.

The primary matter of public interest is the integrity of
the Scheme, and that its general provisions are respected
and given effect to. The applicant must establish that the
proposal falls outside, but does not offend, the general
provisions of the Scheme.

24.

The Industrial B Zone is specifically designed to provide
for industries, which because of their relationship with the
Port, heavy nature or noxiousness, should be separated from
other uses.
The Company's cement storage and loading
facilities are clearly related to the Port and the facility
is properly located in this regard.

25.

The Scheme specifies height requirements,
in order to
achieve
a
reasonable
degree
of
appearance,
sunlight
admission, privacy, and protection from nuisance,
and to
enhance and preserve Picton's visual character.
However,
concerns at contravening these requirements must be balanced
against the economic interests of the applicant and the
community. The Company has a history of cement storage and
loading at the Port of Picton, having received Council
permission for its existing cement silo in 1973.
The Port
is well-placed to serve the Company's needs. The Company has
already received permission to erect a second silo adjoining
their existing silo on the corner of Lagoon and Freezing
Works Roads. The use of the existing lucerne silo will avoid
the need for the second cement silo at this stage and make
an economic use of an existing silo facility. The proposed
ancillary
handling
and
duat
control
equipment,
and
supporting structure will be alongside the existing lucerne
silo and will be of a lesser height than that silo. Given
the location of the site between Freezing Works Road and the
harbour,
in
the
vicinity
of
a
range
of
industrial
activities, the proposal will not overshadow or reduce
privacy on any property and the appearance of the silo may
be able to be improved by painting and site management. For
the above reasons, it is considered that the proposal would
not be contrary to the public interest.

26.
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30.

The application does not indicate whether vehicle parkinq
areas are already laid out on the site. Clearly defined
parking and manoeuvring areas assist in improving the
appearance of industrial sites.

31.

The District Scheme specifies clearly defined noise levels
tor uses in the Industrial B Zone. The noise level stated
in
e application (maximum noise level likely 75dBA)
is

17/04 '89 15:37
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considerably greater than the 55dBA permitted by the Scheme
during
"daylight"
and
4 OdBA
during
"darkness".
The
application also states that the facility will be operating
24 hours per day, 7 days per week. The applicant will need
to establish that the noise levels specified in the Scheme
can be met. This may entail obtaining independent expert
advice and the modification of the equipment to achieve
these levels. The noise levels specified in the Scheme would
need to be a condition of any consent.
32.

The operation of the facility will need to comply with the
Clean Air Act
1972.
As
discussed
above,
a
further
application would need to be made for any sign.

33.

The proposal has exceptional characteristics which set it
apart from other proposals to depart from the Scheme. The
site is already developed with 2 silos, which contravene the
height requirements of the District Scheme. The proposed
equipment would be subsidiary to these existing silos and
enable their continued economic use.
Silos and their
associated equipment, by their nature, are tall structures
and are likely to exceed scheme height standards. It would
not be appropriate to set height standards to accommodate
silo structures, as this would permit all development in the
zone to reach this height. For the above reasons,
it is
considered that the planning significance of granting the
application will be small.

34.

Approval of the application will not result in the need for
a change to the District Scheme. It would not be appropriate
for the height standards for other uses in the zone to be
similar to those proposed in this application.
It is
desirable that uses of this height remain under specific
planning control, should further development be proposed.

RECOMMENDATION
35.

That the application be considered under Sections 75 and 74
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977, comprising as it
does a structure exceeding height and recession surface
limits in the Industrial B Zone, in which the site lies.

36.

That the application be granted under Section 67 of the
above Act, subject to conditions including the following:
(i)

That the canopy and handling
and dust control
equipment shall be designed and finished generally in
accordance
with
the
plans
submitted
in
the

17/04
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

(ix)

37.

application subject to any modifications required to
comply with other conditions set out herein.
That the canopy and equipment shall be finished in
colours designed to harmonise and integrate the
structure with its background, to the Council's
satisfaction.
That 4 car parking spaces be provided on the lease
site, to be defined and finished in an all-weather
surface to the Council's satisfaction.
That provision be made for all trucks loading on the
site to park and manoeuvre on the site, such areas to
be defined and finished in an all-weather surface to
the Council's satisfaction.
That all uses on the site comply with the provisions
of the Clean Air Act 1972.
That any advertising signs be approved by the council
in terms of the provisions of the District Scheme.
That the site be maintained in a tidy condition at
all times to the Council's satisfaction.
That the use of the site and buildings be
so
conducted
and
the
equipment
so
designed
and
constructed to ensure that as a result of any
activity the noise levels specified in Ordinance
3.8.1(c) of the District Scheme Review No. 1 are not
exceeded on the boundaries of the site.
That a 1.5m landscaping strip be developed and
maintained to the satisfaction of the Council along
the road frontage of the parking, loading and storage
area on the lease site,
such as to screen the
activities in this area from the road.

That the reasons
considers:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

for

such

a

decision

be

that

Council

The site is already developed with 2 existing lucerne
silos
and
the
non-compliance
with
the
Scheme
standards must be balanced against the benefits of
permitting further economic use of this existing
facility.
The non-compliance with the height standard
is
necessary because of the nature of silo equipment and
the impact of the structure is lessened by its
location alongside an existing silo.
Landscaping provisions can be satisfied by the
provision of a landscaped strip along the road
frontage of the site.
Parking requirements can be satisfied by defining and
forming parking areas on the site.
Provided the conditions are satisfied, tn« proposab
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Picton
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Council
67 HIGH STREET, PICTON, NEW ZEALAND
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P.O. Box 13
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(057) 37278

iks;hmj
File Reference: T2/S80(a):
/p8
Enquiries to:

Mr>

Ian

ShapCOtt

10th April 1989

Port Madhtfrough New Zealand
Jdmited,
P.OSaox 111,
FfCTON.
Attention;

Mr. G. Boon (Port Development Manager)

Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application: The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage;
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore;

Notice is hereby given that the above application and objections/submissions thereto
(if any), will be heard by the Picton Borough Council Planning Committee on
Wednesday 3 May 1989 at 2.00 p.m. in the Picton Borough Council Chambers,
67 High Street, Picton.
A copy of the Council's report on the application will be forwarded to you as
soon as it becomes available.
A sheet setting out the Council's Hearings procedure
is attached.
It would be appreciated if applicants or objectors intending to present written
submissions at the hearing could have 13 copies available.
It would also be appreciated if you would advise the Council, as soon as possible,
if you propose to attend the meeting in support of your application or objection/
submission.
You will be sent an account for the Hearing Fee in conjunction with the Council's
report.
This fee must be paid at least 7 days prior to the Hearing date to
ensure that the Hearing will proceed.

End:
c.c. Town Clerk

iksjhmj
File Reference: T2/^80(a):
Enquiries to:

Mr>

Ian

ShapCOtt

10th April 1989

Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited,
P.O. Box 111,
PICTON.
Attention:

Mr. G. Boon (Port Development Manager)

Dear Sir,
Notified Planning Application; The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage;
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore;

Notice is hereby given that the above application and objections/submissions thereto
(if any), will be heard by the Picton Borough Council Planning Committee on
Wednesday 3 May 1989 at 2.00 p.m. in the Picton Borough Council Chambers
67 High Street, Picton.
A copy of the Council's report on the application will be forwarded to you as
soon as it becomes available.
A sheet setting out the Council's Hearings procedure
is attached.
It would be appreciated if applicants or objectors intending to present written
submissions at the hearing could have 15 copies available.
It would also be appreciated if you would advise the Council, as soon as possible,
if you propose to attend the meeting in support of your application or objection/
submission.
You will be sent an account for the Hearing Fee in conjunction with the Council's
report.
This fee must be paid at least 7 days prior to the Hearing date to
ensure that the Hearing will proceed.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:
End:
c.c. Town Clerk
Committee Clerk
Bring Up; 24.04.89 IKS
D. Bryce

iks;hnnj
File Reference: T2/^80(a);
Enquiries to:

Ian ShapCOtt

10th April 1989

Marlborough Harbour Board,
P.O. Box S'f,
PICTON.
Attention:

Mr. D.l. Jamison (General Manager)

Dear Sir,

Notified Planning Application: The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage;
Corner Lagoon Road & Freezing Works Road, Westshore;

Notice is hereby given that the above application and objections/submissions thereto
(if any), will be heard by the Picton Borough Council Planning Committee on
Wednesday 3 May 1989 at 2.00 p.m. in the Picton Borough Council Chambers,
67 High Street, Picton.
A copy of the Council's report on the application will be forwarded to you as
soon as it becomes available.
A sheet setting out the Council's Hearings procedure
is attached.
It would be appreciated if applicants or objectors intending to present written
submissions at the hearing could have 15 copies available.
It would also be appreciated if you would advise the Council, as soon as possible,
if you propose to attend the meeting in support of your application or objection/
submission.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per;
End:
c.c.
f

Town Clerk
Committee Clerk
Bring Up; 24.009 IKS
D. Bryce

r

TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977

P1CTON

BOROUGH

D151R1CT SCHLME

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT

DETAILS OF THE APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT LISTED BELOW MAY BE
EXAMINED IN THE OFFICE OF THE PICTON BOROUGH COUNCIL DURING NORMAL
OFFICE HOURS.

SUBMISSIONS OR OBJECTIONS CAN BE MADE BY NOTICE IN

WRITING IN FORM J PRESCRIBED IN THE FIRST SCHEDULE TO THE TOWN &
COUNTRY PLANNING REGULATIONS 1978, OR TO 1 HE LIKE EFFECT, AND WILL
BE RECEIVED BY THE COUNCIL AT 67 HIGH STREET (P.O. BOX 13), PICTON,
UNTTir_T>^r^Nl^IDAY

7 Ai'iUu 1989.

A COPY OF ANY SUBMISSION OR OBJECTION MUST ALSO BE SENT TO THE
O

APPLICANT.
ADDRESS OF PROPERTY TO
WHICH APPLICATION RELATES:

CORNER LAGOON ROAD/FREEZING WORKS
ROAD, PICTON.
(LOT 1 D.P. 4973 & PT. 1 D.P. 4964)

NATURE OF APPLICATION:

FOR CONSENT IO USE AN EXISTING LUCERNE
SILO IO STORE CEMENT.
IT IS PROPOSED
THAT A CANOPY WILL BE ERECTED ON THE
SEAWARD SIDE OF HIE EXISTING SILO TO
HOUSE MECHANICAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
TOR 1 RANSPORTATION OF CEMENT AND
CONTROL OF DUST.

O

APPLICANT:

I HE l.OUTiUiMi^V^J^MLJTJloCOMPAN V LIMIT ELY,

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE:

PORI MARLBOROUGH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED,
P.O. BOX 111,
PIC I ON.

DATE:

S
SIGNED BY
PURSUANT TO A DELEGATION GIVEN TO ME BY THE
PICTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
Please insert Marlborough Express
P.O. Box 13,
PICTON.
l/i+U

1 Q fv Q

"Public Notices" llnirsday 16 March 1989
(Charge L.A. Rates)

CONSlLlO El ANIMIS
Picton

BOROfcirTtfnCTQJv

Borough

-

Ff

Council
67 HIGH STREET, PICTON, NEW ZEALAND
Postal Address:
P.O. Box 13
Telephone:
(057) 37278
Fax No.
(057)
37331

6/

LAtv S
Enquiries to:

FACS1MIL1E

DATE;

time;

COVER

SHEET

/FtZS.F.fr:.

.r.

TO;

ATTENTION:

SM..

^

c

FROM:

S\
NO. of PAGES L
(incl. cover sheet)

MEMO:

77T*tC?~r'

Z>mce.j.
C?. F.yZ.

/.HsFF.F....

/y.c. /%.<.

f.y..

iz Pro
P.O. Box 84 Picton. New Zealand
Telephone (057)37691
Fax (057) 37695
Telegrams 'Marlharb'
All correspondence to:
The General Manager

Marlborough

\1

Harbour Ooaixl
Please guote:

G4 8/2*710

When calling please ask for:
113:96

3 April 1989

APR 1989
A
on

Bono

Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON

Dear Sir

NOTIFIED PLANNING APPLICATION
THE GOLDEN BAY CEMENT
LIMITED ; CEMENT STORAGE, LAGOON ROAD/ FREEZING WORKS ROAD

CO.

Please find enclosed a submission from the Marlborough Harbour
Board in respect of an application by Golden Bay Cement Co.
Limited to use an existing lucerne silo for cement storage.

Yours faithfully

INWARDS MAIL
Copy(s)
Original
Ddlrijulion
T.C.
A.T.C.
E.O.
0.1.
y
CO.

D I Jamison
GENERAL MANAGER

End.

TP
Co""[ rpMr»r:|
>
1':

0 ' C'
djcd

By

Date

FORM J
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977
NOTICE OF SUBMISSION

TO: The Town Clerk, Picton Borough Council, PO Box 13, Picton
FROM:

The Marlborough Harbour Board, PO Box 84, Picton

SUBMISSION

The following is a submission on the application of the Golden
Bay Cement Co. Limited to use an existing lucerne silo to store
cement and erect a canopy on the seaward side of the silo to
house the mechanical handling equipment for transportation of
cement and containment and control of dust.
The proposed structures and operation do not affect Marlborough
Harbour Board's primary interests but the Board does note the
potential for general nuisance values of noise and dust.
In
view of Picton Borough Council's concerns on these matters
expressed in objection to the marine transfer terminal proposed
by Port Marlborough NZ Limited for Shakespeare Bay, the Board
trusts that Picton Borough Council will give close attention to
acceptable standards for these matters as Golden Bay Cement's
operation will be sited much closer to Picton's population and
amenities than would the Shakespeare Bay proposal.
It would also appear inappropriate for the Council to require a
condition on the Shakespeare Bay proposal regarding the level
of noise while permitting a higher level for an industry in the
Council's own area of jurisdiction.
The Board's concern would be met by Picton Borough Council
giving close attention to the potential noise and dust problems
associated with the development to prevent any loss of amenity
to Picton's population.
The Board does
submission.

not

desire

to

be

heard

in

support

Signed
Gen

ger7 Marlborough Harbour Board

Date

Address for Service ;

PO Box 84
PICTON

of

its

TalPsot^?
P.O. Box 84 Picton, New Zealand
Telephone (057) 37691
Fax (057) 37695
Telegrams 'Marlharb'
Marlborough

All correspondence to:
The General Manager

Harbour Board
Please Quote:

G48/271D

When calling please ask for;
ftECEIVgg

113:96

3 April 1989

- 5 APR 1989
/>
(Ph
On

pORQI

Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON

Dear Sir

NOTIFIED PLANNING APPLICATION
THE GOLDEN BAY CEMENT
LIMITED ; CEMENT STORAGE, LAGOON ROAD/ FREEZING WORKS ROAD

CO.

Please find enclosed a submission from the Marlborough Harbour
Board in respect of an application by Golden Bay Cement Co.
Limited to use an existing lucerne silo for cement storage.

Yours faithfully

D I Jctmison
GENERAL MANAGER

End.

INWARDS MAIL
Copy(s) i
Original
! Distribution
i.e.
A.T.C.
E.O.
B.I.
C.C.
TP
Commit'se
Omcil
O'her
Acknowledged

1
j:(
:
By

Dote

FORM J
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977
NOTICE OF SUBMISSION

TO: The Town Clerk, Picton Borough Council, PO Box 13, Picton
FROM;

The Marlborough Harbour Board, PO Box 84, Picton

SUBMISSION

The following is a submission on the application of the Golden
Bay Cement Co. Limited to use an existing lucerne silo to store
cement and erect a canopy on the seaward side of the silo to
house the mechanical handling equipment for transportation of
cement and containment and control of dust.
The proposed structures and operation do not affect Marlborough
Harbour Board's primary interests but the Board does note the
potential for general nuisance values of noise and dust.
In
view of Picton Borough Council's concerns on these matters
expressed in objection to the marine transfer terminal proposed
by Port Marlborough NZ Limited for Shakespeare Bay, the Board
trusts that Picton Borough Council will give close attention to
acceptable standards for these matters as Golden Bay Cement's
operation will be sited much closer to Picton's population and
amenities than would the Shakespeare Bay proposal.
It would also appear inappropriate for the Council to require a
condition on the Shakespeare Bay proposal regarding the level
of noise while permitting a higher level for an industry in the
Council's own area of jurisdiction.
The Board's concern would be met by Picton Borough Council
giving close attention to the potential noise and dust problems
associated with the development to prevent any loss of amenity
to Picton's population.
The Board does
submission.

not

desire

to

be

heard

in

support

Signed
Gen*leral Mana*iger7 Marlborough Harbour Board

Date

Address for Service :

il

\C]^.

PO Box 84
PICTON

of

its

NEW ZEALAND FIRE SERVICE

Reply to: THE COMMANDER, NO. 5B AREA, NEW ZEALAND FIRE SERVICE, P.O.BOX 499, NELSON
Fire Headquarters, Halifax Street, Telephone 81-589
Hanoaoff

FP 5

%^o.

21 March 1989

iNaaaMMiM|
INWARDS MAIL
Oislriouticn
Original
Copy(s)
T.C.
A.T.C.
•
E.O.
•«
i
B.I.
y
C.C.

<?-

6861 yvw 8 Z
Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON

QJ3A

1
r

COhltiitss
Council
S
O-'ir

Dear Sir

'C -•

djad

Gy

comment

on

the

Oats

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT
THE GOLDEN BAY CEMENT CO LTD
USE OF LUCERNE SILO FOR CEMENT STORAGE

The Fire Safety
application.

Department

has

no

above

Yours faithfully

(T W ^ PASCOE)
Senior Station Officer
for Commander
5B Area
twjp;bjbd
COPY:

District Commander 5B05 Picton Volunteer Fire Brigade

:|

iks;hmj
File Rek'ivnco
T2/sS0 (a);
Enquiries to: Mr. Ian Shapcott
15th March I'Jo^

Eort Marlborough New Zealand
Limited,
P.O. Box 111,
EICTON.
Attention:

Mr. G. Boon (Eon Development Manager)

Dear Sir,
Notitied Planning Application; The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited:
Consent to use an existing Lucerne Silo for Cement Storage;
Corner Lagoon koad A: I'reezing Aorks Koad, V. estshore;
1 acknowledge receipt of the above application on 13 March 1989 and note that the
relevant submission lees have oeen paid.
You will be advised of any further fee requirement as and when it arises.
1 enclose a copy of the public notice for your information.
The Council will assess the situation following the completion of the objection
period and you will be notified of the date of hearing accordingly.
You are advised that the following bodies and persons have been served with a
copy of your application:
Marlborough United Council, P.O. Box 19, Blenheim
Works Consultancy Services, P.O. Box 3836, Wellington.
N.Z. hire Service, P.O. Box ^99, Nelson.
Marlborough Harbour Board, P.O. Box 8^, Picton.
N.Z. Railways Corporation, Private Bag, Wellington.
dames William Melville i: Kenneth Pye, P.O. Box 72, Christchurch.
Waterfront Industries Commission, P.O. Box 50, Picton.
McManaway Marine Ltd. y ^ •w. ljox i
i icton.
Westside Marine Service: , Westshore, P.O. Box 2It, Picton.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per:

/r/C
' /*

C'
H AJ *

End:

r'

'sy
s
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File Ref: T2/s80(a)
PICTON

BOROUGH

COUNCIL

TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT

To;
X

7

>

The attached application for planning consent has been received by the Picton Borough
Council.
Additional plans or other information are/Enexxucx held in the Council's office and
may be inspected there during normal office hours.
The application is being advertised and submissions/objections will be received
by the Council until ^.00 p.m. on Friday 7 April 19S9.

Any submission/objection must be in writing in Form 3 prescribed in the First
Schedule to the Town and Country Planning Regulations 1978, or to the like
effect, and should be addressed to the Picton Borough Council, P.O. Box 13,
Picton.
Objection/Support forms are available from the Council's office,
67 High Street, Picton.

A copy of every submission/objection must also be sent to the applicant as soon as
possible.
r

Dated:

<5 March 1989

Signed by;
pursuant to a delegation given to me by the
Picton Borough Council.

End:

You are advised that the follow inn bodies and persons have been served with a
copy of your application:
J^lClarlborouRh United Council, C.O. hox lq, iMenhein.
-''CWorUs Consultancy Services, I'.C). box 3S3fi, Wellinnton.
hire Service, I'.o. hox 'rSV, UeUon.
^i\iarlborounlr Harbour lioanl, I'.O. iia\
I'icion.
Railways Corporation, Rrivate iij{;« '«'»ellin;;ton.
t/'/Ckluies William i\lelvillc Jx Kenneth t'yo, i'.O. l3ox 7z, Christchurch.
A\' .•» t/sr f r«-\f* r Industries tComnussion,
i ii< ■ i<;< i.
\ v 50,
S.i II'icion.
' ir* I
^AVaterfront
R.O. »S
oox
' McManaway Alarine Ltd., R.vi. box 13s, ricton.
/westside klarino Services, Westshore, I'.O. box
i'icion.

Yours faithfully,
13.W. TARR.
TOWN CLLRK
per:

find:

,
(

.w'1
\
'

I
V
\

^

il/l/r
| I
.
6

^/

ir/
SO

7

X/

File Ref; T2/s80(a)
PICTON

BOROUGH

COUNCIL

TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT

To:

O
The attached application for planning consent has been received by the Picton Borough
Council.
Additional plans or other information aTe/»c*xKB< held in the Council's office and
may be inspected there during normal office hours.
The application is being advertised and submissions/objections will be received
by the Council until <L00 p.m. on Friday 7 April 1989.

Any submission/objection must be in writing in Form 3 prescribed in the First
Schedule to the Town and Country Planning Regulations 1978, or to the like
effect, and should be addressed to the Picton Borough Council, P.O. Box 13,
Picton.
Objection/Support forms are available from the Council's office,
67 High Street, Picton.
O
A copy of every submission/objection must also be sent to the applicant as soon as
possible.

Dated:

15

March 1989

Signed by;
pursuant to a delegation given to me by the
Picton Borough Council.

End:

You are advised that the (ollowing bodies and persons have been served with a
copy of your application:
Marlborough United Council, P.O. Pox 1^, Plcnheim
Works Consultancy Services, IhO. fkix 3S36, Wellington.
N.^.. l ire Service, P.O. Pox
iSelson.
i\iarlborough Harbour board, ISO. box
Picton.
N.2.. Railways Corporation, Private bag, Wellington.
.'lames William Melville
Kenneth Pye, P.O. box 72, Christchurch.
Waterfront Industries Commission, ij.O. liox 50, Picton.
McManaway Marine Ltd., P.O. box 135, Picton.
Westside Marine Services, Westshore, P.O. box 21^, Picton.

Yours faithfully,
b.W. TAPP.
TO'WN CLLRK
per:

find;

"T '::j p %•:

'VfcCBV£o
PICTON
1 3 MAR 1989

BOROUGH

COUNCIL

THE TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977

APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT
>»p«maTions, Waivers & Controlled Uses
Including: 'Foreshore Amenities Zone', 'High Street
North of Roundabout' <!c 'Landfill Requirements' Plus; Conditional Uses & Specified Departures
FEES
Non-Notified
Notified
Dispensations, Waivers & Controlled Uses
Application Assessment/Deposit Fee
(Payable when making application)
$55
Assessment Fee (Payable prior to
formal consideration of the application
by the Council)
$0

Conditional Uses & Specified Departures
*..„) Payable when
Administration Fee
making
Hearing Deposit Fee - $220) application
Hearing Fee (Balance) - actual cost of hearing
- determined for each application (maximum
fee $800).
The hearingfee is to be paid prior
to the hearing date.

to $165 (relative to
complexity)

Before completing this form please read thoroughly,
relevant to the proposal.
1.-

To the

then provide all details

Picton Borough Council.

Details of Applicant, Owners and Occupiers;
2.
3.

Full name of Applicant .. .^1'? .GOLDEN .BAY .CEMENT^CO^. .LTD
Postal address of Applicant. .
9F.F.I£E.'. '?E.ST .PLAZA. BUI.Lp^N.G,
ALBERT STREET, AUCKLAND

U.

Applicant is the . . .E?S.SP9
of the property (state whether owner/
lessee/etc.)
Name and address of the Owner . .p.0.r9 .Marl.bprough New Zealand Limited.
PO. Pqx. Ul, . PIPTQN
Name and address of the Occupier. T^e.
Pqy. Cqm.ept; .Cq .. Ltcl
. fie.ac! .O.ffpc.e.hje^t .P.Uz.a. Bu.ildi/iy,. Alqejrt .Stt^et* AUCKLAND.

5.
6.

Details of the Property Concerned:
7.
8.
9.
10.

Address of the property:. .CPFOeA. Ea390.n. PoAd/Freezing Works. RoadPicton
Legal Description. . ^9^. I .P.P1?.a.n^ .P.^. \ DP4 9.64
Certificate of Title references.. pB/5.5.4 .a.n^ .3B/6.5
Valuation Roll No. . . 2 02.00 . 3.7OA

Details of Proposal (as appropriate)
The following sections are to enable the applicant to give a full description of what is
proposed.
Additional information may also be necessary for others to understand the
proposal.
A separate report may be attached if necessary.
11.

A general description of what is proposed is . P? .u.s? .a.n. e.xi-PB .1 uccrne
.s.1.!? .tp.stp^e p^rgept,.. .A .c^qopy .w j. (1.
.ejrqc.tgcl .op .tpe .sp$Hapd
. s.ide .of .existing .silo. as. shown .on.p.lan .P588.

12.

The reasons for the application and for choosing this site are. .U1(% existing,
lucerne silo is under utilised and is a more economic proposal
to. constructing .a. new. si.lo .adjacent to .the .existing, cement silo.

13.

The following is a full description of the proposed use of every building.SpQr.e. . .
.c.eqiqn.t. i.n. t^e.
.l.ugqrp? s^]o and. erect .a. canopy on .the . . .
.seaward .side, of .the silo .to .hous.e. the mechanical hand.ling equipment
for. transpprtatio.n. of cement and. containment, and. control, of dlis.t^

I'f.

The following is a full description of all activities proposed to be carried out on
the site outside of the buildings.. . .
Pf .t.rVc.k?'.
of _ _
. Pallets an^ c^njept .h?rjd,lj.qg. ^quTpnjepit
!

15.

The following manufacturing processes are proposed (fully describe).
Not ,applicable

16.

The proposed days and hours of operation per week are (indicating any seasonal
variations). . . .'. days. per. v^e.ek .2.4. ^opps. pqr. ^qy.

17.

... PP?
be employed.

18.

Regular traffic movements are likely to be at the rate of . . . /pj- .cars and
. . . . P . . . trucks per day/week (delete as appropriate).

19.

The following methods of water supply, energy supply, rubbish disposal, stormwatei
disposal, sewage treatment and disposal are proposed
. . . All necessary, s.e.ryi^ce^ .apq .aji;e.a^y ^^i;viogL
p^i,stin.g. giJo . ,

20.

The following materials are to be used on the property which may affect or be
offensive to the neighbours
,.
6
Nil

21.

The following noise levels are likely to be reached on the property
. . .
ngise. level, likely
.2p^ .fjrqni fqn. prj .dyqt. extjraQt. sy.stera

22.

Details of the landscaping proposed are. . . .^P. Tddit^ipija.1. layigl^c,apin.g. pjl^prcec

23.

Drawings (drawn to scale with the scale shown on the plan), showing the followinr'
information, are attached:
(a)

people full-time and

Pil

people part-time, will

Site Plan showing: (as appropriate)
(i)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Location of all existing and proposed buildings and distances to
boundaries (indicate those to which the application relates).
(ii)
Selected ground heights and/or land contours.
(iii)
Location of trees, streams, drains and other topographical features.
(iv)
Existing and proposed access points and internal reading.
(v)
Existing and proposed car parking areas.
(vi)
Location of archaeological sites on the property.
(vii)
Location of existing septic tanks and eflluent drainage lines.
(viii) Details of proposed landscaping.
(ix)
Location of existing and proposed signs.
(x)
Areas and dimensions of property.
(xi)
Roads on to which the property has frontage.
(xii)
Present use of adjoining properties.
Floor plan of all buildings relating to the application.
Elevations of all new buildings to show external appearance.
Size and design of advertising signs.

Dated at . . . Picton

ti,i5.

. .tenth. . , . day of . .

Address for Service
.
,
.Port Marl borough Ne.w. Zealandj Limited
k0 n
.
i«-n n n

5if;nature-

/
/■'

19.8^
" f/f

/
'*l'V

(Io be signed by or on behalf of the Applicant)

-■
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PORT
MARLBOROUGH
NEW ZEALAND
LIMEEED
14 Auckland Street
Picton, New Zealand
P.O. Box 111, Picton
Telephone (057) 38-000
Fax (057) 37-695
P22/16
10

March 1989

The Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
ZICTQM
Attention ; Messrs B. Tapp and I. Shapcott
Dear Sirs,
BE.: THE GOLDEN BAY CEMENT CO. LTD - USE OF
CEMENT STORAGE

LUCERNE

SILO

FOR

Please find attached an Application for Planning Consent to use
the existing No 2 Lucerne Silo Westshore for cement storage.
■ I'.-"'

■ ,':V ■

Late in 1988 the Golden Bay Cement Co. Ltd gained planning
consent from your Council to erect a new silo and equipment
adjacent to their existing silo on the corner of Lagoon Road
and the Freezing Works road.
It is now the intention of this Company to lease our already
existing facility as an alternative to building the more
expensive new structure.
All the equipment to be used in the new silo will be used for
cement load in and load out of No 2 lucerne silo.
The additional structure to be built seaward of
silo will incorporate the following details
included on the standard form:
a)

the existing
which are not

Visual Impact
The additional structure for load in and load out of
product is of less height than the existing silo
complex. All new work will be painted to harmonise with
the existing structures.
Plan P588 shows additional
structural work from the seaward elevation.

b).

All Borough Services in the area shall be protected to
the satisfaction of the Council. The area on which the
additional structure is to be built does not have
council services that would need relocation.

cont.2/...
I trust that this provides the necessary information to enable
you to process this application as soon as possible and I look
forward to your reply.
Yours faithfully,
Mw/
/1
Graeme Boon
PORT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
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TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977

P1CTON

DOROUGH

DISTRICT SCHEME

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT

DETAILS OF THE APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT LISTED BELOW MAY BE
EXAMINED IN THE OFFICE OF THE P1CTON BOROUGH COUNCIL DURING NORMAL
OFFICE HOURS.

SUBMISSIONS OR OBJECTIONS CAN BE MADE BY NOTICE IN

WRITING IN FORM J PRESCRIBED IN THE FIRST SCHEDULE TO THE TOWN &
COUNTRY PLANNING REGULATIONS 1978, OR TO THE LIKE EFFECT, AND WILL
BE RECEIVED BY THE COUNCIL AT 67 HIGH STREET (P.O. BOX 13), PICTON,
UNTIL

^ P.M.

ON FRIDAY

7 AClllU 1989.

A COPY OF ANY SUBMISSION OR OBJECTION MUST ALSO BE SENT TO THE
APPLICANT.

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY TO
WHICH APPLICATION RELATES:

CORNER LAGOON ROAD/FREEZING WORKS
ROAD, PICTON.
(LOT 1 D.P. 4973 & PT. 1 D.P. 4964)

NATURE OF APPLICATION:

FOR CONSENT TO USE AN EXISTING LUCERNE
SILO TO STORE CEMENT.
IT IS PROPOSED
THAT A CANOPY WILL BE ERECTED ON THE
SEAWARD SIDE OF THE EXISTING SILO TO
HOUSE MECHANICAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
FOR TRANSPORTATION OF CEMENT AND
CONTROL OF DUST.

APPLICANT:

THE GOLDEN BAY CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED,

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE:

PORT MARLBOROUGH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED,
P.O. BOX 111,
PICTON.

DATE;

SIGNED BY
PURSUANT TO A DELEGATION GIVEN TO ME BY THE
PICTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
Please insert Marlborough Express
P.O. Box 13,
PICTON.
14th March 1989

"Public Notices" Thursday 16 March 1989
(Charge L.A. Rates)
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P1CTON
1 3MAR1989

BOROUGH

COUNCIL

THE TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977

APPLICATION FOR PLANNING CONSENT
^BOHOUSH^^
nons, Waivers & Controlled Uses - Including; 'Foreshore Amenities Zone', 'High Street
North of Roundabout' & 'Landfill Requirements' Plus; Conditional Uses & Specified Departures
FEES
Non-Notified
Notified
Dispensations, Waivers & Controlled Uses
Conditional Uses & Specified Departures
A11n) Payable when
Application Assessment/Deposit Fee
Administration Fee ) making
(Payable when making application)
Hearing Deposit Fee - $220) application
$55
Hearing Fee (Balance) - actual cost of hearing
Assessment Fee (Payable prior to
- determined for each application (maximum
formal consideration of the application
fee $800).
The hearing fee is to be paid prior
by the Council)
to the hearing date.
$0

to $165 (relative to
complexity)

Before completing this form please read thoroughly,
relevant to the proposal.
1.

To the

then provide all details

Picton Borough Council.

Details of Applicant, Owners and Occupiers:
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Full name of Applicant ..
.'n®.-.^P
Postal address of Applicant. . .HPAD.
.PLAZA, Byi^pi.N.G
ALBERT STREETAUCKLAND ^
Applicant is the . . Lessee
property (state whether owner/
0f
lessee/etc.)
Name and address of the Owner . .
.Marl.bpro.ugh New Zealand Limited. . .
P.O. Pqx.
.P.IPTQN
Name and address of the Occupier. TU6. Go.IcJqd.
GQm.ecit; .C(?.. Ltd
. Ije^d .O^f tc.e.We^t .PT^^a. Bu.i).di/ig,. Mdejrt .St^et^ AUCKLAND.

Details of the Property Concerned:
7.
8.
9.
10.

Address of the property:,
90.ad/F.rP§z.:i-P'T .^P^.3. ^0.ad'. Picton
Legal Description. .
} .DP49.73 .a.nd .P.t. 1 pP4.9.64
Certificate of Title references..
.a.nd .3B/6.5
Valuation Roll No. . . .20200 . 3^7 0A

Details of Proposal (as appropriate)
The following sections are to enable the applicant to give a full description of what is
proposed.
Additional information may also be necessary for others to understand the
proposal.
A separate report may be attached if necessary.
11.

A general description of what is proposed is . J-9 .UP9 .a.n.
?i-.-*-PC6.37?® . . .
.S.1.I9 .tp.s.tp^e. p^ept;.. .A .canopy
U9 .epQc.tpcJ .op .tL? .sp^apd . . .
.side .of . e.xisting .silo. as. shown .on. plan .P588.

12.

The reasons for the application and for choosing this site are.
.e?;L.s.tan.(?
.lucerne .silo is .unde.r. utilised .and .is .a. more, economic .proposal
.to. constructing .a. new. si.lo .adja.cent to .the existing cement silo

13.

The following is a full description of the proposed use of every building.3tQr.e. . . .
,c.eipqn.t. i.n. tde. ^if^ing .l.upqrp? .s^;o. and. erect .a. canopy on .the ....
.seaward .side, of .thes.ilo to .hpus.e. the mechanical handling equipment
. for. trans.pprtatiqn. of. cement and containment arid* control' 6£ clus't'

*
T
-2 ■ Tvvr. c '
The following is a full description of all activities proposed to be carried out on
the site outside of the buildings.. . .
Pf .trucks, ^storage of . , , ,
. Pallets, ancj cemept
j-rjg. gqu^pnjept
1

15.

The following manufacturing processes are proposed (fully describe).
Not .applicabl.e

16.

The proposed days and hours of operation per week are (indicating any seasonal
variations). . . .'. days. per. v^e.ek .24. lio.ups. pqr. ^qy.

17.

... PP?
be employed.

18.

Regular traffic movements are likely to be at the rate of . ..cars and
. . . . . . . . trucks per day/week (delete as appropriate).

19.

The following methods of water supply, energy supply, rubbish disposal, stormwatei
disposal, sewage treatment and disposal are proposed
. . . All necessary. s.e.ryi.c.e5 .ajrq .aj.i;e.a3y
p^i,stin.g. gijg . .

20.

The following materials are to be used on the property which may affect or be
offensive to the neighbours.
6
Nil

21.

The following noise levels are likely to be reached on the property
. . .
n?ise. level, likely .71? .2pA .fjrgni fqp. prj .dp^t. gjitjraQt. system. .

22.

Details of the landscaping proposed are. . . .No. a,d.d4t,ipna.l. iati^sc.apj.n.g. plppr^ed

23.

Drawings (drawn to scale with the scale shown on the plan), showing the following
information, are attached:
(a)

people full-time and

people part-time, will

Site Plan showing: (as appropriate)
(i)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Location of all existing and proposed buildings and distances to
boundaries (indicate those to which the application relates).
(ii)
Selected ground heights and/or land contours.
(iii)
Location of trees, streams, drains and other topographical features.
(iv)
Existing and proposed access points and internal reading.
(v)
Existing and proposed car parking areas.
(vi)
Location of archaeological sites on the property.
(vii)
Location of existing septic tanks and effluent drainage lines.
(viii) Details of proposed landscaping.
(ix)
Location of existing and proposed signs.
(x)
Areas and dimensions of property.
(xi)
Roads on to which the property has frontage.
(xii)
Present use of adjoining properties.
Floor plan of all buildings relating to the application.
Elevations of all new buildings to show external appearance.
Size and design of advertising signs.

Dated at . . . Pic ton

this>

#

.tenth. ... day of . . ^r.cji

Address for Service
Marlborough
Zealand
Limited
• Port
••••••
• •••-«• New
•••••••
• •••
PO. Bqx^ 11.1/ .P.icton
Telephone No. . .8.870.00

19.8^.

/C/
.JQionatiirc.
J. 10 I Id LU l I
pj-0
on beh
behalf of the Applicant)
sipnecj ^
or on
\ry or

PORT
MARLBOROUGH
NEW ZEALAND
LIMITED
14 Auckland Street
Picton, New Zealand
P.O. Box 111, Picton
Telephone (057) 38-000
Fax (057) 37-695
P22/16
10

March 1989

The Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON
Attention ; Messrs B. Tapp and I.

Shapcott

Dear Sirs,

EEi
THE GOLDEN BAY CEMENT CO. LTD - USE OF
CEMENT STORAOK

IjIICERNE

SILO

FOR

Please find attached an Application for Planning Consent to use
the existing No 2 Lucerne Silo Westshore for cement storage.
Late in 1988 the Golden Bay Cement
Co.
Ltd
gained
planning
consent
from your Council
to erect a new silo and equipment
adjacent to their existing silo on the corner
of
Lagoon
Road
and the Freezing Works road.
It
is
now the intention of this Company to lease our already
existing facility as
an
alternative
to
building
the more
expensive new structure.
All
the
equipment to be used in the new silo will be used for
cement load in and load out of No 2 lucerne silo.
The additional structure to be built seaward
of
silo
will
incorporate
the
following details
included on the standard form:
a).

the
existing
which are not

Visual Impact
The additional structure for load in
and
load
out
of
product
is
of
less
height
than
the
existing
silo
complex.
All new work will be painted to harmonise with
the existing
structures.
Plan
P588 shows additional
structural work from the seaward elevation.

b).

All Borough Services in the area shall be
protected
to
the
satisfaction of the Council.
The area on which the
additional structure
is
to
be
built
does
not
have
council services that would need relocation.

cont.2/.

cont.2/...

I
trust that this provides the necessary information to enable
you to process this application as soon as possible and I
look
forward to your reply.

Yours faithfully.

G
. )n
PORT DEVELOPMENT MANAGKR
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application as if it were an application made with notice and the provisions of
regulation 38 of these regulations shall, so far as they are applicable with the
necessary modifications, apply accordingly.
[(3) The Council may recover from the applicant the actual and reasonable
costs of or incidental to the consideration of the application, but not exceeding
$200 in any one case.)
Subcl (3) inserted by reg 14, SR1988/191.
37. Applications made with notice—(1) Every notified application shall be in
form A set out in the Schedule hereto or to the like effect.
(2) The Council may require the applicant to supply such further details or
plans as in the Council's opinion are necessary for a reasonable understanding of
the application [including a report setting out the reasons for the selection of the
site and the likely economic, social, and environmental effectsl.
[(3) The Council shall, not later than the date of public notification, serve
copies of the application and a notice in form H set out in the First Schedule
hereto on ([the owner and each person or body whose name for the time being
appears on the occupier's column of the valuation roll for the district of the
property to which the application relates and each adjoining property, on such
other bodies and persons as the Council thinks fit, and on the united or regional
council]]. The Council shall advise the applicant of the bodies and persons on
whom service has been effected.]
(4) The Council shall, within 14 days after receipt of the application, or within
14 days after receipt of any further details or plans required by the Council under
subclause (2) of this regulation, [publicly notify receipt of the application] and call
for objections in form I set out in the First Schedule hereto or to the like effect.
(5) The time for receiving objections shall be not less than 21 days after the
date of public notification:
Provided that, if the date of the public notification falls within the period
commencing on the 10th day of December and ending with the [21st] aay of
January next following, the date by which objections are required to be lodged
shall be not earlier than the 10th day of February m that next year,
(6) Every objection to'an application shall be in form J set out in the First
Schedule hereto or to the like effect, and shall include the name and address of
the person making the objection and the reasons for the objection.
(7) As soon as practicable after lodging the objection with the Council, the
objector shall serve a copy of the objection on the applicant.
(8) A reasonable share of the actual cost of the public notification required
under this regulation, . . . , shall be payable by tne applicant.
[(9) The council may, if it thinks fit, require the payment of a deposit by the
applicant against the costs of public notification before dealing with any
application.]
Subcl (2) amended by reg 15(1). SRI988/191.
Subcl (3) substituted by reg 4(1). SR 1981/104. and amended by reg 15(2), SR1988/191.
Subcl (4) amended by reg 15(3). SR1988/191.
Subcl (5) amended by reg 4(2), SR 1981/104.
Subcl (8) amended by reg 4(3), SR 198l/l04.
Subcl (9) added by reg 4(4), SR 1981/104.
R 37.01

See ss 65 and 66 of the Act. and notes to them. ante. As to service of documents, sec s 174,
ante; and as to public notification, see definition of "public notice" in s 2(1), ante.

R 37.02

Regulation 37(1), prescribing a form for notified applications, is a requirement of the law.
Although an application which is not in the prescribed form is not necessarily invalid, it is
irregular except in cases where there is good reason to depart from it—which an applicant
should be prepared to justify if called upon—applicants are expected to comply with the
requirement of the law in this respect. Fletcher Development v Wellington City D No W7/81
C2298.
Where an applicant fails to provide sufficient information required by the council to
enable it and potential objectors to assess the likely effect of the proposal, the council could
be entitled to dismiss the application out of hand. Druids Trustees v Wellington City D No
W98/84.

R 37.03

Substantial compliance with reg 37(3) is fundamental and essential to the council entering
upon its inquiry info and determination of the application. The council has a duty, either
itself or through a committee or officer acting under authority duly delegated under the
Act, to consider the matters required of it by subcl (3). Tauranga City v Tauranga County
(1986) 11 NZTPA 435 (HC).
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It is recommended that th^ouncil formally propose
the above proposed schprhe changes and resolve to publicly
advertise the changes^for submissions and objections pursuant
to bection 55 of>t1e Town <k Country Planning Act 1977
and send the coated information to all owners and occupier
of adjoimng/properties and other persons in the BorouRh.
likely t^e affected.
It
recommended, in conjunction with the adpfftion of
ne proposed scheme changes for public notification,, that
the Appendix 13 Town Centre concept nfdn be amended
with a notation which clarifies that the concept service
lane layout, detailed on the concept plan, is purely a
concept and designed to providp/mdication of possible
future planning intentions.
FILE REF: T2/p13 (a); PORT MARLBOROUGH NEW
ZEALAND LIMITED - TRANSFER TERMINAL PROPOSAL
- PORT SHAKESPEARE - F1EARING DECISION;
The Committee was advised that the
Maritime Planning Authority had hot
decision on the above application but
been a level of media release on the

H.L; YOUNG LTD
KALAMAIOO '30
PATTERN P.VV.M.
"«E. Z IO J

MarJborough Sounds
yet issued a formal
that, there had
matter.

u
f

The Town Clerk advised that the Council had received
a draft of the decision, being an interim decision, with
further detail being indicated for condition. 2 (a) relating
to commodities which can be handled at the proposed
transfer terminal site and, condition 10 which relates

4

CO! T IYM
W >A .1 N H 11 I V J
t.n oozywvivm
on ONOOA 1 M
Com. Report No. ^3 cont..

_2-

(31.10.89)

L '
to a level of monetary bond regarding the maintenance
of the transfer terminal hulk.
Members noted that the content of the interim decision
provides an indication that the Council's concerns have
been comprehensively addressed.
It was noted that the
Council is in no position to act officially, since the final
decision has not yet been made available and that, given
the guidelines provided and the interim information it
would appear unlikely that the Council would appeal the
rWiMon,

i v

3.

FILE REF: T2/sl01 (a): ■ SUBDIVj&fON PROPOSAL W. W1NDLEY - ^ & 6 MOANiVVlEW ROAD WEST,
WA1KAWA:
Copies, of related sybfrlission material had been circulated
to the membersljip prior to the meeting.
It was notetf that the scheme plan under consideration
relates/toa property which the Council had considered
a scheme plan for on two previous occasions in recent
iars. It was also noted that the scheme plan in questiof
'does not differ significantly from the scheme plan deal;
with in the name of Langdale during May 1988.
Resolved that the scheme plan of subdiviskm^tfl Section
38 Waikawa Village Maori Block, be approved, pursuant
to Section 279 of the Local GovernmenJ/Act 197'+ and
subject to compliance with the Oper^tTve District Scheme,
related engineering conditions and/fne Council s subdivision
policy.
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JlVISION PROPOSAL
FILE REF; T2/sl25:
1
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arotime PDaniniDinig AutOnoirDlty

P.O. Box 84 Picton, New Zealand
Telephone (057) 37691, Fax (057) 37695
All correspondence to: The General Manager
MP 7/3/45
i
Please quote:
/
l!
When calling please ask for:
\
1
117:354

9 OCT1989

6 October 1989

^—

The Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON

j
1FJW
i—
j Distribution
t
T.C.
j a.t'c.
§
E.O.
|
B.I.
I
C.C.

I'.IAIL
Original

3 Connitlee
1 Ccncil

Dear.Sir
*
NOTil'JLKD MARITIME PLANNING
TERMINAL : SHAKESPEARE BAY

APFIJCATTON

| Cy

!

MARINE *" TRANSFER "

The Maritime Planning Authority at its meeting held on 26
September 1989, considered a recommendation from the Maritime
Planning Committee on the above application to establish a
marine transfer terminal in Shakespeare Bay below mean high
water mark.
The advice given below is an interim decision only which will
be confirmed after clarification of two of the conditions
imposed by the Authority.
A fined, decision will be conveyed
to you in writing at the earliest opportunity.
The interim decision of the Authority is :
"That consent be granted under Section 102A of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1977 to Port Marlborough NZ Limited for
its proposed marine tramsfer terminal at Shakespeare Bay, as
described in the application advertised on 26 Jemuary 1989 and
in the support document referred to in that application,
subject to compliance with the following conditions :
1.

That consent be limited to the construction and operation
of facilities (including an enclosed conveyor system) not
exceeding the scale of those described in the application
and its support document.

2.

Consent is limited to the transhipment of coal, and such
other commodities for which the applicant can produce :
a) a declaration from the D.S.I.R, Cawthron Institute or
other competent body that a particular commodity is
chemically inert in sea water and will not otherwise
adversely affect the marine or terrestrial ecology of
Shakespeare Bay and Queen Charlotte Sound, including
(after consultation with the Tangata Whenua)
the
kaimoana and kaimanu resources of concern to the Maori
Obj ectors; and
./2
TC>

-T, -tfynvJO*/
A

/c

Sf,
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b)

a declaration to the satisfaction of the Author-i tv fv™,
«
body,
that equi^t
techniques are available for the transhipment of that
commodity without risk of adversely affectina

«

5S
terrestrial
ecology,
and the
aLitlef
Sjo^?"y
the Picton
community,
together
with
a declaration
from
the applicant that they will utilize such equipment and
techniques in terms of 3. below.
equipment and

3.

The^ material handling equipment and methods shall
ho
designed, operated and maintained accordincr to a-a..t ^
Bt
iSSSS spillage
?^axaaof
utilisihs
minimise
product, the
andbest
dustpractleSbl^SS^S
nuisance.

4.

The transfer terminal, tug and barges shall be eouinned
operated and monitored to meet the standard for Catecrorv c
coals as in the Code of Safe Practicef or SolidSlk
Organization.

5

'

^

by

^

™tional

Int<n

Maritime

Sr affilic?lt Vais to lodge appiications for water rights
a
with
facilitv and
facility
an^Ttcf
_ its 963
operation
^0ciated
and the
operation
^ transhipment
is not to
Wa^Sar^s

rSL^SS

diS£rrif of
®"tllorised
frier
5. above,
there the
shall
be no
discharge
sewage or
waste
water from
transfer
vessel, export vessels, or the tug and barges within the
disioSn system
Piarmmg
Area, by
unless
this is via
a Health
sewage
disposal
approved
the Marlborough
Area
Board, and then only if it would be wiSS th^ ?e^ S
any consent or right applying to that partiSoll? syS.
.

Any floodlighting is to be directed or shielded so that it
does not cause nuisance to motorists on Queen Charlotte
Drive nor to people navigating Queen Charlotte Sound.

.

Noise levels from the development and operation of th*
transfer terminal shall not exceed Lin 45 dBA durina the
hours of 1900-0700 when measured in accortoce with Si
relevant NZ Standards on the boundary of anv site zoned
r reSide
S
e
SlvSSSl
^1-al useis
?
^
z 0£ s Before
aveller s accommodation
a permitted use)
commissioning the transfer terminal the applicant ^hall
submit to the Authority a declaration from a ialifS
acoustic engineer that all possible and reasonable steS
have been taken in the design and proposed operation of

^ f*CI^ t0 enSUre ^ ^ noise level sSt^d aL^
e ce ded;
4- that
^ all
®
together
withwill
a declaration
by the
the
applicant
possible
steps
be taken in
operation and maintenance of the facility to ensure
compliance with that stated noise level.
The applicant is required to provide a declaration from a
marine surveyor," to the satisfaction of t^ M^or^ah
Harbour Board, confirming the structural inSSy Sd
seaworthiness of the transfer terminal vessel, atleast?o
a standard sufficient to ensure :
^
.. ./3
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a) that the vessel does not sink at its mooring;
b)

^ ^

vessel

.

0311

be

to

wed from its mooring if it is

f0r

OUtside

Maritime

The declaration will be required prior to the vessel
being brought into the Maritime Planning Area and iS to
be renewed biennially from that date.
10

a
' Sfv,
fpltofft isintofavour
lodgeof
and
maintain
a bond
(adiustina
with inflation)
the
Marlborough
Harbour
Board

facilities

Mid

1-hf.
toe^operation

11

any

other

structures

or

eauinment

the project
are removed
the site
if
ceases
and clearance
is from
reqaire!
by

' Authority
applicant
is to
submit which
for specifies
the approval
a painting
schedule
:

of

the

a) the colours to be used (predominantly dark colours in
harmony with the surrounding landscape are required) ;
b>

maintenance of paintwork and for
2?^
*4^?
vessel, based on advice from the
or the particular situation
the vessel
***ofPaint
^stenaand
to its
be use;
used

and which is to be implemented to ensure the vessel da^cnot degenerate to a rusting hulk and bec^e id ^Sre
12

e
p:li
' S
'7n,i ^ Proville
accident +-/-»
contingency
plan '
to i£
the satisfaction
of the ^
AuthorHt-v
.
and. complied with in.
^
navigation or operational - associated with the nr-nT 0^+The Plan should be revised at inS^Sl o" ^yeS'lr™
the date the transfer terminal is moored at ttTSLSS

evolving°knSSSge Sd'te^taol^arfuSliSd.0®3113

^

13

' SiStor^bilas? wS^tt^tin
SPSvI
macrons and larger are removed.
This e|3E^ is J £
maintained
and
operated
in
accontaSeWii
thS
msmufacturer1 s
(or
desioner's
30
.
specifications, and is to be used to filte^^nTior
discharge,
all ballast water tSm
vJeeis S
eliminate organisms which could pose a serious threft to
the marine environment of the Marlborough Sounds.
Provided that if by way of International agreement or bv
New Zealand legislation,' alternative treatme^t TysteitS are
required then such alternatives shall be used in lieu of

. . ./4
j
i
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14. Antifouling systems containing TBT or other nrrrar.^ •
0
compounds are not to be used on the
f^an?tln
vessel or the new tug and barge vessels
The use ®riII^al
0
tugs or barges with TBT or otoe? omanoSn
^er
systems is to be avoided as ttr - pSKgS,

' ap^iSSt^r pTopSy^S^to S
SPOil

^er ^rk.
16

0

'

l

v sse2 s

^

:

beillg

^
deposited

^ mla^gh

within the Maritime Planning area

0

1
Boa^d^o^SSze tS^l^it^^^
??911
0f
shore1
being aggravaS by ^sseT wa^h
^
^ ^i°n

17

" 3?® "Bnoeuvering, berthing and mooring9 of all vessels is
SrW'S out to the satisfaction of the^^ough

18

- S STtSSfS of STfrom^e^nf

&& SS3«S^S
obligat?on on^UpUcait.13 ^

t0

beCame

a

^^ing

to the srestJTalte^^a^Ie^M.'

s^TSHfHS arSSaH?
revegetated, and electricity lines careful!
"^"teiY
the visual impact of the accVsToad^d^yfuSiy
Reasons for the Authority's decision are :
1:113

site

is

^

^Ipo^stT

2

s?eiC^dcs„zssrjssg*.**

-

^diUo^ of^coSe^6^10
3

'

leVelS

by

suitable

for

the

bo the

^ Authority acknowledges the arguments of the Nature
0
SSS^i
" COUnoil
h"? aiders
they do no? wSrS?
refusal
of consent
to this
application.

Objectione are allowed to the extent that thev are satis-Fio^
Mow™t

81,3

9tven above, a^ are oSSSS.
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This decision is further subject to :
(i)
(ii)

the wording of condition 2(a);
the terms of the bond referred to in condition 10;

0f

associated

SSivS:

^

^

■»**—*

«">

the

h this application will

run

wit

notlficat

ion

"nShe^^dSSigS?1^

of

the

final

regarding

Yours faithfully

ff JbsrKdpo

N T Jackson
ACTING SECRETARY

(fUnnmj

fatslani)

dScision ^

this,

please

SUtUSUUJLE OF BnnrRg awn PC-Por>N<T
TO BE
NOTxirxgD OF THE DECTSTOW

^Solf^eSS^S^ Vision, Ministry of Transport, FO Box
0fficer

443,

'

443, Bl^SSLi^3961"'

Mar:Lb r u
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TRANS

-

POWER (NZ) IJMITED ; SUBMARINE CABIiES^raGHTING BAY

Mr Kennington moved and Mr WilMams^seconded "Tniat

102^of^the Town and Country Plannina
the
guired

Authority via

a

notified

for

•? j^5^
Trans
Power's
lay additional^stjbmarine
cables in
Fighting
Bay proposal
as Sere to
is
nniinvolved
and theof
presence
of the"cables
is
unlikely^to affect the amenities
the "area."
"
CARRIED
^ ^/V- MP7/3/42
10'. 2 RECOMMENDATICaf
FROM
THE
HEARING
CCWHTTTCT!
ON
APPUCATION BY PORT MARUaOROQGH NZ UMTl'Kn TOP mwcSSn

.*• / •

'■wV "...
^

THE

moved and Mr Webb seconded -

^:;"That consent be granted under Section 102A of the Town and
C^ntay Miming Art 1977 ^ ^ Barlhoro^h NZ
L?

Proposed marine transfer terminal at Shakespeare

igss^S^ iS *** a^li?ation advertised on 26
tSt^nifo^-^
J *. ^PP01^ document referred to in
j
t0
conditions^
'
^^Piiance with the following
1.

That

consent

be

limited

to

the

construction

an*

faCi j tiea (includin
311
swteS'So?
ii
L.
enclosed
conveyor
system) not exceeding
the
scale g
of those
described
in
the application and its support documents

2.

Consent

is

SStofj"
a,

■f.

limited to
o

°™0<iities

the transhipment of coal
f r

°

«»*<*>

the

applicant

and
can

DSIR
Cawthron commodity
Institute is
or
°ther competent body^
that a 'particular
chemically inert in sea water and will not otherwise
a

^ve^e?-y affect the marine or terrestrial ecology

;

> ^

*** ^ 0116611 Charlotte Sound.
inclxidrng
(after consultation with the Tanaata
Whenua)
the kaimoana and kaimanu resources
of
concern to the Maori Objectors; and

b) a declaration to the satisfaction of the Authority
from an
independent
body,
that equipment
and
handling
techniques
are
available
for
the
transhipment of that commodity without risk of
adverseiy affecting marine and terrestrial ecology,
and the .amenities enjoyed by the Picton community
together with a declaration from the applicant that
they will utilize such equipment and' techniques in
terms of 3. below.
The. material handling equipment and methods shall be1
designed,
operated " and
maintained
according
to
recognized
industry
standards
utilizing
the
best
practicable means to minimise spillage of product, and
dust nuisance.
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4.

The
transfer terminal,
tug
and barges
shall be
equipped, operated and monitored to meet the standard
for Category C coals as in the Code of Safe Practice
for Solid Bulk Cargoes, published by the International
Maritime Organization.

5.

The applicant is to lodge applications for water rights
for all discharges associated with the transhipment
facility and its operation and the operation is not to
commence until the Marlborough Catchment and Regional
Water Board has granted all necessary water rights and
has issued declarations that water rights are not
required for any particular discharges.

6.

Except if authorised under 5. above, there shall be no
discharge of sewage or waste water from the transfer
vessel, export vessels, or the tug and barges within
the Maritime Planning Area, unless this is via a sewage
disposed system approved by the Marlborough Area Health
Board, and then only if it would be within the terms of
any consent or right applying to that particular
system.

7.

Any floodlighting is to be directed or shielded so that
it does not cause nuisance to motorists on Queen
Charlotte
Drive
nor
to
people
navigating
Queen
Charlotte Sound.

8.

Noise levels from the development and operation of the
transfer terminal shall not exceed Lxq 45 dBA during
the hours of 1900-0700 when measured in accordance with
the relevant NZ standards on the boundary of any site
zoned and used for residential uses (including those
zones where traveller1 s accommodation is a permitted
use). Before commissioning the transfer terminal the
applicant shall submit to the Authority a declaration
from a qualified acoustic engineer that all possible
and reasonable steps have been taken in the design and
proposed operation of the facility to ensure that the
noise level stated above will not be exceeded; together
with a declaration by the applicant that all possible
steps will be taken in the operation and maintenance of
the facility to ensure compliance with that stated
noise level.

9.

The applicant is required to provide a declaration from
a
marine
surveyor,
to
the
satisfaction
of
the
Marlborough Harbour Board, confirming the structural
integrity and seaworthiness of the transfer terminal
vessel, at least to a standard sufficient to ensure ;
a) that the vessel does not sink at its mooring;
b) that the vessel can be towed from its mooring if it
is no longer required, for disposal outside the
Maritime Planning Area.
The declaration jtfill be requited prior to the vessel
being brought into the Maritime Planning Area and is to
be renewed biennially from that date.
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10. The
applicant
is to
lodge and maintain
a bond
(adjusting with inflation) in favour of the Marlborough
Harbour Board to ensure that the transfer terminal
vessel, mooring facilities and any other structures or
equipment associated with the project are removed from
the site if the operation ceases and clearance is
required by the Board.
11. The applicant is to submit for the approval
Authority a painting schedule which specifies :

of the

a) the colours to be used (predominantly dark colours
in harmony with the surrounding landscape are
required);
b) a programme for the maintenance of paintwork and for
repainting the whole vessel, based on advice from
the paint manufacturer(s) for the paint systems to
be used for the particular situation of the vessel
and its use;
and which is to be implemented to ensure the vessel
does
not degenerate to a rusting hulk and became and
eyesore.
12. The applicant must provide an accident contingency
plan, to the satisfaction of the Authority, to be
implemented and complied with in dealing with any
likely
accident
navigation
or
operational
associated with the project.
The Plan should be
revised at intervals of five years from the date the
transfer terminal is moored at the proposed site, to
ensure that the best practical me ems from evolving
knowledge and technology are utilized.
13. The applicant is to provide filtration equipment
capable of filtering ballast water such that all
particles of five microns and larger are removed. tMr
equipment
is
to be
maintained
and
operated
in
accordance with the manufacturer * s (or designer's, as
appropriate) specifications, and is to be used to
filter, prior to discharge, all ballast water from
export vessels to eliminate organisms which could pose
a serious threat to the marine environment of the
Marlborough Sounds.
Provided that if by way of International agreement or
by New Zealand legislation,
alternative treatment
systems are required then such alternatives shall be
used in lieu of the above if and only if they will
achieve a higher quality result than would the above.
14. Antifouling systems containing TBT or other organotin
compounds are not to be used on the transfer terminal
vessel or the new tug and barge vessels.
The use of
older tugs or barges with TBT or other organotin
antifouling systems
is to be avoided as far as
practicable.^
15. Construction and maintenance of the access road across
the applicant's property is to be carried out in a
manner which will prevent spoil being deposited below
mean high water mark.
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16. The movement
area will be
Harbour Board
erosion being

of vessels within the Maritime Planning
subject to direction by the Marlborough
to minimize the possibility of shoreline
aggravated by vessel wash.

17. The manoeuvering, berthing and mooring of all vessels
is to be carried out to the satisfaction of the
Marlborough Harbour Board.
18. If requested by Te Runanganui, the applicant is to
assist in the transfer of mussels from the site of the
transfer terminal to a more suitable location in
Shakespeare Bay.
The degree of assistance is to be
negotiated between the applicant and Te Runanganui, and
is to be limited to a twelve month period ie: it is not
to become a continuing obligation on the applicant.
19. Should the operation cease and the facilities be
removed from the site, products spilt during the
operation of the facility are to be removed from the
site, including the seabed, to the greatest degree
practicable.
In granting consent in these terms, the Authority also
notes the applicant's intention that the proposed access
road be carefully aligned,
with cut and fill areas
immediately revegetated, and electricity lines carefully
sited, to reduce the visual impact of the access road and
power supply.
Reasons for the Authority's decision sire :
1.

The Authority considers the site is suitable for the
proposed use;

2.

The Authority considers likely adverse impacts of the
development and operation of the marine transfer
terminal can be reduced to acceptable levels by
adherence to the conditions of consent.

3.

The Authority acknowledges the arguments of the Nature
Conservation Council but considers they do not warrant
refusal of consent to this application.

Objections are allowed to the extent that they
satisfied by the consent and conditions given above,
are otherwise disallowed.

are
and

This decision is further subject to :
(i) .
(ii)

the wording of condition 2(a);
the terms
of the bond referred to in
condition 10;

being clarified to the satisfaction of management and the
Chairman of the Hearing Committee.
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-2(i) Renumeration - Elected R^fSr^sentatives:
A copy of the new RenL^pff^ration Levels for elected representatives
which will come inu^-force on 1 November 1989 when" the new
Councils are coristftuted was received.
(ii) Local ptSvernment Reform:
The^-Council noted that the National'Transition Committee is continuing
circulate data to Transition Committees. The Town Clerk reported
that the National Transition Committee is to meet with the District
Transition Committee in Blenheim, tomorrow Wednesday 23 August 1989.
(iii) Treaty Of Waitangi:
Copies of various addresses given at the Annual Conference of the
Association Conference of the Association concerning Treaty of Waitangi
issues and the relationship to Local Government were received.
(b) File Ref: A2/sl:

South Island Local Bodies Association Inc.;

Annual Conference:
A copy of the Programme and Order Paper for
Conference to be held in Nelson on 12-1^ Septp

Association
1989 was received.

The Town Clerk reported that CounciMttfT submitted Registration for
His Worship the Mayor, who is Vic^^President of the Association.
It was moved Councillors Bpn^ers/Baxter that the Registration of His
Worship the Mayor to ipt^nd the Annual Conference of the South Island
Local Bodies Associatfon Conference on Council's behalf be endorsed.
Carried
(c) File Ref: T2/pk5 (a):

'Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning

Authority' - Notice of Hearing of Application For Planning Consent;
Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited - Marine Transfer Terminal,
Shakespeare Bay,
Notice of the Hearing of this Application by the Marlborough Sounds
Maritime Planning Authority on Friday 1 September 1989 commencing
at 9.30 am, was received.
It was noted that the Council's Planning Consultant, Mrs Sarah Dawson
had been appointed to Represent the Council at the Hearing, however
the Planning Report prepared on behalf of the Planning Authority
embraces and takes into consideration the comments and objection by
the Council and that maybe the expense of Consultant Representation
is unnecessary.
f.
/
The Committee Clerk/Planning Assistant confirmed that it is considered
that Officer Representation would be sufficient.
(d) File Ref: Fl/bnz:

Bank Of New Zealand - Picton Autobank Machine;

Copies of a le£tdf from the Bank Of New Zealand, in response to a
request frorp^the Council to reconsider the withdrawal of the Autobank
facilityj^b^d been previously circulated.
Th

Membership noted that in view of the Council raising th^ matter
the specific mention of Automatic teller machines LpP^the Marlborough
District Council Banking Business Tender Document^xtfie Bank will delay
a decision on removal of the machine until the qtrfcome of the Tender
is determined.

V

PICTON BOROUGH COUNCI
MINUTES OF AN ORDINARY MEETING OF THE PICTON BOROUGH COUCIL HELD
IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 67 HIOH STREET, PICTON, ON TUESDAY 22 AUGUST
1989 AT 7.30 PM.
■ Present: His Worship the>Tayor A.J. Beaton Esq (In the Chair), Councillors G.S. Baxter,
C.R.Bower,
Y.P, Burnj^C.S. Cairns, 3.H. Cornelius, 3.D. Pascoe and B.L. Wood.
Tn Attendance: Mpgfrs B.W. Tapp (Town Clerk), D.A. Craig (Assistant Town Clerk),
H.K. Maharaj jEfigineering Officer), and I.K. Shapcott (Committee Clerk/Planning Assistant).
Apoiogyj^Councilior D.R.J. Baird.
(Councillors Pascoe/Burns)

Sustained.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES;
Resolved that the Minutes of the ordinary meeting of the Council (page^i-10),
excluding public excluded items on pages 11-13, held on 25 Uuly 1989^copies of
which had been previously circulated, be approved as a true and cprfect record.
(Councillors Wood/Cairns).
Matters Arising From Minutes;
File Ref; Al: Portrait - Sir Thomas Picton;
The Town Clerk informed that Council has Pdceived a response from Howarth and
Howarth, the Receivers acting on behalfxft the New Zealand Experience Company,
advising that the Company considers tHe Portrait to be owned by them and they would
be happy to return it to the Counefi should the Company not be situated in Picton,
The
Council was invited to^sdbmit evidence to the contrary with respect to
ow nership.
The Membership noted/fhat Administration Staff are in the process of researching
files for written evidence of the Loan Arrangement so that the Portrait could
be uplifted.
CORRESPONDENCE;
a

Zealand Local Government Association:
eral Newsletter.

Monthly Reveiw Summary and

(b) South Island Lo cal Bodies Association: Conference Programme and Crder Paper
for Annual Meeting to be held in Nelson on IZ-l't September 1989.
(c) Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Authority: Notice of Hearing of
cation for
Planning
Consent - Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited - Marine
sfer
Terminal, Shakespeare Bay.
(d) Bank Of New Zealand:

Picton Autobank Machine.

(e) Marlborough Catchment and Regional Water Board:
Sewage discharge.

ewal of Water Right

(f) Marlborough Chamber Of Commerce; Newsletter June/July 1989 and Notice of
Annual General Meeting to be held in Blentx^im on 23 August 1989.
(g) Blenheim & Districts Disabled Pe 3ns Assembly: Invitation to meeting concerning
"Total Mobility", to be held in
teim on 18 September 1989.
(h) Publications and Circular^
Matters arising from pdrrespondence:
(a) File Ref

Zealand Local Government Association;

Copies of the Monthly Reveiw Summary had been previously distributed to the
Membership.
Further Detailed Newsletters embracing a wide range of subjects were received and the
following matters were highlighted by the Town Clerk.
L. YOUNG LTD
LAMAZOO
TTCRN P.W.M.
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PICTON

BOROUGH

COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 39:

COUNCIL
(COUNCIL 26 SEPTEMBER 1989)

PLANNING COMMITTEE - 7 SEPTEMBER 1989
PRESENT:
Councillor Baxter (In the Chair), Councillors Baird, Burns,
Cornelius and Wood.
IN ATTENDANCE; Messrs. Tapp (Town Clerk), Shapcott (Committee
Clerk) and Bryce (Planning Consultant).
1.

FILE REF: T2/pt5 (a): PORT MARLBOROUGH NEW ZEALAND
LIMITED - TRANSFER TERMINAL PROPOSAL - PORT
SHAKESPEARE;
The
the
the
the

Committee was advised that the Town Clerk and
Council's Consultant (Mrs. Sarah Dawson) had attended
Hearing on Friday 1 September 1989 and represented
Council's objection at the Hearing.

It was noted that Mrs. Dawson had presented prepared
evidence and that the forum had been the place for
the Council's points of concern to be formalised,
although much ground had been covered in continuing
liaison with the Council and the Port Company prior
to the Hearing.
It was noted that the Council had made the point
of being concerned on certain issues but had not opposed
the application outright and that the Maritime authority
had accepted the general thrust of the Council's stance
in the matter.

;

It was also noted that the main issue yet to be determined
related to the range of products that could possibly
be used if approval was granted. It was agreed that
performance standards are a difficult matter to set
and administer.
The Town Clerk advised there had been a strong submission
of total opposition from the Nature Conservation Council
and it was noted that the Maritime Planning Authority
had reserved its decision, although a conditional approval
could possibly be anticipated.

1 ■■

The Committee advised that one of the major thrusts
from the Nature Conservation Council was that the
matter of approval for projects in Port Shakespeare
should be held over until the Maritime Planning Scheme
is in place.
The Committee Chairman, who had attended in a private
capacity, praised Mrs. Dawson's input on behalf of
the Council and indicated a major concern of the potential
for offshore capital being behind the proposal, thus
taking the control away from local hands.
The Committee
Chairman also voiced concern at the wave action from
large vessells causing damage to the Sounds shoreline.

•!
.-3
"la

It was noted that the Marlborough Catchment Board
attended the Hearing and had their concerns noted
and that the Port Company had agreed to apply for
all and any water rights required and that concerns
relating to ballast water and runoff from the visiting
vessells had been addressed, with a likely requirement
for the filtration of ballast water.
The Committee
Chairman supported the filtration of ballast water
and suggested that it would be important for ballast
water from all ports to be filtered.
H.U. YOUNG LTD
KALAMAZOO IS"
PATTERN P W.M
REF. Z 103

Com. Report No. 39 cont.
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FILE REF: P2/60: T. DOWL1NG
- APPLICATION TO
ACQUIRE PROPERTY - GARDEN TERRACE;'
Details of the application had been circulated to the
members prior to the meeting.
It was noted that Mr. Dowling
put forward a request
for the Council to sell Sections 392 and 393, which
are located in Garden Terrace and to the south of
the Railway Viaduct.
It was noted that the Committee had already undertaken
some work towards the subdivision of Titled land and
road reserve in that area and that the sections concerned
in the application overlapped that area.
It was agreed that the Council should look at pursuing
this matter with Mr. Dowling
and then reassess
the remaining area with respect to pursuing a further
scheme plan.
It is recommended that the Council agree in principle
to the sale of Sections 392 and 393, that a Valuer's
report be obtained as the basis of negotiations and
that the Town Clerk be given authority to negotiate
the sale of part or all of the land with Mr. Dowling,
as appropriate.
The Committee agreed that no access would ever
be available to the land in question from the South
Terrace end.
FILE REF: T2/sl27: SUBDIVISION PROPOSAL - G.J.
& 3.R. FEIERABEND - CORNER TURNERS ROAD
& MOANA VIEW ROAD;
Copies of related submission material had been circulated
to the membership prior to the meeting.
It was noted that the subdivision in question was a
resubdivision of one of the Lots of the earlier Tridek
subdivision.
It is recommended that the Council grant its approval,
pursuant to Section 279 of the Local Government Act
197^ and subject to the Council's standard conditions
and District Scheme requirements.
FILE REF: LI/10: SUBDIVISION PROPOSAL - NELSON
FISHERIES LEASE SITE:
Copies of related submission material had been circulated
to the membership prior to the meeting.
Members were aware of the background and the
requirement to regularise and amalgamate the leases
involved and noted that a subdivision is required where
a lease extended beyond 14 years.
It was noted that the scheme plan put forward raises
a problem of Lot area size for the shop site and frontage
size for the rear Lot and that there would need to
be modifications to the scheme plan in these two aspects.
It is recommended that
pursuant to Section 279
1974, and in accordance
conditions and with the

the scheme plan be approved
of the Local Government Act
with the Council's standard
two non-complying matters
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•ssaooB oiiqnd fuiaajuBjenS 'aAjasaa ajoqsajoj japun si
auii;sBOD jSpunog aq; jo qonj^ -jBpdod iCqBioadsa si punog aj;o[jBq3 uaan^ 'SuiAip
pus Suiqsy 'Ian^sja;B/A 'iui^Boq Suipnpui sai;iAi;oB [EuoijBajoaj Xubui joj uoi;booi
juaqaoxa ub apiAoad sjajBA\ jBap daap spunog aqx *sai;iun;joddo [BuoijBajoaj;
s^i joj saapuBpaz Aia^ jo saaqmnu aSjBi oj juB;joduit si ;uauiuojiAua pjsbod aqx
•ja;BM bia yC[a§JB[ sbm ;jodsuBj; pus sqiq daa;s
puB jajBM aq; uaaM;aq uiSjbux aq; uo uajjo aaa/A s;uauiapias uBadojng puB uobjai
X[JB3 -spunog aq* ui aouBOijiuSis pjn^po pus [Bouojsiq ppads SBq auipssoo aqx
•a[doad sjobxhb qoiqM adBospuE[ puB ajaqdsouijB anbiun siq; si ;i -jajoBJBqo
[BjnjBU sii jo qonui pauiBjaj SBq spunog aqj 'siqj ajidsaQ -jsaaoj baijeu juBuuiaa
puB suoijBjuB[d auid 'sauid papaas-jps 'uoijEjauaiaj paouBApB 'qnaos §uijBjaua§aj
'ajnjsBd qSnou 'puBi ajnjssd jo xira b si spunog aq; Xpuanbasuo3 -suBaX ;uaoau ui
asn puBx ;uB;joduii /jSuisBajoui ub atuooaq SBq Xj;sajoj oi;ox3 -pauopunqB uaaq SBq
puB[ pausap puB saoB[d Xubui ui pjssaoonsun paAoad ssq Suiuijbj ,daa;s XqdBjSodo;
aq; pus f&oi si Aqipjaj IP? asnBoag -puBiiuuBj joj pajBap uaaq SBq ;sajoj jBapBoaq
aAi;Bu aq; jo ;soj^ -paijipoiu XpuaAas uaaq SBq spunog aq; ui uoi;B;aSaA aqx
•^jEj auii;iuBpM b sb sn;B;s s;i Xq pasiulooaa si spunog aq; jo ssauanbiun aqx
•puns jo sdia;s /aojjbu yCqBoi;sua;oBJBqo puB A\aj ajB saqoBag -sXBq papnpas puB
spuBpi papis-daa;s Xubui q;i/A Bas puB puBx jo iua;;Bd xaiduioo b ui pa;psau SBq siqx
•uiajsXs XaqBA aAisua;xa ub jo Suiu/AOjp aq; Xq pauuoj sbm. ;i sb anbiun si pus p;o;
s.puBpaz Maw jo juaoaad gj dn sa^Bui auipsBoo aqx 'Bas aq; pus pusi aq; uaaM;aq
diqsuopBpu aq; uiojj XpfjBi paAuap si spunog qSnojoqpBjM aq; jo ua;oBJBqo aqx

•puiiuja; aajsuBu; pasodoud aq; jo ;oBdiui pnsiA aq;
uo xpunoo aq; joj aouappva ;uasajd uaq; qiM 'joajiqojB adBOspuBi b ';;auuag pBg
•sanpA asaq; uo
puiiuja; aajsuBj; pasodoad aq; jo pBdun aq; ssnosip uaq; giM i -Xug ajBadsa^sqg
ui uaq; puB spunog aq; ui 'Xpsjij 'sanpA asaq; jo auq;no ub q;iM uiSaq qiM ;uasajd
qiM i aouapiAa aqx 's;jBd om; ui aq qiM aouapiAa sxpuno3 aqx -BaaB aq; jo sanpA
[Buoi;B9Joaj pus poiiopoa 'adBOspuBi pjn;Bu aq; pus ;uauiuojiAua 2ui;sixa aq; uo
;oBduii asjaAps ;uauBtujad b aABq ppoM ;i ;Bq; spunooS aq; uo Xug ajBadsaqBqg ;b
pssaA a2EJo;s 2ui;bou b asn pus qsqqB;sa o; uoi;BoqddB siq; o; s;oafqo ipuno3 aqx
-.puBpaz Majq jo X;nBaq pjn;BU puB sajnpaj [Bjn;Bu aq;
puB BimBj puB bjojj aAi;BU aq; jo uopBAjasaad aq;t fuiuBaui sb ;oy aq; ui pauijap
si 1(uoi;BAjasuoo ajn;B^ll -uopBAjasuoo ajn;BU jo ;oadsB Xub o;ui ajmbua o; papBua
si ipunoo aq; suoi;ounj s;i Suouiy '2961
[punoQ uoi;BAjasuo3 ajn;Bjs[ aq;
Xq paqsqqB;sa Xpoq Xjo;n;B;s ;uapuadapui ub si qouno3 uoi;BAjasuo3 ajn;BJ[v[ aqx
•XBg ajBadsaqBqg ;b puinua; aajsuBj; b joj pajimiq
puBpaz Ma^q qinojoqpBpq ;jog Xq uoipoqddB aq; sasoddo qoiqM uoipafqo s;i
jo ;joddns ui ;uaiua;B;s sjpuno3 aq; ;uasajd o; ajaq tub i -qounoo uoi;BAjasuo3
ajnpjq aq; Xq jaoijjo Xjosiapv ub sb paXo[duia tub j -apBg Xjbhh
atuBu Xpq

gouno^ uoi;BAjasuo3 ajn;Bfq
apBg Xje^h ^q aouapiAg jo ;uaiua;B;g

XBg ajsadsaqBqg ui puiuuax jbjsubjx joj
pa;iuiix puBpaz Majq qSnojoqpBj^ ;jog Xq uoipoqddv
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Tourism is an important industry in the Sounds. Locals are proud of the many
wonderful scenic attractions and recreational facilities in the area. Visitors,
especially overseas tourists, are attracted by the natural beauty, peace and
tranquility of the Sounds and locals are keen to foster and promote this image of an
unspoiled paradise.
SHAKESPEARE BAY
Shakespeare Bay is an attractive, tranquil bay encompassing many of the values
intimately associated with the natural character of the Marlborough Sounds.
To the south at the head of the bay is a low lying river valley, from which there is a
small freshwater discharge into the bay. To the east and west the slopes rise
sharply from the water and are clothed in coastal forest, regenerating forest and
scrub. Much of these slopes are under Wedge Point Scenic Reserve and Kaipupu
Point Scenic Reserve. There are a number of small beaches at the waters edge and
a wetland at the head of the bay.
The bay is used as a small boat anchorage and has moderately heavy recreational
usage depending on the season.
Shakespeare Bay is at the beginning of the Queen Charlotte Scenic Drive from
Picton to Havelock. A relatively high number of vehicles use this route.
Shakespeare Bay lies adjacent to Picton Harbour and is separated from it by a broad
peninsula. Picton is a focal area of the Sounds. It is a peaceful port and provides
access to the Sounds with its natural attractions and numerous recreational
activities. To quote a Picton promotional magazine,
"one of the beauties of Picton is that within easy, walking distance from the
centre of town lies an entirely different world containing unspoilt native bush
and fine views".
Shakespeare Bay is such a place. It contrasts sharply with Picton giving the visitor
a feeling of being far away from population centres.
Shakespeare Bay is an important part of the ecology of the Queen Charlotte Sound.
There are very few estuarine wetlands in the Sounds. The'tidal mudflat at the head
of the bay is one of the last such areas in the Sounds which has not been affected by
reclamation.
A bird survey of the Marlborough Sounds carried out by G.P. Elliot in 1983 lists
Shakespeare Bay as a site of great importance to the Banded Rail (Rallus
Dhilippensis assimilis) which is a threatened endemic New Zealand sub-species. Its
only known localities in the South Island are on the northern coast from Westhaven
Inlet in the west, to Shakespeare Bay in the east. In the North Island it is seldom
reported now except north of Raglan and in parts of the Bay of Plenty.

Should the proposal for a marine transfer terminal be approved, the existing
landscape, ecological, recreational and scenic values in Shakespeare Bay would be
affected. There would be a detrimental impact on this area and the Sounds in
general.
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Section 3(1) (a) of the Town and Country Planning Act refers to "the conservation,
protection and enhancement of the physical, cultural and social environment".
The proposed development will detract from the physical environment. The lower
slopes of the western side of Kaipupu Point will be extensively modified by an
access road, car park and power supply. The terminal, in the words of the
applicant, "will be a large and dominant visual element within Shakespeare Bay". It
will detract from an area of considerable beauty and permanently modify the
existing natural shoreline.
Section 3(1) (c) of the Town and Country Planning Act requires as a matter of
national importance "the preservation of the natural character of the coastal
environment and the margins of lakes and rivers and the protection of them from
unnecessary subdivision and development". Whether or not this proposal is
temporary is not an issue. The natural character of the coastline will be altered
and detrimentally affected regardless.
Shakespeare Bay presently has a high standard of water quality. The operation
would create the potential for pollution of the water and air by coal dust. Spills of
both oil and coal would also be a possibility. The applicant states that precautions
will be taken to minimise the chances of pollution occurring. However, there is still
a significant risk that it will occur at some stage - degrading the water and air
quality.
The discharge of ballast waters or tank sediments from export bulk carriers into the
Sounds is a further area of concern. There is the potential for importation of exotic
species through the discharge of these waters.

Shakespeare Bay supports a rich and varied marine flora and fauna, both intertidally
and tidally. Although the marine communities have been impacted in the past by
organic pollution from the meat works effluent, it has made a substantial recovery
following, firstly the shifting of the outfall in 1973 to deeper water and,
subsequently, the closing of the meat works in 1984.
Coal dust, spills of oil and/or coal and the possible effects of ballast water could
have a negative impact on the marine environment. In the south-eastern corner of
the bay is a regenerating cockle bed which has significance to the local Maori
community and deserves protection.
The proposed Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Scheme, under 9.1 Ecological
and Environmental Concerns, states the objective:
"To maintain the range of natural habitats and the diversity of species and
ecological systems in the maritime planning area."
Shakespeare Bay is a valuable shallow estuarine habitat for the banded rail and as
such should be protected. The proposed development would threaten this habitat by
possible air and water pollution. Floodlighting and increased noise will also affect
the banded rails' habitat as they are a shy and secretive bird easily disturbed by
human activity.
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The study by Elliot on the distribution and habitat of the banded rail in Nelson and
Marlborough concluded:
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"One area where banded rails may be particularly vulnerable to habitat loss is
the Marlborough Sounds ... Further loss of habitat either in the Sounds or in
the eastern most saltmarshes west of Nelson will only increase the likelihood
of banded rails disappearing from Marlborough. I recommend that all the
saltmarshes with banded rail in Marlborough receive appropriate reserve
status".
The proposed Maritime Planning Scheme also mentions the importance of the
banded rail and the need for protection of valuable flora and fauna and their
habitats, particularly wetlands.

Clearly Shakespeare Bay's saltmarsh may have greater importance than its small
size suggests for there are so few areas in the Sounds.

Shakespeare Bay is an area of considerable beauty. Being adjacent to Picton it is
also highly visible.
Queen Charlotte Drive is a scenic route and a significant number of cars pass
through Shakespeare Bay on this road. In many cases it is a tourist's first view of
the Marlborough Sounds outside Picton. It can give them an appreciation of the
natural qualities of the Sounds. In their report on the proposed development the
applicant states "this development is aesthetically unacceptable in Picton".
Given that Picton is already a highly modified and developed environment, this
development is far more aesthetically unacceptable in a natural scenic location,
especially one which is so visible. The floodlighting, increased noise and visual
impact of this proposal will greatly impact on Shakespeare Bay because of its
tranquility and underdevelopment.
The aesthetic quality of an area is very important as it affects the existing use and
enjoyment of the landscape. Development of the proposed facility at Shakespeare
Bay would mean a loss of scenic quality and associated values.
Earl Bennett will be discussing the landscape character and quality of Shakespeare
Bay and the impact of this proposal on these values.

The Marlborough Sounds attracts many visitors because of its numerous
opportunities for water-based recreational activities and its attractive scenery.
The lack of development in the Sounds is a major attraction, especially to overseas
tourists who come to visit New Zealand because of its spectacular scenery, range of
underdeveloped natural areas and recreational opportunities. About 10 percent of
all visitors to the Sounds are from overseas.
The increased noise, lighting and the actual size and nature of the proposed
development are not compatible with natural and recreational values in Shakespeare
Bay. If the bay were to be polluted it may render it unusable for recreational
purposes. Presently it is an attractive and popular mooring site for recreational
boats. Its high quality water is suitable for swimming.
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The loss of these natural values in Shakespeare Bay will be a loss to the wider
Sounds area as the character of the Sounds is largely in its small secluded
underdeveloped bays. The scale of this proposal is totally out of proportion with
other activities in the Sounds.
The possible Wahi tapu site onshore in the south western part of the bay deserves
protection from development. Protection of places of special significance is
especially important to the Maori people. This is recognised in the proposed
Maritime Planning Scheme where it is noted that section 3 of the Town and Country
Planning Act obliges planning authorities to take Maori interests into account.
There will be some 20-30 export vessels per year and four barges per week visiting
Shakespeare Bay. This may not cause a navigational inconvenience to small craft
activities in the Sounds, however, it will be a visual intrusion. The export vessels
are far larger than anything currently visiting the Sounds and are a very different
type of operation from activities such as the ferry service. The barges and export
vessels are industrial whereas, ferry operations deal largely with human use and are
an accepted part of the Marlborough Sounds. The ferries are an important national
link between the North and South Islands. Considerable numbers of tourists use this
service and it is promoted as a scenic trip.

The two reserves in Shakespeare Bay are very important as the bush is remnant of
the original forest cover in the Sounds. The aesthetic value of these reserves is
significant and should be protected from developments which are incompatible with
these values and threaten to destroy them.
Scenic and recreational reserves are important areas for passive recreation, this is
particularly true in the Marlborough Sounds, where emphasis is on aesthetic and
scenic values rather than solely active recreational ones. This is recognised in the
Marlborough Sounds district scheme which places importance on protecting these
areas especially around the shoreline where foreshore reserves serve to provide
public access to and along the coastline, and to provide protection of natural
features. The proposed transfer terminal will detract from these natural features
especially as the terminal will be situated alongside the Kaipupu Point Scenic
Reserve.
LACK OF DETAILED INFORMATK
The support document does not include details on the feasibility of the proposal or
investigation into alternatives. Furthermore, the application refers to use of the
transfer terminal for bulk materials other than coal. A range of commodities such
as wood chips, ilmenite sand and fertilizer are referred to. However, there is no
discussion on the possible impacts of these materials on the environment.
fRTHER INDUSTRIAL DE\

)PMENT IN SHAKESPEARE BAY

The Council believes that it is inappropriate to address the issue of the application
for a transfer terminal in Shakespeare Bay before objections to the Maritime
Planning Scheme have been heard and the Scheme has been approved. The scheme
includes a policy on port development and harbour works which includes a detailed
list of requirements for a development plan for any proposal. A further section
identifies Shakespeare Bay for port development although not in any great detail.
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The proposed Maritime Planning Scheme states:
"The Authority considers this scheme can properly be used as a vehicle to generate
public debate on the concept of port development at Shakespeare Bay."
The wider issue of port development in Shakespeare Bay should be publicly aired at
the hearings for the proposed Maritime Planning Scheme and resolved before a
decision is made on this application. Approval of the application for a transfer
terminal will pre-empt that wider decision by allowing for an industrial
development which will destroy the existing natural and scenic values and weaken
arguments made under the proposed Maritime Planning Scheme that these be
protected.

The Council's objection would be met by the planning authority declining the
application or failing that postponing a decision until after the approval of the
proposed Maritime Planning Scheme.

Hilary Eade

Dated at Wellington this 30th day of August 1989
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"The materials handling equipment and methods shall
be
designed,
operated,
and
maintained
according
to
recognised
industrystandards utilising the best practicable means
to minimise dust
emission and spillage."

In
view
of
the
potentially very
serious
nature
of
such
consequences I
recommend
that a
condition
be
placed
on
the
granting of this application, that filtration of the ballast water
be carried out on ships collecting ballast water from around
atrisk
countries.
Such
a
condition
could
replace
the present
condition 12, and could be as follows:
"The applicant is
to
provide
filtration equipment
capable
of
filtering
ballast
water such that all particles of 5 microns and
larger are removed.
This
equipment
is
to
be maintained
and
operated
properly,
and
is
to be
used to
filter,
prior to
discharge, all
ballast water collected
from waters
known
to
contain
organisms which could pose a serious threat to the marine
environment in the Marlborough Sounds. "
Provided that if by way of
international
agreement,
or
by New
Zealand
legislation,
alternative treatment systems are
required
then such alternatives shall be used in lieu of the above.

The Town and Country
Planning Act 1977
AND

The application by the Port
Marlborough Company to use
a floating storage vessel In
Shakespeare Bay, Queen
Charlotte Sound

AND.

The Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries.

I am a planner for the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAFFIsh),
based In Nelson. I have a Master of Science (Resource Management) with
Honours and have been working for the Ministry since January 1989. My
responsibilities Include ensuring that the Ministry responds to water
right and planning applications which could affect fisheries or fisheries
habitats.
The Ministry has a statutory responsibility to protect fisheries and
fisheries habitats under the Fisheries Act 1983. The Ministry's three
concerns In Its submission were that discharges of ballast water needs
to be controlled, that the proposal should be limited to coal only, and
that any consent granted should be limited to the proposed size of the
facility. All these concerns were based on the Impacts this facility may
have on fisheries, and particularly on marine farming In the Marlborough
Sounds.
Of the three concerns, the major Issue is the risk that debal lasting could
introduce organisms such as toxic dinoflagellates into the waters of the
Marlborough Sounds. Concerns about the scale and nature of commodities
stored and loaded through the proposed facility are answered in the
^
planner's assessment. That Is, through limiting the consent to the
V
proposed scale and coal only, and requiring additional applications for
changes.

I have provided Authority staff with Information I received from Barbara
Hayden. Mrs Hayden Is a member of the Ballast Water Working Group and
is a MAFFIsh scientist at the Fisheries Research Centre, Greta Point,
Wellington. The Information outlined some of the problems with
controlling ballast discharges (here and overseas), the Inadequacies of

I

current New Zealand legislation, and what may be done nationally to
Improve enforceable controls. It appears that there are practical
difficulties In producing enforceable controls nationally or regionally.
The planners for Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited (Royds Garden)
contacted me recently and discussed their suggestion of using a
dlatomaceous earth filtering system. I understand this system would be
used on ballast water discharges from foreign vessels which have visited
Infested ports. About 5000t of water would be transfered to the
terminal for filtering and that the resulting sediments would be disposed
of on land.
Based on Initial enquiries and discussions with Barbara Hayden this
seems to provide a satisfactory solution in theory. Mrs Hayden
understood the dlatomaceous earth plant can filter out objects down to
about 5 microns and dlnoflagellate cysts range from about 10 to 20
microns. So It seems this system could work, providing It was combined
with Maritime Authority regulations banning the discharge of untreated
ballast waters by foreign vessels in the Maritime Planning area.
Questions remain to be answered from an engineering viewpoint however.
I spoke to Lincoln Mackenzie of the Cawthron Institute (another member
of the Ballast Water Working Group) and he agreed that the dlatomaceous
earth filtering system would remove the cysts, but he questioned the
practicalities of the time and cost Involved. The Port Company would
need to Investigate and confirm whether the large volumes of water
could be filtered in the time available between ship visits.

As mentioned In the Ministry's submission, MAFFIsh would have no
objection in principle to a coal storage terminal, provided satisfactory
controls on ballast discharges were Incorporated Into the conditions of
consent for this proposal. This should then be backed up with regulations
banning the discharge of untreated ballast by foreign ships in the
Marlborough Sounds.

j'

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1977

Evidence o£ Earl H.

Bennett, Landscape Architect

21 August 1989

My name is Earl Bennett.
I am a landscape architect.
I hold
a Bachelor of Science degree in Landscape Architecture, with
Honors, from California Polytechnic University, Pomona.
I have practised professionally in New Zealand since 1973.
I
have been a member of the New Zealand Institute of Landscape
Architects since that time, and have been a fellow of that
organisation since 1986.

1.2

Purnose

The purpose of this evidence is to describe and evaluate the
visual impact of a proposed marine transfer terminal in
Shakespeare Bay.

1.3

Content

This evidence begins with a very brief reference to the
relationship between visual impact and other environmental
factors.
Also described are the landscape character and
landscape quality components of visual impact.
The central portion of the evidence presents a visual
assessment of Shakespeare Bay and its surroundings.
This is followed by an evaluation of the proposed development
in terms of the assessment.
The conclusion contains precise
statements about the visual impact and a photographic
simulation of the site and the proposed development.
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We experience the landscape with all our senses - we see it,
smell it, hear it, touch it, and, sometimes, even taste it.
The total response of all our senses is what constitutes
"aesthetics".
In considering the aesthetics of landscape, we
must, therefore, consider how a proposed change will affect
the whole range of senses.
Vision, however, is singularly important because it is the
primary way that we experience and appreciate the landscape.
It has been found, for example, in proposals for new
transmission line routes, that the largest area of concern is
with the visual impact.

There is a great range of environmental factors to consider
in assessing a large-scale, complex change in the landscape.
The visual impact differs somewhat from other environmental
factors in that it always exists.
The visual component is an integral part of all landscape
change - it is a certainty while other factors are often
treated as contingencies to be addressed in the event of
careless management or accident.
With enough money, care,
and control, most of the problems associated with the other
environmental problems, such as air and water pollution, can
be minimized.
There are only two aspects of visual impact - location and
design.
Location is the more Important of the two; if the
site is appropriate for the proposed change, there will be
little need for ameloriative measures.
Design possibilities
for reducing the visual impact consist mainly of manipulating
details such as colour and form.
If the site is wrong for
the proposed use, no amount of design detailing will make it
right.

The two primary bodies of information needed to assess a
landscape are called landscape character and landscape
quality.
Landscape character is a description of the landscape in
terms of the observable facts, such as landform and
landcover, and the lines, textures, patterns, and colours
that comprise it.
This description provides the information
needed to decide how a change should be made so that it is in
harmony with the landscape.
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Landscape quality is an evaluation of its level of natural
quality, sensitivity to change, visual unity, and visual
exposure.
Together these attributes indicate a landscape's
vulnerability, relative importance, and potential.
The
result is the information needed to decide whether a
landscape should be changed, and whether a certain type of
change is appropriate.

On 15 June 1989, I carried out a visual assessment for the
proposed marine transfer terminal in Shakespeare Bay.
The visual assessment used the "Vamplan" method.
Vamplan
stands for visual asessment method for planning.
It was
developed by MWD Christchurch for use in a comprehensive
natural resources study of the Canterbury Region.
Basically,
this method is concerned with using a pre-determined set of
criteria to survey and evaluate landscape quality and
landscape character.
In the proposal for Shakespeare Bay, it is necessary to
survey its landscape context as well as the details of the
bay.
The landscape context is the "landscape unit" that
contains, and is centred, on Picton.
This landscape unit is
determined by visual containment and is defined on the
accompanying figure.
The details of Shakespeare Bay are covered by a survey and
evaluation of the "coast segments" that comprise it.
This
consists of the land and water components immediately
associated with the coastal edge.
The segments are defined
by changes in their cross-sections.
There are three coast
segments; these are also shown on the accompanying figure.

3.2.1

Overall, the landscape unit is relatively coarse in texture,
giving it a moderate level of visual complexity.
It has a geometric pattern resulting from development.
Texture and pattern are the dominant visual characteristics
of this landscape.
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Figure 1
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LANDSCAPE UNIT AND COAST SEGMENTS
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Things in this landscape that are considered to add
acceptable visual variety and are, therefore, "positive",
include exotic trees, shorelines, harbour, and reserves.
Those that detract from visual quality and are, therefore,
"negative" are exotic trees in bush, tracks on hills, housing
(because of colour and form), and industry (including the
derelict freezing works).

The landscape quality attributes show a landscape that has a
relatively high level of modification by building, planting,
and changes to landforms.
They also show this to be a
vulnerable landscape because it has a great number of
visually sensitive areas, such as shorelines, ridgelines, and
focal points.
The attributes considered together indicate a landscape in
which there can be some latitude in the types of changes that
are appropriate, but that there must be great care in
choosing the locations for the changes.
The landscape is not very high in visual unity, or
"coherence", largely because the forms and colours of
development are not in harmony with the landscape
characteristics.
It is, however, highly visible, surrounding
a population centre and containing a main state highway, a
scenic route, and the ferry route.
The lower visual unity rating indicates a need for some
improvement in the coherence of this landscape, largely by
care in the location of future changes and in the patterns
they create.
The high visible exposure indicates that some
priority should be given to improving the visual unity.

3.2.2

This shoreline is high in visual complexity because of its
rocky edge and the pattern of the moored boats.
It is also
strongly enclosed by landform.
Noticeable is the relatively
fine texture of the water and the land.
The detail of the
edge is the dominant characteristic.

The sheds and boat house near the edge are considered
negative, in that they detract from visual quality.
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The edge itself has no structures, but the derelict freezing
works nearby tends to lend an appearance of structure and
modification to the segment, reducing its natural quality.
The shoreline is memorable, primarily because of the presence
of the nearby freezing works.
It is moderate in visual unity
and moderate-high in visible exposure, reflecting its
proximity to Picton and the Queen Charlotte Sound Drive.

3.2.3

Visually, this part of the coast is fairly simple, its
dominant characteristic being the texture of the exotic
vegetation on its land component.
It has a gently sloping
sandy edge.
Overall, the texture here is described as
medium-fine.
The enclosure is moderate because of the gentle
slope of the land to the south.

Negative deviations are the house and exotic trees near the
water edge.

There is some apparent modification to the edge by fences and
screens erected near the water's edge.
Exotic vegetation
also contributes to the appearance of modification.
This
shoreline is moderate in visual unity and, like the previous
one, is also moderate-high for visible exposure.

3.2.4

Visual interest here comes from the steepness of the edge
landform and the strong enclosure.
Otherwise, the shoreline
is visually simple, with a fine texture and consistent
pattern in its water and land components.
The detail line of
the edge is the dominant visual characteristic.

None.

This shoreline is high in both attributes that constitute
natural quality, making it especially vulnerable to change
and indicating that great care must be taken in both the
types and locations of changes.
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High visual unity and moderate-high visible exposure also
mean great care is required in locating changes.

The proposed transfer terminal is located adjacent to Kaipupu
Scenic Reserve on the east side of Shakespeare Bay and about
300 metres from Wedge Point Scenic Reserve on the ^stern
side of the bay.
According to the support document for the proposal,
transfer terminal consists of the following:

the basic

*
the storage terminal, a decommissioned bulk carrier,
with approximate dimensions of 266m length and 40m
width; unladen, the hull is 15m above water level and
the superstructure 30m above the water,
*

a gantry,

*

a jetty,

30m above the water level,
65m long and 5m wide,

*
concrete mooring dolphins, 2 or 3 in number,
measuring 10m by 12m and rising about 5m above mean high
water mark,
*

an access road,

*
possibility,
the document.

8m in width and about 700m long, and,

settling tanks that are not detailed in

In addition to the basic components, the terminal will be
visited by barges and export carriers.
The barges will be
much smaller than the storage terminal while the export
carriers would probably be about the same size as the
terminal.
Shakespeare Bay is a small, narrow inlet.
It is only about
425m wide at the location proposed for mooring of the
terminal and is about 1200m from its head to the mouth off
Kaipupu Point.
With the storage terminal and jetty in
position, the constructed elements will occupy about 105m, or
1/4 of the width of the bay.
With an export carrier
alongside, these elements will extend for at least 145m into
the bay, or about 1/3 its width.
The sizes and numbers of proposed structures relative to the
size of the bay show that they cannot be readily absorbed by
it, and that their impact will be very significant.
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The coast segments that comprise the shoreline do not exist
in isolation from the wider landscape.
They are an integral
part of it, and must be considered in this context.

The three coast segments taken together form a small, -tightly
enclosed part of the Picton landscape unit.
The scale and degree of enclosure in the bay are such that
any change in its central portion will assume a great deal of
importance.
The change will become the focus of the space,
with all the other things in it revolving around the centre.
Texture contrast between the landscape unit and the coast
segment is important.
It is in this factor that the coast
segments are most different from the landscape unit.
The
landscape unit is medium-coarse in texture and the coast
segments are fine and medium-fine.
Overall, the coarser
texture of the landscape unit indicates a reasonably high
capability of the Picton area generally to visually absorb
change without changing its character or reducing its
quality.
But, the finer texture of the coast segments shows
a greatly reduced capability of this particular part of the
landscape to absorb change without a consequent change in
character and loss of quality.

The accompanying table summarises the ratings for the quality
attributes for the landscape unit and the coast segments.
The table shows the landscape unit to be vulnerable to change
because of the extent of its sensitive areas, which include
the coastal edge.
The coast segments are vulnerable largely
because of the lack of modification of the land/water edge.
This would indicate great care in the types of changes
allowed on the edges of the coast here.
The landscape unit and the coast segments are all important
because of their visible exposure, and Coast Segment 3, the
west edge of the bay, is noticeable for a high rating in
coherence.
Higher ratings in coherence and visibleness
indicate that greater care should be taken with the location
of changes.

The visual aspect of the proposed development is considered
to be its "basic aesthetic impact".
The development's
overall impact can be augmented by aspects that affect other
senses or that vary from time to time.
Noise and lighting
are examples of such "temporal aesthetic impacts".
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Lack of Structures

Mod-Low

Naturalness

Moderate

Sensitive Areas

High

Coherence

Mod-Low

Visibleness

High

Lack of Structures

Mod-High

Mod-High

High

Naturalness

Mod-Low

Moderate

High

Memorableness

High

Moderate

Mod-Low

Coherence

Moderate

Moderate

High

Visibleness

Mod-High

Mod-High

Mod-High
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The mechanical sounds associated with loading activities
would be magnified by the surface of the water and the
enclosure of the bay.
This would adversely affect the
existing tranquility of the bay and would, therefore, further
degrade its natural quality.
There are noise limits proposed
in the Maritime Planning Scheme; I understand that the
proposed limit of 45 decibels would equate with the noise
level normally found in a residential environment.
The level of noise is one factor of concern; its timing and
.duration are others.
Data in the support document indicate
that 24-hour operations would be carried out during the
loading of export carriers and that each operation would take
up to 50 hours to complete.
The support document indicates
that 20 to 30 such operations could take place each year.
Simple calculations reveal that Shakespeare Bay could be
affected by the noise of loading for 24-hour periods for
between 40 and 60 days - or up to a total of two months - of
each year.
The support document indicates that floodlighting will be
required during the 24-hour operations.
Like noise, this
factor will also seriously affect the natural quality and
tranquility of Shakespeare Bay for 40 to 60 days of each
year.

4.4

Road Traffic

The support document states that Marlborough County Council
engineers estimate that Queen Charlotte Drive in the vicinity
of Shakespeare Bay normally carries approximately 500
vehicles per day, and up to 800 vehicles per day in summer.
Queen Charlotte Drive is promoted as a scenic road, and
Shakespeare Bay represents a significant part of the scenic
experience on this route.
It is an important gateway between
the developed area of Picton and the more natural areas of
Queen Charlotte Sound.
For the westbound traveller,
Shakespeare Bay is an introductory element to the Sound,
setting the scene for the journey.
For the eastbound
traveller, the bay is the farewell image of the journey.
The
strong contrast between Picton and the bay enhances its
effectiveness as a transition between the two.
The magnitude of Shakepeare Bay's visual exposure and scenic
importance are illustrated in a comparison of the numbers of
vehicles per day on Queen Charlotte Drive in its vicinity
with some other routes in the South Island that are often
considered to be scenic.
The following table makes this
comparison.
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Queen Charlotte Drive
SH6

: Lover Duller Gorge

SH6

:

SH73
SHI

Franz Josef
:

:

Arthur's Pass
Kaikoura

Picton is an important national transport node, with up to
2,000 ferry sailings per year.
It is promoted as one of the
main gateways to the Sounds and as a tourist destination in
its own right.
Part of the attraction of Picton is the easy access to the
natural areas of the Sounds.
Shakespeare Bay is important
for its "isolation with proximity" in that it offers a taste
of what the unmodified parts of the Sounds are like, but with
easy access from a main tourist route and centre.
Real rather than manufactured experiences are very important to
the tourism and recreational industries.
I recently conducted visual assessments of a range of
locations scattered throughout the Sounds from D'Urville
Island, east to Cape Lambert, vest to Pigeon Bay, and south
to Picton.
Through this work, I gained an appreciation that
Shakespeare Bay is similar in quality to much more remote
parts of the Sounds and that it is, therefore, valuable as a
representative of these places.
An accompanying pair of photographs shows the contrast
between Picton and Shakespeare Bay, and illustrates the value
of Shakespeare Bay as a relatively unmodified complement to
the more highly developed landscape of the Picton area.

The proposed transfer terminal is located between two scenic
reserves.
These are not fallow, "unused" lands; instead,
they perform some very important functions.
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As a landuse, scenic reserves have long-term benefits that
are less-easily quantified than those of land that is in
production.
They do obvious things, like maintaining soil
stability and providing for recreation.
But, they also
provide continued protection for plant and animal species and
they maintain the landscape in as unmodified a condition as
possible for their aesthetic, and sometimes, practical, value
to future generations.
As a landuse, the intrinsic qualities of the reserves in the
vicinity of Shakespeare Bay are seriously threatened by the
proposed transfer terminal.

Earlier in this evidence, I referred to location and design
as the two primary variables available for dealing with
visual impact, and I stated that visual impact is more
effectively reduced by appropriate location than by the
details of design.
In this proposal, it is the proposed
location that contributes most to the severity of its visual
impact.
My visual assessment of Shakespeare Bay indicates that a
large structure on or near the shoreline will significantly
change the landscape character and significantly reduce the
level of natural quality of the land/water edge.
This,in
turn, will reduce overall landscape quality in this vicinity.
The fine textures of the shoreline indicate that this area
will not readily absorb change, especially a large simple
structure.
The high degree of enclosure in Shakespeare Bay means that
any change in its central area will be a focus for the bay
and will visually dominate the space.
A large structure in the bay will give a new meaning to the
space, imparting an industrial quality to it and
significantly reducing its natural quality.
The industrial
quality imparted by the storage terminal will be reinforced
by the gantry, jetty, access road, and possible settling
tanks.
The visual effects of these structures on Shakespeare
Bay will be greatly exacerbated by the addition of noise and
floodlighting during some operations.

The adverse impact of the proposed development is not
lessened by the fact that it may be "temporary".
The impact
is the same regardless of how long it is in place.
A serious
disadvantage of such "temporary" developments is that they
immediately alter the character and quality of the landscape
sufficiently to set the scene for even more intensive
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development in future.
Once the temporary development is in place, the landscape
will have lost its natural quality and become sufficiently
industrial in character to permit new developments to be
considered compatible and appropriate for the surroundings.
It is, therefore,
very unlikely that the area would, or
could, be returned to its pre-development state.

The level of visual exposure is relatively high, extending
the impact to an even greater number of people.
The average
of 800 vehicles per day in summer, for example, yields 33
cars per hour - or more than 1 every 2 minutes - over each 24
hour period.

The following photographic simulation shows the view of
Shakespeare Bay from Queen Charlotte Drive as it appears
today and as it would appear with the transfer terminal as
described in the application.
This simulation illustrates the profound visual impact the
proposal would have on the bay as well as the wider landscape
context.
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INTRODUCTION

1.

My full name is Sarah Margaret Dawson and I am an Associate
with the

firm

of

Davie,

Lovell-Smith and

Partners

Limited,

Consulting Planners, Surveyors' and Engineers of Christchurch.
I

hold

the

degrees

B.E.

(Honours)

(Chemical

Canterbury) and M.Sc. (with Distinction)
Canterbury

and

Lincoln) .

I

Engineering,

(Resource Management,

am a member

of

the New

Zealand

Planning Institute and I am a part-time lecturer in Planning
Law at the University of Canterbury.
2.

I have for the past twelve years been engaged in the provision
of

planning

authorities,

advice

to

including

a
5

number

years

as

of
a

territorial
County

local

Planner

with

Waikato County Council; and to private clients throughout the
South Island.

3.

I have been asked by Picton Borough Council

to examine and

comment on the application by Port Marlborough N.Z.

Ltd for

consent to a marine transfer terminal at Shakespeare Bay.
assisted

the

Council

application and

in

preparing

its

objection

to

I

this

I am familiar with the Picton locality and

have examined the various relevant documents.

4.

The details of the proposal have been covered by applicant and
in

the

Authority's

Planning

Officer's

report

on

this

application. I do not propose to go over these matters again.
I will concentrate on discussing the particular details of the
Borough's

objection

and

the

degree

to

which

Officer's recommendation meets this objection.

1
]

the

Planning

GENERAL COMMENTS
5.

The Picton Borough Council has not asked fot the application
to be declined.

It is, however, very concerned to ensure that

adequate conditions are

imposed on

protect the environment

of Shakespeare

wider

waterways

of

the

Sounds.

any consent granted,

The

Bay,

Council

to

Picton and the
has

not

stated

specific performance standards which it wishes to see imposed
on any consent.

Rather, because of the lack of detail in the

application regarding environmental protection measures,
Council

requests

measures

be

that

adequate

determined

and

standards
then

or

the

performance

appropriate,

clear,

enforceable conditions be imposed.

6.

Ongoing liaison has taken place between the Council's staff,
myself,

and

staff

of

the

Port

Company

since

the

time

the

Council's objection was lodged, in order to establish mutually
agreeable conditions of planning approval.

This has resulted

in agreement on most of the issues of concern to Council, with
only a limited number of outstanding matters.
7.

The

Authority's

Planning

Officer's

report

issues

of concern to the Council with the

visual

aspects

recommended

in

of the
the

access

report

road.

covers

are

the

exception of the

However,

generally

all

the conditions

not

sufficiently

precise or enforceable to satisfy the Council's concerns. Many
of the conditions start with the words:
state the measures it will take to
specified how
satisfaction

these measures
they must

be;

are

...".
to

whether

be

"The applicant must
However,
assessed;

the measures

it is not
to
are

whose
to

be

implemented or the performance standards complied with. It is,
therefore, doubtful whether many of the conditions recommended
would

be

enforceable.

I

will

discuss,

conditions requested by the Council.

2

below,

each

of

the

HATTERS OF CONCERN

8.

The existing and potential recreational and tourism activities
in Picton and the Sounds are closely linked to the maintenance
t
of a clean and scenic environment. Maintenance of high water
quality and scenic landscape in the Sounds generally and the
Picton area is vitally important to recreational and tourist
activities.

9.

The

construction

Shakespeare

Bay

environment.

and
will

operation
have

Overseas

of

a

impact

literature

transfer

on

the

land

regarding

terminal
and

coal

in

marine

handling

states that coal dust may be released to the environment at
any stage in the handling, storage and transportation of coal
and

that

proper

dust

reduction measures;

such

as

enclosed

conveyers, suction/air-filter systems and water spraying; must
be

adopted

Berend,

in

J.

Handling.

&

order
E.F.

Storage

to

minimise

Lokiec,
and

the

impact.

Environmental

Transportation.

(Reference;

Aspects
Israel

of

Coal

Ecological

Society 2nd Intl Conference, May 1983.)

10.

The extent and consequence of the impact of the facility on
the

environment

will

depend

on

developer to operate a "clean"

the

willingness

facility;

of

the

and on the ability

of the environment to absorb the dust, wastes and spillages.
I consider that the applicant provided insufficient technical
and scientific data about the quantities of coal and coal dust
likely to enter the waters of the Bay and the impact of this
coal on the marine environment;
dust

likely

to

be

dispersed

or on the quantities of coal
from

the

site.

Further

the

applicant has provided very little in the way of operational
details

about

the

manner

in

which

the

facility

is

to

be

managed in order to ensure a "clean" operation.

11.

The Council's concerns may well be able to be satisfied by the
provision

of

adequate

technical

3

and

scientific

information

regarding

the

facility's

operation.

However, . unless

that

information is available and able to be assessed, the Council
would be taking a significant risk in accepting the facility
without ensuring that adequate performance standards are set
by way of stringent and enforceable conditions.
12.

In

particular,

the

Council

has

objected

to

the

following

aspects of the application:

(i)

Insufficient detail on the handling of bulk materials
and

on the

respect

to

disposal
the

of

related

protection

of

waste
the

products

with

Shakespeare

Bay

environment and the wider waterways of the Sounds.
(ii)

The "Aggregation of Dry Bulk Materials", which is too
general

a

proposal

to

be

given

satisfactory

consideration.
(iii)

The proposed access road and electric power lines have
potential to affect the visual aesthetics of the area.

(iv)

Floodlighting
affect

of

traffic

the

terminal

safety

and

has

the

general

potential

Picton

to

Borough

amenities.
(v)

The terminal vessel is large, prominently sited and is,
potentially, visually obtrusive.

(vi)

The

machinery

proposed

for

the

handling

of

bulk

materials has potential to create a noise nuisance.

(vii)

The

scra

reduced

P value of the terminal storage vessel may be
to
a
non-viable
level
if
the
vessel

deteriorates below a seaworthy standard or if it sinks
at its moorings.
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CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC

13.

Council

was

provided

initially

concerned

of construction traffic

that

no

details

and that

this

had

been

could

disruption in Picton and on Queen Charlotte Drive.

cause

However,

following discussions between Borough and Port Company staff,
it

has

been

agreed

that

construction

traffic

would

be

negligible and of no consequence for the Borough.

POLLUTION PROTECTION

14.

The importance of maintaining a clean and scenic environment
and high water quality in the Sounds and the Picton area for
recreational

and

tourist

activities

has

already

been

mentioned.

The applicant needs to provide technical details

about

equipment

the

spillage

or dust

development

on

to

be

used,

release,

the

and

in order

marine

and

the

likely

for the

general

levels

impacts

of

environment

of
the

to

be

accurately assessed.

15.

Any

discharge

natural
right

from

waters

of

approval

the

transfer

Shakespeare

from the

terminal

Bay

Catchment

will

facility

need

to

to have

Board. -The

the

water

applicant

is

continuing to pursue its planning approval without the water
rights

being

Borough

applied

Council

in

for
an

at

the

same

awkward

time.

position,

This
as

puts

the

the

wider

environmental implications of the proposal for Shakespeare Bay
cannot

be

proposal

fully
on

considered.

water

quality,

Yet

it

which

is

is

the

impact

potentially

of

the

the
most

significant impact for tourism and recreation activities in
Picton and the Sounds.

16.

The

Council

does

not

intend to

request

that

the Authority

impose water quality performance standards which would preempt and may be

in conflict with conditions which would be
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imposed by the Catchment Board on any water right approval.
However,

until

such time as all necessary water rights have

been obtained, the Council should be able to be satisfied that
the water quality of Shakespeare Bay and the wider Sounds will
be adequately safeguarded.

17.

In the event that coal spillage occurs into the waters around
the vessel, the coal is likely to accumulate during the life
of the operation,
from the

with the need for periodic removal of coal

sea-bed.

The Council requests the

imposition of a

condition requiring the removal of all spilled product from
the sea-bed,

at least at the end of the operation,

in order

that the marine environment can begin to be restored to its
original condition.

18.

The

Planning

Officer's

applicant must

recommendation

state what measures

suggests

it will

that

"the

take to prevent

contamination of the waters and marine ecology of Shakespeare
Bay...",

and

community".

"to

The

prevent

any

Council's

dust

concerns

nuisance
are

to

the

Picton

somewhat wider than

this and include the potential impacts on the land surrounding
the

Bay,

Further,

including

the

in order that

visual. impact

of

such conditions be

dust

deposition.

enforceable,

the

measures to be taken would need to be to the satisfaction of
the

Authority,

and

they

would

need

to

be

implemented

maintained to the Authority's satisfaction.

and

With respect to

water rights, any consent from the Authority should not become
effective until all necessary water rights have been obtained
from the Regional Water Board, or a declaration from the Board
that no water right is required.
19.

The

Planning

that

the

applicant provide an accident contingency plan. However,

the

suggested

Officer

condition

also
does

recommends
not

implement the contingency plan,

require

condition
that

the

applicant

nor that it comply with the

plan in the event of an accident.
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20.

As far as the maintenance of a clean and scenic environment
in

the

Sounds

and

the

conditions are crucial.

Picton

area

is

concerned,

these

Such ponditions need to be precise,

enforceable and address all issues of concern,

including the

removal of all spilled product from the sea-bed, at least at
the end of the operation.
PAINTING AND MAINTENANCE

21.

Although

the

installation

will

not

be visible

from

Picton

Borough,

the road and terminal will be clearly visible from

the important scenic tourist route of Queen Charlotte Drive.
The transfer terminal

will be a

confines of Shakespeare Bay.

large structure within the

Its presence will be the first

industrial structure within the waters of the Bay,

although

the former freezing works has already modified the character
of

the

Bay

surrounds.

Painting

of

the

terminal

vessel

in

appropriate colours to integrate it with its surroundings will
assist in reducing"the visual impact.

22.

The

Council

requests

that

a

condition be

imposed

that

the

terminal vessel be painted in appropriate colours to integrate
it with its surroundings and that the exterior paintwork and
general

appearance

of

the

vessel

and

its

surroundings

be

maintained to a high standard for the length of time that the
vessel is located in Shakespeare Bay.

23.

The Authority's Planning Officer does not consider that the
terminal

should

be

painted

to

integrate

it

with

its

surroundings, but that it should be painted in a manner normal
for such vessels. However, working vessels are painted to draw
attention

to

themselves

whilst

moving

about

at

sea.

The

terminal will not be moving, nor in the open sea. It would be
more

appropriate

vessel

with

its

to

choose

a

surroundings.

7

colour
The

which

integrates

recommended

the

condition

suggests only that the applicant states the measures it will
take

to

maintain

specific

the

enough.

maintenance

paintwork.

Appropriate

programme

Such

a

colours

acceptable

condition

arid

should

the

be

is

not

level

stated,

of

and

a

condition imposed to ensure that this is carried out to the
Authority's satisfaction. Discussions between Council and Port
Authority staff have indicated that the condition requested
by the Council would be acceptable to the Port Authority.

ACCESS ROAD AND ELECTRICITY LINES
24.

The

access

road will

promontory.
all

lines,
Council
access

would

have been
to

a visual

scar

on

the

face

of

the

Careful alignment and immediate revegetation of

cuttings

details

be

enable

be

necessary

provided

of

assessment

to

the
of

reduce

line

their

of

be

carefully

aligned

and

the

visual

has requested that a condition be
road

the

impact.

No

electricity
impact.

The

imposed that the

cut

and

fill

areas

immediately revegetated to reduce its visual impact. Another
condition

has

been

requested

seeking

that

the

electricity

lines be carefully aligned to reduce visual impact.

25.

The visual aspects of the road and electricity lines have not
been addressed in the conditions recommended by the Planning
Officer. The condition regarding the access road relates only
to the prevention of spoil being deposited in the water.

The

Planning Officer's report refers to underground wiring being
visually preferable, but this is not carried through into the
conditions recommended.

26.

In order to answer the Council's concerns,

conditions would

need to be imposed which ensure that the alignment and methods
of construction approved for the access road and electricity
lines are such as to reduce their visual impact. Discussions
between

Council

and

Port Company staff have

8

also

indicated

that these conditions would be acceptable.

NOISE AND FLOODLIGHTING
27.

The proposed Maritime Planning Scheme includes a noise level
not to be exceeded at the ridgeline between Shakespeare Bay
and Picton. This noise level is acceptable given the further
distance
stated

from the

that

it

ridgeline to the town.

is

confident

that

the

The applicant has

noise

levels

can

be

achieved and will be employing an acoustic engineer to ensure
this. The noise levels should be imposed as a condition of any
consent,

as well

as a requirement that a qualified acoustic

engineer certify that the facility has been designed to ensure
that the noise level will not be exceeded.

28.

The recommended condition only specifies that the applicant
state the measures it will take to ensure the noise levels are
not exceeded. There is no requirement for an acoustic engineer
to certify that the measures stated will achieve the required
noise

levels;

nor

is there any requirement that the

stated

measures be implemented to the satisfaction of the Authority.
The recommended condition needs to be strengthened along the
lines of the condition requested by the Council. Again,

it is

1

understood from discussions that the Council s condition is
acceptable to the applicant.

29.

The Council has also requested that a condition be imposed to
ensure

that

floodlights

are

appropriately

positioned

and

shielded to ensure that no distraction is caused to motorists
on Queen Charlotte Drive and that the glow visible from Picton
is

reduced

recommended

as
a

far

as

possible.

condition

relating

The
to

Planning

Officer

floodlighting,

which

addresses these matters and is acceptable to the Council.

9

has

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

30.

The applicant has applied to transfer coal and other "dry bulk
materials" at the proposed transfer terminal.

No assessment

has ben made of the impact of these additional materials both
separately and in combination. The applicant needs to produce
similar supporting information for these additional materials
as

has

been

requested

for

the

coal

product.

A

competent

assessment of the handling techniques and the impact of each
material needs to be available for assessment by all parties.
Unless

this

is possible,

I consider that

consent should be

limited to the storage and transhipment of coal.

31.

The Planning Officer has recommended that consent be limited
to commodities,

which are chemically inert in sea-water and

will not adversely affect the marine ecology.
from

the

D.S.I.R.

condition

is

or

Cawthron

inadequate

to

Institute

prevent

is

the

A declaration
required.

This

transhipment

of

commodities which are more difficult to handle than coal and,
therefore,

require

the

imposition

of

more

stringent

conditions. There would be no further opportunity to consider
whether

additional

appropriate.

The

or

different

condition

does

conditions
not

would

address

the

be

more

effect

of

other commodities on the ecology of the wider land environment
and the amenities of the surrounding area. The dust generation
problems

may

be

much

example,

and

there

greater

would

be

with
no

another

commodity,

opportunity

for

for

affected

parties to raise this issue or for additional conditions to
be imposed.

32.

In view of the fact that the Company must have prior knowledge
of likely products, it would not seem unreasonable for further
applications
approval

to

given

be
by

made
the

for

additional

Authority

for

the

products.
transfer

Every
of

an

additional product would need to be taken up within 2 years
of the consent being granted

10

(in terms of Section 70 of the

Town and Country Planning Act).
Act,

However,

Section 90

of the

which refers to the lapsing of existing use rights,

not active for 6 monthly periods,

if

does not'seem to apply to

consents of the Maritime Planning Authority; and any consent,
once

activated,

would

appear

to

be

able

to

be

continued

indefinitely.

I consider the most appropriate option is

this

to

consent

be

limited

to

coal

alone,

applications be made for other commodities,

and

for

further

once the impact

and handling methods of these materials are known.

DISPOSAL OF THE VESSEL

33.

The ultimate removal of or responsibility for dealing with the
terminal vessel once the facility ends its economic life is
a significant
unseaworthy,

issue

for the Council.

If the vessel becomes

its removal from Shakespeare Bay could become a

real problem with the possibility of the applicant abdicating
its responsibility for the final removal of the vessel, unless
adequate safeguards are in place.
34.

The Planning Officer's report has recognised this problem and
has

recommended

stringent

conditions,

certification of the structural

including

biennial

integrity and seaworthiness

of the vessel and bonding to ensure ultimate removal of the
vessel from the site. These conditions would fully satisfy the
Council1s concerns.

CONCLUSION

35.

Although

the

Authority's

Planning

Officer's

report

has

addressed most of the Picton Borough Council's concerns,

the

recommended

and

conditions

are

not

sufficiently

precise

enforceable'to ensure that the environment of Shakespeare Bay,
Picton and the wider waterways of the Sounds are protected.

11

I consider that the conditions requested by the Council are
reasonable and should be imposed on any consent given by the
Authority to the marine transfer terminal.
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My full name is Sarah Margaret Dawson and I am an Associate
with the

firm of Davie,

Lovell-Smith and Partners Limited,

Consulting Planners, Surveyors and Engineers of Christchurch.
I

hold

the

degrees

B.E*

(Honours)

(Chemical

Canterbury) and M.Sc. (with Distinction)
Canterbury and

Lincoln).

I

Engineering,

(Resource Management,

am a member of

the New Zealand

Planning Institute and I am a part-time lecturer in Planning
Law at the University of Canterbury.

I have for the past twelve years been engaged in the provision
of

planning

authorities,

advice

to

including

a
5

number

years

as

of
a

territorial
County

local

Planner

with

Waikato County Council; and to private clients throughout the
South Island.

I have been asked by PiuLon Borough Council to examine and
comment on the application by Port Marlborough N.Z.

Ltd for

consent to a marine transfer terminal at Shakespeare Bay.
assisted

the

Council

in

preparing

its

objection

to

I

this

application and I am familiar with the Picton locality and
have examined the various relevant documents.
4.

Tho details of the proposal have been covered by applicant and
in

the

Authority's

Planning

Officer's

report

on

this

application. I do not propose to go over these matters again.
I will concentrate on discussing the particular details of the
Borough's

objection

and

the

degree

to

which

the.

Officer's recommendation meets this objection.

1
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Tho Picton Borough Council has not asked for the application
to be declined. It is, however, very concerned to ensure that
adequate
protect

conditions

are

imposed on any consent granted,

the environment of Shakespeare

wider waterways

of

the

Sounds.

The

Bay,

Council

to

Picton and the
has

not

stated

specific performance standards which it wishes to see imposed
on any consent. Rather, because of the lack of detail in the
application regarding onvironmontal protection measures, the
Council

requests

measures

be

that

adequate

determined

and

standards
then

or

performance

appropriate,

clear,

enforceable conditions be imposed.
ongoing liaison has taken place between the Council's staff,
myself,

and

st^ff

of

the

Port

Company

since

the

time

the.

Council's objection was lodged, in order to establish mutually
agreeable conditions of planning approval. This has resulted
in agraomont on moot of the issues ©£ eonceirn to Council, with
only a limited number of outstanding matters.

The

Authority's

issues

of

Planning

concern

recommended

in

to

the

Officer's

the

Council.

report

report

covers

However,

generally

are

the

not

all

the

conditions

sufficiently

precise or enforceable to satisfy the Council'c ooncornc. Many
of the conditions start with the words:
state the measures it will t
specified how these measures
satisfaction

they

must

be;

-e to
are

"The applicant must
However,

to

be

whether the

assessed;
measures

it is not
to
are

whose
to

be

implemented or the performance standards complied with. It is,
therefore, doubtful whether many of the conditions recommended
would

be

enforceable.

T

will

discuss,

conditions requested by the Council.

2

below,

each

of

the

8.
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The existing and potential recreational and tourism activities
in Picton and the Sounds are closely linked to the maintenance
of a clean and scenic environment. Maintenance of high water
quality and scenic landscape in the Sounds generally and the
Picton area is vitally important to recreational and tourist
activities.

9.

The

construction

Shakespeare

Bay

environment.

and
will

operation
have

Overseas

of

a

impact

transfer

on

literature

the

terminal

land

regarding

and

coal

in

marine

handling

states that coal dust may be releasud to the environment at
any stage in the handling, storage and transportation of coal
and

that

proper

dust

reduction

measures?

such

as

enclosed

conveyers, suction/air-fiIter systems and water spraying; must
be

adopted

Berend,

in

J.

Handling.

&

order
E.F.

Storage

to

minimise

Lokiec,
and

the

impact.

Environmental

Transportation.

(Reference:

Asoeots
Israel

of

Coal

Ecological

Society 2nd Intl conference, May 1983.)
10.

The extent and consequence of the impact of the facility on
the

environment

will

depend

developer to operate a "clean"

on

the

willingness

facility;

of

the

and on the ability

of the environment to absorb the dust, wastes and spillages,
I consider that the applicant provided insufficient technical
and scientific data about the quantities of coal and coal dust
likely to enter the waters of the Bay and the impact of this
coal on the marine environment; or on the quantities of coal
dust

likely

to

be

dispersed

from

the

site.

Further

the

applicant has provided very little in the way of operational
details

about

the

manner

in

which

the

facility

is

to

be

managed in order to ensure a "clean" operation.

11.

The Council's concerns may well be able to be satisfied by the
provision

of

regarding

the

adequate

teulmical

facility's

and

operation.

scientific
However,

information
unless

that

S 64 3 79566<»
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—

information is available and able to be assessed, the Council
would be taking a significant risk in accepting the facility,
without ensuring that adequate performance standards are set
by way of stringent and enforceable conditions.

12.

In

particular,

the

Council

has

objected

to

the

following

aspects of the application:
(i)

Insufficient detail on the handling of bulk materials
and

on

respect

the
to

disposal
the

of

related waste

protection

of

the

products

with

Shakespeare

Bay

environment and the wider waterways of the Sounds.

(ii)

The "Aggregation of Dry Bulk Materials", which is too
general

a

proposal

to

be

given

satiRfnctory

consideration.

(iii)

The proposed access road and electric power lines have
potential fn affenf fhe visual aesthetics of the area.

(iv)

Floodlighting
affect

of

traffic

the

terminal

safety

and

has

the

general

potential

Picton

to

Borough

amenities.

(v)

The terminal vessel is large, prominently sited and is,
potentially, visually obtrusive.

(vi)

The

machinery

proposed

for

the

handling

of

bulk

materials has potential to create a noise nuisance.

(vii)

The scrap value of the terminal storage vessel may be
reduced

to

a

non-viable

level

if

the

vessel

deteriorates below a seaworthy standard or if it sinks
at its moorings.

29/08 '89 12:34

0

13.

Council

was

initially

concerned

that

no

details

provided of construction traffic and that this

had

been

could cause

disruption in Picton and on Queen Charlotte Drive,

However,

following discussions between Borough and Port Company staff,
it

has

been

agreed

that

construction

traffic

would

be

negligible and of no consequence for the Borough,

*
14.

The importance of maintaining a clean and scenic environment
and high water quality in the Sounds and the Picton area for
recreational

and

tourist

activities

has

already

been

mentioned.

The applicant needs to provide technical details

about

equipment

the

spillage

or

development

dust
on

to

be

used,

release,

the

and

in order

marine

and

the

likely

for the

general

levels

impacts

of

environment

of
the

to

be

accurately assessed.

15.

Any

discharge

natural
right

from

waters

of

approval

the

transfer

Shakespeare

from

the

terminal

Bay will

Catchment

facility

need

Board,

to

The

to

have

the

water

applicant

is

continuing to pursue its planning approval without the water
rights

being

Borough

applied

Council

in

for
an

at

the

same

awkward

time.

position,

This
as

puts

the

the

wider

environmental implications of the proposal for Shakespeare Bay
cannot

be

proposal

fully
on

considered.

water

quality,

Yet

it

which

is

is

the

impact

potentially

of

the

the
most

significant impact for tourism and recreation activities

in

Picton and the Sounds.

16.

The

Council

does

not

intend to

request

that

the Authority

impose water quality performance standards which would preempt and may be

in conflict with conditions which would be

5
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imposed by the CatohiuenL Board on any water right approval.
However,

until such time as all necessary water rights have

been obtained, the Council should be able to be satisfied that
the water quality of Shakespeare Bay and the wider Sounds will
be adequately safeguarded.
17.

in the event that coal spillage occurs into the waters around
the vessel, the coal is likely to accumulate during the life
of the operation, with the need for periodic removal of coal
from the sea-bed.

The Council requests the

imposition of a

condition requiring the removal of all spilled product from
the,sea-bed,

at least at the end of the operation,

in order

that the marine environment can begin to be restored to its
original condition.

18.

The

Planning

Officer's

recommendation

applicant must state what meaeuroc

suggests

that

"the

it will take to prevent

contamination of the waters and marine ecology of Shakespeare
Bay...",

and

community",

"to

prevent

any

The Council's

dust

concerns

nuisance

to

the

Picton

are somewhat wider than

this and include the potential impacts on the land surrounding
the

Bay,

Further,

including

the

in order that

visual

impact

of

dust

deposition.

such conditions be enforceable,

the

measures to be taken would need to be to the satisfaction of
the

Authority,

and

they

would

need

to

be

maintained to the Authority's satisfaction.

implemented

and

With respect to

water rights, any consent from the Authority should not become
effective until all necessary water rights have been obtained
from the Regional Water Board, or a declaration from the Board
that no water right is required.

19.

The

Planning

that

the

applicant provide an accident contingency plan. However,

the

cuggested

officer

condition

also

does

recommends

not

implement the contingency plan,

require

condition

that

the

applicant

nor that it comply with the

plan in the event of an accident.

6

a

20.

LOUELL SMITH
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As far as the maintenance of a clean and scenic environment
in

the

Sounds

and

the

conditions are crucial.

Picton

area

is

concerned,

these

Such conditions need to be precise,

enforceable and address all issues of concern,

including the

removal of all spilled product from the sea-bed,

at least at

the end of the operation.

PAINTING AND MAINTENANCE
21.

Although

the

installation

will

not

be

visible

from

Picton

Borough,

the road and terminal will be clearly visible from

the important scenic tourist route of Queen Charlotte Drive.
The transfer terminal will be a
confines of Shakespeare Bay.

large structure within the

Its presence will be the first

industrial structure within the waters of the Bay,

although

the former freezing works has already modified the character
of

the

Bay

surrounds.

Painting

of

the

terminal

vessel

in

appropriate colours to integrate it with its surroundings will
assist in reducing the visual impact.

22.

The

Council

requests

that

a

condition be

imposed

that

the

terminal vessel be painted in appropriate colours to integrate
it with its surroundings and that the exterior paintwork and
general

appearance

of

the

vessel

and

its

surroundings

be

maintained to a high standard for the length of time that the
vessel is located in Shakespeare Bay.

23,

The Authority's Planning Officer does not consider that the
terminal

should

be

painted

to

integrate

it

with

its

surroundings, but that it should be painted in a manner normal
for such vessels. However, working vessels are painted to draw
attention

to

themselves

whilst

moving

about

at

sea.

The

terminal will not be moving, nor in the open sea. It would be
more

appropriate

vessel

with

its

to

choose

a

surroundings.

colour
The

which

integrates

recommended

the

condition

LOWELL SMUT

795664

suggests only that the applicant states the measures it will
take

to

maintain

specific

enough.

maintenance

the

paintwork,

Appropriate

programme

such

a

colours

acceptable

condition

and

should

the

be

is

not

level

stated,

of

and

a

condition imposed to ensure that this is carried out to the
Authority's satisfaction. Discussions between Council and Port
Authority staff have indicated that the condition requested
by the Council would be acceptable to the Port Authority.

The

access

road will

promontory.
all

be

a visual

on

would

be

necessary

details have been

provided

lines,

assessment

enable

of

to

the
of

reduce

line

their

of

road

be

carefully

aligned

the
the

visual

Council has requested that a condition be
access

the

face

of

the

Careful alignment and immediate revegetation of

cuttings

to

scar

and

cut

impact.

No

electricity
impact.

The

imposed that the
and

fill

areas

immediately revayetaLed to reduce its visual impact. Another
condition

has

been

requested

seeking

that

the

electricity

lines be carefully aligned to reduce visual impact.

25.

The visual aspects of the road and electricity lines have not
been addressed in the conditions recommended by the Planning
Officer. The condition regarding the access road relates only
to the prevention of spoil being deposited in the water. The
Planning Officer's report refers to underground wiring being
visually preferable, but this is not carried through into the
conditions recommended.

26.

In order to answer the Council's concerns,

conditions would

need to be imposed which ensure that the alignment and methods
of construction approved for the access road and electricity
lines are such as to reduce their visual
between Council

impact.

Discussions

and Port Company staff have also

8

indicated

*

!
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tl-at these conditions would be acceptable.

The proposed Maritime Planning Scheme includes a noise level
not to be exceeded at the ridgeline between ShaVeflpearA Ray
and Picton. This noiao level ia aoocptablo given the further
d its Lance
stated

frciu the ridgeline to the town.

that

it

is

confident

that

the

The applicant has

noise

levels

can

be

achieved and will be employing an acoustic engineer to ensure
this. The noise levels should be imposed as a condition of any
consent,

as well

as a requirement that a qualified acoustic

engineer certify that the facility has been designed to ensure
that the noise level will not be exceeded.

The recommended condition only specifies that the applicant
state the measures it will Lake to ensure the noise levels are
not exceeded. There is no requirement for an acoustic engineer
to certify that the measures stated will achieve the required
noise levels;

nor

is there any requirement that the

stated

measures be implemented to the satisfaction of the Authority.
The recommended condition needs to be strengthened along the
lines of the condition requested by the Council. Again, it is
understood from discussions that the Council's condition is
acceptable to the applicant.

The Council has also requested that a condition be imposed to
ensure

that

floodlights

are

appropriately

positioned

and

shielded to ensure that no distraction is caused to motorists
on Queen Charlotte Drive and that the glow visible from Picton
is

reduced

recommended

as
a

far

as

possible.

condition

relating

The
to

Planning

Officer

floodlighting,

has

which

addresses these matters and is acceptable to the Council.

29/'08 '89 12:38

•ju.

The applicant has applied to transfer coal and other "dry bulk
materials" at the proposed transfer terminal.

No assessment

has ben made of the impact of these additional materials both
separately and in combination. The applicant needs to produce
similar supporting information for these additional materials
as

has

been

requested

for

the

coal

product.

A

competent

assessment of the handling techniques and the impact of each
material needs to be availablo for assessment by all parties.
Unless this

is possible,

I

consider that consent should be

limited to the storage and transhipment of coal.

31.

The Planning officer has recommended that consent be limited
to commodities,

which are nhemlcally Inert in sea-Water and

will not adversely affect the marine ecology.
from

the

D.S.I.R.

condition

is

or

Cawthron

inadequate

to

institute

prevent

is

the

A declaration
required.

This

transhipment

of

wowmcdities which are more difficult to handle than coal and,
therefore,

require

the

imposition

of

more

stringent

conditions. There would be no further opportunity to consider
whether

additional

appropriate.

The

or

different

condition

does

conditions
not

would

address

the

be

more

effect

of

other commodities on the ecology of the wider land environment
and the amenities of the surrounding area. The dust generation
problems

may

be

much

example,

and

there

greater

would

with

be

no

another

commodity,

opportunity

for

for

affected

parties to raise this issue or for additional conditions to
be imposed.

32.

In view of the fact that the Company must have prior knowledge
of likely products, it would not seem unreasonable for further
applications
approval

to

given

be
by

made
the

for

additional

Authority

for

the

pruducts.
transfer

Every
of

an

additional product would need to be taken up within 2 years
of the consent being granted

(in terms of Section 70 of the

29^08 '89 12:39

Town and Country Planning Act).
Act,
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However,

Section 90

of the

which refers to the lapsing of existing use rights,

not active for 6 monthly periods,

if

does not seem to apply to

consents of the Maritime Planning Authority? and any consent,
once

activated,

would

appear

to

be

able

to

be

continued

indefinitely.

I consider the most appropriate option is for

this

to

consent

be

limited

to

coal

alone,

applications be made for other commodities,

and

further

once the impact

and handling methods of these materials are Known.

33.

The ultimate removal of or responsibility for dealing with the
terminal vessel once the facility ends its economic life is
a

significant

unseaworthy,

issue for the Council.

If the vessel becomes

its removal from Shakespeare Bay could become a

real problem with the possibility of the applicant abdicating
its responsibility for the final removal of the vessel, unless
adequate safeguards are in place.

34.

The Planning Offioer'c report has recognised this problMn^and ^
has

recommended

stringent

conditions,

certification of the structural
of the vessel and bonding

including

biarmunl

integrity and seaworthiness

to ensure ultimate removal of the

vessel from the site. These conditions would fully satisfy the
Council's concerns.

CONCLUSION

35.

Although

tht

Authority's

addressed most of V.
recommended

condii

Planning

Officer's

report

has

' icton Borough Council's concerns, the
.s

are

not

sufficiently

precise

and

enforceable to ensure that the environment of Shakespeare Bay,
Picton and the wider waterways of the Sounds are protected.

11
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I consider mat the conditions requested by the Council are
reasonable and should be imposed on any consent given by the
Authority to the marine transfer terminal.
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6.4

Qualified consent is recommended in this report, but the
of conditions is long.
Their practicality andi effectiveness
will need to be considered by both the applicant and the
objectors.
The Committee should also consider the option of an
adjournment until the proposal can be specified in more detail
and the number of conditions reduced.
The option of refusi
consent may need further consideration.

:al

7.0

recommendation

Jig

7.1

al

That consent be granted to Port Marlborough NZ Limited for
proposed marine transfer terminal at Shakespeare Bay,
as
described in the application advertised on 26 January 1989 and
the support document referred to in that application, subject
to the following conditions :

an

1.

>r a
lent
:ate

sed

wn

it

/

The production at the hearing of site plans and a
description of the proposed plant and operations, not
exceeding the terms of the application as advertised.
Consent is limited to the transhipment of commodities for
which the applicant can produce a declaration from the DSIR
or Cawthron Institute that the particular commodity is
chemically inei^: .ip seawater and will not adversely affect
•marine ecology ihcflucJing kaimoana sources of concern
o

>n
e

A1-1

rat*

^

The applicant must state what measures it _ will take to
prevent contamination of the waters and marine ecology of
Shakespeare Bay by any spillage or discharge^ of waste from
commodities
being
transhipped.
No
discharge
into
Shakespeare Bay will be permitted unless a water right is
first obtained from the Marlborough Catchment and Regional
Water Board, or a declaration from that Board that no water
right is required.
4.

Except if authorised under 3. above, there shall be no
discharge of sewage from the transfer vessel,
export
vessels or the tug and barges within the Maritime Planning
Area, unless this is via the Picton Borough Council sewage
system and then only if it would be within the terms of the
water right held by the Picton Borough Council for the
discharge of sewage.

5.

ly floodlighting is to be directed or shielded so that it
does not cause nuisance to motorists on Queen Charlotte
Pj^ive nor to people navigating Queen Charlotte Sound.

6.

The applicant must state the' measures it will take to
ensure noise levels from the development and operation of
the proposed transfer terminal do not exceed Lio45dBA
during the hours of 1900-0700 at any point on the ndgellne
between Shakespeare Bay and Picton.
ccasis—c

7.

The applicant must state the measures^ it will take to
prevent
any
dust
nuisance
to
the
Picton
community,
including measures for the prevention of dust explosion.
"TV
<L*
Ov

"77^5

(/

-77 A
1.

4
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7.2

The applicant is required to provide a declaration from a
marine survyeor, to the satisfaction of the Marlborough
Harbour Board, confirming the structural integrity and
seaworthiness of the transfer terminal vessel, at least to
a standard sufficient to ensure :

7.3

a) that the vessel does not sink at its mooring;

dl 'i

b) that the vessel can be towed from its mooring if it is
to be scrapped, or scuttled in deep water outside the
Maritime Planning Area.
The declaration will be required prior to the vessel being
brought into the Maritime Planning Area and is to be
renewed biennially from that date.

fiQ

sr

i-

The applicant is to lodge and maintain a bond (adjusting
with inflation) in favour of the Marlborough Harbour Board
to ensure that the transfer terminal vessel, mooring
facilities and any other structures or equipment associated
with the project are removed from the site if the operation
ceases and clearance is required by the Board.

rr

The applicant is to state the measures it will take to
ensure
the
paintwork
is
maintained
at
a
standard
appropriate to a working vessel, so that it does not
degenerate to a rusting hulk and become an eyesore.

CQ
lo

1. The applicant must provide an accident contingency plan, to
the satisfaction of the Authority, for dealing with any
likely accident - navigational or operational - associated
with the project.
-y

C D-i"

The applicant must state the measures it will take to
prevent disruption to marine ecology (including the marine
farming industry) in the Maritime Planning Area through the
introduction of exotic and possibly toxic organisms from
X. the discharge of ballast water from export vessels.

on sd
Tfc<*ty
13. Antifouling containing TBT is not to be used
transfer terminal vessel nor the tug and barges.
rv-ur

(/

on

the

Construction and maintenance of the access road across the
applicant's property is to be carried out in a manner which
will prevent spoil being deposited below mean high water
mark.
The movement of vessels within the Maritime Planning area
will be subject to direction by the Marlborough Harbour
Board to minimise the possibility of shoreline erosion
being aggravated by vessel wash.

&SU..

16. The manoeuvering, berthing and mooring of all vessels is to
be carried out to the satisfaction of the Marlborough
Harbour Board.
*

l

17. The Maori objectors being satisfied that the proposal does
not denigrate the possible wahi tapu site in the southwestern part of Shakespeare Bay.
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the Scheme Change be initiated at a tune a£j5.copnate
to the emerging negotiations.
12.

FILE REF: T2/p26: PROPQ^
THE P1CTON MUSEUMS

EXTENSIONS TO

P

Plans and eleva>r6ns of the proposed Museum ext^F«it>ns
were circulated to the Planning Committee. ^M^mbers
supported the concept put forward and npt^d that
the Reserves Committee had previopsTy been enthusiastic
irt its acceptance of the design anrT layout.
The Committee requested^tfiat the public toilet doo;
facing London Quay bp^tepped away from theprrSin
entrance, into the p<tw blank wall area frontage of
the toilets facing London Quay.
13.

FILE REF: T2/pt5 (a): PORT MARLBOROUGH_ NEW
ZEALAND LIMITED - TRANSFER TERMINAL PROPOSAL:
PORT SHAKESPEARE:
The Committee was advised that, it was envisaged
that the hearing of the above application, by the Marlborough
Sounds Maritime Planning Authority would take place
late in August 1989.
It was noted that the Council has been
engaged in an on-going dialogue regarding the Council's
objection and that the Port Company had undertaken
to carry out detailed investigations of the concerns
put forward by the Council.
The Committee was advised that the Port Company
intends to come back to the Council prior to the
hearings so that matters could be rationalised as
closely as possible, prior to the hearing.
It was noted
that the Council's Planning Consultant, Mrs. Sarah

H.L YOUNG LTD
KALAMAZOO 13*
PATTtBN P.W M
Rir. X 103
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Dawson, is to represent tht^-Council at the hearing.
^7
— —
i^.

FILE/REF; Nl/m.m.i^NOISE CONTROL - MARINERS
MAXL SUPERMARKET FREEZER-'ONj^':
^he Committee requested that thd' Town Clerk followup the promised installation of/the canopy on the freezer
unit.
The Town Clerk indiodted that he would phone
G.U.S. Foods to update th^situation and report back
to the Committee.

15.

)ISTR1CT SCHEME REV1
FILE REF: T2/d.r.o.
APPEALS - FOR/ MARLBOROUGH NEW ZEAj/AND
L1MHEU;
The Committee was advised that recent discussions
had been held between officers of the Council and
staff of the Port Company with a viewyto resolving
the three^matters under appeal, prioryto the appeal
hearings by the Tribunal on I'f August 1989.
Reso/ved that the public be excluded to enable the
locafl authority to carry out negotiations without
prejudice or disadvantage.
See public excluded item on separate page.
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and the Company regarding this matter.
PFCOMMENDATIONS
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7.

FILE REF: A2/p3: VPORT MARLBOROUGH NEW
ZEALAND LTD. - JOINT MEETING:
The Town Clerk advised that since the restructuring
of the Marlborough Harbour Board it was appropirate
that Council cB tinue to maintain a close liaison
with the Port Authorty and it was suggested that
a joint meeting be h^.d^'ate February 1989. subject
to confirmation of disr^isnn tnpirs.

8.

c/

—
cy

FILE REF; R2/sl t^SHELLY BEACH - PROHIBITION
OF WINDSURFERS;

/ >
4.

-70
/

&

L"

sT

The membership was reminded that during November
1988 the Council had adopted a recommendation
of the Reserves Committee prohibiting the use of
sailboards within the defined swimming area at Shelly
Beach.

r
6

The Town Clerk reported that he had received further
approaches from sailboard enthusiasts who considered
the prohibition too restrictive as the area appears
to receive greater use by sailboards than swimmers.
o
: .jK ^ • •
4?vgr/I-l
. ■i
-. i
• .• .-■•• ■ :
■. • •'. i
-^r?.

The Engineering Officer commented that the prohibition
had been introduced to protect swimmers in the
bouyed area and instances of further complaints
had been received during the holiday period.

s■L

r

rtx

^
^lC

The membership agreed that the provision of a specific
area for sailboard users was a matter reouirinp invnlve-

Council Minutes cont...
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FILE KEF: A2/p3:VEORT MARLBOROUCH NEW
ZEALAND"L I D. - "JOINi MEEllNC:
The Town Clerk advised that since the restructuring
of the Marlborough Harbour Board it was appropirate
that Council continue to maintain a close liaison
with the Fort Authority and it was suggested that
a joint meeting be held late February 1989, subject
to confirmation of disck^ison topics.

8,

FILE REF; R2/slt^SHELLY BEACH - PROHIBITION
OF WINDSURFERS:
The membership was reminded that during Novem^r
1988 the Council had adopted a recommendatioj.
of the Reserves Committee prohibiting the \.\j4 of
sailboards within the defined swimming are/at Shelly
Beach.
The Town Clerk reported that he ha/'received further
approaches from sailboard enthusiains who considered
the prohibition too restrictive as/the area appears
to receive greater use by sailboards than swimmers.
The Engineering Officer commented that the prohibition
had been introduced to^frotect swimmers in the
bouyed area and insta/(cns of further complaints
had been received dnring the holiday period.
The membersluf^agrecd that the provision of a specific
area for saRboard users was a matter requiring involvement of t>re Harbourmaster.
The Reserves Committee Chairman and the Town
CIcTk were delegated to meA with the Harbourmaster
submit a recommcndatjo^ to the Reserves Committee.

9.

PUBLIC EXCLUDED HEMs)^
Revived that the public be excluded for discy^sion
on the following subjects for the specific^joason
associated with each subject.
(a)

Mariners Mall Supermarket -/Matter of Noise
Control : To maintain Icgdl professional privilege.

(b)

Staffing - Town Clccl/- Higher Salaries Commission
determination : To/protect the privacy of
individuals and^ protect information which
is subject to/a confidence.
(Councillors Woo^/f'ascoe)
See Public Excluded Items on page 9.
On re^dming in open session there being no further
busirfess the meeting concluded at 9.20 p.m.

ffirmed this 28th day of February 1989

AJ. BEATON.
CHAIRMAN.
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March 1989

Mr B Tapp
(
Town Clerk
Pichon Borough Col
PO Box 13
PICTQN

Commit'ea
Council
' Other
Mnowlrdged

By

Dear Mr Tapp,

I note from an article that appeared in yesterday's Marlborouah
Express
that
your Council would like further discussions with
our Company on certain asrects of the Company's Marine Transfer
Terminal Proposal for Shakespeare Bay.
t0 a vi
re re8ent
areawiTi
{"nin?
? with
°^yOU
P
atives, or
of the
Company
are
willing
to meet
you and your
officers
your
full
Council,at any time and would welcome the opportunity to do so.
Since I first presented the proposal
to
your
administration
committee,
we
have had a model constructed that clearly shows
the proposal and gives a good indication of its
likely
visual
impact.
We
will
be
happy to
bring the model along to our
meeting.

I would suggest that you contact me and suggest a time for
meeting.

Yours sincerely,

the
,>v

f0 .
-j/
//^T/<V<=^r£>j

^Bri a n1 F^fzp oft r i c k

-His Worship the Mayor
Mr AJ Beaton
PO Box 13
PICTON

3 ,

sy

Marlllboirouglh Souimdls
Maritime PflarmDinig Aiitlhoiriy

P.O. Box 84 Picton, New Zealand
Telephone (057)37691, Telegrams 'Marlharb'
All corifespondence to: The General Manager
Please quote:

MP7/3/4 2

When calling please ask for:
116:316

SZ,
((
2 1AUGI989

17 August 1989

The Managing Director
Port Marlborough NZ Limited
PO Box 111
PICTON

Dear Sir

HEARING ; MARINE TRANSFER TERMINAL : SBAKPHPRAPF. BAY

Enclosed is a copy of the Planning Officer's report on this
application.

Yours faithfully

/!A^/ Uoc/6'i
N T Jackson
PLANNING OFFICER
End.

c.c.

See Attached List
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t
General Manager
Marlborough Catchment and
Regional Water Board
PO Box 145
BLENHEIM
Regional Manager
j Department of Conservation
Private Bag
NELSON
Secretary
Nature Conservation Council
PO Box 12200
WELLINGTON NORTH
The Manager
Timberlands Nelson
PO Box 23
NELSON
Mr AC Perano
81 Milton Tee
PICTON
General Manager
Marlborough Harbour Board
PO Box 84
PICTON
Mr GS Baxter
10 Dorset Street
PICTON
Te Runanganui 0 Te Tau Ihu
O Te Waka a Maui
c/- MJ Taylor
PO Box 120
PICTON
The Secretary
Picton Branch
NZ Waterfront Workers Union
PO Box 50
PICTON
The General Manager
Marlborough County Council
PO Box 443
BLENHEIM

!

The Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON
The Regional Manager
MAFFish
Private Bag
NELSON
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SHAKESPEARE BAY

MARITIME

PLANNING

PORT MARLBOROUGH NEW ZEALAND
TRANSFER TERMINAL AT

PROPOSAL
The Proposal is :
1.

Construction of a wharf 65m x 5m - timber piles and
concrete slab decking.
Construction will be to Class 1
Reading Standard, although it is not intended to carry
cargo by road.

2.

Construction of 2-3 mooring dolphins.
These will be piled
structures, with concrete decking approximately 12m x 10m,
the decking being at 5m above sea level.

3.

To moor a decommissioned bulk carrier of approximately
112,000 tonnes deadweight laden to be used for the
aggregation of dry bulk commodities.
Loading/unloading
equipment will be on this vessel.
Vessel dimensions would be in the order of : length 266m,
beam 40m, draught (laden) 16.4m.
Deck 15m above water,
superstructure and gantry crane 30m above water (less 7m
when laden).

4.

The operation involves the transhipment of material from
barges to the terminal vessel, and subsequent transhipment
to an export vessel.
Barges will be in the range 6000-9000
tonnes deadweight laden, and will arrive at approximately
40 hour intervals.
Unloading will be during daylight
working hours.
Export carriers will be in the range 12,000 tonnes to in
excess of 100,000 tonnes deadweight. "Panamax" vessels of
65,000 tonnes are considered most likely for the trade.
Loading would be a 24 hour operation, with 20-30 vessels
calling per year.

5.

The transhipment will be by gantry crane unloading a
clamshell bucket to a hopper feeding an enclosed conveyor
system.

The proposal is initially intended for the export of West Coast
coal.
Export of other dry bulk commodities would be feasible
eg: wood chips, ilmenite sand, as would import of materials
such as gypsum or fertilizer.

(The proposal is more fully described in the support document
prepared by the applicant.)

art to Hearincr Ooanmittee - Continued - Page 2
2.0

LOCATION
The proposed site is on the eastern shore of Shakespeare Bay,
north of the ex-freezing works.
The nearside of the terminal
vessel would be 65-7Om offshore, in water greater than 15m deep
and extending over the 20m depth contour.
The barges would
moor inshore of the terminal vessel, and the export vessels
would moor alongside the seaward side of the terminal.
The offshore site straddles a projection of the boundary
between land owned by the applicant, and Scenic Reserve owned
and administered by the Department of Conservation.
PDBUC NOTIFICATION
The application was publicly notified on 26 January 1989, with
objections closing on 22 February 1989.
The public notice
advised a support document was available from Port Marlborough
NZ Limited.
Eleven responses were received by the closing date, from :

v.

.

.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Picton Borough Council
Marlborough County Council
Maritime Transport Division, Ministry of Transport
Picton Branch, NZ Waterfront Workers Union
Te Runanganui 0 Te Tau Ihu 0 Te Waka A Maui
GS Baxter
Department of Conservation
Nature Conservation Council
Marlborough Harbour Board
A. Perano
Marlborough Catchment and Regional Water Board.

Further responses were received from :
- Timberlands Nelson Ltd
- MAP Fish
That from Timberlands was received on the FAX machine shared by
Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited, Marlborough Harbour Board
and Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Authority, prior to
the deadline, although it was not forwarded to the Authority
until the following day.
It is considered compliance with the
deadline was achieved by Timberlands Nelson Ltd.
The
the
the
the
3.5

response from MAFFish was referred to the March meeting of
Authority, when the Authority resolved under Section 167 of
Act to waive compliance with the closing date in respect of
MAFFish submission.

Matters raised by the objections/submissions include :
1.

Insufficient detail on the handling of bulk materials and
disposal of wastes,
in relation to protection of the
environment of Shakespeare Bay and Queen Charlotte Sound.

2.

Application too general in relation to
commodities for which consent is sought.

3.

Access road and power lines will affect the area visually.

the

range

of

4.

Floodlighting may affect traffic safety and general Borough
amenities.

5.

Terminal vessel is large, to be prominently sited, and will
be visually obtrusive.

6.

Potential noise nuisance from machinery.

7.

Seaworthiness/scrap value of terminal - disposal of vessel
if operation ceases.

8.

Effects of construction traffic.

9.

Conditions sought on :
- coal handling
- dust control
- stormwater collection/washdown water/treatment/disposal
- discharge of ballast and bilge water
- disposal of sewage, rubbish
- accident contingency plan.

10. Paintwork, maintenance of vessel.
11. Support for proposed format and location - proximity to
Picton - manpower, infrastructure, emergency resources.
12. Effects on reading : initial section of Queen Charlotte
Drive; sightlines/maneouvring area at point of access to
and from Queen Charlotte Drive.
13. Increased employment
community.

opportunities

beneficial

to

local

14. Wahi tapu sites not fully investigated nor their importance
evaluated.
15. Remedies in event of spillage.
16. Water
quality
to
be
confirmed
annually
by
Health
Department, at a standard suitable for taking of kaimoana
for human consumption.
17. The need for the proposal,
feasibility studies.

justification,

absence

of

18. Possible environment damage.
19. Possible ecology change for Queen Charlotte Sound.
20. Possible changes in scale or method of operation.
21. Continuing maintenance standards.
22. Application
of
other
statutory
controls
integration with terms of any consent granted.
23. The need for tug assistance
export vessels.

or

availability

and

their

in berthing

24. Removal of jetty and dolphins if the operation ceases.

A
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25. Permanent
adverse
impact
on
conservation values on the area.

environment

and

nature

26. Alienation of public access to part of Shakespeare Bay.
27. Catalyst
for
further
alternative
uses
of
environmental impact.

port
development,
precluding
Shakespeare
Bay
having
less

28. Insufficient information on manoeuvring, mooring, tendering
arrangments (for both terminal and export vessels).
29. Objection to inadequacy of the support document,
an objection to the proposed)

(but not

30. Access road - consents required, stability.
31. Co-ordination of consents.
32. Water supply.
33. Clarification that proposal will not affect options for
development of deep water port at Shakespeare Bay for other
commodities - especially timber.
Two objectors have asked that the proposed be declined.
Five
have indicated their concerns could be met by appropriate
conditions of consent.
Four responses were in support of the
proposed, although condition in three cases.
One response is
unclear as to the solution sought, eind one made no comment.
LEGISLATION
In the absence of an operative maritime planning scheme, this
application must be considered under Secl02A of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1977.
The provisions of the proposed maritime planning scheme are
relevant to the initial decision whether or not consent is
required for this proposed, but the Act does not specify they
are to be taken into account in determining the application.
However,
the
scheme provisions
do provide a beisis
for
evaluating the proposal.
S102A(4) requires the Authority to have regard to :
(a) the public interest; and
(b) the likely effect of the proposed use on the existing and
foreseeable future amenities of the area, and on the
health, safety, convenience and economic, cultural, social,
and general welfare, of the people of the area and of any
region or district affected by the application.
But these are subject to Sections 3 and 4 of the Act.
attached as Appendix I.

- Copies

The pre-eminence of Sec 3 in determining consent applications
has recently been emphasized by the Court of Appeal in its
decisions :
Environmental
Defence
Society v Mangonui
County
Council
CA56/88;
and,
Tai Tokerau District Maori Council v Mangonui County
Council CA57/88.
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ASSESSMENT
Section 3
states matters
of national
importance to be
recognised and provided for in the administration of planning
applications such as this.
Sec 3(1) (a) refers to : "The conservation, protection and
enhancement of the physical, cultural and social environment."
The present proposal does not conserve, protect or enhance the
physical environment.
It imposes a minimal structural change,
and its structures could be removed (although not a simple
task)
if no longer needed,
leaving the visible physical
environment largely unchanged.
Dust from operations may have
temporary effects on the visible environment, although natural
rainfall events are likely to dispose of that.
Disposal is
likely to be to the seabed, alongwith any material spilt during
operations.
The scale of material likely to deposit on the
seabed is not known.
Its physical effect is likely to be
localized.
Its effects on water quality and on marine biology
are not known.
The applicant should furnish information on
this matter for the principal commodities for which the
facility is likely to be used.
The proposal is likely to have little effect on the Pakeha
cultural environment.
From a Pakeha viewpoint the proposal is
likely to have little impact on Maori cultural interests.
The
kaimoana sources on the western side of Shakespeare Bay, and
the possible Wahi tapu site onshore in the south western part
of the bay, should not be affected.
However, from a Maori
perspective,
the
area
influenced by the development
or
operation of the terminal may be much wider than the immediate
site area of the terminal.
Te Runanganui accepts the discharge of sewage from the terminal
into the Picton Borough Sewage system.
They prefer that no
sewage be discharged from barges or export vessels while within
the boundaries of the Maritime Planning area.
The remaining concerns expressed in the
Runanganui are common to other objections.

objection

by

Te

No measurable effect on the social environment of the Picton
community is anticipated.
A staff of 3-5 is expected to be
needed for tying up vessels, loading and unloading operations.
The application does not say whether this is in addition to
present port labour, or consolidates the work of the present
labour pool.
Either way, no significant impact on population
numbers or structure, housing needs or social services is
likely.
Sec 3 (1) (b)
refers to the wise use and management of New
Zealand's resources.
Resources involved in this proposal are :
1.
2.

A sheltered natural deep water harbour with minimal tidal
range or surge.
Part of an extensive area of considerable natural beauty
and high water quality.

Report /tx> Hearinci Ooamnittee - CanMrinea - Page 6
3.
4.

Coal, for which there is an export demand.
Part of the marine ecology of Queen Charlotte Sound.

It is questionable whether coed, should continue to be regarded
as a resource of national importance in terms of Sec 3 of the
Act.
It is considered the creation of Coal Corp - commercially
independent of Government - limits the extent to which the wise
use of coal resources can be dealt with as a matter of national
importance under S3 of the Town and Country Planning Act.
The
abdication of direct government control over the extraction and
marketing of coal in favour of a commercially independent state
owned enterprise creates difficulties in applying Sec3 (1) (b) to
coal export projects. Sec3(l) (b), with the primacy accorded S3
by the Court of Appeal, should enkble debate over the immediate
satisfaction of export energy markets versus New Zealand's long
term energy needs in a world of depleted fossil fuels, if the
wise use and management of resources is to be fully addressed.
The commercially inspired S.O.E. philosophy may have less
interest in the long term state-of-the-nation, especially with
an immediate large debt from its asset purchase.
In relation to the scenic resources of the area, change is not
necessarily permanent, as the facilities could be removed
should the coal trade cease. This is a tempting argument, but,
in practice, the operator could be expected to seek alternative
uses of the fixed facilities and would also argue for their
retention "in case" they were required in future, rather than
remove them.
For the floating terminal, maintenance costs may
prevent keeping the option open indefinitely.
A significant
change to the scenic qualities of Shakespeare Bay would be in
place for as long as the operation was economically viable and
probably for a number of years afterwards.
That change could inhibit the development of the land in
Shakespeare Bay for residential purposes,
if other port
development proposals for the Bay were not realized.
Natural sheltered deep-water harbours are rare in New Zealand,
and if there is a need for a deep water port particularly for
coal export the opportunity offered by Shakespeare Bay needs to
be evaluated.
5.15

Sec3(l)(c) refers to :
"The preservation of the natural character of the coastal
environment and the margins of lakes and rivers and the
protection
of
them
from unnecessary
subdivision
and
development;"
The clause imposes two requirements.
Firstly, that the natural character of the coastal environment
be preserved.
Assuming that the proposed structures and
operations are temporary, and would be removed if the operation
ceased, would the present natural character of the coastal
environment reappear?
Much depends on the tidiness of the
operation and the success of any nuisance controls imposed.
But how real is the assumption?
If the structures, terminal
vessel and operation are permanent, or in place for 20 years or
more, can the first requirement of Sec 3(1) (c) be said to have
been fulfilled?

Secondly, the coastal environment is to be protected from
unnecessary
development.
What
consititutes
necessary/unnecessary development? Necessary for whom? Or for
what purpose?"
5.16

Export of West Coast coal may be economically necessary for the
West Coast community.
But its export via a terminal at
Shakespeare Bay is not necessary (although possibly beneficial)
to the population of Picton or Marlborough. Nor, with the coal
industry now controlled by an SOE rather than directly by
Government, can coal export be considered necessary in the
national interest.

5.17

Coal Corp could argue a need to obtain greatest export earnings
from West Coast coal (if this is the most wise rose of the
resource),
and that the Shakespeare Bay marine transfer
terminal is the least cost option for an export facility.

5.18

The question of whether the proposal entails development of the
coastal environment should be considered.
The answer must be
"yes", for two reasons :

5.19

1.

the proposal will affect at least the scenic attributes of
the the area, and has potential to affect other values noise, clean air;

2.

the proposal is likely to affect seabed material in the
immediate area; it could also result in some change to
marine biology in the immediate area and it could produce a
deposit of fine material on the shoreline.

Sec 3(1)(g) "The relationship of the Maori people and their culture and
traditions with their ancestral land."
The objection by Te Runanganui 0 Te Tau Ihu 0 Te Waka a Maui
draws attention to three issues of concern to Maori people :
1.

The possibility of a wahi tapu site on the south western
area of Shakespeare Bay.
In European terms, the wahi tapu site and the development
site are sufficiently far apart to have no physical effect
on one another.
The objector will need to advise whether
the same applies from a Maori perspective, or whether
either the wahi tapu site, or the site of the proposed
development and operation, has some influence over the
other.
If so, is that sufficiently important to require
consent to be refused?

5.20

2.

The possibility of kaimoana sources being lost through the
proposal.
The applicant needs to state how its operation
will be prevented from affecting kaimoana resources, and
the objector will then need to say whether they have faith
in the effectiveness of those measures.

3.

The possibility of discharges from the proposal affecting
water quality and air quality.
Similar comments as in (2)
above apply.

Section 4 of the Act is a complex statement of the purpose of
planning under this Act.
It covers ; the wise use and

srt to
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management of the resources of an area; the direction and
control of the development of the area;
promoting and
safeguarding the welfare of the people of the area; promoting
and safeguarding the amenities of the area; and having regard
water and soil conservation matters.
5.21

The resources referred to in Sec 4 are those of the region or
district, rather than those of national importance which Sec 3
deals with.
Hence Sec 4 is more specifically concerned with
the resources represented by the Shakespeare Bay site potential
deepwater
port;
part
of
a
complex
area
of
considerable scenic interest. . Can both roles be met, or are
they mutually incompatible?
The "small in relation to the
whole" argument can be applied.
It has the inherent danger
that individual incremental changes rarely warrant refusal, yet
in time their cumulative effect means substantial change,
in
this case, while the proposal may be a catalyst for further
port development in Shakespeare Bay, port development proposals
are unlikely elsewhere in the Sounds, and Shakespeare Bay has
potential to contain multi-purpose port devel opment in a
relatively confined and discrete area of the Sounds.
Secondary
effects of port development/port operation beyond Shakespeare
Bay are less certain.

5.22

Realistically, promotion of the port potential of Shakespeare
Bay means loss of some "natural" aspects of the Bay's scenic
qualities, although the strong visual element of the basic
landform would remain.
Loss of some scenic qualities in
Shakespeare Bay need not mean loss of similar qualities beyond '
Shakespeare Bay.
From the viewpoint of people interest in
ships and shipping, port development and associated operations
may add to their enjoyment of the Sounds.

5.23

Consent to the present proposal would create precedent from
which refusal of consent for further port 'development in
Shakespeare Bay would be difficult to sustain.
In that sense,
the proposal could indirectly create focus for export-oriented
developments in the Marlborough region.

5.24

The general welfare factors listed in Sec 4 are unlikely to be
promoted or safeguarded to any great extent by the proposal.
It is not clear whether the small number of employees will be
additional to the present work force in Picton, or whether the
additional work means additional wages or simply increased job
security for current employees.
The principal economic
beneficiary should be the applicant : indirectly, through its
shareholding, part of that benefit should reach the general
Marlborough community.
However there is no guarantee that the
present applicant would be the promoter or operator of the
facility.
Development rights could be sold, the facility or
operation could be sold or leased. Nor can continuing benefits
to the Marlborough community through the present shareholding
in the applicant company be assured.
Legislation at any time
could affect the distribution of shares.

5.25

Likely effects on the amenities of the area relate to visual
attributes, water quality, noise nuisance, air quality, changes
to the marine environment and ecology.
it is unlikely the
development and operation of the terminal facility will promote
or enhance these factors.
Section 4 imposes an onus on the
Authority to ensure any consent would not degrade these factors
below the present status quo.
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Water and soil conservation implications are considered to be
adequately covered by consent processes under the Water and
Soil Conservation Act 1967 and the Soil Conservation and Rivers
Control Act 1941, with the exception of the discharge of
ballast water from export vessels.
This operation is receiving
attention from national environmental agencies.
At present,
while it appears possible to draft conditions of consent
relating to this issue,
it is difficult to envisage how
compliance could be enforced or guaranteed - and compliance is
more
important
than
remedial
or
positive
action.
The
possibility of pumping ballast water to treatment tanks prior
to discharge would require assessment of environmental effects
of the treated discharge, and probably a water right, as well
as considerable extra cost.
5.27

Note too that water and soil consents relate to specific
solutions to specific problems.
The applicant has not
developed its proposal to the level of detail necessary before
application for these consents can be made - hence it has not
been, possible for all necessary consents to be dealt with at a
joint hearing process.

5.28

The applicant's support document states an antifouling free of
TBT will be used on the transfer terminal.
A similar
commitment should be made regarding the tug and barge vessels
which will traverse Queen Charlotte Sound frequently.
It is
unlikely that similar conditions could be applied to export
vessels.

5.29

Sec 102A (4)(a)
interest".

5.30

Judging by the number of responses to the notified application,
the general public have shown little interest in the proposal.
I do not consider it valid to claim the public may not be aware
of the proposal.
Admittedly there is little information about
several aspects of the proposal, but development prospects for
Shakespeare Bay have been generally known for some time and
have received additional publicity during the last two years.
Public agencies have responded to the public notice, but only
two individual members of the public are
among the 13
respondents.
Whether this reflects a lack of interest, an
assumption that the public bodies will work out an acceptable
solution, or a sense of "its beyond our ability to influence"
is not known.

5.31

Sec 102A (4) (b) requires the Authority to consider the likely
effects of the proposed use on a number of factors.

requires the Authority to consider "the public '

Existing amenities of the area already referred to include
appearance, water and air quality and habitat (terrestrial and
marine), to which should be added existing uses made of the
area.
These are not great at present.
Shallower water in the
inner part of Shakespeare Bay is used for a number of private
moorings, under the control of the Marlborough Harbour Board.
The transfer terminal would not impinge on the mooring area,
nor unduly limit access to and from it - although any yacht
without power would find its tacking distance reduced in some
wind conditions.

art to
5.32
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Foreseeable future amenities of -the area,
did not take place, are likely to be :

if the development

In the maritime planning area : a gradual change in seabed
habitat and marine biology in the area previously affected by
the freezing works discharge as organic material breaks down :
- On the adjacent reserve land : continuation of the community
of native vegetation, unaffected by coal dust or any other fine
material;
On the adjacent private land: continued grazing, reversion to
scrub and (long term) native vegetation, extension of exotic
forestry, or subdivision and development for residential use
sure four possibilities, none of which is necessarily precluded
by the proposal.
5.33

The proposal should have no effect on people's health if dust
nuisance can be prevented and a noise limit appropriate to the
residential areas of Picton can be met.
Can the applicant
demonstrate compliance with these health factors?
Will the
proposed water spray system for dust control apply to all
phases of the transhipment operations ie: barge-terminal-export
vessel, or only to the terminal?

5.34

Similarly no adverse effect on community safety is anticipated
- an advantage which accrues from the site being separated from
the populated areas of Picton by a substantial headland
The
support document refers to measures to prevent dust explosion what are these?
Who recognises them as being effective?
Presumably terminal operators will be trained in appropriate
safety procedures,
for normal operations and most likely
emergencies.
<
There should be no general inconvenience resulting from the
operation if the nuisance controls are effective.
Any claim
that
vessel
movements
in
Queen
Charlotte
Sound
would
inconvenience smallcraft activities should be tempered by
comparison with the frequency of normal ferry operations. That
is
:
20-30 export vessels/year;
4 barges/week;
6 ferry
sailings/day.
Further, coed, vessels will utilize the wider
reaches of the northern entrance to Queen Charlotte Sound, not
Tory Channel as used by the ferries.
Low-powered or sailpowered vessels moving to and from Shakespeare Bay may
occasionally be inconvenienced by an export vessel manoeuvring
to or from the transfer terminal berth.

5.35

5.36

The prospect of shoreline erosion being aggravated by wash from
vessels associated with this proposal may warrant restrictions
on the speed of vessels navigating Queen Charlotte Sound.

5.37

Effects on economic, social and cultural welfare have been
referred to in the discussion of Sec 4 and are expected to be
minimal.

5.38

Additional spending in Picton by tug/barge crews is likely to
be
minimal.
Bunkering
(and
presumably
other
tug
supplies/servicing) is to be at Nelson.
A minimum turn-around
time in Picton is expected, with Nelson more likely to gain the
benefit of crew's spending.
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objections show both Pakeha and Maori cultural values to be
affected by the proposal.
Some would no doubt prefer to see
Shakespeare Bay retained in its natural state, especially
without a hulk and coed, handling operation in a Bay surrounded
by extensive scenic reserve land.
The Maori objectors have
indicated their concerns regarding water quality can largely be
satisfied, but still require some assurances on that issue and
the questions of kaimoana and wahi tapu.

5.40

Other matters raised by objectors.
1.

Little
information
is
given
on
design
criteria
or
operational
procedures
to
prevent
spillage
of
bulk
materials during transfer.
Is it practical to prevent
spillage, or is this an unattainable ideal?
What is the
probability or degree of risk of spillage occurring? What
remedies are proposed when spillage occurs? It is expected
that an emergency could be better contained in Shakespeare
Bay then outer Sounds, and better controlled - through
manpower and equipment being more readily available.

2.

The application refers to a transfer terminal for dry bulk
materials.
The support document refers to a range of
possible commodities, but focuses primarily on coal.
No
impact assessment is given for materials other than coal •
little is given in relation to coal itself.
A consent
allowing a range of products would be advantageous to the
applicant.
A performance standard permitting commodities
whose environmental impact is comparable to that of coal is *
an option
:
one of the requirements could be that
commodities must be chemically inert in sea water.
A
performance standard based on a comparison involves some
person or body making a judgement.
The arbitrator would
need to be
acceptable to
all parties
applicant,
objectors, and the Authority.
Without a practical and
effective control over environmental impacts of _ other
commodities, consent should be limited to coal handling.

3.

Power lines would normally be underground in a cargo
handling area with frequent vehicle movements of irregular
loads.
That does not apply in this case, and overhead
lines could be located beside the road cutting or hillside
without impeding operations.
Underground wiring would be
visually preferable.

4.

Floodlighting
should
not
affect
Picton
Borough.
Floodlighting should be directed to avoid glare to users of
Queen Charlotte Drive and to people navigating Queen
Charlotte Sound at night.

5.

The terminal vessel will be visually obtrusive.
acknowledged.
Paintwork to "blend" the vessel with its
background is a possiblity, but is not going to camouflage
the vessel.
Attention would be drawn to it by export
vessels moored alongside.
The transfer terminal should be
accepted for what it is - a large (for local standards)
vessel - and painted in a manner normal for such vessels.
More important than the colour scheme is the continual
maintenance of the paintwork which is likely to be needed.
The applicant should make a commitment to a programme of
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either continual maintenance of paintwork or repainting at
regular intervals.
This commitment must be independent of
the economic viability of the operation.
6.

The applicant
needs
to provide guarantees that the
operation - particularly 24 hour loading of export vessels
- will not raise normal ambient noise levels in residential
areas
of
Picton
(including
areas
of
travellers*
accommodation) between the hours of 1900 to 0700.
It may
be necessary for an acoustic engineer to certify this.

7.

The transfer terminal needs to be maintained in a seaworthy
condition at
all times - sufficient at least for the
vessel to be towed from Shakespeare Bay and scuttled in
deep water offshore if scrapping the vessel is not
economic.
The applicant may need to furnish a regular
report from a marine surveyor to the Marlborough Harbour
Board or
its
successor/
confirming the
structural
integrity and seaworthiness of the vessel.
The applicant
may also need to take out an inflation-adjusting bond in
favour of the Marlborough Harbour Board or its successor to
ensure that the terminal vessel and mooring facilities are
removed from the site if the operation ceases and the Board
requires the site to be cleared.

8.

Traffic.
Construction of the wharf and mooring piles will
generate additional traffic on a short section of Queen
Charlotte Drive : the applicant should indicate likely
numbers of vehicles and the duration of the contruction •
period.
Operation of the facility will involve minimal
traffic
staff
on
a
regular
basis/
workers/vehicles intermittently.
Overall, traffic likely
to be generated by the proposal is considered
and
insufficient to warrant the applicant being required to
contribute to additional roadworks or road ma i
.
Any proposal to use road transport for export/import of
cargoes through the transhipment terminal is outside the
scope of the present application.

9.

In constructing the access road across the applicant's
property, there should be no deposit or spillage of spoil
below mean high water mark.

10. Unless evidence is furnished that spillage of coal or other
products for which consent is sought is not harmful to
marine life, including the kaimaoana resources which the
Maori objectors want maintained, a requirement for regular
testing of water quality/seafood quality may be necessary.
11. The need for the proposal has already been referred to.
The
applicant needs to provide evidence to overcome Sec
3(1)(c).
The absence of feasibility studies has been criticised by
one objector.
The related question of certainty or
probability of development occurring was touched on in the
Court of Appeal decisions of:
Environmental Defence Society and Tai Tokerau District
Maori Council v Mangonui County Council.

urt to He
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It is my view that there is a gulf between the decision of
a-planning body on an application or scheme proposal/ and
the decision of a developer to implement a consent or take
up an opportunity created by a planning scheme.
Factors
beyond the control of either the planning body or the
developer can frustrate the implementation of a project, or
its continued operation at any stage.
The decisions of the Court of Appeal judges raise the
spectre of an abandoned half built large scale resort in
beautiful surroundings as a blot on the landscape, of
concern to anybody, and implied (if not directly stated)
that
economic viability and a willing developer were
necessary for consideration of the proposed resort zoning.
But over what period must viability be guaranteed?
What
constraints can be placed on the willing developer to see
the
project
through?
Decisions
enabling
commercial
projects are exposed to commercial risks and the activities
of commercial markets : their continued viability cannot be
guaranteed indefinitely.
The present proposal is one component in a commercial
enterprises involving several parties including :
- coal producer
- coastal barge operator
- provider/operator of terminal facilities
- export shipping line
- purchaser(s)
The viability of the project could be affected at any stage
by a change to any one of these parties - through merger,
take-over, collapse....
What is an acceptable period of
"certainty" in assessing the probability of development
occurring?
Feasibility studies may increase confidence that proposal
is viable, but they cannot guarantee its success or its
continuation.
The same objector points to a lack of justification for the
proposal.
In my view the application for consent initiates
a process for determining whether the proposal is justified
or not.
Justification is for the
consent agency to
determine, not the applicant.
12. Changes in scale or method of operation.
Consent if
granted would be limited to the scale and method of
operation described in the application and its supporting
plans and documents.
Changes from that, or variation of
any conditions of consent, will be subject to further
applications under Section 71 of the Act.
13. The applicant should demonstrate its commitment
continual
maintenance
programme
to
prevent
environmental nuisance from the operation.

to

14. In the absence of any details in the application
support documents, mooring of the transfer terminal and
maneouvring, berthing and mooring of export vessels
coastal barges will need to be carried out to
satisfaction of the Harbourmaster.

a
any

and
the
and
the

MCt'tO
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15. The application does not campromise earlier proposals for a
timber export facility in Shakespeare Bay.
The precedent
created by consent if granted would probably facilitate
further port development in Shakespeare Bay.

5.41

Remedies sought
include) :

"
-

-

by

objectors

(and

not

already

discussed

No discharge of sewage from export vessels or coastal
barges, within the maritime planning area;
No discharge of ballast waters within the maritime planning
area;
Control
of
stormwater
discharge
(including
washdown
waters);
Provide more information on the ecological effects of coal
and other likely commodities;
Produce an
operations
manual
designed to
ensure
an
environmentally clean operation;
Require maintenance to be carried out by an independent
contractor;
Demonstrate that the discharge of sewage to the Picton
Borough Council system will not compromise the discharge
authority held by Picton Borough Council;
Remove the facility and structures if they remain idle for
more than two years;
Provide assistance for the identification of wahi tapu
sites;
Provide an accident contingency plan;
Contract Area Health Board to confirm water quality
annually;
Revegetate areas of cut and fill on the access road;
Impose enforceable conditions on
coal handling
)
dust control
}
stormwater
} to maintain water quality
ballast water
}
washdown water
}

6.0

CONCUJSIONS

6.1

It may be possible to meet many of the concerns expressed by
objectors through a consent made subject to conditions.
The
set of conditions would need to be extensive.
fMg is a
consequence of the state of the application, particularly the
lack of detail about the operation.
It may be more prudent to
refuse consent until the proposal can be presented in a form
which answers many of the issues raised by the present
application and objections.

6.2

The fact that there would be a significant change to the
appearance and use of Shakespeare Bay cannot be overcome by
conditions.
However, if appropriate and effective conditions
can be applied, the present character of Shakespeare Bay could
be largely reinstated if the operation were to cease (and coal,
the principal commodity for which the development is being
proposed, is a finite resource).

6.3

The applicant needs to demonstrate how the various principles
of the Act are met by the proposal, and how the concerns of
objectors can be met.

Report to Hearing
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Qualified consent is recommended in this report, but the list
of conditions is long.
Their practicality and effectiveness
will need to be considered by both the applicant and the
objectors. The Committee should also consider the option of an
adjournment until the proposed can be specified in more detail
and the number of conditions reduced.
The option of refusing
consent may need further consideration.

REOCMMENDftTION
That consent be granted to Port Marlborough NZ Limited for its
proposed marine transfer terminal at Shakespeare Bay,
as
described in the application advertised on 26 January 1989 and
the support document referred to in that application, subject
to the following conditions :
1.

The production at the hearing of site plans and a
description of the proposed plant and operations, not
exceeding the terms of the application as advertised.

2.

Consent is limited to the transhipment of^ commodities for
which the applicant can produce a declaration from the DSIR
or Cawthron Institute that the particular commodity is
chemically inert in seawater and will not adversely affect
marine ecology, including kaimoana sources of concern to
the Maori objectors.

3.

The applicant must state what measures it will take to
prevent contamination of the waters and marine ecology of
Shakespeare Bay by any spillage or discharge of waste from
commodities
being
transhipped.
No
discharge
into
Shakespeare Bay will be permitted unless a water right is
first obtained from the Marlborough Catchment and Regional
Water Board, or a declaration from that Board that no water
right is required.

4.

Except if authorised under 3. above, there shall be no
discharge of sewage from the transfer vessel,
export
vessels or the tug and barges within the Maritime Planning
Area, unless this is via the Picton Borough Council sewage
system and then only if it would be within the terms of the
water right held by the Picton Borough Council for the
discharge of sewage.

5.

Any floodlighting is to be directed or shielded so that it
does not cause nuisance to motorists on Queen Charlotte
Drive nor to people navigating Queen Charlotte Sound.

6.

The applicant must state the measures it will take to
ensure noise levels from the development and operation of
the proposed transfer terminal do not exceed Lio45dBA
during the hours of 1900-0700 at any point on the ridgeline
between Shakespeare Bay and Picton.

7.

The applicant must state the measures it will take to
prevent any
dust
nuisance
to the
Picton community,
including measures for the prevention of dust explosion.
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8.

The applicant is required to provide a declaration from a
marine survyeor, to the satisfaction of the Marlborough
Harbour Board, confirming the structural integrity and
seaworthiness of the transfer terminal vessel, at least to
a standard sufficient to ensure :
a) that the vessel does not sink at its mooring;
b) that the vessel can be towed from its mooring if it is
to be scrapped, or scuttled in deep water outside the
Maritime Planning Area.
The declaration will be required prior to the vessel being
brought into the Maritime Planning Area and is to be
renewed biennially from that date.

9.

The applicant is to lodge and maintain a bond (adjusting
with inflation) in favour of the Marlborough Harbour Board
to ensure that the transfer terminal vessel, mooring
facilities and any other structures or equipment associated
with the project are removed from the site if the operation
ceases and clearance is required by the Board.

10. The applicant is to state the measures it will take to
ensure
the
paintwork
is
maintained
at
a
standard
appropriate to a working vessel, so that it does not
degenerate to a rusting hulk and become an eyesore.
11. The applicant must provide an accident contingency plan, to •
the satisfaction of the Authority, for dealing with any
likely accident - navigational or operational - associated
with the project.
12. The applicant must state the measures it will take to
prevent disruption to marine ecology (including the marine
farming industry) in the Maritime Planning Area through the
introduction of exotic and possibly toxic organisms from
the discharge of ballast water from export vessels.
13. Antifouling containing TBT is not to be used
transfer terminal vessel nor the tug and barges.

on

the

14. Construction and maintenance of the access road across the
applicant's property is to be carried out in a manner which
will prevent spoil being deposited below mean high water
mark.
15. The movement of vessels within the Maritime Planning area
will be subject to direction by the Marlborough Harbour
Board to minimise the possibility of shoreline erosion
being aggravated by vessel wash.
16. The manoeuvering, berthing and mooring of all vessels is to
be carried out to the satisfaction of the Marlborough
Harbour Board.
17. The Maori objectors being satisfied that the proposal does
not denigrate the possible wahi tapu site in the southwestern part of Shakespeare Bay.
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7.2

Objections are allowed to the extent that they are satisfied by
the consent and conditions given above, and otherwise are
disallowed.

7.3

The recommendation to the Authority from the Hearing Committee
is made for the following reasons :

(to be completed when
Hearing Committee.)

AC/
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Dear Sir/Madam,
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Marlborou

New Zealand
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Consent :
Ltd

Marine

Transfer

This application will be heard by the Hearing Committee of
the Authority on Friday 1st September 1989, commencing at
9.30am, in the Board Room of the Marlborough Harbour Board,
Auckland Street, Picton.
Enclosed are notes on the conduct of the hearing.
A copy
of the Planning Officer's report will be forwarded shortly.

Yours faithfully,
A^/ ^Qtohoc
N.T. Jackson

end.
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HEARINGS PROCEDORE FOR NOTIFIED PLANNING APPLICATIONS
This information is set out for the guidance of people
appearing before the Hearing Committee, particularly those
persons not represented by a solicitor.
A definite procedure is necessary both for the proper
conduct of these hearings an/ to give every person a fair
opportunity to present their case.
However, so that those
appearing before the Committee can be placed at ease as far
as possible, meetings will be conducted with as much
informality as the Committee considers possible.
Points to Note
*
*
*

*

All hearings are open to the public.
The applicant and any objector may .be represented by a
solicitor.
No cross examination is permitted other than by the
Committee members, unless the Committee so permits at
the hearing and such questioning must always be
directed through the Chairman.
Subject matter beyond the scope of the application or
objection, must not be introduced at the hearing.

Procedures
*

Prior to the commencement of hearing, the Chairman will
ascertain the attendance of those involved in the
hearing.

*

The Chairman describes the nature of the hearing,
introduces the Committee and the officers of the
Authority who will be giving evidence.

*

Firstly the applicant and secondly the objectors
present their cases to the Committee either personally
or
through
their
solicitor
or
representative.
Witnesses may be called where necessary and the
Committee may ask questions.

*

Written evidence from any party
read to the meeting.

*

The Planning Officer presents his report.

*

The Chairman may summarise the evidence presented and
may call for any final comments.

*

The Chairman closes the hearing.
The Committee's
recommendation to the Authority may be reserved or it
may be resolved at the conclusion of the meeting.
However, the applicant and objectors will be advised of
the Authority's decision by letter as soon as possible
after the Authority has made its final decision.
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be
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Dear Sir/Madam,

Hearing of Application for Pic
New

Zealand

Consent :
Ltd

:

Marine

Transfer

This application will be heard by the Hearing Coimnittee of
the Authority on Friday 1st September 1989, commencing at
9.30ain, in the Board Room of the Marlborough Harbour Board,
Auckland Street, Picton.
Enclosed are notes on the conduct of the hearing.
A copy
of the Planning Officer's report will be forwarded shortly.

Yours faithfully.
cickOcr^N.T. Jackson

end.
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HEARINGS PROCEIXJRE FOR NOTIFIED PLANNING APPLICATIONS
•This information is set out for the guidance of people
appearing before the Hearing Committee, particularly those
persons not represented by a solicitor.
A definite procedure is necessary both for the proper
conduct of these hearings an/ to give every person a fair
opportunity to present their case.
However, so that those
appearing before the Committee can be placed at ease as far
as possible, meetings will be conducted with as much
informality as the Committee considers possible.
Points to Note
*
*
*

*

All hearings are open to the public.
The applicant and any objector may be represented by a
solicitor.
No cross examination is permitted other than by the
Committee members, unless the Committee so permits at
the hearing
and such questioning must always be
directed through the Chairman.
Subject matter beyond the scope of the application or
objection, must not be introduced at the hearing.

Procedures
Prior to the commencement of hearing, the Chairman will
ascertain the attendance of those involved in the
hearing.
The Chairman describes the nature of the hearing,
introduces the Committee and the officers of the
Authority who will be giving evidence.
Firstly the
applicant and secondly the
objectors
present their cases to the Committee either personally
or
through
their
solicitor
or
representative.
Witnesses may be called where
necessary
and the
Committee may ask questions.
Written evidence from
read to the meeting.

any

party

not

present will

be

The Planning Officer presents his report.
The Chairman may summarise the evidence presented and
may call for any final comments.
The Chairman closes the hearing.
The Committee's
recommendation to the Authority' may be reserved or it
may be resolved at the conclusion of the meeting.
However, the applicant and objectors will be advised of
the Authority's decision by letter as soon as possible
after the Authority has made its final decision.

Clerk be granted peprtfTssion to convene
a meeting of Bpptfugh Real Estate/Land
Agents, witlv-a view to introducing the
new Disjrttt Scheme document and focusing
partiecnar attention on the Places of
^ip^cial Interest listings and the related
^/background policy and control ordinances.
(It should be noted that the Sub-Committee
Report was dealt with in a public excluded
forum, since many matters related immediately
to personal and private interests. The
Sub-Committee Report was circulatcjl/'
to the full membership with tlieJpTanning
Committee order paper and^kffpurposcs
of improving confidentkiltfyT the Report
has not been re-cirptrtated with the Council
order paper.
fvkJmbers are respectfully
requested tcp-fefer to the material circulated
with the^Pfanning order paper in this
regard?
_File Ref;
(a); Port Marlborough New
-£ealand Limited - Proposed Transfer TcrmrniT
- Shakespeare bay;
A detailed report on negotiations between

Com. Report No. i
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the Council and Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited, with respect to the Council's formal
objection to the proposal, had been circulated
to the membership prior to the meeting.
The Committee was advised that extensive
discussions had occurred between officers of
the Council and employees of the Port Company,
as a means of reaching common ground with
respect to the concerns raised in the Council's
objection.
It was noted that these matters had also been
the subject of lengthy discussion between Council
officers, officers of the Marlborough Catchment
Board and the Council's Planning Consultants.
The membership was advised that the report
under consideration details the current position
and outlines the level of representation the
Council may pursue in the presentation of
its formal objection, when the application
is heard by the Marlborough Sounds Maritime
Planning Authority.
The Committee was advised that Port Marlborough
N.Z. Ltd., is aware of the Council's present
position and that the Council has sougtit further
information from the Port Company as a means
of mitigating its concerns either prior to or
at the hearing.
The Committee endorsed the content of the
report and it is recommended that the Council
adopt the report in total inclusive of the associated
recommendations.
Resolved that the publi^bc^re-adinitted.
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Davie, Lovell-Smith
& Partners Ltd in Association with Lovell-Smith & Cusiel Ltd

REPORT TO:

PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS ■ ENGINEERS
St Elmo Courts, 47 Hereford St, Christchurch 1, New Zealand
P.O. Box 679
Fax (03) 795 664
Telephone (03) 790-793
Picton Borough Council

SUBJECT;

Marine Transfer Terminal - Shakespeare Bay

DATE:

31 May 1989

BACKGROUND
1.

On 9 February 1989, the Council's Planning Committee
received a report
from us on the proposal
by
Port
Marlborough New Zealand Ltd to establish and operate a
marine transfer terminal at Shakespeare Bay.
The Company
has made application to the Marlborough Sounds Maritime
Planning Authority for consent for the proposed facility,
and,
following the above Committee meeting,
the Council
lodged an objection to the application.

2.

Since that time, on-going liaison has been taking place
between the Council's planning officer, ourselves
and the
Port Company as the developer of the transfer terminal.
An
informal meeting was held between the above parties on 5
April 1989, in order to work towards establishing mutually
agreeable conditions of planning approval.
The Council's
Planning Committee was informed about these discussions at
its meeting of 6 April 1989.
Since that time some liaison
has continued between Council's officers and the developer;
and the Council's planning officer has held a number of
discussions regarding outstanding issues with us.

COUNCIL'S OBJECTION
3.

As a result of the meeting and discussions, it seems that
most aspects of Council's objection can be resolved, with
only three major outstanding matters.
We refer to the
various issues raised in the Council's objection:
a)

Construction
traffic
has
been
agreed
as
being
negligible and of no consequence for the Borough.

b)

General pollution protection provisions have
resolved and are discussed further below.

c)

The Company would accept the condition regarding
painting and maintenance as being reasonable.

not

been
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David A. Bryce B.Sc., M.Sc., Dip.TP. M.N.Z.I.S., M.N.Z.P.I.
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Paul F. Stening B.Sc., L.S.(Aust.), M.N.Z.I.S.
Kim P. McCracken B.A., Dip.TP, M.N.Z.P.I.
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d)

The Company would accept the condition regarding the
access road design and maintenance as being reasonable.

e)

The Company would accept the condition
electricity lines as being reasonable.

f)

The Company
noise.

would

accept

the

condition

relating

to

g)

The Company
lighting.

would

accept

the

condition

relating

to

h)

The Company has not agreed to accept a limitation to
approval for coal products only and this is discussed
further below.

i)

The Company does not consider a conditon
removal of the vessel at the end of the
of
the
facility
is
necessary
as
economically expedient for the Company to
is also discussed further below.

regarding

the

regarding the
economic life
it
will
be
do so.
This

4.

It appears that the Council1s remaining concerns have now
been reduced to matters relating to pollution protection;
the products which can be handled as a result of this
application; and the fate of the vessel at the end of the
facility's life.
These matters are still significant for
Picton Borough and its marine environment and need to be
resolved satisfactorily.

5.

Whether or not further agreement can be reached with the
Company regarding the terms of the conditions, the Council
needs to be represented at the hearing to explain its
position and indicate what conditions it would accept.
There will be other parties present at the hearing which
could influence the conditions imposed, and the Maritime
Planning Authority itself needs to be fully advised of the
Council's position.

OUTSTANDING MATTERS OF CONCERN
POLLUTION PROTECTION
6.

The existing and potential
recreational
and tourism
activities in Picton and the Sounds are closely linked to
the maintenance
of
a
clean
and
scenic
environment.
Maintenance of high water quality in the Sounds generally
and the Picton area is vitally
important to recreational
and tourist activities.

The construction and operation of a transfer terminal in
Shakespeare Bay will have impact on the marine environment
Overseas literature regarding coal handling states that coal
dust may be released to the environment at any stage in the
handling, storage and transportation of coal and that proper
reduction measures;
such as enclosed conveyers
suction/ air-filter systems and water spraying; must be
adopted in order to minimise the impact. (Reference: Berend,
J. & E.F. Lokiec, Environmental Aspects of Coal Handling!
Storage—and—Transportation r Israel Ecological Society 2nd
Intl Conference, May 1983.)
The extent and consequence of the impact of the facility on
the marine environment will depend on the willingness of the
developer to operate a "clean" facility; and on the ability
the environment to absorb the wastes and spillages.
We
consider that the developer has provided insufficient
technical and scientific data about the quantities of coal
and coal dust likely to enter the waters of the Bay and the
impact of this coal on the marine environment.
Further the
developer has provided very little in the way of operational
details about the manner in which the facility is to be
managed in order to ensure a "clean" operation.
An
operations manual,
with
technical details
about
the
equipment to be used and the likely levels of spillage or
dust release, are essential in order for the impacts to be
assessed.
We do not consider that it is adequate for the
developer to state merely that:
"Coal does not appear to be toxic to marine life", and
"Coal handling procedures will be devised to minimise
coal spillage from the operation".
The Council's concerns may well be able to be satisfied by
the
provision
of
adequate
technical
and
scientific
information regarding the facility's operation.
However
unless that information is available and able to be
assessed, the Council would be taking a significant risk in
accepting the facility.
It should not be up to the Council
to obtain technical information about the impacts of coal
handling as this would place an unacceptable cost on the
Council.
The onus needs to be placed on the developer to
provide the necessary details for an adequate level of
assessment.
The general pollution issue can be addressed in two ways:
a)

By setting detailed design and management conditions to
avoid any pollution.
However,
as discussed above,

insufficient
to^^used
b)

information

0peration

of

has

the

been

provided

about

the

equipment for this approach

By setting performance standards to be achieved.

Any

discharge

from

the

transfer

terminal

facility

to

the

wa
*?r? of fhakespeare Bay would be subject to the
nZS1? water right approval from the Catchment
16 Catchment
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objected
to matter
the application
and
the l
Board's staff Board
have has
discussed
the
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The Company is aware that water rights iSl bJ
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fficient technical detail
e nable
to
is particularly
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appiy
for
water rights.
The Board
concerned about stormwater
disposal
and
also about diffuse general contamination of the waters
such
as from coal dust dispersal.
The Company
h owe ve?
continues to contend that coal dust can be adecmatelv
controlled and will not be a problem.
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In

the

the

event

that

coal

spillage

occurs

into

waters

around the vessel, the coal is likely to accumulate during
the life of the operation, with the need for periodic
removal of coal from the sea-bed.
The Council needs to
continue to pursue a condition requiring the removal of all
spilled product from the sea-bed, at least at the end of the
operation, in order that the marine environment can begin to
be
restored
to
its
original
condition.
Following
discussions with the Council's officers, the Company appears
to accept such a condition.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
15.

The Company has applied to transfer coal and other "dry bulk
materials" at the proposed transfer terminal.
No assessment
has been made of the impact of these additional materials
both separately and in combination.
The support document
mentions a number of additional materials and we understand
the Company is particularly interested in illmenite sand and
salt.
The Company needs to produce similar supporting
information and obtain necessary water rights for these
additional materials, as has been requested for the coal
product.
A competent assessment of the handling techniques
and the impact of each material needs to be available and
assessed as satisfactory by all parties.
Unless this
occurs, we consider the Council should continue to pursue
its
condition
limiting
consent
to
the
storage
and
transhipment of coal.

16.

In view of the fact that the Company must have prior
knowledge of likely products, it would not seem unreasonable
for further applications to be made for additional products.
Every approval given by the Authority for the transfer of an
additional product would need to be taken up within 2 years
of the consent being granted (in terms of Section 70 of the
Town and Country Planning Act).
However,
Section 90 of the
Act, which refers to the lapsing of existing use rights, if
not active for 6 monthly periods, does not seem to apply to
consents of the Maritime Planning Authority; and any
consent,
once activated, would appear to be able to be
continued indefinitely.

DISPOSAL OF THE VESSEL
17.

The ultimate removal of or responsibility for dealing with
the terminal vessel once the facility ends its economic life
is a significant issue for the Council.
If the vessel
becomes unseaworthy, its removal from Shakespeare Bay could
become a real problem with the likelihood of the Company

abdicating its responsibility for the final removal of the
vessel, unless adequate safeguards are in place.
It is appropriate for the onus to be placed on the developer
to come back with safeguards which will satisfy the Council1s
concerns.
The fact that the Council has raised the issue and
will emphasise it at the hearing, is important, in that it
has been brought to the attention of the Maritime Planning
Authority who will
have the problem in the end.
The
Company may be able to satisfy the Council's concerns by
referring to the requirements of some other body or
organisation, such as the Harbour Board or its insurers,
which will ensure the vessels continuing seaworthiness.
Informal dialogue should continue between Council officers
and the Company regarding this matter.

RECOMMENDATIONS
19.

a)

That liaison continue between the Council's officers
and Port Marlborough N.Z. Ltd regarding the outstanding
matters of concern to the Council, with a view to
establishing mutually satisfactory conditions for
submission to the Maritime Planning Authority.
That the Council's planning consultants formally
represent the Council at the hearing of the planning
application to explain the Council's objection and
indicate what conditions it would accept.
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Maintenance of high water quality in the Sounds generally and the Picton area is vitally
important to recreational
and tourist activities.
VO
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The construction and operation of a transfer terminal in
Shakespeare Bay will have impact on the marine environment.
Overseas literature regarding coal handling states that coal
dust may be released to the environment at any stage in the
handling, storage and transportation of coal and that proper
dust reduction measures;
such as enclosed conveyers,
suction/ air-filter systems and water spraying;
must be
adopted in order to minimise the impact. (Reference: Berend,
J. & E.F. Lokiec, Environmental Aspects of Coal Handling.
Storage and Transportation, Israel Ecological Society 2nd
Intl Conference, May 1983.)
The extent and consequence of the Impact of the facility on
the marine environment will depend on the willingness of the
developer to operate a "clean" facility; and on the ability
of
the environment to absorb the wastes and spillages.
We
consider that the developer has provided insufficient
technical and scientific data about the quantities of coal
and coal dust likely to enter the waters of the Bay and the
impact of this coal on the marine environment.
Further the
developer has provided very little in the way of operational
details about the manner in which the facility is to be
managed in order to ensure a
"clean" operation.
An
operations
manual,
with
technical
details
about
the
equipment to be used and the likely levels of spillage or
dust release, are essential in order for the impacts to be
assessed.
We do not consider that it is adequate for the
developer to state merely that:
"Coal does not appear to be toxic to marine life", and
"Coal handling procedures will be devised to minimise
coal spillage from the operation".
The Council's concerns may well be able to be satisfied by
the
provision
of
adequate
technical
and
scientific
information regarding the facility's operation.
However,
unless that
information is available and able to be
assessed, the Council would be taking a significant risk in
accepting the facility.
It should not be up to the Council
to obtain technical information about the impacts of coal
handling as this would place an unacceptable cost on the
Council.
The onus needs to be placed on the developer to
provide the necessary details for an adequate level of
assessment.
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The Company has applied to transfer coal and other "dry bulk
materials" at the proposed transfer terminal.
No assessment
has been made of the impact of these additional materials
both separately and in combination.
The support document
mentions a number of additional materials and we understand
'
the Company is particularly interested in illmenite sand and
salt.
The Company needs to produce similar supporting
information and obtain necessary water rights for these
additional materials, as has been requested for the coal
^product.
A competent assessment of the handling techniquesvl.
yand the impact of each material needs to be available and W*
"assessed as satisfactory by all parties.
Unless this
|
occurs, we consider the Council should continue to pursue
its
condition
limiting
consent
to
the
storage
and
transhipment of coal.

i
!

In view of the fact that the Company must have prior
knowledge of likely products, it would not seem unreasonable
for further applications to be made for additional products.
Every approval given by the Authority for the transfer of an
additional product would need to be taken up within 2 years
of
the consent being granted (in terms of Section 70 of the
Town and Country Planning Act).
However,
Section 90 of the
Act, which refers to the lapsing of existing use rights, if
not active for 6 monthly periods, does not seem to apply to
consents of the Maritime Planning Authority;
and any
consent,
once activated,
would appear to be able to be
continued indefinitely.

The ultimate removal of or responsibility for dealing with
the terminal vessel once the facility ends its economic life
is a significant issue for the Council.
If the vessel
becomes unseaworthy, its removal from Shakespeare Bay could
become a real problem with the likelihood of the Company

abdicating its responsibility for the final removal
vessel, unless adequate safeguards are in place.

of the

It is appropriate for the onus to be placed on the developer
to come back with safeguards which will satisfy the Council's
concerns.
The fact that the Council has raised the issue and
Phasise it at the hearing, is important, in that it
?i? brou9ht to the attention of the Maritime Planning
Authority who will
have the problem in the end.
The
Company may be able to satisfy the Council's concerns by
referring to the requirements of some other body or
organisation, such as the Harbour Board or its insurers
which will ensure the vessels continuing seaworthiness!
,
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Marine Transfer Terminal - Shakespeare Bay
31 May 1989

CONFIDENTIAL

On 9 February 1989, the Council's Planning Committee
received a report from us on the proposal
by
Port
Marlborough New Zealand Ltd to establish and operate a
marine transfer terminal at Shakespeare Bay.
The Company
has made application to the Marlborough Sounds Maritime
Planning Authority for consent for the proposed facility,
and,
following the above Committee meeting,
the Council
lodged an objection to the application.
Since that time, on-going liaison has been taking place
between the Council's planning officer, ourselves
and the
Port Company as the developer of the transfer terminal.
An
informal meeting was held between the above parties on 5
April 1989, in order to work towards establishing mutually
agreeable conditions of planning approval.
The Council's
Planning Committee was informed about these discussions at
its meeting of 6 April 1989.
Since that time some liaison
has continued between Council's officers and the developer;
and the Council's planning officer has held a nuftiber of
discussions regarding outstanding issues with us.

As a result of the meeting and discussions, it seems that
most aspects of Council's objection can be resolved, with
only three major outstanding matters.
We refer to the
various issues raised in the Council's objection;
a)

Construction
traffic
has
been
agreed
as
being
negligible and of no consequence for the Borough,

b)

General pollution protection provisions have
resolved and are discussed further below.

c)

The Company would accept the condition regarding
painting and maintenance as being reasonable.

not

been
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David A Sryce B SC, M.Sc.. Oip.TP., M.N.Z I.S., M.N Z.P.I.
Bruce W. Thompson B A., M.TC P., M.N.Z.P.I.
Kim P. McCracken B.A., Dip.T.P,, M.N Z.P.I.
PLANNER ASSOCIATE
Sarah M. Dawson B.E.(Hons), M.Sc(Dist.), M.N Z.P.I.
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d)

The Company would accept the condition regarding the
access road design and maintenance as being reasonable*

e)

The Company would accept the condition
electricity lines as being reasonable.

f)

The Company
noise.

would

accept

the

condition

relating

to

g)

The Company
lighting.

would

accept

the

condition

relating

to

h)

The Company has not agreed to accept a limitation to
approval for coal products only and this is discussed
further below.

i)

The Company does not consider a conditon
removal of the vessel at the end of the
of
the
facility
is
necessary
as
economically expedient for the Company to
is also discussed further below.

regarding

the

regarding the
economic life
it
will
be
do so.
This

4.

It appears that the Council's remaining concerns have now
been reduced to matters relating to pollution protection?
the products which can be handled as a result of this
application; and the fate of the vessel at the end of the
facility's life.
These matters are still significant for
Picton Borough and its marine environment and need to be
resolved satisfactorily.

5.

Whether or not further agreement can be reached with the
Company regarding the terms of the conditions, the Council
needs to be represented at the hearing to explain its
position and indicate what conditions it would accept.
There will be other parties present at the hearing which
could influence the conditions imposed, and the Maritime
Planning Authority itself needs to be fully advised of the
Council's position.

The existing and potential
recreational
and tourism
activities in Picton and the Sounds are closely linked to
the maintenance of
a clean
and
scenic
environment.
Maintenance of high water quality in the Sounds generally
and the Picton area is vitally
important to recreational
and tourist activities.

31/05 '89 14!4 4
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7.

The construction and operation of a transfer terminal in
Shakespeare Bay will have impact on the marine environment.
Overseas literature regarding coal handling states that coal
dust may be released to the environment at any stage in the
handling, storage and transportation of coal and that proper
dust reduction measures; such as enclosed conveyers,
suction/ air-filter systems and water spraying; must be
adopted in order to minimise the impact. (Reference: Berend,
J. & E.F. Lokiec, Environmental Aspects of Coal Handling.
Storage and Transportation. Israel Ecological Society 2nd
Intl Conference, May 1983.)

8.

The extent and consequence of the impact of the facility on
the marine environment will depend on the willingness of the
developer to operate a "clean" facility; and on the ability
of
the environment to absorb the wastes and spillages.
We
consider that the developer has provided Insufficient
technical and scientific data about the quantities of coal
and coal dust likely to enter the waters of the Bay and the
impact of this coal on the marine environment.
Further the
developer has provided very little in the way of operational
details about the manner in which the facility is to be
managed in order to ensure a "clean" operation.
An
operations manual,
with technical
details
about
the
equipment to be used and the likely levels of spillage or
dust release, are essential in order for the impacts to be
assessed.
We do not consider that it is adequate for the
developer to state merely that:
"Coal does not appear to be toxic to marine life", and
"Coal handling procedures will be devised to minimise
coal spillage from the operation".

9.

The Council's concerns may well be able to be satisfied by
the
provision
of
adequate
technical
and
scientific
information regarding the facility's operation.
However,
unless that information is available and able to be
assessed, the Council would be taking a significant risk in
accepting the facility.
It should not be up to the Council
to obtain technical information about the impacts of coal
handling as this would place an unacceptable cost on the
Council.
The onus needs to be placed on the developer to
provide the necessary details for an adequate level of
assessment.

10.

The general pollution issue can be addressed in two ways:
a)

By setting detailed design and management conditions to
avoid any pollution.
However,
as discussed above,

31/05 '89 14:45
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insufficient information has been provided about the
design and operation of the equipment for this approach
to be used,
b)
11.

12

'

By setting performance standards to be achieved.

Any discharge from the transfer terminal facility to the
natural waters of Shakespeare Bay would be subject to the
need to obtain water right approval from the Catchment
Board.
The Catchment Board has objected to the application
and the Board's staff have discussed the matter with the
Company.
The Company is aware that water rights will be
required.
However, it has insufficient technical details
available to enable it to apply for water rights.
The Board
is particularly concerned about stormwater disposal,
and
also about diffuse general contamination of the waters, such
as from coal dust dispersal.
The Company,
however,
continues to contend that coal dust can be adequately
controlled and will not be a problem.
T

^™CO,n?.tny „is continuing to pursue its planning approval
J ? Maritime Planning Authority without the water
£
being
applied
for at the
same
time. position,
This puts
the Council and
the Authority
in an
awkward
as both
the

environmental implications of the proposal
for
fk*ksePeare Bay cannot be fully considered.
Yet it is the
impact of the proposal
on water
quality,
which
is
si nifi cant
recreation acM
?
.
impact for tourism and
» activities in Picton and the Sounds.
The
atthf«ca2not insist on water rights being obtained
and
commits
can oniy
if the Company
action
dlsch
ln
a waterTigh!?
«9 9 ^ the natural waters

13

'

AuthorT^ c?nB^der 11 appropriate for the Maritime Planning
po e
which voin<4 £v
®
water quality performance standards
WP
ma
in conflict
which would ?Sr7
Tu
Lh& Catchment
with
Which
be imposed
by
the
Board
on conditions
any water
™ter

until

such

as

all necessary
the Council should be
the Sound
a T pr°duct wil1 enter the natural waters of
9a
DrSvfdo ^
'
! 0n^S should be on the developer to
the.
necessary details.
More appropriately, however,
10n
ShOU
not
be
Planning auhh
-4i?i
considered by the Maritime
htf,
i g Autbority until any necessary water right approvals
least JIT obtained froin the Catchment Board; or at the very
nS
n
Autl orit
effeotiv»ynn^
>
y should not become
h
effective
untili i
the
water ^
rights are
obtained.
14.

in

the

event

c

n

that

coal

stained,

spillage

occurs

into

the

waters
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around the vessel, the coal is likely to accumulate during
the life of the operation, with the need for periodic
removal of coal from the sea-bed.
The Council needs to
continue to pursue a condition requiring the removal of all
spilled product from the sea-bed, at least at the end of the
operation, in order that the marine environment can begin to
be
restored
to
its
original
condition.
Following
discussions with the Council's officers, the Company appears
to accept such a condition.

15.

The Company has applied to transfer coal and other "dry bulk
materials" at the proposed transfer terminal.
No assessment
has been made of the impact of these additional materials
both separately and in combination.
The support document
mentions a number of additional materials and we understand
the Company is particularly interested in illmenite sand and
salt.
The Company needs to produce similar supporting
information and obtain necessary water rights for these
additional materials, as has been requested for the coal
product.
A competent assessment of the handling techniques
and the impact of each material needs to be available and
assessed as satisfactory by all parties.
Unless this
occurs, we consider the Council should continue to pursue
its
condition
limiting
consent
to
the
storage
and
transhipment of coal.

16.

In view of the fact that the Company must have prior
knowledge of likely products, it would not seem unreasonable
for further applications to be made for additional products.
Every approval given by the Authority for the transfer of an
additional product would need to be taken up within 2 years
of
the consent being granted (in terms of Section 70 of the
Town and Country Planning Act).
However,
Section 90 of the
Act, which refers to the lapsing of existing use rights, if
not active for 6 monthly periods, does not seem to apply to
consents of the Maritime Planning Authority; and any
consent,
once activated, would appear to be able to be
continued indefinitely.

17.

The ultimate removal of or responsibility for dealing with
the terminal vessel once the facility ends its economic life
is a significant issue for the Council.
If the vessel
becomes unseaworthy, its removal from Shakespeare Bay could
become a real problem with the likelihood of the Company

Sl/es '89 14:4?
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abdicating its responsibility for the final removal of the
vessel, unless adequate safeguards are in place.
18,

it is appropriate for the onus to be placed on the developer
to come back with safeguards which will satisfy the Council's
concerns.
The fact that the Council has raised the issue and
will emphasise it at the hearing, is important, in that it
has been brought to the attention of the Maritime Planning
Authority who will
have the problem in the end.
The
Company may be able to satisfy the Council's concerns by
referring to the requirements of some other body or
organisation, such as the Harbour Board or its insurers,
which will ensure the vessels continuing seaworthiness.
Informal dialogue should continue between Council officers
and the Company regarding this matter.

19.

a)

That liaison continue between the Council's officers
and Port Marlborough N.z. Ltd regarding the outstanding
matters of concern to the Council, with a view to
establishing mutually satisfactory conditions for
submission to the Maritime Planning Authority.

b)

That the Council's planning consultants formally
represent the Council at the hearing of the planning
application to explain the Council's objection and
indicate what conditions it would accept.
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18 May 1989

The Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON
Attention : Mr I Shapcott

f

Original

Copy(s)

i
(
i

TP
Comilbo
Council
Drier

! Acknowlrdjod
i

!
i
Cy

D:r!G

|

Dear Sir,

PICTON BOROUGH COUNCIL DISTRICT SCHEME REVIEW NO.

1

I refer to yesterday's discussions on the above scheme
review.
In
accordance with your request we have agreed to support your
application to have the scheme made operative except for
those
sections
under
appeal.
In doing so, I must repeat that this
step is taken to assist the Council and should not be taken
as
an
indication
that the matters under appeal are not important
to this Company.
I am grateful
for Mr
Shapcott's
frank
discussions
on
the
matters
under appeal and I certainly agree that there would be
benefit in
us
further discussing
the
outstanding
matters.
Accordingly
the
proposal
to
discuss
the
marina
parking
information that we have^with
Messrs
Shapcott
and
Bryce
is
supported.
My discussions
with Mr Shapcott also gave me hope that if our
two organisations had a closer understanding of where
we
were
each
headed on the Shakespeare Bay question, there may be room
to reach a consent order on this matter also.
I
look
forward
to further discussions on these matters and I enclose a copy of
my letter to the Registrar of the Planning Tribunal.

Yours sincerely,

RMan Firtzpa^zrick
MANAGING DIRECTOR

File Ref: T2/pM (a):
19th May 1989.
Draft Discussion Paper relating to:

THE OBJECTION BY THE COUNCIL TO THE APPLICATION
BY PORT MARLBOROUGH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
FOR A MARINE TRANSFER TERMINAL IN SHAKESPEARE BAY
(To be read in conjunction with the Council's Objection.)
The following position is a result of an informal meeting between the Council and the
Port Company on S"
1989 and consideration by the Council's Planning
Committee on 6 April 1989, of a report by the Council's Planning Consultant on this
informal meeting.
The general position has emerged thus:
1.

The Council requires formal representation at the Hearing of the application
to ensure that its concerns are met formally.
Mrs. Sarah Dawson of Davie, Lovell-Smith & Partners is to represent
the Council.
(It is likely that the application will be heard by the Marlborough Sounds
Maritime Planning Authority in mid-July 1989).

2.

That officers of the Council liaise with Port Marlborough N.Z. Ltd.,
with a view to establishing mutually suitable conditions of planning
approval based upon the concerns put forward in the Council's objection.

21 April 1989:
The Council approached the Port Company by letter opening the
way foiji consultation.
11 May 1989: Telephone discussion between a Council Officer and the Port Development
Engineer.
It was essentially agreed that the major issue to be resolved concerns
what products can be handled "as of right" in the future and what products would
require a notified planning application.
- point (h) of the Council's objection.
It was agreed that both the Council and the Port Company would draft clauses of
conditions on this issue and liaise again by telephone on 22 May 1989, with a view
to arranging a discussion forum aimed at reaching a mutually satisfactory position.
(The Council's Planning Consultant was advised of these arrangements and requested
to comment on any conditions drafted by the Council prior to further consultation
with the Port Company.)
It is suggested the Council's objection concerns be addressed in the following way:
point (a )

construction traffic of no consequence.

point ( b )
polution protection provisions:
- set performance standards.
- Consultants .suggest similar to the following:

r

"No product being transferred shali be spilled onto or into the
natural waters of the Sound during the normal operation of the
equipment.
In this case of abnormal or accidental events,
spillage shall be cleaned up to preserve the existing quality of
the environment."
Is this an absolute standard?
as the prime criterion?..

Should maximum spillage be stipulated

-2point (c)

the painting and maintenance condition is reasonabie.

point (d)

the access road decision and maintenance condition is reasonabie.

point (e)

the condition regarding eiectricity lines is reasonable.

point (f)

the noise control requirement is reasonable.

point (g)

the lighting condition is reasonable.

point (h)

the following is suggested as a starting point:

The Council takes considerable can? through its District Planning Scheme, to control
Industrial uses which involve objectionable, noxious or dangerous elements. These
controls embody the 'nature of substances' involved in the Industrial uses.
Control of substances in this context relates primarily to .'land-based planning' but, it
also relates to the relationship between the land-based use and the wider
environment, the atmosphere and the sea, via drainage.
The Council contends and believes its contention would be absolutely supported,
that, it is far more difficult to satisfactorily control the use of exotic substances
(materials within the combined environment of a seaway, tidal margin and
immediate foreshore, than it is in the context of land-based use.
The environment
in question provides a level of instability and material dispersion potenti
within
the framework of a senstive
The Council asserts, therefore, in the light of the foregoing comparision, that
the full range of products available for possible future handling through the
proposed transfer terminal must be the subject of a control mechanism.
The Council is also aware of possible disadvantages to the Port Company if
such a control requires that all products, with the exception of coal, are required
to be the subject of a notified planning application.
The Council seeks the imposition of a condition that all potential use products
be the subject of a screening process by expert bodies in a way that meets
both the Council's concerns and would also practically and reasonably mitigate
inconvenience to the Port Company.
The Council believes that it would be impractical and risky to set up a
delineation framework through the provision of an exhastive list of products
which may potentially downgrade water quality or damage the ecology of the
area.
The Council seeks that the requested condition take the following form:
That Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited be required to submit, to
the Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Authority, a non-notified planning
application with respect to all products intended to be handled through
the proposed Marine Transfer Terminal, with the exception of coal.
That each product under application be assessed by that authority with
respect to its potential "invasiveness" as the basis of use approval consideration.
That the Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Authority consult with
the Marlborough Catchment Board on matters relating to water quality
with the Office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment
or like agency, on matters relating to the ecology of the area and the
wider environment and with the Marlborough County Council and the
Picton Borough Council on territorial administration matters.

-3-

That the Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Authority shall,
on the basis of the foregoing assessment, determine as follows:

^

(a)

That the product is absolutely non-invasive
in the context
of the existing transfer terminal facility under the criteria
of performance imposed under the approval conditions for
the handling of coal and can be handled as of right, with
no conditions or,

(b)

That the product is potentially non-invasive
in the context
of the existing transfer terminal facility and under the
performance criteria imposed under the approval conditions
for handling of coal but, handling requires the addition
of specific conditions in order to meet the performance
criteria! related to the pr|ciuct in question or,

(c)

That the product is potentially invasive and its possible
use must be the subject of a Notified Planning Application.

In view of the fact that the Company must have prior knowledge
of likely products and that a planning consent would have a two
year currency it would not seem unreasonable for products to
be assessed as above.
point (i)

#

<P>IAN K. SHAPCOTT

\

The ultimate removal of or responsibility of dealing with
the terminal vessel if it becomes unseaworthy is "a reed
issue".
It is suggested that the Council should emphasize
this matter at the Hearing and seek "a statement of the
Port Company's envisaged intentions", which is probably v.
all that can be reasonably requested.
j
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File Reference; T2/p'f5 (a):
Enquiries to:

Mr. Ian Shapcott

21st April 1989.

Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited,
P.O. Box 111,
P1CTQN.
Attention;

Mr. B. Fitzpatrick:

Dear Sir,
Proposed Transfer Terminal - Shakespeare Bay:
Informal Discussion Between the Council & Tl^e Port Company:
I refer to the informal meeting between the Council and the Port Company on the
morning of Wednesday 5 April 1989.
The Council extends its thanks to the Port Company for offering this discussion
forum and sharing information on its Transfer Terminal proposal.
The exchange of ideas on this issue will certainly assist in achieving a mutually
satisfactory outcome.
I am hopeful, that following the April ordinary Council meeting, there will be
further discussions between Council officers and your firm on the key issues
raised at the informal meeting.

Yours faithfully,
B.W. TAPP.
TOWN CLERK
per;

c.c. Town Clerk
Bring Up - 27.^.89 - i.k.s

-tSy P&te).

V& Partners Ltd in Association with Lovell-Smith & Cusiel Ltd
to APR 1989
^L®?R0U'' H

/PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS ■ ENGINEERS
St Elmo Courts, 47 Hereford St, Christchurch 1, New Zealand
P.O. Box 679
Fax (03) 795 664
Telephone (03) 790-793

6 April 1989

Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
P.O. Box 13
PICTON

Dear Sir
Re;

Marine Transfer Terminal - Port Marlborough

As a result of the meeting between Council and the Company it now
seems that most aspects of Councils objection could be resolved.
We refer in particular to the various issues raised in the
objection.
(i)

Construction traffic would be negligible;

(ii)

The general
ways;

s

issue

can

be

addressed

in

two

a)

Setting detailed design and management conditions to
avoid any pollution.
It is difficult to address this
approach
since details
of
design
have
not been
provided.

b)

SetllijiqN-Ix^fQrroahcg^ sjigndgrds to
this approach a condition along
could be pursued:

*7
^

^

pollution

be. achieved.
the following

Under
lines

"No product being transferred shall be spilled onto or
into the natural waters of the Sound during the normal
operation of the equipment.
In the case of abnormal or
— accidental events,
spillage shall be cleaned up to
preserve the existing quality of the environment."
accept

the

• •
condition

•
regarding

•
•
painting

iii)

The Company would
and maintenance

iv)

The Company would accept the condition regarding the
road design and maintenance.

v)

The Company would accept the condition regarding electricity
lines.

access

LAND SURVEYING & DEVELOPMENT ■ REGIONAL. ENVIRONMENTAL. TOURISM. RESOURCE. TOWN 4 COUNTRY PLANNING ■ CIVIL 4 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
PLANNER DIRECTORS
SURVEYOR DIRECTORS
David A Bryce B.Sc. M.Sc., Dip.T.R, M.N Z.I.S.. M.N.Z.P.I.
J. Michael H. Davie F.N.Z.I.S., M.P.M.I.
Bruce W Thompson B A.. M TC P. M.N.Z.P.I.
Paul F. Stening B.Sc., LS.fAust.), M.N.Z.I.S.
Kim P. McCracken B A.. Dip.T.R. M.N Z.P.I.
SURVEYOR CONSULTANT
PLANNER ASSOCIATE
Andrew P. Todd M.N.Z.I.S.
Sarah M Dawson B E.(Hons). M Sc.(Dist.), M.N Z.P.I.

:

r

& I'arlners Lid in Assorialion with Lovell-Smith & Cusiel Ltd
PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS ■ ENGINEERS

vi)

The Company would accept the condition relating to noise.

vii)

The Company would accept the condition relating to lighting

viii)The Company would not accept a limitation to coal product.
It was generally agreed that such limits are not imposed on
land based uses.
However Council does take special control
of objectionable, noxious or dangerous industries relating
to the nature of products.
It would be possible to impose a
condition such as:
^
.
"Any product which may downgrade
damage the ecology of the area
further planninckapplication. "

water quality or
shall require a

but there may be disagreement as to interpretation
in the
case of some products.
In view of the fact that the Company
must have prior knowledge of likely products and that a
planning consent
would apply for a—long time it would not
'seem unreasonable for funther—appljLcation_..to_be_made.
The
lapsing~df existing use rights if not active for 6 monthly
(extendible to 12 monthly) periods suggests that a general
condition as above may however be more appropriate.
The Company would not agree to restoration at the end of the
economic life of the facility.
While it seems unreasonable
to raise this matter when it does not apply to building
ventures on land,
there is a big difference in that
buildings on land usually have many other uses to which they
can be put.
This__jLS__a Hi f f i cnl t—but—rea3—Lasiie and we
wonder to what extend Council should pursue the matter.
At
least by objecting it has been brought to the attention of
the Authority who will have the problem in the end.
Regarding procedures, we would have expected the Company to
respond in writing to the issues raised in Councils
objection, but in view of the outcome of the meeting with
them, Council may wish to respond instead.
Whether or not agreement can be reached on the terms of
conditions, Council should be represented at the hearing to
explain its objection and indicate what conditions it would
accept.
This is because there are
other parties able to

Davie, Lovell-Smith
^ 1'artnrrs Ltd in AsMKiatiun with bivell-Smith & Cusie! Ltd
PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS ■ ENGINEERS

influence
itself.

conditions

not

the

least

being

the

Authority

Yours faithfully
DAVIE LOVELL-SMITH

C/^
D.A.

BRYCE

DAB:6842/2:tme

HS0
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#
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File Reference: T2/p4-5 (a)j
Enquiries to:

Mr. Ian Shapcott

21st April 1989.

Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited,
P.O. Box 111,
PIGTON.
Attention:

Mr. B.. Fitzpatrick;

^

Dear Sir,
Proposed Transfer Terminal - Shakespeare Bay:
Informal Discussion Between the Council & The Port Company:
I, refer to the informal meeting between the Council and the Port Company on the
morning of Wednesday 5 April 1989.
,
The Council extends its thanks to the Port Company for offering this discussion
forum and sharing information on its Transfer Terminal proposal.
The exchange of ideas on this issue will certainly assist in achieving a mutually ,
satisfactory outcome.
, •
i am hopeful, that following the April ordinary Council meeting, there will be
further discussions between. Council officers and your firm on the key issues
raised at the informal meeting.

Ypurs faithfully,
B.W. TAPP. .
TOWN CLERK
per:

c.c. Town Clerk
Bring Up - 27.4.89
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R D Crosby:HiyB?2
INWARDS MAIL
•Distrilition
Original
&>•

The Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
P 0 Box 13
PICTON

f.
I
J
\

A.T.C.
E.O.'
Cl
C.C.

Dear Sir
C'vrcii
WATER SUPPLY CCNTRACT AND SHAKESPEARE BAY DEVELOEMbWl'.• .C
We acknowledge receipt of your letter of 7th March.

cl'U.vl L'gcd

Cy

Your letter poses five specific queries. Really the most important we
think tends to be the unnumbered one contained in paragraph 3 where you
state that whilst there is no formal documentation recording an assignment
or an agreement to assignment by Council that you expect "there would be a
conmitment upon Council to effect such an assignrrent," because of Councils
earlier response to the Board in 1986.
We certainly agree that the letter dated 14th January 1986 would be
enforceable as a consent to an assignment or alternatively would certainly
stop Council fran dsnying that it consented to an assignment at this late
stage. The terms of that consent were of course limited to only fifty per
cent of the rights in terms of the agreement. Council's letter of the 14th
January 1986 fran the Council to the Harbour Board stated:
"We confirm that the Council have approved the assignment of 50% of
rights for water presently granted to Waitaki NZR Limited to be
supplied by the Council as by the Deed of Agreement dated 1 May 1958.
We now await formal documentation in order that this Assignment can be
canpleted."
We turn then to the other questions posed in your letter 1.

Clause 3 of the original agreement refers to the supply of water being
"for the operation of the works." The problem we face, however, is
that the letter of 13th December 1985 fran the Harbour Board which
sought the consent to the assignment of rights to the Board clearly
setforth the fact that the Board was not going to be operating the
works and rather sought that the water would be available "as may be
required for its subsequent development." The Board went on to talk
about that development being a new development and that the Board was
acquiring the land subject to the development under the Public Works
Act "for use and development of an export port in Shakespeare Bay. I
mention this to indicate the Board's current intention for use of the
water in future." The letter went even further to say that there may
be other "potential uses for the Water Right assigned (which) could
include any of the works the Board is enpewered to undertake."

| "'AV A-'/1 '■ | N" 11/
.I^AVaV?- L-l I yM IKT

^
j •

There clearly has been delay in finalising the documsntation relating
to the actual assignment but we do not think that given the nature of
the two parties being public local authorities that that delay is
likely to be counted by a Court against the Harbour Board. You will
recall that that particular issue of delay was not held to bar the
Harbour Board when the delay in documentation was sore twenty odd
years in the case between the Borough and Harbour Board after the
launching ramp. As the other 50%, hcwever, there is in our view only
an obligation to account to is assignment for use for the operation of
the works.

2.

Clause 14
Similar issues arise in respect of the interpretation of this
provision i.e. we think Council's position has already been prejudiced
by its letter of consent to the full details disclosed by the Harbour
Board of their proposal.

3.

Clause 16
We do not retain records back as far as 1958 and cannot be sure that
there is a legislative authority sought to abrogate Council's rights
under the old Municipal Corporations Act.
In fact we doubt that that
occurred. We have not found any legislative provision to that effect.
We do not think that affects the ability of the contract now however.

4.

Termination powers under Water and Soil Conservation Act
We think it would be extremely difficult in the concept of a public
supply of water to a vast range of users to differentiate against one
particular user albeit that supply is by agreement. Certainly the
Council has no powers to diffferentiate in that regard. We doubt very
much that the Water Board would be able to differentiate against one
particular user rather than simply restricting the usage by wharf
users rateably.

In short then the answer to your letter is that Council has already
consented to an assignment for different purposes as to 50% of the water
supply. As to the other 50% we do think that you are entitled to refuse
any assignment as the original purpose of the supply for "the operation of
the works" no longer subsists.

Yours., faithfully
WICKS &/C0.

j vi <t fhftyO.
GASCOIGNE WICKS & CO.

1 3 APR 1989

12 April 1989

fl'JRHJ H

The Town Clerk
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R D Crosby:HiyEF2
INWARDS MAIL
Jlslri'j-iiicn
Original
__T.C.
_A.T.C.
' E.G.

Dear Sir
re:

(> ! cil
WATER SUPPLY CCNTRACT AND SHAKESPEARE BAY DEVELOPMENT
v.'.. ;

We acknowledge receipt of your letter of 7th March.

.c.':i!S.vl.c';cci

Cy

Your letter poses five specific queries. Really the most important we
think tends to be the unnumbered one contained in paragraph 3 where you
state that whilst there is no formal documentation recording an assignment
or an agreenent to assignment by Council that you expect "there would be a
ccmmitment upon Council to effect such an assignment," because of Councils
earlier response to the Board in 1986.
We certainly agree that the letter dated 14th January 1986 would be
enforceable as a consent to an assignment or alternatively would certainly
stop Council fran denying that it consented to an assignment at this late
stage. The terms of that consent were of course limited to only fifty per
cent of the rights in terms of the agreement. Council's letter of the 14th
January 1986 fran the Council to the Harbour Board stated:
"We confirm that the Council have approved the assignment of 50% of
rights for water presently granted to Waitaki NZR Limited to be
supplied by the Council as by the Deed of Agreement dated 1 May 1958.
We now await formal documentation in order that this Assignment can be
canpleted."
We turn then to the other questions posed in your letter 1.

Clause 3 of the original agreement refers to the supply of water being
"for the operation of the works." The problem we fact®, however, is
that the letter of 13th December 1985 from the Harbour Board which
sought the consent to the assignment of rights to the Board clearly
setforth the fact that the Board was not going to be operating the
works and rather sought that the water would be available "as may be
required for its subsequent development." The Board went on to talk
about that development being a new development and-.that the Board was
acquiring the land subject to the development under the Public Works
Act "for use and development of an export port in Shakespeare Bay. I
mention this to indicate the Board's current intention for use of the
water in future." The letter went even further to.say that there may
be other "potential uses for the Water Right assigned (which) could
include any of the works the Board is empowered to undertake."

LAWLINK
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There clearly has been delay in finalising the documentation relating
to the actual assignment but we do not think that given the nature of
the two parties being public local authorities that that delay is
likely to be counted by a Court against the Harbour Board. You will
recall that that particular issue of delay was not held to bar the
Harbour Board when the delay in documentation was sane twenty odd
years in the case between the Borough and Harbour Board after the
launching ranp. As the other 50%, however, there is in our view only
an obligation to account to is- assignment for use for the operation of
the works.
^

2.

Clause 14
Similar issues arise in respect of the interpretation of this
provision i.e. we think Council's position has already been prejudiced
by its letter of consent to the full details disclosed by the Harbour
Board of their proposal.

3.

Clause 16
We do not retain records back as far as 1958 and cannot be sure that
there is a legislative authority sought to abrogate Council's rights
under the old Municipal Corporations Act. In fact we doubt that that
occurred. We have not found any legislative provision to that effect.
We do not think that affects the ability of the contract now however.

4.

Termination powers under Water and Soil Conservation Act
We think it would be extremely difficult in the concept of a public
supply of water to a vast range of users to differentiate against one
particular user albeit that supply is by agreement. Certainly the
Council has no powers to diffferentiate in that regard. We doubt very
much that the Water Board would be able to differentiate against one
particular user rather than simply restricting the usage by wharf
users rateably.

In short then the answer to your letter is that Council has already
consented to an assignment for different purposes as to 50% of the water
supply. As to the other 50% we do think that you are entitled to refuse
any assignment as the original purpose of the supply for "the operation of
the works" no longer subsists.

Yours faithfully
-CASCoiW WICKS &/C0.

* ** ***■>< >1 » •)
Rfti'S't ,.'"' I ^ File Reference:
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|7th/March 1989
K '• "* »
.; Messrs. Gascoigne Wicks ic Co.,
m*
P.O. Box 2,
BLENHEIM.
Attention:

Mr.

Crosby

Dear Sir,
Water Supply Contract &
Shakespeare Bay Development
?f,t^.;: i 'i •
r;^;:
s ^ *'. •

You will recall you acted for Council in finalising an amendment to the Deed
between Council and the then operators of the Picton Freezing Works, Waitaki
N.Z. Refrigerating Ltd.

.•n f*■•'.•;
j•»,«.
... •

With the apparent transfer of some (if not all) of the Company's land to the
Harbour Board, now Port Marlborough Limited, and the proposed development of
port facilities in Shakespeare Bay, the question of the status of the water supply
agreement has been raised.
This matter was raised earlier when the Board was negotiating with Waitaki and
you will note the attached correspondence.
I am not aware of any formal document
being presented for execution by the Council and there is certainly no record of
one on file but I would expect that in light of the exchange of correspondence as
attached, there would be a commitment upon Council to effect such an assignment.
■ Your comment on that aspect would be appreciated together with your opinion on
the following:
1.

As Clause 3 of the original agreement dated 21st May 1958 refers to the supply
being for the operation of the works, does it automatically follow that any other
uses could receive the benefit of the supply?

2.

Clause 14 refers to the assignment to a purchaser of the works, but the purchase
' was of land and vacant buildings, not a going concern.
Does this affect the
transfer or assignment provision?

3.

Clause 16 states that Council would procure legislative authority to abrogate
Council's rights under the Act (re 12 months notice of disconnection).
I cannot
locate any record of that being obtained and you may be able to confirm that
situation.

4.

With the current development proposals about to be aired by way of a planning
hearing, the Fort Company's "rights" to water supply take on some significance

. .
MS

• r!'. 5

... »r ,,
•I ♦'
'j'iV. **> '• ' «.,

and tlie Catchment Board has indicated that notwithstanding any current
agreement between Council and owners, the Water <5c Soil Conservation Act
may give added powers to Council (or that Board) to curtail or restrict
such water supply il that draw-off is likely to affect the public supply or
water resource.
Your comment on that "over-riding" provision would be
appreciated.
Mr. 3. Whale of the Catchment Board would be in a position
to discuss this point with you.
The Town water supply is of course reliant
on a water right issued by the Board.

Wti <•

i

^vTv*^
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1 would be happy to discuss the issue with you at your convenience and
would appreciate an early response.
'

Yours faithfully,

B.W. TAPF.
TOWN CLERK

ft#-":.?-'
f» i
•J'.'-C--: '
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Tclejjrams 'Marlharb'
All correspondence to:
I he General Manaj;ei

MarlOorougn
llai bour Board

Please quote
13 December 1985

The Town Clerk,
Picton Borough Council,
P.O. Box 13,
PICTON.

(

\ 6 DtClv85
ICSOUR^ VSi

Dear Mr Tapp,
ASSIGNMENT OF WATER RIGHTS WAJTAKI NZR TO HUB
Further to our conversation early last month regarding
assignment of Waitaki Water Rights to the Board, I write
on the Board's behalf to initiate formalizing the matter.
The Board has reached agreement with Waitaki NZR Ltd to
purchase most of the land to the south of the Works
complex.
This includes the reservoir formerly serving the
Works, located at the north end of the land concerned, and
immediately adjacent to Queen Charlotte Drive.
Part of the purchase agreement involves Waitaki assigning
50% of their rights for water to be supplied by the
Borough Council under the Deed of Agreement dated 1 May,
1958.
We note that this agreement new effectively only
covers the obligation of the Council to supply water if
required on a normal commercial basis, and remains in
force until the 21st day of May, 2013.
The Board's reason for requiring a formal assignment of
rights by Waitaki,
is
simply
to
ensure
that
having
acquired the property and in particular reservoir, the
Board has some assurance that water will be made available
as may be required for its subsequent development.
The
Board
appreciates
that
there
should
in
normal
circumstances be no problem with supply of water to a new
development,
but believes that assignment of part of
Waitaki's rights as is possible under the agreement, would
avoid any possible difficulties in future.
For its part, the Board is acquiring the land under the
Public Works Act, for use and development of an export
Port
in
Shakespeare
Bay.
Achievement
of
optimum
development in the Bay could also include development of
some marina facilities in future.
I mention this to indicate the
for use of the water in future.

Board's current intention
However, because it is
... 2

The Council advised that it is intended to employ an linpineerinp. Officer
with an R.E.A. qualificatirn to perform daily enpjneerinp matters.

pjcton Borough Council,

Page 2

13/3.2/85

not
possible
to
guarantee
the
course
of
forward
development as far ahead as the agreement period covers
potential uses for the Water Right assigned could^include
any of the works that the Board is empowered to undertake.
The
Board
hopes
that
Council
will
agree
that
any
development undertaken within this scope of work, would
benefit the town in terms of new job opportunities being
created in the area as a consequence.
The Board is anxious to complete agreement fo™litie®
meet Waitaki HZR requests, before Christmas.
In thi
context
I would be grateful if you could confirm your
verbal advice that the Council would see no difficulty in
principle in assigning 50% of the Water Rights to the
Board
as
set out
above,
before
chriBUjas.
completion of the agreement as necessary could take place
early next year, to finalize the matter.
Waitaki have requested agreement ccrpletion within this
time scale, and we are acting in good faith to assist tiiem
by making this request.
The Board would be grateful for
any assistance Council could give m this respect.
The Board has conducted purchase discussions in
to date for obvious reasons, and as a courtesi to Waitaki
^e would be grateful if your council could do the saoe
pending formal
negotiations.

announcement

Yours sincerely,

H.J.W. Duckworth
DEVEbOPMENT COHSULTAUT

of

a

successful

outcome

/W-j '"•••
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Mh .lamiiiry 1986.

larlborough Harbour Board,
.O. l\ox S'J,
1CTOM.

I
i1
1

ear .Sir,
^mnent of Water Rlr.l.tsd- Walti.ki NIR to Marlborouuli Harbour

Board

of rights for
,'c c^lrm that the Council have approved the assignment of 501.S
Council as
•ater^resently Rranted to Waitakl NZR Ltd. to be supplied by the
v the Deed of A{:rceinent dated 1 May I0?"?.
/u riow await lormal documuntdticn in cider liiat this Assignment
ompleteil.

('cmrs faithfully,

i.W. TAfV.
|OWN CI.Ir.RK.

can he
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Com. Report No l.cont.

FILE REF: R3/d.r.c.11: (/NATIONAL ROADS BOARD 1988/89 WORKS PROGRAMME - SUBSIDISED WO
The TowhsClerk advised the Committee thajxiubsidised
works totals$<t82,000, including $28f,000/«towards the
next phase of upgrading Waikawa Roa^the subsidy rate
being 52%.
It was noted that thp^amount fell a little
short of the Borough^s^pplicatiop^of $^93,000.
The Town Clerk advised thptC^he Council's recent purchase
of symbollic road signs, in accbrdance with the timetabling
put forward by the Rpdos Board, had attracted a cost
of some $12,000 apdu was likely that.no subsidy would
accrue to this e*jSenditure due to the relative timetabling
of the expenditure and its non-inclusion in the required
submissions^ It was noted that such works normally
attract/Sffo subsidy.
(Tp^Committee requested that measures be taken to
/fecoyer the-subsidy'money-in 'the' forthcoming financial
' year.'

,

«Wa!
FILE REF: WI/w:WAITAKI
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
WATER SUPPLY TO P1CTON FREEZING WORKS SITE:
The Committee was reminded that the Council had placed
a request to the Waitaki Company seeking the possibility of
the Council negotiating control/acquisition of the Waitaki
water supply agreement which terminates in May 2013.
It was noted that the Council had sought some assistance
from the Waitaki Company in this matter, since the
operative water supply situation is stretched to its limits
during summer months and an additional requirement to
supply water under the existing water right would
severely hamper the ability of the Borough system to cope.
The Committee received a letter from the Waitaki Company
which acknowledged the Council's situation and confirmed
that the water agreement is an asset held by the
Waitaki Co.
The Waitaki Co. advised, nevertheless, that it has arranged
for a Consultant to liaise with the Picton Borough with
the objective of negotiating a suitable accommodation
of the respective wishes of the Waitaki Co. and the Council.
The Committee requested the Town Clerk to advise further
following the appro^
appro^fch of the Consultant.
ilSPOSAL OF WASTE FROM RECREATION/
vFILE REF:: SI: tulSI
VEHICLES
The^Tovtrt, Clerk advised the Committee that he^
discussed thevmatter of waste disposal with^Jhe
vehicle rentalficm which chiefly involves^itself in the
hiring of camper vaqs and the firm hack" indicated the
matter of servicing ahtl^disposal involved, an on-site facility
connected to the Council's^sewer'system.
Members agreed that it was not^appropriate for the
Council to make available a facilit^-fpr the discharge
of such wastes and'agreed that cainpin^grounds, caravan
parks and thejike should be encouraged toNpake provision.
The Committee requested that the Council write
the jedravan parks and motor camps in the Borough clacifying
theCouncil's position and encouraging them to make provi^io
for camper van sewage discharge.

> li'*. >r!

Ia/I

Waitaki International Limited
HEAD OFFICE: 58 KILMORE STREET, P.O. BOX 1472, CHRISTCHCJRCH, NEW ZEALAND
TELEPHONE (03) 796-100, FAX NO:(03) 60595, TELEX NZMEAT NZ4208
Ref:

JMR:YTG:0759k:22

12 January 1988

A

1 4 JAN 1988

The Town Clerk
Plcton Borough Council
PO Box 13
PICTON

BOROUGH

Dear Sir
MATER SUPPLY TO PICTON FREEZING WORKS SITE
I have for acknowledgement your two letters letter of 7 and 10 December 1987
to our Company Secretary.
We consider that the Deed which exists between your Borough and our Company,
requiring the Borough to maintain supply of water until Hay 2013, 1s an asset
of material value to our Company and we wish to protect the supply of water to
the site.
At the same time, we would wish to consider any way 1n which we could meet the
wishes of your Council and have asked Mr B P Player of Tse Group Limited to
consult with you with the objective of negotiating a suitable accommodation of
our respective wishes.
Yours faithfully
WAITAKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

r/M Ryan
:xecut1ve D1r

ir - Processlnc
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Com.ReportNo. 13 cont.
^PUBLIC EXCLUDED ITEM:-
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WHS

(23.5.1989)
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FILE REF: W|j WATER SUPPLY TO MARLBOROUGH HARBOUR
BOARD - SHAKESPEARE BAY:
i
'

: Members discussed the contents of a letter received from Gascoigne
Co., concerning the supply of water to the Harbour Board
.j;! ' under the same terms as that supplied to Waitaki N.Z. who
previously owned the Plcton Freezing Works.
The Town Clerk advised members that he had requested this opinion
from Council's Solicitors, and elaborated on the background of the
agreement.
Members were also made aware that Council had
already agreed to supply 50% of the previous quantity of water to •
the Marlborough Harbour Board.

'
rV' '
•v 'i-. • -.

Resolved that the public be re-admitted.
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The letter was received and noted.
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Com. Report No. 13 cont..

-3-

(23.5.1989)

' be replaced immediateljydnd that the^unds be used that
are available in the RJient Accoun^r
The Committee aj^o recommeoK that the plant no longo^
Councillor Srood left tho^neeting at this time.
FILE R|^ W2:

WQj^KS PROGRAMME;

f
X

Tho^ngineering Officer advised members tlVt as yet he
lyre not complete) a forward Works Progr^ime
y5ut hopes to h)^e it ready for full Counawl.
Members\J
agreed whenifliscussing various works that priority
f
should be alven to the upgrading of tl^ water
f
main in ^ikawa Road.
X
w
FILE JEF: R1:

ADVERTISING

REFUSE Blf

Cofmcillor Cornelius advised urembers that liofhad
hjren approached by some business people i^jnrding
ithe possibility of advertish^ on Council'^efuse
bins and thus illiminatin^the sandwich i^ards.
The Committee recog^iends that a Criteria for
such advertsing be set.
FILE REF: W1:

WATER SUPPLY TO MARLUOROUGH

Due to the nature of this item and the possible
repercussions it was resolved that the public be
excluded to enable the kjcal authority to carry
on negotiations without prejudice or disadvantage,
to discuss an opinion received from Council's Solicitors.
Refer Public Excluded item on page <f.
Upon resuming in open session, there being no
further business the meeting concluded at 6.10 p.m.

C.R. BOWERS.
CHAIRMAN.

I.k. YOUNO CTO.
lAlAMAZOO
'ATTCftH P.W.M.
icr. x to*
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LOUELL SMITH

H^avie, Lovell-Smith
& I'artners
in Assodatiun wilh Uivdl-Smith & Cusiel Ltd
PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS ■ ENGINEERS
St Elmo Courts, 47 HKrcford St, Chrlstchurch 1, New Zealand
P.O. Boa 079
Fax (03) 795 664
Telephone (03) 700-793

10 APR 1989

6 April 1989
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Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
P.O. Box 13
PICTON

—^
B.I
C.C.
CONFIDENTIAL
)
^

i
^

-I£.rl
Ciuncil
Olcr

■ Acknowledged

Dear Sir

;
j
,

By

Data

As a result of the meeting between Council and the Company it now
seems that most aspects of councils objection could be resolved.
We refer in particular to the various issues raised in the
objection.
(i)

Construction traffic, would be negligible;

(ii)

The general
ways;

pollution

issue

can

be

addressed

in

two

a)

Setting detailed design and management conditions to
avoid any pollution.
It is difficult to address this
approach since details of design have not been
provided.

b)

Getting performanoo standards to
this approach a condition along
could be pursued;

be achieved.
the following

Under
lines

"No product being transferred shall be spilled onto or
into the natural waters of the Sound during the normal
operation of the equipment,
in the case of abnormal or
accidental events,
spillage shall be cleaned up to
preserve the existing quality of the environment,"
c)

The Company would accept
painting and maintenance

d)

The Company would accept the condition
access road design and maintenance.

e)

The Company would
electricity lines.

accept

the

the

condition

regarding

regarding

condition

the

regarding

I AND SUHVEYING & DEVElOPMrNT ■ REGIONAL. ENVIRONMfWAL, fOURISM. RCSOUHCE, TOWN & COUNW PLANNING ■ CIVIL & STRUCTURAL ENOINEERING
PLANNER DIRECTORS
SURVEYOR DIRECTORS
David A Bryce B SC , M-Sc., Dip.T.P, M.N Z.I S., M.N Z.P.I.
J MiChsol H. Davie F.N.Z.I.S., M.PM I
Bruce W Thompson B A, M.T.C.P., M.N Z.P.I.
Paul F. SteninQ 6 Sc., LSfAust). M.N Z.I.S
Kim P, McCracken B.A., DipT.P.. M.N Z.P.I.
SURVEYOR CONSULTANT
PLANNER ASSOCIATE
Andrew P. Todd M.N 2 I S.
Sarah M. Dawson B.E.(Hons), M.Sc.(Dist.). M.N.Z.P.I.

06/04 '89 16 i 42

S 64 3 795664

LOUELL SMITH

n^avie, Lmll-Smith
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The Company
noise.

would

accept

the

condition

relating

to

The Company
lighting

would

accept

the

condition

relating

to

The company would not accept a limitation to coal
product.
It was generally agreed that such limitfi are
not imposed on land based uses.
However Council d0®®
take special control of objectionable, noxious or
dangerous
industries
relating to
the
nature
of
products.
It would be possible to impose a condition
such as:
"Any product which may downgrade
damage the ecology of the area
further planning application."

water quality or
shall require a

but there may be disagreement as to interpretation
in
the case of some products.
in view
^
the Company must have prior knowledge of likely
products and that a planning consent would aPP1^
®
long time it would not seem unreasonable for further
application to be made.
The lapsing of existing use
rights if not active for 6 montnly (extendible to 12
monthly) periods suggests that a general condition as
above may however be more appropriate.
The Company would not agree to restoration at the end
of the economic life of the facility.
While it se«Tn®
unreasonable to raise this matter when it does not
apply to building ventures on land, there is a oig
difference in that buildings on land usually have many
other uses to which they can be put.
This is a
difficult but real issue and we wonder to what extend
Council should pursue the matter.
At least by
objecting it has been brought to the attention of the
Authority who will have the problem in the end.
Regarding procedures, we would have expected the
Company to respond in writing to the issues raised in
Councils objection, but in view of the outcome of the
meeting with them, Council may wish to respond instead.
Whether or not agreement can be reached on the terms of
conditions, Council should be represented at the
hearing to explain its objection and indicate what
conditions it would accept.
This is because there are
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other parties able to influence
least being the Authority itself.

Yours faithfully
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SURFACE PROPERTIES OF COAL PARTICLES IN AQUEOUS MEDIA
I. SOLIDIFICATION FRONT MEASUREMENTS
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ABSTRACT

:. Am. Proc., 34 (1970)

The particle/vapour interfacial tension of three types of powdered coal was determined by means of the solidification front technique in organic as well as in aqueous
media. The results obtained from experiments performed in organic media show that the
three types of coal have an intermediate hydrophobicity in the surface tension range of
30—40 mJ m"1 at 20'C. However, in the presence of water the coal is markedly more hydrophilic with a surface tension near that of water. This striking difference suggests that
one and the same coal sample may have two effective surface tensions or even a range of
surface tensions, depending on the suspending liquid. It appears that, in water, the coal
particles acquire a thick hydration layer so that they are perceived by other phasw
present as "black water particles".

INTRODUCTION
The contact angle and surface tension properties of coal particles have
been shown to be important parameters influencing processes such as coal
washing, flotation and agglomeration.
In view of the potential importance of the wettability of coal powders in
various technological processes, a number of methods have evolved which
attempt to assess this parameter [1—10]. These techniques include the sessile drop and captive bubble methods on sections or tablets of coal [1—5,
7,9]. Such approaches suffer from the fact that the final polished surfaces
used for the measurement in many cases bear a questionable relation to the
coal in its actual or native state, partly because polishing removes surface
layers and partly because of contamination with polishing powder and other
contaminants. Secondly, these methods necessitate fairly large pieces of coal
which may not be available. But even if large pieces of coal are available they
may, due to heterogeneity, such as inclusions of clay and other inorganic
matter, not reflect properly the properties of small coal particles, even if
these coals are generated from the same large piece of coal. The contact
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angle measurements were indeed often performed in conjunction with floatability tests of coal powders to stu^ly factors relevant to the selective separation of coal fines from mineral matter. [3,6,8^10] •
To explore the surface characterization of powdered coal further, we have
recently studied the wettability of coal particles [11,12] by means of a
novel technique for the determination of contact angles on small, irregularly
shaped particles [13—17], In essence, the technique consists of a quantitative evaluation of the interaction of individual particles initially suspended
in the melt of a suitably chosen matrix material with the advancing solidification front of that material. We have previously described in detail both the
theoretical basis of the technique [13,14] as well as its application to the
determination of the surface tension of small polymer [13—17] and biological [18] particles. So far, we have only performed such measurements with
coal particles in organic matrix materials and found surface tension values
of coal typically in the range of 30—40 mJ m"\ corresponding to contact
angles of water in the range of approximately 65—85° [11,12,19]. Actual
contact angle measurements with water on polished sections of coal corroborate these results [20]. In this study we present the results of measurements
of the surface tension of smaU coal particles obtained with the solidification
front technique with a water/ice and with an organic matrix.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
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Apparatus
Particle interaction with the advancing solidification front is studied in a
specially designed chamber which has been described in detail elsewhere [13,
18]. In order to establish a suitable temperature gradient, the chamber is
heated electrically at one end and cooled at the other end. The temperature
gradient can be controlled accurately through the use of electronically controlled Peltier units.
Coal particles are placed in the chamber together with the matrix materials and then covered with a microscope coverslip. Both the chamber and
the coverslip are carefully cleaned before each'experiment to prevent contamination of the sample. The chamber is then mounted on the stage of the
microscope. The cell is heated electrically to melt the purified matrix powder or, in the case of the water/ice system, is cooled to form the solidification front. The rate of advance of the solidification front can be controlled
by adjusting the temperature programmer which regulates the temperature
of the heating and cooling units.
The interaction between the particle and the solidification front is observed through a microscope using a long-working distance objective lens of
32X magnification employing either reflected or transmitted light, depending on the nature of the matrix material.
At low rates of solidification, particles embedded in a melt may be either
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TABLE 1
Origin, rank, date of mining and type of sizing of coal samples
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Date of
mining

Coal sample

Origin

B.C. coal

Kaiser Resources,
Harmer Seam
Pit 29, South
British Columbia
Sidney,
Nova Scotia
Judy Creek Area,
Northern Alberta

Metallurgical coal
Coal No. 3

Type of
sizing

bituminous

dry screened

bituminous,
1982
high-volatile
subbituminous 1979

dry screened
wet screened
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bottles protected from light. The proximate and ultimate analysis data of
the six fractions of each coal are summarized in Tables 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
Freezing front experiments with thymol as the matrix material were performed over the entire size range of particles with diameters of 1 to 300 pm.
For one of the coals (Coal No. 3), the experiments with water as the matrix
material were also performed over the complete size range. Since the latter
results showed no size dependence, it was decided that, for the two other
coals, experiments would be performed only for the finest fraction particles
(1—20 pm in diameter).
The dimensional analysis, which was used to derive the surface tension of
the coal particles from the critical velocity, Vc, of engulfment, requires a
knowledge of a number of physical properties of the particles. These quantities, which need to be determined separately, are density, pp, specific heat,
Cp, and thermal conductivity, kv. The density of the coal samples was deter-
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TABLE 2
Proximate and ultimate analysis data for different size fractions of B.C. coal (as received)
%£
p., -j-«•
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Mesh
fraction

Moisture Ash
Mtf- 60+100
-100+200
-200+325
-325+400
-400
-625

Ultimate analysis (wt%)

Proximate analysis (wtT-)

31.06
23.55
21.45
19.65
15.37
20.7 2

Volatile

S
(total)

Fixed C
carbon
(diff.)
49.03

54.90 3.23

0.78

0.14

Ksimsms

W <-A ^
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V

,• V.

O
(diff.)

TABLE 3
Proximate and ultimate analysis data for different size fractions of Devco Metallurgical
coal (as received)
Ultimate analysis (wt%)
u
Mesh
Proximate analysis (wtro)
fraction
——— —
S
O
Moisture Ash
Volatile Fixed C
(total) (diff.)
carbon
(diff.)
. 60+100
-100+200
-200+325
-325+400
-400
-625

61.27
61.47
61.12
61.41
61.59
61.85

1.17
0.89
0.97
0.87
1.03
1.02

84.34 4.68
84.75 5.22

TABLE 4
Proximate and ultimate analysis data for different size fraction of Coal No. 3 (as received)
Ultimate analysis (wt%)
Mesh Proximate analysis (wt%)
fraction
——
S
O
H
N
Moisture Ash
Volatile Fixed C
(total) (diff.)
carbon
(diff.)
26.66
26.78
29.73
30.31
37.24
32.97

. 60+100
-100+200
-200+325
-325+400
-400
-625

31.11
31.25
30.00
29.83
27.72
29.76

36.97
36.96
35.24
34.73
31.19
31.09

47.31
45.78
42.16
38.85
37.33
34.87

TABLE 5
Thermal and physical properties of matrix materials
Substance D.^.»
0.78
0.76
0.85
0.89
0.87
0.85

0.14
0.20
0.18
0.20
0.24
0.24

9.42
11.35
7.63
8.10
5.21
6.32

Vtaojil,
)

Thymol
Water

925
1000

,

0.00397
0.001787

Sp~in=
(J kg"1 K"1)
2370
4215

(Jm-s-K-) (mJm-')
29.9 at 51.50C
75.6 at 0°C
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mined by means of sample volume measurements using a null pycnometer.
Specific heat was determined using a Perkin-Elmer Model DSC-2 as described
previously [24]. At the present time, there is no suitable technique for measuring the actual thermal conductivity of different coal fractions, but an
average thermal conductivity value was estimated as 1.214 X 10"2 J m"1 s"1
r/- -11 r[25].
r» - i
K"
The thermal and physical properties of the two matrix materials are given
in Table 5.
RESULTS
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A typical plot of solidification front velocity versus particle diameter for
B.C. coal particles in a thymol matrix and in a water/ice matrix is given in
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The critical velocity is defined as the velocity
which separates rejection and engulfment of particles. All our experiments
show, however, that the transition from rejection to engulfment is not sharp,
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Fig. 1. Solidification front velocity, U, as a function of particle diameter, D, for B.C.
coal particles in a thymol matrix.
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Fig. 3. Critical velocity, Vc (obtained from the mean of the band on plots of the type
given in Figs 1 and 2), as a function of particle diameter, D. Solidification matrix as indicated: (A), B.C. coal; (B), Devco Metallurgical coal; (C), Coal No. 3.
thymol systems whilst the right-hand side provides the data for the water/ice
systems.
Table 6 provides a comparison of the critical velocity data and the resultant 7pv values for the three coal specimens in the two matrix materials. For
TABLE 6
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Surface characteristics of coal samples from solidification front experiments in thymol
and water at 20:C; data are given for 30-um particle size
Coal sample

B.C. coal
Devco Metallurgical coal
Coal No. 3

Water

Thymol
Fc
(pm s"')

1 pv
(mJ m~J)

(pm s"')

ipv
(mJ m"J)

10.3i 2.4
5.4± 1.4
8.7i0.9

38.7i 1.0
36.4i 0.7
38.3i 0.5

34.0i 2.5
21.7 ± 3.2
6.3±0.6

7 l.Si 0.1
72.1±0.4
72.3t 0.1
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water/ice

data for the water/ice

Dnt experiments in thymol

7PV
(mJ m ')
71.8±0.1
72.1±0.4
72.3± 0.1

comparison purposes, the experimentally determined 7pv values for thp
three types of coal at 51.50C in thymol and at 0oC in water have been cor
Tec^d to 20 C. In the case of the o^onic matrix, thymol, a literature valu^
of dypv/dr--0.065 mJmi ' K
was used for the surface tension temperature dependence [22]. In the case of the water/ice systems, a surface te.Son
temperature dependence of dwdr - -0.14 mJ m- K", i.e. the value for
water [26], was employed since the surface properties of the coal particles
are apparently dominated by the adsorbed water molecules
The data contained in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 6 indicate that in
the organic matrix, thymol, the three types of coal appear to have an inter
mediate hydrophobicity in the range from 30 to 40 mJ m'2 However in the
presence of water, the three types of coal appear to be markedly m^re hv
drophilic with surface tensions near that of water. This striking difference
suggests that one and the same coal sample may have two effective surface
tensions or even a range of surface tensions depending on whether the ex
penment is performed in organic matrix materials or in water. These findines
are in marked contrast to a simUar comparison between glutaraldehyde-fixed
human erythrocytes, which were also studied in the same two matrix mate
nals, i.e. thymol and water [18]. In the latter study, the values of the sur
face tension of the cells obtained from the two matrix materials agree verv
well. Therefore, it appears that the present pattern of behaviour is a conse
quence of the heterogeneity of coal in general, and not of any coal in oar
ticular. That is, the large differences in volatile matter, fixed carbon content
and especially ash content (cf., Tables 2-4) do not significantly affect the
hydrophobicity of coal, particularly in water. Rather it is the medium in
which the coal is immersed which dominates these properties In a hydrocar :
bon, such as thymol, coal is relatively hydrophobic and in water it is rela
tively hydrophUic. Most likely, when immersed in water, the coal particles
acquire a thick hydration layer so that they are perceived by the approachin*
water/ice solidification front as "black water particles". Such an adsorption
layer is less likely in organic matrix materials. In fact, freezing front measure
ments with one and the same coal in different matrix materials such as
thymol, benzophenone, biphenyl and naphthalene, always yielded'effective
surface tension values in the 30-40 mJ m*2 range,' with only small differ
ences between matrix materials. This interpretation is further substantiated
by the fact that coal particles have properties which show a variation with
particle size. It is well known that these differences reflect differences in
composition, as the percentage mineral content usually decreases with decreasing particle size. As the coal particle size decreases due to grinding the
surface to volume ratio of these particles increases, exposing a larger fraction
of yet smaller mineral particles, which may break away from the coal matrix
due to the mechanical agitation connected with the grinding The three coal
samples used for the soUdification front experiments differed considerablv
in composition (cf., Tables 2-4). There are certain relationships between
composition and surface properties: Devco Metallurgical coal has the highest

m.:

carbon and lowest ash and oxygen content. Consequently, the particle surface tensions, 7pV, of Devco Metallurgical coal, measured in thymol, was
lower than that of the other coals (Table 7). The second bituminous sample,
B.C. coal, showed a marked decrease of ash-forming minerals with decreasing
particle size. Consequently, the particle surface tension, 7pv, decreased significantly with decreasing particle size, see Table 7. Although sample No. 3
has such a low carbon content that one might not even want to call it a coal,
it is included here to stress the generality of our findings.
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TABLE 7
Correlation between the fixed carbon content and the surface tension, 7pv. for the different fractions of B.C. coal, Devco Metallurgical coal and Coal No. 3 samples
Mesh fraction

'iJU
B.C. coal
lH>I
'.vn

Devco Metallurgical coal

"Vf

Coal No. 3

Mean ->pv at 20°C
(mJ m":)

49.03
55.89
58.92
60.84
63.62
61.27
61.47
61.12
61.41
61.59
36.97
36.96
35.24
34.73
31.19

48.0± 2.4
43.6± 2.0
41.5± 1.7
40.2i 1.3
38.lt 1.0
40.8± 1.3
39.0+1.1
37.6+. 1.0
36.9± 0.8
36.3± 0.6
42.0i 2.4
41.4+ 2.2
40.3i 1.8
39.2± 1.5
37.5± 1.0

The decrease of the surface tension of particles with decreasing particle
size was detected in freezing front experiments with organic matrix materials, but not with water. To illustrate this point, particle surface tension,
7pv, is plotted as a function of particle diameter, D, in Fig. 4 for coal sample
No. 3 in thymol and in water. The surface tension increased with increasing
particle size when measured in the organic matrix material, but it was independent of particle size when the solidification front measurements were
performed in water/ice. Similar results were obtained for the other two coal
samples. This result corroborates the hypothesis that all coal particles in
\vater are covered with an adsorbed layer of water, independent of rank,
composition and any other physical properties of the coal. An alternative
explanation for the dualistic Behaviour of the surface tension of coal might
be sought in the possibility that the organic (carbon—hydrocarbon) portions
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Fig. 4. Particle surface tension, ^py, as a function of particle diameter, D, for Coal No. 3
in thymol and in water/ice.
of the coal induce the low surface tension response and the inorganic mineral
matter the high surface tension response. Such an interpretation would be
at variance with the fact that the freezing front technique essentially increases van der YVaals interactions between particles and the solidification
front, i.e. interactions which average over all spatial domains. This is also
true for the adhesion technique, to be discussed in the subsequent paper
[29], as well as for the sedimentation technique [27], Probably, the only
technique which allows the detection of high and low energy sites on a surface by measurements with a single liquid is the direct contact angle measurement, e.g. by the sessile drop technique. It is well, known that, on a
smooth, heterogeneous solid surface, the advancing contact angle reflects the
properties of the low energy sites and the receding contact angle the high
energy sites [28]. Recent contact angle measurements on polished sections
of coal [20] reconfirm that expectation: Advancing contact angles, even
with water, yield solid surface tensions of approximately 35 mJ m"2, in qualitative agreement with the results reported here for the organic matrix materials. The receding contact angle of water on coal is nearly zero in all cases,
suggesting surface tensions of the high energy sites (hydrated minerals) of
approximately 70 mJ m"2. This pattern of behaviour is distinct from, and
should not be confused with, the patterns of response reported here for
freezing front experiments: In water, coal particles act and interact as if
they were very hydrophilic. In organic media, coal is1.significantly more hydrophobic. In view of the considerable differences in the properties and composition of the three coals studied (cf., Tables 2—4), it appears safe to consider this pattern a general one.
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Fig. 4. Particle surface tension, 7pv, as a function of particle diameter, D, for Coal No. 3
in thymol and in water/ice.
of the coal induce the low surface tension response and the inorganic mineral
matter the high surface tension response. Such an interpretation would be
at variance with the fact that the freezing front technique essentially increases van der Waals interactions between particles and the solidification
front, i.e. interactions which average over all spatial domains. This is also
true for the adhesion technique, to be discussed in the subsequent paper
[29], as well as for the sedimentation technique [27]. Probably, the only
technique which allows the detection of high and low energy sites on a surface by measurements with a single liquid is the direct contact angle measurement, e.g. by the sessile drop technique. It is well known that, on a
smooth, heterogeneous solid surface, the advancing contact angle reflects the
properties of the low energy sites and the receding contact angle the high
energy sites [28]. Recent contact angle measurements on polished sections
of coal [20] reconfirm that expectation: Advancing contact angles, even
with water, yield solid surface tensions of approximately 35 mJ m ', in qualitative agreement with the results reported here for the organic matrix materials. The receding contact angle of water on coal is nearly zero in all cases,
suggesting surface tensions of the high energy sites (hydrated minerals) of
approximately 70 mJ m~J. This pattern of behaviour is distinct from, and
should not be confused with, the patterns of response reported here for
freezing front experiments: In water, coal particles act and interact as if
they were very hydrophilic. In organic media, coal is significantly more hydrophobic. In view of the considerable differences in the properties and composition of the three coals studied (cf., Tables 2—4), it appears safe to consider this pattern a general one.
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V& Partners Ltd in Association with Lovell-Smith & Cusiel Ltd
tO APR 1989

PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS ■ ENGINEERS
St Elmo Courts, 47 Hereford St, Christchurch 1, New Zealand
P.O. Box 679
Fax (03) 795 664
Telephone (03) 790-793

6 April 1989

Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
P.O. Box 13
PICTON

Dear Sir
Re; Marine Transfer Terminal - Port Marlborouah
As a result of the meeting between Council and the Company it now
seems that most aspects of Councils objection could be resolved.
We refer in particular to the various issues raised in the
objection.
(i)

Construction traffic would be negligible;

(ii)

The general
ways ;

pollution

issue

can

be

addressed

in

two

a)

Setting detailed design and management conditions to
avoid any pollution.
It is difficult to address this
approach since details
of design have not been
provided.

b)

Setting performance standards to
this approach a condition along
could be pursued:

be achieved.
the following

Under
lines

"No product being transferred shall be spilled onto or
into the natural waters of the Sound during the normal
operation of the equipment.
In the case of abnormal or
accidental events,
spillage shall be cleaned up to
preserve the existing quality of the environment."
iii)

The Company would
and maintenance

accept

the

condition

regarding

painting

iv)

The Company would accept the condition regarding the access
road design and maintenance.

v)

The Company would accept the condition regarding electricity
lines.

LAND SURVEYING & DEVELOPMENT ■ REGIONAL. ENVIRONMENTAL, TOURISM, RESOURCE, TOWN 4 COUNTRY PLANNING ■ CIVIL 4 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
PLANNER DIRECTORS
SURVEYOR DIRECTORS
David A. Bryce B.Sc., M.Sc., Dip.T.P., M.N.Z.I.S., M.N.Z.P.I.
J. Michael H. Davie F.N.Z.I.S., M.P.M.I.
Bruce W. Thompson B.A., M.T.C.P., M.N.Z.P.I.
Paul F. Stening B.Sc., LS.(Aust.)t M.N.Z.I.S.
Kim P. McCracken B.A., Dip.T.P., M.N.Z.P.I.
SURVEYOR CONSULTANT
PLANNER ASSOCIATE
Andrew P. Todd M.N.Z.I.S.
Sarah M. Dawson B.E.(Hons), M.Sc.(Dist.), M.N.Z.P.I.
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vi)

The Company would accept the condition relating to noise.

vii)

The Company would accept the condition relating to lighting

viii)The Company would not accept a limitation to coal product.
It was generally agreed that such limits are not imposed on
land based uses.
However Council does take special control
of objectionable, noxious or dangerous industries relating
to the nature of products.
It would be possible to impose a
condition such as:
"Any product which may downgrade
damage the ecology of the area
further planning application."

water quality or
shall require a

but there may be disagreement as to interpretation
in the
case of some products.
In view of the fact that the Company
must have prior knowledge of likely products and that a
planning consent
would apply for a long time it would not
seem unreasonable for further application to be made.
The
lapsing of existing use rights if not active for 6 monthly
(extendible to 12 monthly) periods suggests that a general
condition as above may however be more appropriate.
ix)

The Company would not agree to restoration at the end of the
economic life of the facility.
While it seems unreasonable
to raise this matter when it does not apply to building
ventures on land, there is a big difference in that
buildings on land usually have many other uses to which they
can be put.
This is a difficult but real issue and we
wonder to what extend Council should pursue the matter.
At
least by objecting it has been brought to the attention of
the Authority who will have the problem in the end.
Regarding procedures, we would have expected the Company to
respond in writing to the issues raised in Councils
objection, but in view of the outcome of the meeting with
them. Council may wish to respond instead.
Whether or not agreement can be reached on the terms of
conditions, Council should be represented at the hearing to
explain its objection and indicate what conditions it would
accept.
This is because there are
other parties able to

ell-Smith
& Partners Ud in Association with LoveU-Smith & Cusiel Ltd
PLANNERS ■ SURVEYORS ■ ENGINEERS

influence
itself.

conditions

Yours faithfully
DAVIE .m^LL-SMITH

D.A.

BRYCE

DAB:6842/2:tme

not

the

least

being

the

Authority
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the level of parking^
in the Borough.

(26.^.1989)

fuirements for Marinas

The Committ^^was advised that the Port Company's
approacharta the matters under consideration had been
the sykrject of a detailed discussion between Council
officers and the Council's Planning Consultant and that:
the Consultant had provided confidential advice for^
the Committee based upon these discussions.
1

Resolved that the public be excluded tp^nable the
local authority to carry on negotiafktm without
prejudice or disadvantage.
See Public Excluded

on separate page

The meeting resurhed in open session
10.

FILE REF: T2/p'#5(a): NOTIFIED PLANNING
APPLICATION FOR MARINE TRANSFER TERMINAL
- SHAKESPEARE BAY - PORT MARLBOROUGH
NEW ZEALAND LIMITED:
It was noted.that the membership had met with
representatives of Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited to discuss the Port Company's
proposals and this informal forum had been held
on Wednesday 3 April, the day prior to the
Planning meeting.

1

J

It was noted that the Port Company had presented
a detailed model to support their discussion and
give the membership an indication of the physical
scope of the proposal.
It was also noted that the
matters contained in the Council's detailed
objection to the proposal had been discussed with
the Port Company representatives.
The Committee agreed that the discussions had been
fruitful and that mutually acceptable solutions
appeared closer to resolution.
The Committee
did endorse however, the representation of the
Council, by its Planning Consultant, at the Hearing
so that the Borough's concerns might be met and
substantiated in the formal legal setting.
Copies of a confidential report from the Council's
Planning Consultant, which related to the discusison
forum, were tabled for the information of the
membership and it was agreed that the confidentiality
of this report need be maintained since it related to
the Council's legal position at the impending hearing.
Resolved that the public be excluded to enable the
local authority to carry on negotiations without
prejudice or disadvantage.

"i
j
§

See Public Excluded item on separate page.
The meeting resumed in open session.
n.

FILE REF; HI:

HEALTH INSPECTOR'S REPORT:

The Health Inspector's Reportjiiof22, for March
1989, was perused by the^Stfmmittee.
The Committee
gave particular attenficfn to the final item on the
report which corjeefned the old public toilet facility on
the Picton Fofeshore.
M L. YOUNG UTO
KALAMAZOO «30
PATTERN P W M
Rtr. Z 103

bllj

r
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(26.^.1989)

It was noted that the Inspector had had to carry out
inspections on three separate occations, each in the
afternoon and that in each instance, there had been
significant problems of cleanliness and these were
detailed in the report.
/
J
The Committee also noted that it was the Health
Inspector's recommendation that the facility be cleaned
twice daily, a minimum of once in the morning and
once in the early afternoon. The Committee also
noted four recommendations from the Health Inspector
with respdct to upgrading a modernising the facility to
improve the standard of the facility.
The Committee noted that, although the Health Inspector's
Report is a matter for the Planning Committee, the
toilet facility is one concerning the Reserves Committee.
\
It is recommended that the Reserves Committee endorse
a recommendation to the Council from the Planning
Committee that:
"(i)

Cleaning be programmed for the facility twice a
day, once in the morning and once in the early
afternoon and,

(ii)

That the following upgrading measures be actioned.
(a)
(b)

12.

A new level concrete floor.
/
/
That the brick partitions be replaced with
metal ones to ease cleaning of both the
walls and floor.

(c)

That the louvres in the windows be replaced
with armoured obscure glass to provide more
light.

(d)

That resealing be undertaken above the mens
urinal."

FILE REF: Bl/bl : BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT
NO. 21:
The Building Inspector's Report No. 21, for March 1989
was received by the Committee.
(a)

Building Inspectorate: Work load & Related Staffing
Matters;
A copy of a detailed report setting out permit
statistics and commenting on related staffing had
been circulated to members.
1
Resolved that the public be excluded for discussion
of this item, as disclosure would not be in the
public interest because of the greater need to
protect the privacy of individuals.
The item df consideration being a staffing matter.
See Public Excluded item on separate page.
The meeting resumed in open session.

13.

FILE REF: il/d.r.:
REVIEW NO. 1:

PROPOSED DISTRICT SCHEME

The Committee was advised that the Review document

Com. Report No. 10 coat.

!■ S." '

-1 I-

The Committee noted that^H^the designation stayed in place
and the Port Company ■wa-sdenied industrial zone use of the
land, then the Councii^would have to acquire the land.
The Committe^was advised that there is significant industrial
B land vac^rft at the present time, most of which is owned
by the Pt^rt Company.

It^fs recommended that the Council confirm its Qistrict
cheme Review decision in these matters andsdpport
the original decision and advise the Port Company that,
although the Council appreciates the oopdrtunity to discuss
m&ms these matters, the Council wishes t^^onfirm its original
decisions and would be obliged ip-fne Port Company would
SSP-jf?, withdraw its appeal.
Resolved
10.

that the public be re-admitted.

FILE REF: T2/p«f5 (a): NOTIFIED PLANNING APPLICATION
TO THE MARITIME PLANNING AUiMORll V PORT MARLBOROUGH
NEW ZEALAND LIMITED - PROPOSED MARINE 1RANSFER
TERMINAL - SHAKESPEARE BAY?
The Committee received a detailed report from the Council's
Planning Consultant, based upon the informal discussions
between the membership and the Port Company on the
day prior to the meeting.
The Committee endorsed the content of the Report and
expressed concern that the Council need adequately specify
what material, in addition to coal, could be pertnitted
without the need for the Port Company to involve itself
in a notified planning application.
The Committee agreed that it had been unwise for the
Port Company to simply limit its application to coal.
The Committee endorsed the clause relating to performance
standard regarding management of the products during
transfer and requested that officers of the Council liaise
with the Council's Planning Consultant to fine tune a
tstatement from the Council which would have the effect
of responsibly limiting the products to be able to be
handled as of right and yet leave the way open for the
public process where these products may down-grade water
quality or damage the ecology of the area.
The Committee agreed that the informal discussion between
the Port Company and the Council had been productive
and that the matters under discussion would likely be
mutually acceptable in the formal hearing forum.
The Committee confirmed that the Council's representative
at the hearing should be Mrs. Sarah Dawson, the Davie,
Lovell-Smith & Partners Associate who had done all the
preparatory work for the Council's objection to the Port
Company's application.
The Committee requested that tire Council write to the
Port Company and thank the Company for the presentation
and the opportunity to discuss the Council's objection
with a view to ultimately achieving a mutually satisfactory
solution.
Resolved that the public be readmitted.
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COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 6;
I

(COUNCIL 28 MARCH 1989)

PLANNING COMMITTEE - 9 MARCH 1989

PRESENT: Councillor Baxter (In the Chair), Councillors Baird,
Cornelius and Wood (Later).
APOLOGY:

Councillor Burns

IN ATTENDANCE; Messrs, Tapp (Town Clerk) and
Shapcott (Committee Clerk).
FILE RBFT T2/b6: E.J. WILKES & P.B.C. TAND EXCHANGE/RESERVE REVOCATION MATTER;
The Committee was advised that, subsequent to revised valuations
being determined, the initiative rests with Mr. Wilkes
to put forward an arrangement that would resolve the
situation and equate the values determined.
The Committee Chairman advised that he would attempt
to approach Mr. Wilkes prior to the March ordinary
Council meeting with a view to resolving this matter.
2.

FILE REF:
MATTER:

N1/m.m.:
~

MARINERS MALL NOISE CONTROL

The Committee was advised that the Council had''secured
the services of Satory Accoustic Services and that fir.
Satory had come to Picton on 3rd March and undertaken
the appropirate tests.
It was nptdd that Messrs. Perano
(Mariners Mall ManagemenO^artcT Smits (Supervalue
Supermarket) had been irCattendance during the testing.
The Town Clerk adyis€d that the Council had received
an interim lettpr^from Mr. Satory indicating that a
full report^w6uld be available in about two weeks time.
It was--Tioted that the tests appeared to support the
Council's approach in the matter and further, that
Mr. Satory is proposing to provide guidance for the
owner/occupier, with a view to the noise matter being
resolved.
3.

FILE REF; T2/pf5 (a): PORT MARLBOROUGH NEW
ZEALAND - TRANSFER TERMINAL APPLICATION:
The Committee was advised that, following an article
that appeared in the March 6 edition of the Marlborough
Express, which referred to elements of the Council's
objection, the Managing Director of the Port Company
had written to the Council seeking some further discussion
on the Marine Transfer Terminal proposal.
It was noted that there had been some discussion in
the membership with regards to arranging a joint meeting
between the Council and the Port Company on general
matters and it was agreed that the Council could meet
with the Port Company to listen to further information
on the transfer terminal proposal, a situation which
would provide additional information to the Council
and its Consultant.
It was agreed that such a meeting should be scheduled
to coincide with the Consultant's tentative Picton visit
date of 30 March 1989.
FILE REF: T2: CONTROL OF STANCE OF LARGE
PINE TREES ABOVE MILTON TERRACE:

H L. YOUNG LTD
KALAMAZOO 139
PATTERN P.W.M
RCF. Z 103

This matter had been
at the previous Committee
meeting and discusaiom had subsequently taken place
between Coun&H^administration and the property owner,

/

' !
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who advised that he is well aware of the situation and
that plans are afoot for the removal of the pines and
that this would take place in about six months time.
Members noted the difficulty faced by the property
owner in removing the pines and it was suggested that
the Marlborough Forestry Corporation might have equipment
suitable to removing the stance from their awkward
position.
FILE REF: T2/p39: EDWIN FOX CONDOMINIUMS MATTER OF ACCESS APPROVAL;'
The Comrmttee was advised that the Council had not
yet received the traffic report from the Ministry of
Transport/ which relates to the access to the property
from Waikawa Road.
FILE REF: T2/f93 (a): SUBDIVISION PROPOSALTORQUAY DELIGHT LTD. - 289 WAIKAWA ROAE):
Copies of related submission material had been circulated
to the membership prior to the meeting.
It was noted that the subdivision is/being pursued to
enable the property owner to delineate Lots so that
satisfactory development may occur utilising the Unit
Titled Act.
It was also noted mat road widening
had be^n taken from the property/under an earlier subdivision.
It was noted that ane5&sting building of three units
i s sited on the proposed Lot 1. I
It was agreed that conditions should be imposed whftx
a view to verifying the compliance of the existing building
with respect to bulk and location and that the applicant
be advised that any additnonal structure on the proposed
Lot 1 would need to comply this way and that the
/
scheme plan boundary shpuld be sited nn such a way/
to allow this development.
/
The Town Clerk advised that, with the property unaar
application now under Residential B zoning, it would
be more likely that th; other intended unit for the
proposal Lot I would :omply with District Schema requirements.
/
It is recommended that the subdivision scheme; b: approved,
pursuant to Section 279 of the Local Governmen Act
1974 and that conditions be imposed relating to District
Scheme and general engineering requirements ant that
the applicant be required to validate the complh nee •
of the existing building aVd be advised of the fu ure
compliance needs for additional structures and 'urthe^
that the appropriate drainage easements be reser /ed
and that any right of way Associated therewith c imply
with prior planning approval!
FILE REF: T2/s 104(a): SUBOIVISION SCHEME SEAFORTH DEVELOPMENTS.) RUSSELL STREET/ I ROADWAY/
SEAVIEW CRESCENT:
1
The Committee was advised tl] at the Council had not
yet received further detailed p roposals relating tc the
Council's detailed letter of coi iditional approval for
this subdivision.
However, r lembers were advised
that the applicant was in the >rocess of preparing .the
details which related to the fc rmal request to stop
portion of Russell Street whicl had been put forward
by the Council during February
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Mr B Tapp
Town Clerk
Picton Borough Council
PO Box 13
P-ICTQN

Acknowledged

By

Dear Mr Tapp,

I note from an article that appeared in yesterday's Marlborough
Express
that
your Council would like further discussions with
our Company on certain aspects of the Company's Marine Transfer
Terminal Proposal for Shakespeare Bay.
1
am writing to advise you that representatives of the Company
are willing to meet with you and your
officers , or your
full
Council,at any time and would welcome the opportunity to do SO.
Since I first presented the
proposal
to your administration
committee,
we
have had a model constructed that clearly shows
the proposal and gives a good indication of its
likely visual
impact.
We will
be
happy
to bring the model along to our
meeting.
I would suggest that you contact me and suggest a time for
meeting.

Yours sincerely,

h.
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Section 127 of the
Resource Management Act 1991
In the Matter of an Application to Change or Cancel Conditions of
Resource Consent
File Reference:

MLB910351

Consent Holder:

Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited

MLB910351 is a coastal permit to:

Coastal discharge stormwater - Shakespeare Bay
Development

Location:

Shakespeare Bay, Queen Charlotte Sound.

Proposal:

To change conditions A (ii), Candas a
consequence to the associated monitoring
schedule.

Condition A{ii) presently states:
The stormwater discharge in the Bay shall be of such quality that the water quality in
Shakespeare Bay meets the following standards outside a reasonable zone of mixing
(defined by a 100 metres radius for the discharge point) "the mixing zone".
1)

At the edge of the mixing zone the receiving water clarity, measured as Secchi depth,
shall be not more than 20% less than the receiving water clarity measured at control
locations.

2)

Water Quality
At the edge of the mixing zone, BODs shall not be increased by more than 0.15gm·3 on
95% of the monitoring occasions to be carried out by the Council. Because this
concentration cannot be measured accurately, compliance with this condition shall be
determined in the discharge, where the BODs shall not exceed a value of 0.15gm·3
multiplied by the dilution available in the mixing zone ("the dilution factor''), on 95% of
the monitoring occasions.
The concentration of dissolved reactive phosphorous (DRP) at the edge of the mixing
zone shall not be increased by more than 1 mg m·3 on 95% of the monitoring occasions
to be carried out by the Council. Because this concentration cannot be measured
accurately, compliance with this condition shall be determined in the discharge, where
the concentration shall not exceed 1 mg m-3 multiplied by the dilution factor, on 95% of
the monitoring occasions.
The amount of dissolved yellow substance (g44o), at the edge of the mixing zone shall
not be increased by more than 0.01 m-1 on 95% of the monitoring occasions to be
carried out by the Council. Because this concentration cannot be measured
accurately, compliance with this condition shall be determined in the discharge, where
the concentration shall not exceed 0.01 m- 1 multiplied by the dilution factor, on 95% of
the monitoring occasions.

em
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3)

The Protection of Marine Life from the Toxicity of Contaminants
The concentration of specified trace elements at the edge of the mixing zone shall not
be increased above the following standards:
Arsenic (trivalent)

36 mg m·3

Cadmium

9.3mg

Chromium (hexavalent)

50 mg m·"

Copper

2.9 mg m·3

Lead

5.6 mg

Mercury

0.025 mg

Nickel

8.3 mg

Zinc

86 mg m·"

m·<~

m·<~

m·<~

m·<~

Condition C presently states:
The Council may review the conditions of this consent by giving notice of its intention to do
so pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991 any time within the
periods commencing six (6) months after stormwater is first discharged into Shakespeare
Bay and expiring three years thereafter. The purpose of the review is to ensure performance
standards are adequate for:
•

The maintenance of water clarity;

•

The protection of marine life from the toxicity of contaminants;

•

The maintenance of water quality; and

•

The protection of the quality of marine food resource for human consumption.

The monitoring schedule presently states:
•

Attached as Appendix A

Decision on

Application to Ct1C11l9~0r CaneeiCon~Hiiens,qf,~:Resq.tJrce Gonse~t·
Pursuant to Section 127 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the following decision
has been made by the Marlborough District Council:
•

To change condition A(ii) of this consent
Condition A(ii) now states:
The stormwater discharge in the Bay shall be of such quality that the water
quality in Shakespeare Bay will meet the following standards outside a
reasonable zone of mixing (defined by a 100 metre radius from the discharge
point) referred to herein as 'the mixing zone'.

MLB910351- Page 2

1)

In order to avoid a decrease in the clarity of the receiving water at the
surface on the mixing zone edge of greater than 33%, total suspended
solids concentration of the effluent, while discharging, shall not exceed 460
mg/L for more than two monthly samples in any calendar year.

2)

Measured in the effluent itself and using the available dilution value,
applied to determine compliance, concentrations shall meet the following
standards on 95% of the monitoring occasions the edge of the mixing zone:

3)

•

Biochemical oxygen demand {BODs) shall not be increased by more
than 0.375 g/m 3

•

Dissolved reactive phosphorous {DRP) shall not be increased by more
than 1 mg/m 3

•

Dissolved yellow substance {g440) shall not be increased by more
than 0.01 m-1•

The Protection of Marine Life from the Toxicity of Contaminants
The concentration of specified trace elements within the effluent* shall not
exceed the following on 95% of the monitoring occasions:
Arsenic {trivalent)

7.2g m-a

Cadmium

0.28g m-3

Chromium {VI)

1.76g m-3

Copper

0.52g m-a

Lead

1.76g m-a

Mercury

0.04g m-a

Nickel

2.8g m-a

Zinc

6.0g m-a

Standards for copper, lead and zinc shall apply to log handling operations.
Standards for remaining metals/metalloid s shall apply upon
commencement of coal handling operations.
* Based on ANZECC {2000) criteria for slightly-moderat ely disturbed
systems and allowing for an available dilution at the mixing zone edge
of 400:1.
•

To change condition C of this consent
Condition C now states:
The Council may review the conditions of this consent by giving notice of its
intention to do so pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991
at anytime within one month of receiving each annual monitoring report.

MLB910351 -Page 3

The purpose of the review is to ensure performance standards are adequate for:

•

o

the maintenance of water quality;

o

the protection of marine life from the toxicity of contaminants; and

o

the protection of the quality of marine food resources for human
consumption.

To change the associated monitoring schedule
The monitoring schedule now states:
Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited shall carry out the monitoring described
in the table appended (Appendix B) and shall provide an annual monitoring
report to the Marlborough District Council. Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited shall ensure that the report will present and interpret the results of all
monitoring carried out during the previous year.

Reasons f()f'Oecision
The conditions for the coastal discharge were borne out of consultation between the
Department of Conservation, New Zealand Rail Limited, Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited, and the Council. The purpose of these conditions were to protect water clarity and
quality of Shakespeare Bay, protect the marine life from the toxicity of contaminants, and
protect the quality of marine food resources.
Since the Shakespeare Bay development has been completed, the gathering and monitoring
of this discharge information has been difficult to collect and analyze. The practicality,
scheduling and safety issues of monitoring the receiving environment during the discharge
have made the collection of valid and meaningful data difficult. The applicant seeks to
modify the existing conditions to achieve the same environmental outcome but enable a
more reliable and practical methodology to ensure compliance.
Those parties originally involved in generating the monitoring conditions for the stormwater
discharge have been consulted, and given their affected party approval to the changes. No
other party is considered to be affected.
Council's Environmental Scientists and Compliance section have considered the proposed
changes and are satisfied that the changes will still achieve the purpose of the monitoring
and any adverse effects on the environment will be no more than minor.

MLB910351- Page 4

Other •Matter.s.
This decision is to be read in conjunction with the original decision dated 7 August 1995 and
attached.

Authorised under the Marlborough District
Council's Instrument of Delegation by:

Dated this ...

Record No:

./.4.~ day of .... /:!!.~.~0 ........................... 2011

1124990
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Monitoring Programme for Ensuring Compliance with
C 'tditions of a Coastal Permit for Port Marlborough New
· Zealand Limited to Discharge Stormwater Port into
Shakespeare Bay
/.

The Council will monitor the treatment and discharge of stormwater generated within the
proposed Port facility to assess the quality of the discharge as follows:
a)

The Council will monitor the discharge on at least one occasion every month (if
discharging) for the following: suspended solids,· turbidity; colour (absorbance at 440
nm),· DRP; BODs.

b) In addition once log storage has commenced, the Council will monitor the stonnwater
discharge monthly for a period of three {3) months, and until three (3) storm events
have been monitored, for the following:
volatile solids
oil and grease
copper, lead and zinc
total Kjeldahl nitrogen, nitrate and ammonia nitrogen

2.

c)

Once coal storage commences the monitoring programme set out in /.b) above will be
repeated but will also include arsenic, cadmium, chromium, mercury, nickel and COD.

d)

Following the monitoring programmes listed in /.b) and /c) above, the Council will
monitor the stormwater discharge monthly for those parameters listed in this
programme which are judged by the Council in consultation with the Department of
Conservation to be ofsignificance to the Shakespeare Bay marine environment.

The Council will monitor the water clarity by measuring the suspended solids and turbidity
of the stormwater as provided for in /. above and measure changes in Secchi depth as
follows.
•
•
,

•
•

Measurement of Secchi depth will be made at the edge of the mixing zone.
The location of the points of measurement is defined as being on the flood tide
side of the stonnwater discharge point at the edge of the lOOm mixing zone.
Measurements will be taken 1Om apart (half predicted plume width) and cover
900 of the edge of the mixing zone circumjereflce (ie. 45° either side of the
anticipated point that the plume passes out of the mixing zone).
The measurements will be made on three occasions per year at times when
samples ofstormwater are collectedfor analysis ofsuspended solids.
Baseline water clarity will be measured at least 200m from the discharge
location and at least 30m from mean low water springs. The sites will be
established by the Council in consultation wilh the Department of Conservation.
The locations will be free from contamination from the Port site and from other
factors which may render the site atypical of general open water conditions of
the inner Queen Charlotte Sound

Council will monitor seawater quality at least once a year in accordance with the

•
•
•
•

Collection of three samples ofseawater 1oo m from the discharge point.
Collection of three samples ofseawater at least 200m from the discharge point~
Samples will be collected immediately he/ow the sea surface.
Samples will be collected after 12 hours continuous discharge.

The trace elements to he included in this programme will be those set by I. d) above.
4.

The Council will monitor the benthic seabed environment as follows:
•

Sampling of benthic sediment using a 0.05 m2 corer to at least 14cm depth
(sampling will he carried out by SCUBA).
Sampling ofa minimum of three replicates at each site.
Sampling at two locations on the edge of the 1OOm mixing zone (ebb and flood
tides).
Sampling at two locations not less than 200m from the point of stomrwater
discharge.

•
•
•

For biological monitoring the programme will include:
•

Sieving ofsamples to 0.5 mm.
A II biota identified and enumerated
A baseline survey to be undertaken on at least one occasion prior to port
construction starting..
A survey will he carried out on one occasion during the development of the
reclamation.
Surveys will be carried out on at least two occasions during the first year of
operation of the Port and then every two years.

e

•
•
•

For sediment quality monitoring. the programme will include:
Measurement of texture f'/6 mud, sand, gravel).
Measurement of% organic carbon (deposition oforganic matter).
Measurement ofthe amount of coal present (when coal handling commences).
Measurement of trace elements. The trace elements to be monitored in the
baseline and post operational surveys will he those identified in J.d) above. TBT
(tributyltin) will be included in the sediment monitoring programme although not
included in the stormwater monitoring programme.
A baseline survey will be undertaken on at least one occasion prior to port
construction commencing.
Surveys will he ca"ied out on at least two occasions during the first year of
operation of the Port and then every two years.

•

•

5.

The Council will monitor the quality of shellfish in Shakespeare Bay to verify that
the
discharge ofstormwater from the Port will not prevent human consumption of the shellfis
h
resource. by the following methods:
•
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To allow comparisons ofsamples taken at different sites by analysis ofvariance,
replicate samples of selected edible shellfish species will be collected Samples
will be collected on a radius of lOOm from the stormwater outfall and, for
comparison, from two locations at least 200m from the outfall.
'-

At each location three poOled samples of individuals will he collected, so that a
total of nine samples will he collected for each species. lhe collected she//.fts/:1
will he examinedfor the following constituents:
- Polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH's).
- The trace elements copper, lead, nickel. zinc and mercury.
Sampling will be conducted at least once prior to port construction. Sampling
will he conducted once in the first year of operation and then every two years.
6.

The Council will report all monitoring data on a monthly basis, as it comes to hand, to
Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited

7.

The Council will provide an annual monitoring report to Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited and the Department of Conservation. The report will present i:md interpret the
results ofall monitoring can-ied out during the previous year.

.:~.·

..

)

Letter to J Duffy, PMNZL: Port Shakespeare Consent variation application, 9 Jul2010, updated 26 Jan 2011

New condition added {B. Stormwater monitoring).
To replace the monitoring program annexed to the current consent, in its entirety, with a consent condition specify the monitoring required in the
form of the following schedule table (Table 2).

Table 2 Summary of the recommended stormwater monitoring program for Port Shakespeare. Compliance limits for the effluent to be derived from the
Consent limits and adjusted by the established mixing zone edge dilution factor of 400:1.

Parameters

Sampling location

Methodology

Water clarity parameters
(TSS)

At the pond outlet.

Grab samples to be collected immediately below
the pond surface or in the outlet chamber.

Water quality parameters
(800 5 , DRP, dissolved
yellow substance, Cu, Pb,
Zn, TOG, Kjeldahi-N,
N03·N, NH4·N, TN)
Benthic sediments
(texture, organic carbon,
TBT, infauna, Cu, Pb, Zn,
TPH, TOG, Kjeldahi-N,
N03·N, NH4·N, TN)

At the pond outlet.

Effluent samples to be collected immediately
below the pond surface.

Two locations on the edge of
the mixing zone (100m from
the discharge point). Two
control locations of similar
benthic habitat and depth,
not Jess than 200 m from the
discharge point

Sediment monitoring- Sampling of benthic
sediment using a 0.05 m2 corer to at least 14 em
depth (sampling to be carried out by SCUBA).
Sampling a minimum of three replicates at each
site.
Biological monitoring- sieving each sample to
0.5 mm. Identification and enumeration of all biota
to lowest practicable taxanomic level.
Edible shellfish: At each location, three pooled
samples of edible shellfish individuals will be
collected (a total of 9 samples will be collected for
each species).

Shellfish tissue
(PAHs, Cu, Pb, Zn, Hg)

On a radius of 100m from
the stormwater discharge

point. And from two control
locations at least 200 m from
the discharge point.

Compliance

Frequency

Over 1 calendar year, no
more than 2 exceedances
above 460 mg/L
Compared to consent limits
adjusted for 400:1 mean
available dilution at the
mixing zone edge

Once a month
if discharging
stormwater.
Once a month
if discharging
stormwater.

No significant effect (arising
from the discharge of
stormwater) at the mixing
zone edge when compared to
control sites.

Once every
five years.

No significant effect (arising
from the discharge of
stormwater) at the mixing
zone edge when compared to
control sites.

Once every
five years
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Decision No: C

4 9 /95

IN THE MATTER of the Resource Management
Act 1991

· IN THE MATTER of three appeals under section 120
of the Act and three requests for
inquiries under section 118(6)
of the Act

BETWEEN

.NEW ZEALAND RAIL LIMITED
Appeal No: RMA 63/92
PORT MARLBOROU GH NEW
ZEALAND LIMITED
Appeal No: RMA 70/92
THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF
CONSERVATI ON
Appeal No: RMA 79/92
Appellants
MARLBOROU GH DISTRICT
COUNCIL
Respondent

BEFORE THE PLANNING TRIBUNAL
His Honour Judge Skelton - (presiding)
Mr R. G. Bishop
Mrs R. Grigg

FINAL DECISION

2
The Tribunal issued an interim decision in respect of the above appeals and a
report on the inquiries to the Minister of Conservation on 11 June 1993 - see
Decision No: C36/93.
At page 200 of that decision, the Tribunal set out its interim determinations in
respect of the appeals in this way:

''Having regard to all the relevant matters set out in the earlier sections of
this decision, and for the relevant reasons therein expressed, we have
decided that the appeal. by NZ Rail Limited is to be disallowed. The
appeal by Port Marlborough is to be allowed to the extent necessary to
amend the land use consent(s) to authorise the development of a coal
berth and associated storage and back up facilities at Shakespeare Bay,
subject to finalising the conditions to be attached to this consent. The
appeal by the Director General is to be allowed to the extent necessary to
amend conditions in the ways that have been agreed to between this
appellant, Port Marlborough and the Council, subject to any further
amendments and modifications that are necessary to comply with the
rulings and observations we have made in this decision. In all other
respects the Director General's appeal is to be disallowed
Final and formal decisions in respect of all three appeals will be issued
when the conditions have been finalised If the parties can agree they can
communicate this by n;z~morandum through the Registrar. Although, to
date, NZ Rail has not sought to take an active part so far as conditions are
concerned, because its appeal has yet to be formally disallowed, it will be
entitled to participate in this process should it wish to do so.

If agreement cannot be reached then leave is reservedfor any part to have
the appeals brought on for further hearing on 15 working days notice.
Any such applicatio11 should be made to the Registrar at Wellington, and
the presiding Planning Judge will confer with counsel as to a suitable time
and place for the resumed hearing. "
The Tribunal went on to make its formal report to the, Minister of Conservation
which was concluded in this way:

'--/'

3

''Having inquired into and considered these recommendations the
Planning Tribunal reports as follows:
1.

The joint hearing committee's recommendation in respect of the
coastal permit for the reclamation and the wharves should be
amended to include provisi~m for a coal wharf and associated
mooring dolphin.

2.

The joint hearing committee's recommendation in respect of the
coastal permit for the reclamation and the wharves should be
amended to take account of the Tribunal's decision in terms of
section 89(2) of the Act regarding the land use activities on the
proposed reclamation above mean high water springs.

3.

If 1 and 2 above are accepted,

the Tribunal can find no other
reasons for declining to accept the joint hearing committee's
recommendations in respect of the coastal permit for the
reclamation and the wharves and the coastal permit to
authorise the discharge ofstormwater into Shakespeare Bay
Provided That the conditions to be attached to each of these
coastal permits are amended and modified to accord with the
rulings and observations made by the Tribunal in an earlier
section of this report. "

The whole of the Tribunal's interim decision and its report to the Minister of
Conservation became the subject of an appeal to the High Court on questions of
law. In a judgment delivered on 4 November 1993- see New Zealand Raii Ltd
-v- Marlborough District Council [1994] NZRMA 70 - this appeal was
disallowe~ and the Tribunal's interim decision and its report were confirmed.
An application for leave to appeal to the Court of Appeal was also disallowed see New Zealand Rail Limited -v- Marlborough District Council and
Another (High Court, Wellington Registry, AP No: 169/93, 17 December 1993
per Greig J.). Later, New Zealand Rail Limited withdrew an application for
special leave to appeal to the Court of Appeal.

4
for each of the resource consents now to be granted in accordance with the
Triboo.al's interim decision and its report to the Minister of Conservation. None
of the other parties who were heard at the substantive hearing in February 1993.
wish to be heard on the matter of conditions.
On 8 July 1994, the presiding Planning Judge issued a Sixth Minute to Parties
raising certain concerns about the draft conditions. A copy of this Minute is
annexed to this fmal decision as Appendix "1 ".
In response, counsel filed a further memorandum on the question of monitoring
and this was followed by a Seventh Minute to Parties issued by the presiding
Planning Judge on 3 August 1994. A copy of this Minute is annexed to this
fmal decision as Appendix "2".
Thereafter, those parties having an interest in the terms and conditions of the
various resource consents have held discussions and negotiations in an
endeavour to fmalise these to the satisfaction of the Tribunal.
On 19 June 1995, a further memorandum signed by counsel for Port
Marlborough and counsel for the Council was filed, accompanied by a further
redrafted set of terms and conditions. These were consented to by counsel for
the Director General in a memorandum filed on 6 July 1995.
Following two telephone conferences between the presiding Planning Judge and
counsel on 17 July 1995 and 2 August 1995 and further correspondence, the
. points raised by the presiding Planning Judge have now been resolved.
In the result, terms and conditions satisfactory to the Tribunal have been agreed
upon and these will be set out in further appendices annexed to this fmal
decision.
With regard to the coastal permits, as recorded in the Sixth Minute of the
presiding Planning Judge - see Appendix "1" - we understand that the Minister
of Conservation has now decided to grant these and is awaiting the Tribunal's
advice about terms and conditions. It was not anticipated by us that we would
make a further report to the Minister of Conservation, but since this fmal
decision covers other matters raised in the appeal by the Director General,
articularly regarding the discharge to air permit and the land use consent, we

5
take it that a copy of this decision will be provided to-the Minister of
Conservation to enable him to make a final determination in respect of the three
coastal permits, the terms ~nd conditions for which are included amongst the
appendices annexed to this final decision.
In our interim decision we also referred to the question of costs, reserving the
same and indicating that applications for costs and any replies should be lodged
with the Registrar at Christchurch in time to enable us to make decisions &bout
costs when issuing our fmal decision. We have received applications for costs
from Port Marlborough and from the Council, both being. made against NZ Rail.
We have been advised that NZ Rail will shortly file a memorandum in reply.
For this reason we will deal with costs separately.

Finally, we record that in the terms and conditions of the various resource
consents references are made to diagrams, plans and several management plans.
All these documents are in the possession of the parties and for practical
reasons, because some of them are bulky documents, they are not included as
part of this fmal decision. We record too however, that we have seen all the
documents just referred to and the approvals given to the terms and conditions
of the various resource consents include approvals to those other documents.
In the result, the Tribunal now determines these proceedings in the following
way:

1.

For the reasons given in its interim decision and its report to the Minister
of Conservation, the appeal by New Zealand Rail Limited RMA: 63/92 is
disallowed.

2.

For the reasons given in its interim decision and its report to the Minister
of Conservation and in this final decision, the appeal by Port Marlborough
New Zealand Limited RMA: 70/92 is allowed to the extent necessary to
amend the relevant resource consents to authorise the development of a
coal berth and associated storage and back up facilities at Shakespeare Bay
and to amend the terms and conditions of the various resource consents.
For the reasons given in its interim decision and its report to the Minister
of Conservation and now in this fmal decision, the appeal by the Director
General of Conservation RMA: 79/92 is allowed to the extent necessary to

6

amend the terms and conditions of the various resource consents now to be
granted in the ways set out in appendices 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 annexed to this
fmal decision. In all other respects, this appeal is disallowed.

4.

All questions of costs remain reserved.

DATED at CHRISTCHURC H this
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Appendix "1"

IN THE MATTER

of the Resource
Management Act 1991

AND

IN THE MATTER

of three appeals under
section 120 of the Act
and three requests for
inquiry under

sectio~

198{6) of the Act
BETWEEN

NEW ZEALAND RAIL
LIMITED
Appeal No: RMA 63/92

AND

PORT MARLBOROUGH NEW
ZEALAND LIMITED
Appeal No: RMA 70/92

AND

THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF
CONSERVATION
Appeal No: RMA 79/92
Appellants

AND

THE NELSON MARLBOROUGH
REGIONAL COUNCIL
First Respondent
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AND

THE MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT
COUNCIL
Second Respondent

SIXTH MINUTE TO PARTIES
1.

I have received a memorandum from counsel which is
undated but has been signed by counsel for Port
Marlborough, counsel for the Director General of
Conservation , and counsel for the Marlborough District
Council, setting out suggested conditions to be attached
to the various resource consents that are the subject.of
these proceedings. I note from the memorandum that
counsel for NZ Rail does not wish to take any further
active part so far as conditions are concerned. I also
note that the matter of costs remains outstanding, and
presumably the parties wish to have these further
reserved in the Tribunal's final decision.

2.

I have also seen a letter from the Department of
Conservation to the Registrar dated 22 March 1994
advising of the Minister's interim decision in respect of
the coastal permits. I note from that decision, which
also appears t_o be undated, that the Minister apparently
expects the Tribunal to advise him about the terms and
conditions to be applied to those permits. This was not
the Tribunal's intention. Rather, its intention was that
the Minister should be provided with a copy of the
Tribunal's final decision in respect of·the consent for
which it is the decision maker. The Tribunal does not
expect to make any further report and recommendati ons to
the Minister.

3

3.

The purpose of this Minute is to record the above
matters, and to advise counsel that the presiding
Planning Judge considers ·it necessary to see them.

There

are severa·l matters arising out of the suggested
conditions that need further consideration. Without
going into detail, these are as follows:
(i)

The terms of the various consents need to be
more specific and, in particular, the land use
consent does not appear to authorise the use of
the reclamation. It refers only to Rural 'A'
and Industrial 'B.' land. It should also refer
specifically to the uses that are the subject of
Port Marlborough's applications, namely a -timber
berth and associated facilities and a coal berth
and associated facilities.

(ii)

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Resource
Management Amendment Act 1993, I am not yet
persuaded that monitoring conditions can be
attached to the consents in this case - see
Otago Regional Council -v- Dunedin City Council
Decision No: C60/93.

Subject to any further

submissions, I do not think the Amendment Act
applies to these proceedings, even
retrospectiv_ely.
(iii)

In my view, some of the review conditions still
need to be more specific, particularly those
that refer to the exercise of the consent,
whatever that means.
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(iv)

I am still not'persuade d that there should be
any reference to USEPA standards. In my view,
the criteria provided in the relevant
standard(s) should be written into the
conditions. This is what the Tribunal said in
its interim decision and, again subject to any
further submissions on this matter, the Tribunal
adheres to that view.

(v)

I am still unclear about some of the management
plans. It seems that the rehabilitatio n and
earthworks management plans are still being
regarded as separate documents.

4.

When counsel have had an opportunity to consider these
matters and are ready to see me in Chambers to discuss
them, they should contact the Registrar and the necessary
arrangements will be made. In the meantime, the Tribunal
will delay issuing a final decision in respect of these
proceedings.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this

day of

July

Judge

1994.

~··

Anne nd:iix
~

IN THE MATTER

" 2"

of the Reso urce
Mana geme nt Act 1991

AND
IN THE MATTER

of thre e appe als unde r
sect ion 120 of the Act
and thre e requ ests for
inqu iry unde r sect ion
198( 6) of the Act

BETWEEN

NEW ZEALAND RAIL
LIMITED
App eal No: _RMA 63/9 2

AND

PORT MARLBOROUGH
NEW ZEALAND LIMI TED
App eal No: RMA 70/9 2

AND

THE DIRECTOR GENERAL
OF CONSERVATION
Appe al No: RMA 79/9 2
App ellan ts

AND

MARLBOROUGH DIST RICT
COUNCIL
Resp onde nt

SEVENTH MINUTE TO PART IES
for the
I am in rece ipt of the mem orand um of coun sel
resp onde nt date d 27 July 1994 .
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2.

Counsel has submitted that section 108(5), which was
substituted by section 58(6) of the Resource Management
Amendment Act 1993, validates the monitoring conditions
now proposed. Without further argument, I do not accept
that submission.

My principal reason for this is that
section 108{5) refers to conditions" .•. that were made
·before the commencement of this subsection". It seems to
me that the monitoring conditions that the parties are
seeking to include in the present consents are not
conditions of that kind.
3.

'~--

If the reasoning in paragraph (2) is accepted then, as
counsel for the respondent has pointed·out, the parties
will have to reconsider the matter of monitoring
conditions. However, if counsel wish to make further
submissions on the point then arrangements should be made
with the Registrar in accordance with the sixth Minute to
Parties that I issued on 8 July 1994.

4.

In his memorandum, counsel for the respondent also refers
to the matter of costs. I think this matter should be
dealt with separately because it will require
consideration by a full Tribunal, which of course has yet
to consider and confirm the terms upon which the parties
now seek to have these proceedings finally determined.
The purpose of my Sixth Minute was simply to raise
questions of law with counsel, and so far as I am
concerned that remains the position today.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this

day of

August

Judge

1994.

Appendix "3"

1.

Coastal Permit (Reclamation and Wharf Construction)

Pursuant to sections 105 and 119 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in
accordance with sections 104 and 108 of that Act, consent is granted to Port
Marlborough New Zealand Limited for a coastal permit to reclaim 8 hectares of
seabed and to construct two wharves in Shakespeare Bay as shown in attached
Figure 1. Construction shall be in accordance with the methods described in Port
Marlborough New Zealand Limited's evidence before the Pla1;1ning Tribunal and
shall be subject to the following conditions:
NOTE:

1. All references in these conditions to the Council are deemed to be
references to the Marlborough District Council.
2. The construction of wharf structures will require consent via the
Building Act 1992.
3. All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met by the
Grantee- Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.
4. The monitoring programme annexed to this permit does not form
part of the permit. It is provided for information only. It is intended
to recover any actual and reasonable costs of monitoring from the
Grantee pursuant to section 36(3) of the Resource Management Act
1991.

A.
i)

Reclamation and Wharf Structures
The Grantee shall, prior to the exercise of this consent, submit final design
drawings and details of all reclamation and wharf construction and associated
works (notably bund construction), as shown in the concept plan 5.1 of the
"Environmental Statement for the Proposed Expansion of the Port of Picton into
Shakespeare Bay - Overview", to the Council.

ii)

The Grantee shall relocate all edible shellfish from the area affected by
emplacement of the reclamation, to areas of Queen Charlotte Sound which have
an equivalent substratum to the collection area and are accessible to the public,
but are not affected by the emplacement of the reclamation or wharf structure.

iii)

The Grantee shall, prior to the commencement of reclamation works, notify in
writing to the Council the date of such works commencing.
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iv)

A registered engineer with no less than five (5) years experience in reclamation
and wharf construction and engineering shall supervise the construction and
shall, prior to use, certify in writing to the Council, that the reclamation and
wharf have beeninstalled in accordance with accepted engineering practices and
the conditions of this consent.

v)

The seaward face of the reclamation bund wall, from the southern end of the
timber wharf to the point where the southern end of the reclamation meets the
natural shoreline of Shakespeare Bay, shall have a gradient not steeper than 2:1
(ie. 2 metres horizontally for each 1 metre of vertical height).

vi)

The Grantee shall enter into a bond in the sum of FIVE HUNDRED
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($500,000) to ensu.re completion of the reclamation
within three (3) years of commencing construction. Should the Grantee fail to "------'
complete the reclamation within this period, the Council will be entitled to have
whole or part of the bond forfeited to it, to the extent required to meet all direct
and indirect costs associated with carrying out restoration works. This bond
shall be linked to the Consumer Price Index and be adjusted upwards or
downwards accordingly.

vii) The port development shall·provide an esplanade reserve extending not less than
six (6) metres landward from the top of the seaward face of the bund wall and
bounded by a two point four (2.4) metre high security fence on its landward
side. The reserve is to consist of a two (2) metre wide walkway and four (4)
metres of suitably selected species to be planted and maintained by the Grantee
to screen the stock piles. The reserve shall extend from the point where the
southern end of the reclamation meets the natural shoreline of Shakespeare Bay
to a point not further than 20 metres from the southern end of the timber berth.
viii) The Grantee shall seal the ground surface of all storage areas on the reclamation
in such a manner that all runoff and leachate from those areas is collected and
appropriately treated (as set out in the coastal permit to discharge stormwater)
rather than being allowed to percolate into or through the reclamation.
ix)

The mean concentration of non-filterable residue measured at the locations
specified in 1. of the attached monitoring programme, shall not exceed the mean
concentration of non-filterable residue measured in the three samples collected
on the same day from the locations specified in 3. of the same programme by
more than 150 grammes per cubic metre in addition to any natural differences
detected during any pre-construction monitoring.
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x)

The mean concentration of non-filterable residue measured at the locations
specified in 2. of the attached monitoring programme, shall not exceed the mean
concentration of non-filterable residue measured in the three samples collected
on the same day from the locations specified in 3. of the same programme by
more than 50 grammes per cubic metre in addition to any natural differences
detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

xi)

The mean Secchi depth measured at the locations specified in 2. of the attached
monitoring programme, shall not be more than 50% less than the mean Secchi
depth measured on the same day at the three locations specified in 3. of the same
programme in addition to any natural differences detected during any preconstruction monitoring.

xii) The mean concentration of dissolved oxygen me~sured at the locations specified
in 2. of the attached monitoring programme, shall exceed 80o/o of the saturation
concentration or if it does not, then the dissolved oxygen level (expressed as
percentage saturation) shall not be more than 10% lower than the mean
dissolved oxygen percentage saturation measured on the same day at the three
locations specified in 3. of the same programme in addition to any natural
differences detected ·during any pre-construction monitoring.
xiii) The mean pH measured at the locations specified in 2. of the attached
monitoring programme, shall be within the range of 6.5 - 8.5, or if it is beyond
this range, it shall not be more than 0.5 pH units more extreme (ie. further from
pH 7) than the mean value measured on the same day at the three locations
specified in 3. of the same programme in addition to any natural differences
detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

B.
i)

Navigation and Safety
The Grantee shall install all navigation lights and beacons as required by the
Ministry of Transport in terms of section 201 of the Harbours Act 1950.

ii)

The Grantee shall relocate existing swing moorings in Shakespeare Bay affected
by the port development, in accordance with the Moorings Relocation Plan
SH649 attached to this consent.

C.
i)

Noise Control
Construction noise shall not exceed the recommended upper limits specified in
Tables 1 and 2, and shall be measured and assessed in accordance with, the
provisions ofNew Zealand Standard NZS 6803P:1984- "The Measurement and
Assessment of Noise from Construction, Maintenance and Demolition".
Monitoring Charges
The Grantee shall pay all charges for monitoring, fixed pursuant to section 36(1)
and (2) of the Resource Management Act 1991.
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E. Review of Conditions
The Council ~ay review the conditions of this consent by giving notice of its
intention to do so pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991 at
any time within the period commencing six (6) months after construction begins on
the reclamation and wharves and expiring on completion of construction. The
purpose of the review is to ensure:
·
a) noise arising from construction of the reclamation and wharves is adequately
controlled; and
b) the effects of port construction on water quality within Shakespeare Bay are
minimised.
F. Duration ofPermit
The duration of this permit shall be 35 years.

Monit oring Progra mme for Ensur ing Compl iance with
Condi tions of a Coasta l Permi t for Port Marlb orough New
Zeala nd Limite d to Constr uct A Reclam ation and Wharv es in
Shake speare Bay

~

1.

The Council will measure non-filterable residue in a water sample collected one metre
above the seafloor at each of three locations along the seaward foot of the reclamation
bund wall. One of these locations will be adjacent to current works associated with filling
of the reclamation (when any are occurring) and each location will be at/east 100 metres
from the next.

2.

The Council will measure Secchi depth at, and non-filterable residue in a depth
integrated water sample collected from, each of three locations being 50 metres seaward
of the locations described in 1. above.

3.

The Council will measure Secchi depth and non-filterable residue at three points in
Shakespeare Bay, each being at least 150 metres from any Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited stormwater discharge and at least 30 metres from any water's edge.

4.

The monitoring specified in 1., 2. and 3. above will be carried out at three-weekly
intervals during the period offilling of the reclamation. Measurements will be made on
spring tides or neap tides between one andfour hours after high water.

5.

The Council will measure temperature and dissolved oxygen at, and pH and ammonia in
a water sample collected from, each of the sites specified in 2. and 3. above on five
occasions. The five occasions will be the first five occasions specified in 4. above.

...

6.

The analysis of non-filterable residue and ammonia required by the above will be carried
out by a laboratory which is Telarc Registered for these analyses. When obtaining the
samples for these analyses, sampling and sample storage procedures will be in
accordance with the instructions of that laboratory.

'

Appendix "4"
2.

Coastal Permit (Port Operation)

Pursuant to sections 105 and 119 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in
accordance with sections 104 and 108 of that Act, consent is granted to Port
Marlborough New Zealand Limited for a coastal permit to operate a port
facility (including the use of a timber wharf and associated facilities and a coal
berth and associated facilities) in Shakespeare Bay. Consent for this coastal
permit shall be subject to the following conditions:
NOTE:

1. All references in these conditions to the Council ·are deemed to be
references to the Marlborough District Council.
2. All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met by
the Grantee- Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

··~

3. The monitoring programme annexed to this permit does not form
part of the permit. It is provided for information only. It is
intended to recover any actual and reasonable costs of monitoring
from the Grantee pursuant to section 36(3) of the Resource
Management Act 1991.
A.
i)

Port Operation
The Grantee shall ensure that for all foreign vessels requiring pilotage when
travelling to port facilities in Shakespeare Bay, a pilot is taken on at the limit
defmed by a straight line drawn in a 3030 direction from High Water Mark at
Paparoa Point on Arapawa Island to High Water Mark on the opposite shore
of the mainland.

ii)

The Grantee shall require that foreign vessels anchoring in the. anchorage area
near the entrance to Queen Charlotte Sound do so as far north as is practicable
in the circumstances.

iii)

The Grantee shall ensure that no vessel using the port facility in Shakespeare ·
Bay whose ballast water is obtained from territorial waters of a country other
than New Zealand shall discharge that ballast water into the waters of the
Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Area (as gazetted by an Order in
Council on 18th of August 1980 and shown on plan MD 16015 deposited with
the Ministry of Transport in Wellington).
The Grantee shall record for each such vessel to which condition A.i) is
relevant the vessel name, captain's name, vessel owner, last port of call,
whether ballast water is on board the vessel, the location and date at/on which

'...__.. .
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any ballast water was taken on board, and shall retain such records in a
manner suitable for inspection as required by the Council.
v)

The Grantee shall not allow any commercial vessel visiting the port facilities
in Shakespeare Bay to discharge untreated sewage into the waters of Queen
Charlotte Sound.

vi)

No bulk fuel other than that used for refuelling tugs shall be handled in
Shakespeare Bay.

vii) Maintenance of vessels using port facilities in Shakespeare Bay shall not
result in the loss of antifouling paint scrapings, new antifouling paints or deck
washing's from vessels, into the waters of Shakespeare Bay.
viii) The Grantee shall ensure vessels using port facilities in Shakespeare Bay, do
. not have a greater effect on the stability/erosion of the soft shoreline at the
head of the bay than would otherwise result from natural wind and wave
action.

B.
i)

Noise Control
All activities other than construction work shall be conducted so that the
sound level at the boundary of any residential zone does not exceed the
following limits:
1) night-time (10pm- 6am)
2) day-time (6am- 10pm)

45 dBA L10 and 75dBA Lmax
55 dBA Lto '

ii)

Sound levels shall be measured and assessed in accordance with the
provisions ofNew Zealand Standard NZS 6801:1991- "Measurement of
Sound" and New Zealand Standard NZS 6802:1991 - "Assessment of
Environmental Sound".

C.·

Monitoring Charges
The Grantee shall pay all charges for monitoring, fixed pursuant to section
36(1) and (2) of the Resource Management Act 1991.

D. Review of Conditions
The Council may review the conditions of this consent by giving notice of its
intention to do so pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991 at
any time within the period c·omrnencing six (6) months after vessels first use port
facilities in Shakespeare Bay and expiring two years thereafter. The purpose of the
review is to ensure:
conditions relating to noise control arising from port operations are adequate;
the stability of the soft shoreline at the head of Shakespeare Bay is not
affected by vessels using port facilities to a greater degree than would
otherwise occur from natural wind and wave action; and
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c)

water quality within Shakespeare Bay is not affected by vessels using port
facilities in Shakespeare Bay.

E.

Duration of Permit

The duration of this permit shall be 35 years.

l"--' :

Moni ~ring Prog ramm e for Ensu ring Com plian ce with
Cond ition s of a Coas tal Perm it for Port Marl boro ugh New
Zeal and Limi ted to Oper ate a Port in Shak espe are Bay
head of
The Council will m01iitor the stability/erosion of the soft shoreline at the
ormal
Shakespeare Bay. This monitoring will involve repeat surveys of seven shore-n
.
springs
water
profiles extending from above mean high water springs to below mean low
The monitoring will be in accordance with the following:

1.

ed
Monitoring will be carried at the seven sites identified on Plan SH648-1A attach
l
Each site will have a bench mark pin set at the interface of the beach and natura
shoreline (at approximately R.L. 2.0).
Transects 1, 2, and 3
t to
Ground levels will be taken at 1.0 metre horizontal intervals along each transec
by
provide at least 15 measurements per transect. Where adjacent levels differ
the
more than 200mm vertically, additional levels will be taken to record
intermediate ground profile. Level locations will be referenced to the bench mark

a)
b)
c)

(

pins.
Transects 4, 5, 6, and 7
t to
Ground levels will be taken at 2. 0 metre horizontal intervals along each transec
the
within
provide at least 20 measurements per transect. Levels will be taken
range of RL +3.0m to RL O.Om. Where adjacent levels differ by more than 200mm
.
vertically, additional levels will be taken to record the intermediate ground profile
Level locations will be referenced to the bench mark pins.
The bench mark pins will be tied into local coordinates via a traverse of the seven
transect lines.
Level data will be reduced to the mean low water spring datum (R.L. 0.00).
Levels will be taken to an accuracy ofplus or minus 5mm.
Cross sections will be plottedfor each transect line.
Data and cross sections and photographs illustrating the shoreline profile for each
ting
of the seven sites will be prepared by the Council within one month of comple
the field work.

d)

e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

prior

. To establish the effect which sea conditions have on shore profiles, the Council will,
ed in 1.
to the Shakespeare Bay facilities servicing ships, carry out the monitoring specifi

2.

action in
above on at least three occasions following significant onshore wave
s of low
Shakespeare Bay and at least on three occasions following prolonged period
onshore wave action in Shakespeare Bay.
from the
The monitoring specified in 1. above will be carried out at six monthly intervals
peare
time the Coastal Permit for Port Operation is issued until the time that the Shakes
Bay facilities begin to service ships.

3.

4.

ls from
The monitoring specified in 1. above will be carried out at three monthly interva
_.. -'~-.-:the-time that the Shakespeare Bay facilities begin to service ships.
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Appendix "5"
3.

Coastal Permit (Stormwater Discharge)

Pursuant to sections 105 and 119 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in
accord;mce with sections 104 and 108 of that Act, consent is granted to Port
Marlborough New Zealand Limited for a coastal permit to discharge
stormwater generated from port facilities in Shakespeare Bay into the waters of
Shakespeare Bay. Consent for this coastal permit shall be subject to the
following conditions:
NOTE:

1.

All references in these conditions to the Council are deemed to
be references to the Marlborough District Council.

2.

All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met
by the Grantee- Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited. ,__/

3.

The monitoring programme annexed to this permit does not
form part of the permit. It is provided for information only. It
is intended to recover any actual and reasonable costs of
monitoring from the Grantee pursuant to section 36(3) of the
Resource Management Act 1991.

A. Stormwater Management
The Grantee shall control the quality and quantity of the stormwater (including any
leachate generated· from materials stored, handled or used on the site) generated
within the proposed Port facility by constructing and maintaining a stormwater
treatment system to treat stormwater runoff from the log storage and coal storage
and handling area, in accordance with the following conditions and performance
standards:
(i)

The stormwater runoff from the reclamation shall be discharged at the location
(as shown on the attached Plan SH545-30), adjacent to the reclamation and
through one diffuser system into the Bay.

(ii) The stormwater discharge in the Bay shall be of such quality that the water
quality in Shakespeare Bay meets the following standards outside a reasonable
zone of mixing (defined by a 100 metres radius from the discharge point) "the
mixing zone".
1)

At the edge of the mixing zone the receiving water clarity, measured as
Secchi depth, shall be not more than 20% less than the receiving water
clarity measured at control locations.
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2)

Water Quality
At the edge of the mixing zone, BODs shall not be increased by more
than 0.15g m- 3 on 95% of the monitoring occasions to be carried out by
the Council. Because this concentration cannot be measured accurately,
compliance with this condition shall be determined in the discharge,
where the BODs shall not exceed a value of 0.15g m-3 multiplied by the
dilution available in the mixing zone ("the dilution factor"), on 95% of
the monitoring occasions.
The concentration of dissolved reactive phosphorous (DRP) at the edge
of the mixing zone shall not be increased by more than 1 mg m-3 on 95%
of the monitoring occasions to be carried out by the Council. Because
this concentration cannot be measured accurately, compliance with this
condition shall be determined in the discharge, where the concentration
shall not exceed 1 mg m-3 multiplied by the dilution factor, on 95o/o of the
monitoring occasions.
The amount of dissolved yellow substance (~40 ), at the edge of the
mixing zone shall not be increased by more than 0.01 m-I on 95% of the
monitoring occasions to be carried out by the Council. Because this
concentration cannot be measured accurately, compliance with this
condition shall be determined in the discharge, where the concentration
shall not exceed 0.01 m-I multiplied by the dilution factor, on 95% of the
monitoring occasions.

3.)

The Protection of Marine Life from the Toxicity of Contaminants
The concentration of specified trace elements at the edge of the mixing
zone shall not be increased above the following standards:
Arsenic (trivalent)
Cadmium
Copper
Chromium (hexavaleni)
Lead
Nickel
Mercu_ry_
Zinc

4)

36mgm·J
9.3mgm·~

2.9mgm·J
50mgm·J
5.6mgm·J
8.3 mf(m·J
0.025 mgm·~
86mgm·J

The Protection of the Quality of Marine Food Resources
The quality of the stormwater discharge into Shakespeare Bay shall be
such that it does not cause marine seafood outside the mixing zone to
become unfit for human consumption.
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iii)

The Grantee shall comply with all the provisions of the Stormwater
Management Plan prepared by Kingett-Mitchell, dated January 1993 annexed
·hereto and forming part of this permit and treat the stormwater and maintain
the system to achieve the standards set out in Condition Aii).

iv)

The Grantee shall ensure that the stormwater collection and treatment facilities
are used only for this intended use and are not used for the disposal of other
unwanted substances.

v)

The Grantee shall provide the Council and the Department of Conservation
with details of proposals for the disposal of any sludge resulting from
stormwater treatment.

vi)

All diversion channels shall be designed and built in accordance with generally
accepted engineering practices and shall be certified prior to commissioning,
by a Registered Engineer with no less than five (5) years experience in
~~
earthworks management. This certification shall be in writing and forwarded
to the Council.

vii) All outfalls shall be terminated with a structure of such location and design as
to minimise· any erosion of the reclamation sea wall.
viii) The maximum discharge rate authorised by this consent shall be calculated
from the formula: (maximum discharge rate (in litres per second) equals 17
times 'the dilution factor' over 306).
B.

Monitoring Charges
The Grantee shall pay all charges for monitoring, fixed pursuant to section
36(1) and (2) of the Resource Management Act 1991.

C. Review of Conditions
The Council may review the conditions of this consent by giving notice of its
intention to do so pursuantto section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991 at
any time within the period commencing six (6) months after stormwater is first
discharged into Shakespeare Bay and expiring three years thereafter. The purpose
of the review is to ensure performance standards are adequate for:
1) the maintenance of water clarity;
2) the protection of marine life from the toxicity of contaminants;
3) the maintenance of water quality; and
4) the protection of the quality of marine food resources for human consumption:
D. Duration of Permit
The duration of this permit shall be 35 years.

Monito ring Program me for Ensurin g Compli ance with
C' 'tdition s of a Coasta l Permit for Port Marlbo rough New
· Zealan d Limited to Dischar ge Stormw ater Port into
Shakes peare Bay
1.

The Council will monitor the treatment and discharge of stormwater generated within the
proposed Port facility to assess the quality of the discluirge as follows:
a)

The Council will monitor the discharge on at least one occasion every month (if
discharging) for the following: suspended solids,· turbidity,· colour (absorbance at 440
nm); DRP; BODs.

b) In addition once log storage has commenced, the Council will monitor the stormwater
discharge monthly for a period of three (3) months, and until three (3) storm events
have been monitored,for the following:
volatile solids
oil and grease
copper, lead and zinc
total Kjeldahl nitrogen, nitrate and ammonia nitrogen

2.

c)

Once coal storage commences the monitoring programme set out in 1.b) above will be
repeated but will also include arsenic, cadmium, chromium, mercury, nickel and COD.

d)

Following the monitoring programmes listed in J.b) and 1c) above, the Couneil will
monitor the stormwater discharge monthly for those parameters listed in this
programme which are judged by the Council in constiltation with the Department of
Conservation to be of significance to the Shakespeare Bay marine environment.

The Council will monitor the water clarity by measuring the suspended solids and turbidity
of the stormwater as provided for in 1. above and measure changes in Secchi depth as
follows.
•
•
•

•
•

Measurement of Secchi depth will be made at the edge of the mixing zone.
The location of the points of measurement is defined as being on the flood tide
side of the stormwater discharge point at the edge of the 1OOm mixing zone.
Measurements will be taken 1Om apart (half predicted plume width) and cover
900 of the edge of the mixing zone circumfere_nce (ie. 45° either side of the
anticipated point that the plume passes out of the mixing zone).
The measurements will be made on three occasions per year at times when
samples of stormwater are collectedfor analysis of suspended solids.
Baseline water clarity will· be measured at least 200m from the discharge
location and at least 30m from mean low water springs. The sites will be
established by the Council in consultation with the Department of Conservation.
The locations will be free from contamination from the Port site and from other
factors which may render the site atypical of general open water conditions of
the inner Queen Charlotte Sound

Council will monitor seawater quality at least once a year in accordance with the

'

•
•
•
•

Collection of three iamples of seawater I 00 m from the discharge point.
Collection of three samples of seawater at/east 200m from the discharge point~
Samples will be collected immediately below the sea surface.
Samples will be collected after 12 hours continuous discharge.

The trace elements to be included in this programme will be those set by J.d) above.
4.

The Council will monitor the benthic seabed environment as follows:
•
•
•
•

Sampling of benthic sediment using a 0.05 m2 corer to at least 14cm depth
(sampling will be carried out by SCUBA).
Sampling ofa minimum of three replicates at each site.
Sampling at two locations on the edge of the lOOm mixing zone (ebb and flood
tides).
Sampling at two locations not less than 200m from the point of stormwater
discharge.
·

For biological monitoring the programme will include:

•
•
•
•

Sieving of samples to 0.5 mm.
All biota identified and enumerated
A baseline survey to be undertaken on at least one occasion prior to port
construction starting..
A survey will be carried out on one occasion during the development of the
reclamation.
Surveys will be carried out on at least two occasions during the first year of
operation of the Port and then every two years.

For sediment quality monitoring, the programme will include:

•

•

•

•

•
•
5.

Measurement of texture (%mud, sand, gravel) .
Measurement of% organic carbon (deposition oforganic matter).
Measurement of the amount of coal present (when coo/handling commences).
Measurement of trace elements. The trace elements to be monitored in the
baseline and post operational surveys will be those identified in J.d) above. TBT
(tributyltin) will be included in the sedimeni monitoring programme although not
included in the stormwater monitoring programme.
A baseline survey will be undertaken on at least one occasion prior to port
construction commencing.
Surveys will be carried out on at least two occasions during the first year of
operation of the Port and then every two years.

The Council will monitor the quality of shellfish in Shakespeare Bay to verify that the
discharge of stormwater from the Port will not prevent human consumption of the shellfish
resource, by the following methods:

..

To allow comparisons of samples taken at different sites by analysis of variance,
replicate samples of selected edible shellfish species will be collected Samples
will be collected on a radius of lOOm from the stormwater outfall and, for
comparison, from two locations at least 200m from the outfall.

\•

At each location three pooled samples of individuals will be collected, so that a
total of nine samples will be collected for each species. The collected shellfish
will be examinedfor the following constituents:
- Polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH's).
- The trace elements copper, lead, nickel, zinc and mercury.
Sampling will be conducted at least once prior to port construction. Sampling
will be conducted once in the first year of operation and then every two years.
6.

The Council will report all monitoring data on a monthly basis, as it comes to hand, to
Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited

7.

The Council will provide an annual monitoring report to Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited and the Department of Conservation. The report will present and interpret the
results of monitoring ca"ied out during the previous year.

all
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Appendix "6"
4.

Discharge Permit (Discharge to the Air)

Pursuant to section 105 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in
accordance with sections 104 and 108 of that Act, consent is granted to Port
Marlborough New Zealand Limited for the discharge of contaminants to the
air arising from the construction and operation of port facilities in
Shakespeare Bay. This consent is subject to the following conditions:
NOTE:

A.
i)

1.

All references in these conditions to the .Council are deemed to
be references to the Marlborough District Council.

2.

All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met
by the Grantee- Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

3.

The monitoring programme annexed to this permit does not
form part of the permit. It is provided for information only. It
is intended to recover any actual and reasonable costs of
monitoring from the Grantee pursuant to section 36(3) of the
Resource Management Act 1991.
·

Air Quality Standards
All uses and operations of the Port of Picton expansion into Shakespeare Bay
shall be carried out in a manner which ensures that air quality levels as
measured at or outside any legal boundary of land in ownership of Port
Marlborough New Zealand Limited, or any subsidiary company as at
31 March 1992, shall not exceed the following performance standards:
Suspended particulate - 60 microgrames per cubic metre over 7 days.
Deposited particulate- 4 grams per square metre over 30 days.

·~··

ii)

The air quality measurements shall be measured and assessed in accordance
with the ISO standard 4222.2 as at 1 March 1993 for deposited particulate
matter and the DSIR NECAL laboratory method 101 as at 1 March 1993 for
suspended particulate matter.

B.
i)

Management Practices During Construction
During construction the following management practices shall be adopted:
1)

Unpaved roadways shall be watered.

2)

Disturbed areas shall be minimised.

3)

Fill areas shall be compacted.
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C.
i)

4)

Borrow areas and cuttings shall be revegetated as soon as practicable.

5)

A high pressure water supply shall be available for dust suppression
purposes.

6)

A water cart shall be used whenever necessary.

Managemen t Practices During Port Operation
During the operational phase the following shall be adopted:

1)

Barges delivering coal to the Shakespeare Bay port facility shall be
covered or dampened down with water when necessary to prevent dust
emiSSIOnS.

2)

Water sprays shall be installed at the barge unloading area, reclaim
hoppers and conveyor transfer points to enable dust suppression when
required.

3)

All conveyor systems and transfer points shall be covered to prevent
wind blown dust production.

4)

Primary and secondary belt scrapers shall be used on all conveyors to
minimise the amount of fine coal adhering to the return belt.

5)

A controlled high pressure water spray system shall be installed to give
total spray coverage of all coal stockpiles. The sprays shall operate if
wind conditions and coal surface moisture content are such that coal
dust will be produced. The sprays shall be sufficient to hold dust
within five minutes.

6)

All roads shall be sealed, kept free of spillages and dampened down as
necessary to minimise dust nuisance.

7)

Any water draining from the stockpile shall be directed to the
stormwater retention pond.

8)

Whenever practicable stockpile loading or load out shall be confmed to
the leeward side of the stockpile.

9)

Spillages outside the stockpiles shall be minimised and cleaned up as
·
·
soon as practicable.

10) All log debris and bark shall be removed from all roadways.
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D.

Monitoring Charges
The Grantee shall pay all charges for monitoring, fixed pursuant to section
36(1) and (2) of the Resource Management Act 1991.

E. Review of Conditions
The Council may review the conditions of this consent by giving notice of its
intention to do so pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991
at any time within the period commencing six (6) months after construction of port
facilities begins and expiring two years after coal is first stored at the Shakespeare
Bay facility. The purpose of the review is to ensure that the management practices
specified are adequate to achieve compliance with the performance standards.
F. Duration of Permit
The duration of this permit shall be 35 years.

..

Monito ring Program me for Ensurin g Compli ance with
Cor itions of a Dischar ge Permit for Port Marlbo rough New
Zealan d Limited to Dischar ge Contam inants to the Air in
Shakes peare Bay
-·

1.

Air quality measurements will be made by two suspended particulate and two deposited
particulate monitoring devices which shall be sited at the locations shown on Figure
SH545-Jl attached The monitors will be operational prior to construction commencing.
Results from the air quality monitoring will be forwarded to Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited every three months.

2.

The air quality measurements will be measured and assessed in accordance with the ISO
standard 4222.2 ·as at 1 March 1993 for deposited particulate matter and the DSIR
NECAL laboratory method 101 as at 1 March 1993 for suspended particulate matter•

..
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Appendix "7"
5.

Land Use Consents

Pursuant to section 105 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in
accordance with sections 104 and 108 of that Act, a land use consent is granted
to Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited in respect of its application for a
port development in Shakespeare Bay for:
earthworks and land clearance;
a non-complying activity on Rural "A" and Industrial "B" land
(Marlborough Section, Marlborough District Plan); and
use of the reclamation authorised by coastal permit for the purpose of
storage of bulk products (mainly timber and coal) and associated
facilities for the timber and coal berths.
This consent is subject to the following conditions:
NOTE:

1. All references in these conditions to the Council are deemed to be
references to the Marlborough District Council.
2. All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met by
the Grantee- Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

A.
i)

Earthworks controls and Site Rehabilitation
1) The Wetland at the head of Shakespeare Bay shall be fenced along the
boundaries to exclude stock; gorse outliers in the wetland and abandoned
pasture will be removed; native flora and fauna will be encouraged to
develop on the wetland margins and a buffer area will be planted
between the wetland and the farmland with suitable indigenous species
that would most likely have been there originally; plantings will not alt~r
the existing character of the sandspit; all seed and cuttings will be
~~
sourced from the Sounds Ecological District.
2)

The batter adjoining the base ofKaipupu Point hill and the pasture and
batter adjoining Kaipupu Point headland shall be managed as follows:
immediately on construction of the batter the bare soil will be hydrosown with the seed mix contained in Appendix A, Clause 6.10 of the
Earthworks Management Plan annexed hereto and forming part of this
consent, and then planted with tutu and a selection of native tree and
shrub species chosen to blend with the adjoining hill slope vegetation;
the pasture will have all stock removed and pine and strangler vine will
be· removed; planting of native shrubs and trees complementary to the
existing vegetation will be made to enhance regeneration.
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3)

ii)

iii)

The batters either side of the cutting between Shakespeare Bay and
Picton Harbour will be stabilised and managed to integrate with the
surrounding vegetation by hydro-seeding with the seed mix contained in
Appendix A, Clause 6.10 of the Earthworks Management Plan
immediately on completion, and planting native shrub and tree
(predominately beech) species.

The Grantee will undertake a regular maintenance programme for these areas
on a six monthly basis for a period of three years and then on an annual basis
until the revegetation is maintained naturally. This maintenance programme
will include checks for and control of any invasive species in the shrub and
wetland vegetation or any animals pests, replacement of missing or dead
plants, release of all plants, and removal of undesirable species.
The Grantee shall carry out all rehabilitation works in accordance with the
· Rehabilitation Management Plan annexed hereto and forming part of this
consent.

iv)

The Grantee shall carry out all earth works associated with the construction of
the port development in accordance with the Earthworks Management Plan.

v)

The Grantee shall enter into a bond in the sum of TWO HUNDRED AND
FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($250,000) with the Council to ensure
compliance with the provisions of this consent for a period of three years and
the Bond shall remain in force whether the consent is transferred abandoned or
surrendered. This bond shall be linked to the Consumer Price Index and
adjusted upwards or downwards accordingly.

The Bond Should Contain the Following Terms
1) That should the Grantee fail to complete the obligations required
under the conditions of this consent and the Rehabilitation
Management Plan within three years of the commencement of the
project, the Council shall be entitled to have the whole or part of the
bond forfeited to it.
2) That in the event of the Grantee failing to comply with any of the
terms or conditions of the Land Use Consent during the period of the
bond the Council shall be entitled to have the whole or part of the
bond forfeited to it.

vi)

The Grantee shall prior to the commencement of the operation of its port
facility enter into a bond in the sum of TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($250,000) to cover the cost of the removal of the
plant, buildings and roading system and site restoration and rehabilitation of
the reclamation in the· event that the Grantee ceases to operate and maintain a
deep water port on the Shakespeare· Bay reclamation. This bond shall be
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linked to the Consumer Price Index and be adjusted upwards or downwards
accordingly.
The term of the Bond shall be for a period of thirty-five (35) years. The Bond
.shall remain in force whether the consent is transferred, surrendered or
abandoned. In the event that the Grantee ceases to operate or maintain a deep
water port on the reclamation and abandons the project without removing the
plant, buildings, roading and sealing and landscaping of the reclamation to the
satisfaction of the Council, the Council shall be entitled to have the whole or
such part of the Bond as would be sufficient to cover the above costs forfeited
to it.

B.
i)

Noise C~mtrol
All activities other than construction work shall be conducted so that the sound
level at the boundary of any residential zone does not exceed the following
limits:
1) night-time (10pm- 6am)
45 dBA L10, and 75 dBA Lmax
2) day-time (6am- 10pm)
55 dBA LIO

ii)

Sound levels shall be measured and assessed in accordance with the provisions
ofNew Zealand Standard NZS 6801:1991- "Measurement of Sound" and
NZS 6802:1991- "Assessment ofEnvironmental Sound".

iii)

Construction noise shall not exceed the recommended upper limits specified in
Tables 1 and 2, and shall be measured and assessed in accordance with, the
provisions ofNew Zealand Standard NZS 6803P:1984- "The Measurement
and Assessment ofNoise From Construction, Maintenance and Demolition".

C.
i)

Port Operations
The Grantee shall ensure that all shore-based ablution and kitchen facilities
constructed as part of the new port facilities in Shakespeare Bay are connec'-----..
to the Picton sewerage system.

ii)

The Grantee shall provide receptacles for waste oil resulting from maintenance
activities generated from the Shakespeare Bay port development.

iii)

The Grantee shall provide receptacles for garbage from vessels using port
facilities in Shakespeare Bay and ensure that all garbage is collected and
disposed of in a facility authorised by the Director General of Agriculture and
Fisheries.

iv)

The Grantee shall ensure that debarking of logs is not carried out at port
facilities in Shakespeare Bay.

4

D. Review of Conditions
The Council may review the conditions of this consent by giving notice of its
intention to do so pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991 at
ariy time within the period commencing six (6) months after construction of port
facilities begins in Shakespeare Bay and expiring three years thereafter. The
purpose of the review is to ensure conditions relating to noise controls are adequate .
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COUNSEL
Mr M.R. Camp QC with Mr P.J. Radich for Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited
"
w
Mr R.J.B. Fowler with Miss S.A. Brow n for Coal Corporation ofNe
Zealand Limited
Mr D. Forsell for the Minis ter of Forestry
Mr M.T. Parker with Miss P. Rutledge for the'Director General of
Conservation
ed
MrP. M. Salmon QC withM rB.A . Jenkins for New Zeala nd Rail Limit
Mr R.D. Crosby for the Marlborough District Council

INTE RIM DECISION ON APPEALS AND REPO RT ON INQU IRIES
TO THE MINI STER OF CONSERVATION

Introd uctio n
three
These proceedings, which by consent were heard together, comprise
h
appeals and three inquiries arising out of a proposal by Port Marlboroug
Bay
New Zealand Limited to establish certain port facilities in Shakespeare
in the Marlborough Sounds.
Towards the end of 1991 Port Marlborough New Zeala nd Limited applie
for five resop.rce consents as follows:-

/

a coastal permit : to reclaim and develop part of Shakespeare Bay
with wharves and associated facilities;
a coastal permit : for the disposal of stormwater into Shakespeare
Bay;
.a discharge permit : to discharge contaminants to the air;
a land use consent : for various earthworks and land clearance
associated with this deveJopment; and
a land use conse nt: for a non-complYing activity.
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recommendations of a committee of the Regional Council niade pursuant to
section 118 of the Act.

In this case because there were applications for coastal permits and for land
use consents, as well as a permit to discharge contaminants into the air, the
Nelson/Marlborough Regional Council and the Marlborough District
Council appointed a joint hearing committee comprising two councillors
from each of the Councils, and an appointee of the Minister of Conservation
who was also appointed as an independent Commissioner by the two
Councils.

Following public notification of the applications some 52 submissions were
received. Thirty-one supported the applications, 8 raised some concerns
about them, and 13 were opposed.

Between 2 and 4 March 1992, the joint hearing committee conducted a
public hearing at Blenheim in the course of which it heard evidence and
submissions from a large number of bodies and persons who had made
submissions in respect of these application_s, including all those who
-"

became parties to these proceedings.

Following this hearing the joint hearing committee prepared and issued a
detailed report covering the matters just referred to, together with its
recommendations and decisions, as appropriate, in respect of the five
resource consents .

.

·'

In the result, recommendations were made to the.Minister of Conservation
,.

hat the two coastal permits should !>e granted as _applied for, with the
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make our decisions. This matter was adverted to in submissions, but it was
never suggested that we should conduct separate hearings.

We have decided to combine in the one document our report to the Minister
of Conser\ration and our decisions on the appeals so that the relationship
between the two can be readily appreciated and understood. It also saves us
having to repeat references to the evidence and the submissions. For this
reason this document will now be referred to, purely for convenience, as a
"decision", but at the appropriate stage we will formally record our
determinations in respect of the appeals and formally make our report to the
Minister of Conservation.

We add here, that we have. decided to record our determinations before our
report because, towards the end of the hearing, it became clear that the
principal issue for determination in this case is whether land use cqnsent
should be granted to allow the port facilities to be established. We will
have more to say about this later.

that Port Marlborough New
At this stage it is also convenient to record_
.....
Zealand Limited will now be referred to as "Port Marlborough"; Coal
Corporation of New Zealand Limited as "Coal Corp"; the Director General
of Conservation as the "Director General"; New Zealand Rail Limited as
"NZ Rail"; and the Marlborough District Council which has, since these
proceedings began, beconie a unitary authority thus taking over the
functions of the former Nelson/Marlborough Regional Council which has
been abolished, will be referred to as "the Council" .

.-
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Again for convenience, we will now refer to the three appeals and the
requests for inquiries simply as "appeals". The appeal by NZ Rail- RMA
63/92 - seeks to have all the resource consents refused. The appeal by Port
Marlborough - RMA 70/92 - is an appeal against that part of the joint
hearin g committee's recommendations to the Minister of Conservation that
would limit the coastal pennit for the reclamation and port development by
excluding the coal berth and its associated dolphin mooring. The appeal by
the Director General - RMA 79/92 - is an appeal against some of the
conditions proposed by the joint hearing committee in respec t of the coastal
permit for the reclamation; the land use consent for earthworks and land
clearance; and the land use consent for a non-complying activity. It also
seeks to have the recom menda tion to _ ant a coastal permit to

disch~e

stormwater overturned.

Betwe en 22 May 1992 and 30 October 1992 the presiding Planning Judge
conducted a pre-hearing conference in respect of all these pro9eedings at
Blenheim and at Christ church over three sessions. Copies of the Minutes
issued following each of those sessions are annexed to this decision as
Appendices "2", "3", "4" and "5".

In the course of the pre-he aring conference the matters in issue betwe en the

parties were clarified and several of those bodies and persons who had
originally made submissions either joined with or had their interests
assumed by other parties. Consequently, by the time the substantive
hearing began before the Tribunal, the number of parties had reduced
significantly, the issues were clear, and the hearing was able to procee d in
an orderly fashion. Also in the course of the interlocutory proceedings

.·

a ding up to this hearing, the presiding Planni ng Judge heard and
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determined an application by NZ Rail for leave to obtain discovery against
both Port Marlborough and the Council and his decision in respect of that
application is reported at 2 NZRM A 40. Following that decision informal
discovery involving NZ Rail, also took place but no orders were required.

Then, by the time the substantive hearing began, the matters in issue
betwee n the Director General and Port Marlborough were virtually
resolved, and consequently counsel for the Director General did not seek to
take an active part in the hearing until closing submissions. On 8 February
1993, a memorandum was filed setting out the terms upon which the
Director General, Port Marlborough and the Council had agreed that the
Director General's appeal could be determined. Once again, if it becomes
necessary, we will have more to say about this later in the light of
submissions we received from counsel, including Miss Rutledge for the
Director General, when they closed their respective cases.

The substantive hearing commenced at Blenheim on 1 February 1993 and
continued until18 February 1993 when the Trib:unal adjourned for reasons
that will be set out shortly. On 2 February~1993 in the company of
representatives of the parties we made a site inspection, during which we
viewed Shakespeare Bay and its environs, Picton Harbour, and an area that
we will call the Picton tip area which was referred to by NZ Rail during the
hearing as being a suitable site for log storage and marshalling. On
18 February 1993, this time unaccompanied but with the full knowledge
and approval of the parties, we made a second site inspection. Both
inspections were helpful in that they enabled us to better understand the
detailed evidence that we heard from the 39 wifnesses who were called to

.·

ive evidence during the hearing. T...he names of each of those witnesses and
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the party calling them appear in a list annexed to this decision as Appendix
"6". A list of the exhibits produc ed during the hearing is also annexed to
this decision as Appendix "7".

0

In line with our usual practice, the evidence-in-chief of each witness had
been prepared and circulated prior to the hearing, and at the hearing we also
had the benefit of a contemporaneous transcription service provided by two
stenographers using a word process or and a laser printer. This enabled
counsel and ourselves to be provided with a transcript of additions to
evidence-in-chief, cross-examination, re-examination and questions by the
Tribunal on a daily basis. We also adopted the practice of spending a short
time at the beginning of each day going through this transcript with counsel
so that after all the evidence had been heard a complete, corrected, and
agreed transcript became available to each of us and to counsel.

We would like to say here that we are grateful to the two stenographers for
their patience and for the skill they showed in providing this transcript,
bearing in mind that prior to the hearing neither of them had been involved
to say that the task of preparing
in this particular jurisdiction. We also WaiJt
.-·
this decision, while still a daunting one, was eased considerably by having
such ready access to the record.

Overall, as we commented earlier, this hearing proceeded smoothly and
efficiently and this is as much a tribute to counsel and their witnesses as to
any other factor. As we commented before we adjourned on
18 February 1993, we thought that all parties had presented their cases well
and were to be congratulated for having done so:- As the reader of this

..

ecision will discover, a proposal to establish new port facilities is a

J

-..
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complex matter but even at this early stage one thing can be said with
confidence, and that is that this proposal has now been the subject of close
scrutiny in the course of two detailed hearings, one before the joint hearing
committee which of course by its ve,ty nature was a much shorter and less
formal hearing than ours, and the other before this Tribunal.

We mentioned a moment ago that we adjourned on 18 February 1993. The
reasons for that now follow. In the course of his closing submissions Mr
Camp, leading counsel for Port Marlborough, drew our attention to the
provisions of section 118(5)(a) of the Act which provide that notice of a
recommendation by a hearing committee is to be given no later than 15
working days after the conclusion of the hearing. Then, by reference to
section 290(1) of the Act, Mr Camp submitted, although we are bound to
record with little enthusiasm, that the Tribunal might be under the same
time constraint at least in respect of our report to the Minister of
Conservation. Other counsel submitted that this is probably not so, pointing
out that section 269(1) of the Act authorises the Tribunal to regulate its
proceedings in such manner as it thinks fit, subject of course to any express
.'--"

provisions in the Act.

The question also arises as to whether these proceedings include the kind of
inquiry contemplated by section 290(1) of the Act. It will be noticed that
this subsection refers to an inquiry against a persons decision whereas here ·
our inquiries were in respect of the joint hearing committee's.
recommendations to the Minister of Conservation which have yet to be the

I

subject of any decision.

.·
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We notice also that ifMr Camp's time limit argument is right, it is probably
right to say also that there is a time limit on us in terms of section 115 of the
Act relating to decisions by consent authorities. This also happens to be 15
working days after the conclusion of the hearing, except to the extent that
the consent authority extends the time pursuant to section 115(2) of the Act.
Once again by section 290(1), the Tribunal has the same power, duty and
discretion in respect of a decision of a consent authority as the consent
authority had itself.
i '

It is not standard practice for Parliament to place time constraints on the

decision making functions of a judicial body such as this Tribunal, and we
doubt that Parliament intended to do that when it enacted the various
sections of the Act to which we have just referred. For ourselves we rather

think that the word "duty" in section 290(1) is intended to refer to the duty
to consider the relevant provisions of the Act, rather than to comply with
procedural obligations. Several decision makers at first instance have
different procedural obligations from those applying to this Tribunal.

Be that as it may, and having regard to the _importance of this matter, we
.:'"

were not prepared to risk jeopardising three weeks of hearing by failing to
comply with a procedu ral obligation, although we also have doubts about
the true nature and extent of t4e risk in any event. Then too,.as at
18 February 1993, there was still the possibility of an appeal relating to a_,.··
plan change to authorise the relocation of part of Queen Charlotte Drive as
an integral part of Port Marlborough's proposed port development.

..
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For these reasons, we chose not to conclude the hearing on that day but to
adjourn it sine die with leave reserved to any party to have it brought on at
15 working days notice.

The Registrar has advised us that no appeals have been filed in relation to
the plan change, and when we had completed our deliberations the
presiding Planning Judge issued a further Minute to the Parties in
accordance with the terms of the adjournment on 18 February 1993,
indicating that we were ready to give this decision. A copy of that Minute
is annexed to this decision as Appendix "8".

This completes this introduction and we will now provide some factual
background to Port Marlborough's applications. This has been derived
mainly from the evidence ofMr Brian Fitzpatrick, Port Marlborough's
. Managing Director, and Mr G.S. Boon its Port Development Manager.

Background

Port Marlborough is a limited liability com_pany created pursuant to the Port
/

Companies Act 1988. The shareholders are the Marlborough District
Council - 92%, and the Kaikoura District Council - 8%. The· current
directors, of whom there are 8, include amongst their number people with
extensive experience in transport, construction, marine farming, property,/' ·
forestry, timber processing, commerce and law. Of passing interest but no
more than that, is the fact that Dr A.F. Small the Managing Director ofNZ
Rail was a founding director of Port Marlborough and remained a director
until December 1992.

.·
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Port Marlborough employs 43 permanent staff and creates a significant
amount of casual employment through the loading and unloading of ships
and fishing vessels at its Picton facility in Picton Harbour which is adjacent
to Shakespeare Bay.

Annexed to this decision as Appendix "9" is a copy of a locality plan that
formed part of Port Marlborough's application documents. This shows the
location of its proposed development in Shakespeare Bay and, in an inset,
the relevant zoning pattern that is provided for in the Marlborough section
of the relevant transitional district plan.

Currently the port of Picton handles outgoing cargoes of logs, sawn timber,
salt, tallow, meat and coal, and incoming cargoes of cement. It is also the
rail head for the top of the South Island and handles the important interisland rail ferries carrying passengers, roll-on/roll-off cargo, stock and
general cargo. The port also caters for a fleet of commercial fishing vessels.
Mr Fitzpatrick agreed with Mr Salmon that something in the order of 99%

of the tonnage going through the port is transpoi.:ted by rail if the ferries are
included in that calculation. At the same__!!me he made the point that in
recent times there has been a six fold increase in the annual tonnage of
other products over the Waitohi Wharf which is a general purpose cargo
wharf at the port.

So far as log exports are concerned, Mr Boon said that currently the port is
short of the necessary storage areas associated with this particular c~go.
More will be said about tlrislater. The port is also looking to develop
facilities for the export of coal, and again more will be said about this later.

..

·
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At this point we think it would be useful to provide a general description of
Picton Harbour and for that purpose we have drawn on the evidence-inchief ofMr J.R.P. Clarke, who is a planner and was called by Port
Marlborough principally to give evidence about tourism.

Mr Clarke said that Picton Harbour is intensively used with recreational and
tourist activities being located mainly on the eastern side of the harbour,
and the ferry terminal and port wharves on the western side. Viewing the
harbour clockwise from the north-east, he described the range of activities
as follows-

Yacht club on eastern edge;
Small marina at the southern end, extending towards the east;
Several yacht and sail charter operations;
Two main excursion/scenic boat operators, with a number of other
small operators;
· Sail boat hire and use within the immediate confmes of the port;
Boat repair/maintenance facilities; ·
and the charter/scenic boat
Swing moorings between the wharves
..."" .....
operators and extending towards the south-west;
The recently relocated Edwin Fox hull with its associated
museum/information facility;
A scenic float plane service with the terminal near the Edwin Fox . Centre;
Port facilities including wharfage south-east of the ferry terminal;
The feny terminal itself comprising two "back in" berths and a
substantial terminal building with associated commercial functions

..

and extensive car parking ar~as;

.....

'j'
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The main bulk cargo wharf, Waitohi Wharf, which is a fmger wharf
immediately north of the feny terminal; and
A narrow, fairly constricted area extending along the south-western
edge of the port accommodating cement and tallow silos, a coal
stockpile area, and general cargo.

Our two site inspections confmned Mr Clarke's description.
u"

Shakespeare Bay is adjacent to Picton Harbour - see Appendix "9".
Although Shakespeare Bay and Picton Harbour are separated by a peninsula
they form part of a larger body of water approximately 2, 025 hectares in
area. This extends some 2,000 metres from Kaipupu Point to Queen
Charlotte Sound proper. Shakespeare Bay itself covers an area of between
60 and 70 hectares.

Port Marlborough proposes reclaiming an area of 8 hectares adjacent to the
site of a now disused freezing works, the remnants of which can be seen
from Queen Charlotte Drive as one proceeds fro_m Picton Harbour to
Shakespeare Bay. They are located on a .-··s~ddle or dip in the peninsula to
which we earlier referred. It is proposed to excavate this saddle and create
_a cutting to give access at· approximately existing ground level from the
Picton Harbour side to the Shakespeare Bay side. Further excavations
would also be carried out, some involving the existing alignment of Queen· ·
Charlotte Drive. The end result will be a total area of flat land including the
reclamation, of some 11.4 hectares which is intended to provide storage,
.marshalling and general backup areas for two deep water berths, one
dedicated to timber exports and the other dedicated to bulk products, but in
•'
L.l...,Ll.la..l

to coal exports. Shakespeare Bay has natural deep water.
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Annexed to this decision as Appendix "1 0" is a copy of a plan of the
proposed development that formed part of Port Marlborough's original
application documents. There have been some modifications to this plan
but it depicts the proposal adequately for the purposes of this part of our
decision. ·

By New Zealand standards, this is a major development, the ramifications

of which will be discussed in more detail in later sections of this decision.
At this stage we can conclude this section by saying that apart from the

-

freezing works which have now lain unused and in a somewhat derelict
state for more than 10 years, Shakespeare Bay is largely undeveloped.
Nearly the whole of the western side is bush clad. There is some
Residential C zoning which we will mention again, towards the south
western end of the bay, and there is some pasture at the head of the bay.
Most of the eastern side of the bay, at least as far as the former freezing
works site, is scrub covered or still bears the signs of that development.
Currently there are some 35 swing moorings for small craft in the bay, and
some of these would need to be relocated towar<fs the head of the bay if the
proposed reclamation proceeds.

The original intention was to proceed with this development in two stages
but Port Marlborough now proposes to carry out the whole of the
reclamation in one stage, even though the coal berth and its associated
dolphin mooring will not be constructed until the need dictates. It was this
part of the development that the joint hearing committee thought did not
justify the granting of consent at this stage.
,.
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The Relevant Resource Management Instruments

For most of the hearing it was thought that there were probably four, and
possibly five resource management instruments, requiring consideration.
These were a draft New Zealand coastal policy statement; the Marlborough
Regional Planning Scheme - approved section 1; the proposed Marlborough
Sounds Maritime Planning Scheme; the Marlborough Division of the
Marlborough County District Scheme; and the Picton Borough District
Scheme Review No. 1.

However, by the time closing submissions had been received it was
apparent that there are at most four, and arguably only three, such
instruments now requiring consideration.

It is common ground that the draft New Zealand coastal policy statement
which we notice in terms of section 431 of the Act is called a draft, but in
terms of section 46 of the Act, by virtue of section 57, is called a proposed
policy statement, has not yet reached the stage where it could be regarded as
aNew Zealand coastal policy statement for the purposes of section
104(4)(b) of the Act. It is still the subject of inquiry by a Board of Inquiry
appointed under section 47. ·

The Marlborough Regional Planning Scheme - approved section 1, has
ceased to have any effect- see section 366(a) of the Act- except to the
extent provided for in section 367(1), which requires every regional council
and territorial authority in carrying out any of its functions described in
sections 30 and 31, to have regard to the provisions of a regional planning

.-

~"'~.l'-.U.L'-

approved under section 24 of the Town and Country Planning Act
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1977, to the extent that those provisions are not inconsistent with Part II of
the Act. Mr Salmon submitted in closing, that the effect of these proVisions
is to render this regional planning scheme irrelevant in this case.

With respect to Mr Salmon, we are not confident that this submission is
correct. Section 31 of the Act sets out the functions of territorial authorities
for the purposes of giving effect to the Act, and subsection (f) refers to
"Any other functions specified in this Act" .. When it is dealing with an
application for a resource consent, a territorial authority is exercising the
functions of a consent authority and it may well be that section 31(f) should
be interpreted as referring, inter alia, to that function.

For this reason, and because we have the same powers, duties, and
discretions as the territorial authority and the joint hearing committee had see section 290 of the Act, we will have regard to the relevant provisions of
the former regional planning .scheme.

At this point we should say too, that in the· course of his closing
Nelson/Marlborough Regional
submissions Mr Camp told us that the fo~er
··''
Council issued a notice pursuant to section 34 of the Soil Conservation and
· Rivers Control Amendment Act 1959, on or about 20 September 1991.
Where such a notice is in force it constitutes part of a deemed regional plan
-see section 368(1) and (2)(f) of the Act.. Until Mr Camp made this

,.

submission nothing had been said about this notice or the fact that there is
probably in existence a deemed regional plan in terms of section 368,
throughout the whole three weeks of the hearing.

l)
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Attached to Mr Camp's closing submissions is a copy of the relevant section
34 notice, which on its face applies to the area that is the subject of these
proceedings. It provides that there is to be no cutting, destruction or
removal of scrub, trees or undergrowth, or disturbance of land surfaces by
the removal of soil, or excavation or filling, or the formation of roads,
tracks or landings for any purpose, without the prior written consent of the
former Nelson/Marlborough Regional Council, which of course is now the
Marlborough District Council. This notice remains in force until 20
September 1993.

In Minister of Conservation -v- Otago Regional Council 2 NZRMA 87 this

Tribunal had occasion to consider the way in which such a notice is to be
regarded, during the transitional phase of the Act. That was a case about
burning off but the principles are the same. The Tribunal held that by virtue
of the Resource Management (Transitional Provisions) Regulations 19921992/25 the consent required by such a notice was to be granted on a non-:
notified application. If that decision is right, and so far as we are aware
tliere has been no challenge to it, then we are unable to deal with this matter

in these proceedings. However, it needs t,<? be borne in mind that if any
work was to be done before the notice expires, consent would be required.
For the purposes of these proceedings, there are apparently no other deemed
regional plan provisions requiring consideration.

This leaves for consideration the proposed Marlborough Sounds Maritime
Planning Scheme, the Marlborough Division of the Marlborough County
District Scheme, and the Picton Borough District Scheme Review No. 1.

.·

;'
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The provisions of the first of these are now, by virtue of section 370(3) of
the Act, deemed to constitute a proposed regional coastal plan because that
scheme was publicly notified, and indeed was the subject of a large number
of objections, under the Town and Country Planning Act 1977. Three
variations ·to the then proposed Maritime Planning Scheme were also
notified under the Town and Country Planning Act 1977, one of which is
directly relevant to this case, namely variation 3. The effect of variation 3,
which was also the subject of objections and cross-objections by, inter alia,
· Port Marlborough who opposed it and NZ Rail who supported it, would
have been to remove from the proposed Maritime Planning Scheme all the
provisions relating specifically to Shakespeare Bay including extensive
provisions about possible port development in that Bay. This variation,
along with the other variations to the proposed Maritime Planning Scheme,
was withdrawn by the Council before this hearing began. Reference is
made to this in the presiding Planning Judge's Minute to Parties dated
11 November 1992.

Iri. the course of his closing submissions Mr Salmon submitted that the
Council was not legally able to withdraw t}lese variations because they had
become merged in the proposed scheme. This was a "new terror" that had
not hitherto been raised by any party.

Mr Salmon's argument in support of this proposition can be summarised itf ·

the following way.

Variation 3 and the other variations have merged with the proposed
maritime planning scheme and cannot be withdfawn unless the whole
,.

cheme is withdrawn.

')
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Section 378(1) of the Resource Management Act 1991 applies the relevant
provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977 to variations that
were publicly notified but not operative prior to the date of commencement
of the Resource Manage ment Act 1991. Variation 3 and the other
variations were in this category.

Section 109 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977 provided that in
/

respect of a variation to a proposed maritime planning scheme, all the
provisions of that part of the Act - Part V - relating to the preparation and
approval of maritime planning schemes were, so far as they were applicable
and with the necessary modifications, to apply.

Section 104(6) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977, which was
·also in Part V of the Act, provided that a maritime planning authority - now
the present Council - could at any time, before a proposed maritime·
planning scheme was approved, or if there were any appeals before
decisions had been made on those appeals, with<,lraw the proposed scheme.

Regulation 48 of the Town and Country Planning Regulations 1978
provided that a variation to a draft (our emphasis) maritime planning
scheme was to merge in and become part of the ·Scheme as soon.as the
variation and the scheme were both at the same stage of preparation. We ·,· ·
notice that there was a proviso to this·part of the regulation to the effect that
where the variation included· a provision to be substituted for a provision in
the scheme against which an objection or an appeal had been lodged, that
objection or appeal was deemed to be an objection or an appeal to the

..
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Based on the foregoing, Mr Salmon submitted that variation 3 was unable to
be withdrawn because in accordance with section 104(6) of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1977 only the scheme as a whole could be
withdrawri. He also submitted that variation 3 had merged in and become
part of that scheme by virtue of regulation 48.

If Mr Salmon is right, then the proposed regional coastal plan would now
contain no provisions at all relating to port development in Shakespeare
Bay.

We should say at this point that the evidence from the Council's witnesses
about variation 3, is that it was promoted along with the other variations, for
the purpose of withdrawing all those parts of the then maritime scheme that
were still the subject of objections that had not been heard.

Mr Crosby, who was given leave to respond to this submission which Mr
Salmon very properly conceded had been made ~omewhat late in the day,
submitted that variation 3 had been lawful)y withdrawn.
·''

He submitted frrst that variation 3 and the former maritime planning
scheme, whether it was a draft or. a proposed scheme, and we notice that the
relevant provisions of Part V referred to a proposed scheme and not to a

..=-· ··

draft, were not at the same stage of preparation when the latter was
withdrawn. He also submitted that section 109(1) of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1977 imported with all the necessary modifications, all the
provisions of, inter alia, section 104 of that Acf.<Consequently, the Council
•'
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had the power to withdraw variation 3 just as it had the power to withdraw
the whole of the scheme- see section 104(6).

We should add here that in the course of his submissions, Mr Salmon
contrasted the provisions of section 4 7 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1977, which specifically referred to variations to a proposed district
scheme and provided for their withdrawal, with section 104(6)of the same
Act.

We agree with Mr Crosby that the Council had the power to withdraw
variation 3. There are important differences between the wording of section
47 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977, and section 109 of that Act
which clearly imports all the provisions of Part V from preparation to
approval relating to maritime planning schemes, including the power to
withdraw contained in section 104(6). We see no reason for reading down
the wording of section 109 of that Act,~ the way that Mr Salmon's
submission would require us to do.

Then so far as merger is concerned, leaving aside the question whether
Regulation 48 applies to a proposed maritime scheme, in this case variation
3 and as we understand it the other variations that were also withdrawn by
the Council, were not intended to substitute new provisions for provisions
already in the scheme. On the contrruy, they were intended to remove or -··
withdraw those provisions altogether. If Mr Salmon's submission is right,
then it would follow that a variation that sought to remove the original
provisions of a scheme even- though it was objected to would, without any
-.-h.o.- procedural
;z..~_;!:::.rt:RJ--."" ..."".....

steps, automatically remove that provision.
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In our opinion, Regulation 48 could not have been intended to achieve such
a result for the simple reason that the rights of objectors to the original
provision could thereby be defeated. Indeed, we doubt that it was legally
possible to withdraw a whole section of a scheme by way of variation.
Such a variation would have nothing to merge with. The relevant part of
the scheme would no longer exist.

For these reasons we do not accept Mr Salmon's submission about the
withdrawal of variation 3. It follows that the relevant resource management
instrument for present purposes is the proposed regional coastal plan as it
existed prior to variation 3.

As to the Marlborough Division of the Marlborough County District
Scheme, here the position is more straight forward. It is common ground
that in accordance with section 373(1) of the Act.this is deemed to be a
district plan and is deemed to have become operative on 1 October 1991 in
accordance with the Act. There is little in this plan about Shakespeare Bay.
The relevant planning map shows some of the l~d adjacent to that part of
the Bay where Port Marlborough proposes its reclamation as being zoned
J,, ...

Industrial B.

We should add that apart from a few changes, none of which are relevant
for present purposes, this plan has remained in the same state as it was
when it became operative on 14 May 1982. It was therefore overdue for
review in terms of the Town ·and Country Planning Act 1977 and a review
is currently being prepared under the Resource Management Act 1991.
This review is intended to make provision for anew regional plan,

.·

eluding a new regional coastal pl'!fl. Mr N.A. Morris, the Council's senior
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resource and consents officer, said that it is proposed to publicly notify this
composite review before 1 October 1993. We will have more to say about
these and other provisions in this plan later. In the meantime, we record
that we will now refer to this plan as the Marlborough section of the
transitional district plan.

This section provides that the balance of the land surrounding Shakespeare
Bay is either Scenic Reserve or zoned Rural A, except for two areas. One is
towards the south-western end of the Bay and is, as we said earlier, zoned
Residential C, and the other is at the head of the Bay and is designated for
harbou r works.
The only other resource management instrument to which regard needs to
be had is the Picton Borough District Scheme Review No. 1. This too is
now a deemed district plan pursuant to section 373(1) of the Act. It
constitutes the Picton section of the Council's transitional district plan and
will be referred to in that way from now on. None of the land that Port
Marlborough intends to use for its proposed port development is covered by
the Picton section. However, it does have relevance because it contains
some statements about Shakespeare Bay and its potential as a deep water
port. It also contains statements about industrial development and
transportation. Then too, part ofNZ Rail's case centres around a
proposition that there are alternative sites for log storage and marshalling

m

Picton itself, and those sites are included in this section of the transitional
plan.

We will be saying more about the resource management instruments just

..

................. 1'1

to in other sections of this decisio11; but we have thought it
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necessacy to refer to them at this stage because they provide part of the
background against which several of the factual iss~es addressed by the
witnesses during the hearing were discussed. We now tum to consider
those issues.

Discussion and Consideration of Factual Issues

In this section of our decision we will discuss the evidence given about all

the matters that ultimately remained in issue between the parties, more
particularly of course between Port Marlborough and NZ Rail. In the next
section we will also discuss the evidence of those witnesses who applied
their resource management evaluation expertise to the various issues.

We have identified ten topics for discussion and consideration and these
will be dealt with under separate sub-headings. At the end of our
discussion and consideration of each topic we will formulate and record a
conclusion. The ten topics are as follows:-

forestry, the log trade and processing;
the coal trade, transport and export;
log marshalling and stevedoring;
coal transportation, storage and stevedoring;
construction of a bund wall and reclamation;
wharf construction;
visual air quality and water quality effects;
shipping and navigation;
tourism; and
econmrucs.
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We received voluminous and detailed evidence about most of these topics,
and it would be quite impossible to keep the size of this decision within
reasonable bounds and at the same time record all the detail. Necessarily
therefore, the discussion and consideration that will follow is in summary
form and is intended to highlight what we regard as the most important
aspects of the evidence.
Before turning to the specific topics we should also mention that several of
the witilesses to whom we will refer in this section, based their evidence-inchief on reports that they had either prepared themselves or had contributed
to and which formed part of Port Marlborough's environmental statement
that it commissioned for the purposes of making its applications for
resource consen ts- see section 88(6)(b) of the Act and the Fourth Schedule
thereto.
This environmental statement, which runs to three volumes, was produced
as Exhibit "A". Volume 1 is an overview; volun;te 2 contains technical
appendices concerning a consultation proc~ss and the implications of port
development for marine resources and water quality; and volume 3 contains
other technical appendices concerning the major social and planning issues,
a report byTe Atiaw a the local iwi, terrestrial ecology and potential impacts
of development, landscape assessment and design; environmental noise
study, air quality assessment and traffic impacts .

..

-
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Forestry, the Log Trade and Processing

Five witnesses called by Port Marlborough gave evidence about this topic.

Mr M.I. Turbitt is a qualified and experienced forestry consultant and a
member of the Marlborough Forest Owners Association. He has examined
future wood production levels for the Marlborough region comprising the
whole of the Marlborough District Council's district and the whole of the
Kaikoura District Council's district.

Of a total of approximately 43,000 hectares of land generating woodflow
from this region, by far the greatest area is in the Marlborough District.
This 43,000 hectares represents approximately 3.3% of the national forest
estate. The Kaikoura District component is only 380 hectares. The bulk of
the existing forests are located north. and west of Blenheim. New areas are
being planted each year, and in addition areas that have already been logged
are being replanted.

During the late 1980's the annual new forest pla.J).ting declined from a high
of2,000 hectares per annum to

approxim~!ely

600 hectares in 1989. Since

1990 new areas planted have increased to approximately 1,500 hectares in
1992 and tree seedling orders suggest a similar or greater area of planting in
1993. In this witness' woodflow projections, which we can,. say here are not
really in dispute as to totals, plantings for 1990, 1991 and 1992 are not
included. Taking a minimum clear fell age of 27 years, by 1997 the annual
cut in the Marlborough region will increase by more than four times the
1992 estimated cut to 333,992 m3 and will continue to increase to a
sustainable cut of 765,317 m3 per year by the year 2000. This is

-·

pproximately 9.5 times the 1992 C!lt. So far as existing wood processing

,
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and markets associated with that are concerned, current output from
sawmills already exceeds local demand.
r
Mr J.H. McKenzie is also a private forest consultant and gave simila
He
evidence to that given by Mr Turbitt regarding total forest plantings.
rs
also gave more detailed evidence about the Marlborough Fores t Owne
Association. This body represents a total of 68 forest owners in
ely
Marlborough, with a combined nett stocked forest area of approximat
that
36,850 hectares out of the total of approximately 43,000 hectares in
rce.
region. This is, in other words, 86% of the Marlborough Forest resou
the
Two of the Association's members are Tasman Fores tiy Limited and
es and
Marlborough Fores tiy Corporation. The former owns 18,000 hectar
the
the latter owns 3,000 hectares. Mr McKenzie also gave evidence about
benefits that the Marlborough Fores t Owners Association sees in
to do
developing Shakespeare Bay for a log export port. These are mainly
.
with transport matters and will be referred to under another sub-heading
is the
Port Marlborough also called evidence from Mr D C Robertson who
Nelso n sales and supplies manager for Tasman Fores tiy Limited. Mr
ssing
Robertson gave quite detailed evidence about the future for local proce
en
as compared with the expor t of logs - a matter of some contention betwe
Port Marlborough and NZ Rail. ·
·
Currently, Tasman Fores tiy Limited, which in 1991 sold 49% of its forest
estate to a consortium of American and European investors, is harvesting
approximately 525,000 cubic metres per annum from its
Nelson/Marlborough estate. It supplies logs ona-reg11lar basis to
. international and New Zealand woQd processors and the end uses are

")
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plywood, laminated veneer lumber, medium density fibre board and sawn
timber for house framing and window manufacture in the United States.

Mr Robertson said the range of end uses necessitates the production of an

ever changing complex of log grades, and under a later sub-heading we will
be dealing with the matter of log grades in more detail when we consider
the topic of log marshalling and stevedoring. It is sufficient to say that this
witness' evidence about the increasing number of sizes and grades of logs is
consistent with the evidence given later by the log marshallers and the
stevedores.

As to future processing in New Zealand, Mr Robertson did not foresee
much of an increase from the present position. He referred to some figures
produced by the forestry division of the Food and Agricultural Organisation
(FAO) about estimated wood demand world wide, which show that this
demand far exceeds supply. Thus, this witness concluded that New
Zealand's total annual harvest which was approximately 14,000,000 cubic
nietres in 1992, and is projected to increase to approximately 25,000,000
cubic metres in 2010, could all be

consum~d
....

on the world market. Given

this scenario Mr Robertson summarised his views on processing in this
way:

(i)

World demand for wood, especially higher quality timber and logs is··
increasing while traditional supplies are decreasing.

Demand for radiata pine as a substitute for traditional saw log
species is predicted to continue to grow.~-~

.-
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(iii)

Tasman Forestry Limited's intention is to have a global mix of
market.

(iv)

There will be substantial demand for certain log grades, especially
peeler products.

(v)

It is most unlikely there will be a major expansion of this local
sawmilling industry involving the construction of a large scale saw
mill.

(vi)

There could be limited expansion of the sawmilling industry with
medium sized saw mills probably targeting niche markets.

(vii)

The construction of a pulp mill does not appear viable and a single
line MDF plant would be at a cost disadvantage relative to other
north and south island plants.

(Viii) It is likely that a considerable part of the pulp log volume will be
traded internationally either as

chip~
...

or in log form .

;

When he was cross-examined by Mr Salmon about these propositions Mr
Robertson agreed, with regard to likely increases in local processing that
there is room for legitimate differences of opinion; and one of the features,- ·
of the forestry industry is that it is constantly in a state of change.
Two other witnesses who were called by Port Marlborough to give evidence
about this topic were Dr P H B Aldwell, who is now employed in the

..

Corporate Development Division of the Forest Research Institute at

c)
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Rotorua, and Mr R J Osborne who is the Managing Director of Flight
Anderson Limited, a timber milling and timber processing company, having
its principal place of business in Blenheim.

Along with Mr Turbitt, Dr Aldwell contributed to one of the technical
reports in Exhibit "A" and he was called to give evidence to confirm the
evaluations he made as part of that report. It was his opinion that the forest
resource in Marlborough is not absorbable by domestic consumption in that
region. He agreed with earlier witnesses that it is unlikely that a
mechanically based or chemically based pulp and paper plant would be
established in the region because of cost and lack of guaranteed supply of a
sufficiently large volume of wood.

In cross-examination by Mr Salmon, the witness was asked about the need

for storage space if processing was to take place. He was asked if it was
correct that logs converted to chips need only about one tenth of the storage
space needed for logs. Dr Aldwell replied that it was his understanding that
on a per hectare basis one can store 70,000 cubi~. metres of chips per
and 15,000 cubic metres of
hectare but only between 8,000 cubic metr~s
..•.
logs.

As to whether sawn timber takes up more or less storage space than logs,
the witness said that this depended on the product mix. For example, it is-·=·· possible that a saw mill may export product to more than one client and
have more than one product type, and as a result those products would tend
to be stored in different heaps or stacks at the port or at the warehouse. He
..

did not agree that 100 cubic metres ofMDF (medium density fibreboard) is

.·

ways going to fit into a smaller sp_ace than 100 cubic metres of logs.
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Mr Osborne, to whom we referred earlier, is also a director of Port
Marlborough and an executive member of the Marlborough Forest Owners

Association. He said that there·is widespread prediction that export log
prices will increase in this current year by some 15-20% and at the time he
gave his evidence he was predicting even greater increases. He could not
imagine that any prudent investor of capital in a processing facility that
would produce substantial bulky export products would make that
investment if there was not a port facility to handle them. By this we
understood Mr Osborne to be saying that while there will always be a
sufficient supply of logs for the log trade, even if there was an increase in
processing, most of that processed product or partly processed product
would be exported. Consequently, the proposed port facility is required,
whether processing occurs or not. We record that Mr Osborne was not
cross-examined but that may have been because he was regarded at least by
counsel for NZ Rail, as having more than a passing interest in these
proceedings.
The Minister ofForests entered an appearance at the hearing of these
proceedings as a separate party, and although his counsel did not wish to
make any submissions on matters of fact or of law, he did call one witness
namely, Mr J C H );lerry, who is a senior sector analyst on the staff of the
d·
Ministry ofForestry at Nelson. A good deal of Mr Perry's evidence relate
to transport matters and we will refer to it later for that purpose but this
witness also confirmed the earlier evidence about the actual and potential
volumes of forest products in the Marlborough region.
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NZ Rail called one witness who dealt specifically with the topic we are now
discussing. He was Mr S S Strand who is a member of the New Zealand
Institute of Forestry and is now a private forestry consultant. Mr Strand
accepted Mr Turbitt's projected figure of765,317 cubic metres of annual
harvest in ·the year 2,000, but it is his opinion that some 25-30% of this will
constitute pulp logs rather than the 35-40% projected by the Ministry of
Forestry, which was a figure relied on by Mr Turbitt.

Mr Strand went on to discuss processing. In particular he discussed the
prospects for an additional small saw mill, a small clearwood mill and an
MDF plant. He did not discuss the prospects for large saw mills, plywood
mills, pulp mills or newsprint mills. He regarded those developments as
being unrealistic. He then applied these processing options to the
Marlborough region's wood flow. He stated that he believed that
sawmilling and MDF developments are logical and sufficiently attractive to
warrant close examination by potential developers, with the result that in
the end only approximately 70,000 cubic metres of saw logs and 20,000
cubic metres of pulp logs might be available long term for exporting after
the year 2,000. He agreed that in the short term, because of price, log
.<'

exporting will continue to be more attractive than domestic manufacturing
and exporting the finished product. However, the log export trade like all
commodity markets is volatile, in terms of both price and volume, and
prices today and during the last 12 months are not necessarily to be
regarded as either a medium.or long term trend.

Mr Strand was cross-examined at some length by both Mr Crosby for the
Council and Mr Camp for Port Marlborough. He agreed with Mr Crosby
#

that the Ministry of Forestry's assUIIlptions with regard to wood vollimes,

,,
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are reasonable, but he did not see anything particularly significant about an
upsurge in plantings in the last two years. He said that if he were investing
he would look at the shape of the wood flows exhibited in the graphs
contained in the material that had been put before us. He would then see a
relatively long period of stability between the years 2000 and 2011, and if
that extended to the year 2020 he would invest, assuming-that level of
resource would be availabl~. If recent increases over the past two years
continued this would give a comfortable margin.
/

, Mr Strand agreed that currently there is a noticeable world wide shortage of
quality soft woods, but as to whether this trend will continue he was unable
to say. He repeated that this is a commodity market. He also agreed that
barged logs could be used for processing but are more likely to be exported
as logs. This was a reference to bringing logs from forests in the
Marlboro:ugh Sounds by barge to the Picton/Shakespeare Bay area.
In answer to questions by Mr Camp, Mr Strand agreed that in the New
Zealand context overall the Marlborough forest ~esource is small and in
fragmented ownership, but he would not agree that it follows from this that
the resource offers limited security of supply. However, in any feasibility
study for an MDF plant for example, one of the major questions would be
security of supply on a large scale.

Mr Strand then had put to him a passage from a New Zealand Forest
Investment Strategy Study ca:lled a greenfields evaluation, which compares
Canada, United States, south and Chile with New Zealand as being
prospective locations for various forms of processing. He agreed that this
..
evaluation ranks New Zealand fourth, or in other.words, last, as a
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prospective location for an MDF plant. He went on to say, however, that if
one accepted recent announcements by Nelson Pine Industry and Carter
Holt Harvey about its Canterbury plant, obviously those companies do not
accept the results of this evaluation.

It is of some importance to record here that when pressed on the matter of

Nelson Pine Industries so-called recent announcement, Mr Strand finally
withdrew his assertion that this indicated an intention on the part of that
company to expand its processing plant by a third MDF line. He also
agreed that New Zealand sawmillers have a lot to learn if they are to
compete with finished products on the world market because their costs exniill are so much higher. However, there is no impediment to learning and
implementing new techniques, except alack· of investment capital.

As we indicated earlier, NZ Rail does not challenge the fact that there
is likely to be an increasing volume of forest products coming out of the
Marlborough region, and that some of this will be exported in the form
of logs. Port Marlborough's case is that a large and increasing
proportion will be exported in the form.-•~flogs, thus necessitating better
facilities than presently exist at Picton. Whether better facilities are
required is a question we have yet to determine but we accept Port
Marlborough's case that there are likely to be sizeable increases in the
volumes of logs being harvested for export from the Marlborough
region
..
We were not persuaded by NZ Rail that local processing is likely to
expand to such an extent as to render a dediCated log/timber berth

.-

facility in the Picton/Shakespeare_Bay area unnecessary. Mr
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Robe rtson , whose company supplies logs on a regu lar basis to
dent abou t
inter natio nal and New Zeal and processors, was far from confi
end Mr
any significant increase in processing in this region and in the
a
Stran d was also unab le to point to any real likelihood of such
he
development. Mr Osbo rne seemed a little more optimistic but
ay, and
asser ted that a dedicated timb er expo rt whar f is requi red anyw
justif y such
he also said that there will always be a sufficient log trade to
a facility.

The Coal Trade, Transport and Expo rt
r the lists" for
Coal Corp took the opportunity of these proceedings to "ente
in the
the first time. It had not given evidence nor taken an active part
there is a need
heari ng before the joint hearing committee. Its case was that
eas markets
for a dedicated deep wate r export berth to meet projected overs
us to come
for coal from the West Coas t of the South Island. To persuade
its counsel also
to a similar view it called evidence from three witnesses and
prese nted short opening and closing submission~~
said that
Mr C T Carson is Coalcorp's General Manager, Marketing. He
and are
total coal exports currently comprise 40% of the total produ ction
that there is
worth approximately $2,000,000 per annum. He went on to. say
are used for poten tial for significant grow th becau se exported coal products
powe r generation, ceme nt manufacturing, industrial boilers, steel
ication
production, carbon graphite, activated charcoal for chemical purif
ses and for high strength carbo n alloys for specialty metals.
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Mr Carson gave six reasons for supporting Port Marlborough's proposed

development. These were;

(i)

To enable Coalcorp to retain its existing customers and access new
markets for New Zealand's high quality coal.

(ii)

The potential that a new coal term.i:hal has for delivering significant
economic benefits to coal exporters, thus making them competitive in
world markets.

(iii)

A dedicated coal berth would improve operating flexibility to meet
customer requirements. This is because the berth would be available
when the ships require it.

(iv)

Port Marlborough's proposal offers an innovative shipping solution
by enabling_mixing of cargoes such as coal and timber and/or other
products. This raises the competitiveness of all products, not only
coal.

(v)

Shakespeare Bay, which as Mr Fitzpatrick told us, could load larger
vessels than any other port in New Zealand because of its natural
depth would enable Coal Corp to use Cape size vessels, whereas at
present it can only use Panamax size vessels. The former are large· · ·
bulk carriers that are too large to use the Panama Canal while the
latter are vessels that can use the Panama Canal.
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(vi)

Port Marlborough's proposal presents logistic and econom ic
advantages due to its geographic proximity to major untapp ed coal
reserves in New Zealand.

Mr Carsori, who only joined Coal Corp in November 1992, was crossexami ned at some length by Mr Salmon about several matters, the first of
which concerned a business relationship between Coal Corp and NZ Rail.
For our purposes it is not necessary to refer to this in detail, but it appears
that both companies are joint venture partners in another compa ny called
Coal Transport Limited which Mr Salmon suggested to Mr Carson was in
fact the exporting company. Mr Carson adhered to his understanding that it
is Coal Corp that contracts with overseas buyers.

Mr Carson was then asked some questions about a letter from the Buller
Joint Development Committee dated 7 September 1992, which had been
sent to the Tribunal but which had not been seen by us prior to the hearing.
This letter was admitted in evidence solely for the purpose of enabling Mr
Salmo n to put questions to Mr Carson about its 9~ntents. It was not
admitted as evidence of the truth of its con_tents. One of the suggestions
.~"

made in this letter is that the price of coal will drop marke dly within the
next ten years.

Mr Carson disagreed with this for two reasons. First, because current
margins for coking coal are not high, and secondly, the margins will reduce.
due to reduce d demand for coking coals but the price structure for such
coals is not based on calorific value. Thermal coals on the other hand are
norma lly sold on a calorific value basis because the customer is purchasing

..

energy. In steel making and related_metallurgical processes coal users
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purchase not only calorific value but also the carbon content within the coal
which is essential for the production process of converting iron ore to steel.

Mr Carson was then questioned about distances from the West Coast coal
mines to Picton, and comparable distances from those mines to the port of
Lyttelton, but he was unable to be of any real assistance and a later witness
dealt with these in more detail.

Mr Carson was also questioned about the suitability of Lyttelton as an
export port. It is currently the port used for exporting coal from the West
Coast mines. The importance of this is that the coal is transported from
those mines to Lyttelton by a railway known as the Midland line which is
owned and operated by NZ Rail. Again, Mr Carson was unable to give us
much assistance with regard to the suitability of Lyttelton, although he
ventured the view that there are occasional difficulties with berth
availability because the berth at Lyttelton is not a dedicated coal berth.

Mr Carson was then asked whether Coal Corp's current customers are able
to take Cape size vessels in their ports and.he said that some are not.. He
went on to point out however, that Coal Corp's support for Port
Marlborough's proposal is not based on current business which he then said
is adequately serviced through Lyttelton. R&ther, its support .is based 'On
looking to future growth in coal exports which, it is asserted, are beyond the·
capabilities· of the Lyttelton facilities as they now exist, and looks to
obtaining business that Coal Corp has not yet been able to obtain because of
the inability to be able to use larger vessels .

.·
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expect Port Marlborough to have the
To cater for its needs Coa l Corp would
t stockpiles of different grades of
ability to handle pehaps 8 to 10 differen
s supply. This would require a
coa l totalling approximately two month
,000 to 250,000 tonnes, but Mr
stockpiling capacity of approximately 200
ht be a market expectation it is not
Car son wen t on to say tha t while that mig
uld be able to afford given future
necessarily something tha t Coal Corp wo
ma y not be correct to assume tha t
pric e levels. He also poi nte d out that it
Por t Marlborough. In the end, his
all exported coal wo uld be handled by
ve:ry satisfacto:ry bearing in min d
answer to this line of questioning was not
gh is proposing to provide for a
tha t Mr Bo on told us tha t Por t Marlborou
in an area of3 hectares.
coal stockpile capacity of 150,000 tonnes

.

Mr E.P. Miller who is Project
The nex t witness called by Coal Corp was
This company has applied for a coal
Manager for Greymouth Coal Limited.
es at Rapahoe, some 6 kilometres
mining licence over certain coal resourc
tly owned by Coal Corp,
north of Greymouth. The company is join
Limited, and Todd
Corporation, Mitsui Mining Overseas Co
~anematsu

feasibility studies and licensing
Coal Limited. It is currently completing
./
procedures for an underground mine.
ely to a 2 million tonne per
The company plans to build up progressiv
e to say at present that coal from
annum production rate. It is not possibl
peare Bay. However, if the
this field would be shipped from Shakes
fruition, it can foresee existing
company's development plans come to
t facilities, (really a reference to the
inland transport infrastructures and por
ced under some strain and
Midland line and to Lyttelton), being pla
nt idditional export outlet.
hakespeare Bay wo uld provi5ie an importa

\
\
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In answer to a question from Mr Salmon, Mr Miller said that at this stage

the most optimistic scenario for commencing production is that some coal
could be produced towards the end of 1994.

In answer ·to a question from the Tribunal, Mr Miller said that at the outset

it is unlikely that more than one grade of coal will be produced. The
Rapahoe deposits are first and foremost high quality thermal coals. There is
some prospect that further on in the development of the mine some coal
suitable for blending with coke and coal from other sources may be
produced. The witness did not foresee any more than two products from
this mine at any one time.

The fmal witness called by Coal Cmp was Mr G. Borichevsky who is in
charge of Special Projects Marketing for Coal Cmp.

Mr Borichevsky, who is an American citizen, came to New Zealand as

senior mining engineer for the Huntly mine in 1985. He has considerable
experience in the coal mining industry in the United States and elsewhere.
He has remained in New Zealand since

~~~5.

His specialist qualification is

in the engineering and management of coal mining developments,
operations, bulk handling and transportation. Mr Borichevslcy was involved
in two trial coal export shipments out of the port of Picton in.1992, and
based on these he has concluded that coal brought from the West Coast
mines to Picton on barges can be economically exported from that location.

Mr Borichevsky went on to consider the logistics of transporting coal by
various means and routes from the West Coast inines to export port

.·

stinations and we will consider his evidence about that under another sub-
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heading. At this point we simply note that in the course of crossexamination by Mr Salmon, Mr Borichevsky elaborated on the joint venture
relationship between Coal Corp and NZ Rail. He fmally agreed that the
money received from the sale of coal exported through Lyttelton eventually
finds its way into the coffers of Coal Transport Limited, having first passed
through the coffers of Coal Corp which also handles the administration of
revenues received from the sale of coal.

Coal Transport Limited was formed in 1987, but Mr Borichevsky agreed,
that coal has been exported via Lyttelton using the Midland line for a lot
longer than that and to his knowledge during the whole of that time from
about the mid-1970's onwards there has never been a shipment of coal
delayed because of a delivery failure by rail.

Port Marlborough called two witnesses to give evidence about this topic.
The first was Mr I.S. Mcintos h who is a self-employed coal exporting
consultant. As a general statement we can say that our impression of Mr
Mcintosh's evidence was that he is not particularly confident about New
overseas coal markets. He made
Zealand's ability to continue to compete in~
.....
the point that apart from a handful of contracts worldwide, nearly all coke
and coal sales are subject to negotiation every year both as to· price and as to
volume. It is necessary to maintain a good reputation for quality, delivery
and reliabilitiy. The outlook for thermal coal is much better than the
outlook for coking coal, with global demand forecast to increase at 6% per
year to the year 2000. In the· Asia/Pacific region which would be New
Zealand's prime market area; the. rate of increase in thermal coal demand is
forecast to he from 74 million tonnes to 150 million tonnes annually

..

there is no wide spread introduction of carbon taxes. However,
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prices for thermal coals are much lower than for coking coals and there are
several major competitors such as Indonesia and Australia, closer to the
market than New Zealand.

Mr Mcintosh went on to describe the coal resources on the West Coast that
are relevant to this case, and then at paragraph 3.17 of his evidence-in-chief
he said this:

"Because of the limited volumes exported New Zealand will always
be vulnerable. However the desire for diversified supply will ensure
New Zealand will continue to supply coal. Australia with its
massive port infrastructure and significantly better geological
conditions has the potential for much lower costs with a few changes
to their industrial relations regime and transport pricing."

Then at paragraph 3.18 of his evidence-in-chief, he said this:

"Current New Zealand exports have risen, to 700,000 tonnes per
annum. It is conceivable that in the_ right environment this tonnage
could increase to nearly 3 million tonnes per year. There is however
a very high probability that exports will increase to more than 1
million tonnes per year over the next few years."

Mr Mcintosh then went on to discuss transportation methods and again we
will consider his evidence about that under a later sub-heading~

At this stage we note however that when he was ·cross-examined by Mr

.·

almon, Mr Mcintosh agreed that for coking coal the most likely scenario
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for New Zealand is that it will be shipped in 30,000 to 65,000 tonne cargoes
which are Panamax size cargoes, although thermal coals are likeiy to be
shipped in cargoes ofPanama x size and greater. He also agreed with Mr
Salmon that the port ofLyttelto n has a stockpile capacity of between 200,00
and 300,000 tonnes. He said too that he did not think it was possible to
obtain certainty in the coal industry either for the transport operators or for
the producers, so that decisions by port companies, about investing in
modem equipment have to be made on the basis that there is a lack of
/

certainty because the export contracts are negotiated annually.

The second witness called by Port Marlborough to give evidence about coal
exporting was Captain A.J. Davies who is Shipping Manager for Tasman
Forestry Limited at Tauranga. Captain Davies was responsible for
arranging a mixed cargo shipment from Nelson, Picton and Tauranga
involving sawn timber from Nelson, coal from Picton and logs from
Tauranga. The whole cargo went to Korea and the saving in freight costs
was approximately $250,000.00.

Captain Davies also gave evidence about tl.J.e suitability of Shakespeare Bay
as a port and the disadvantages of using the Waitohi Wharf, but again these '
are matters that we will discuss under a later heading.

Captain Davies also told us that he had made a brief inspection of Lloyd's ·
list of ships and had ascertained that there are currently two ships that can
carry 152,000 metric tonnes and 139,000 metric tonnes respectively on a 16
metre draft. It is his evidence that these vessels which are Cape size vessels
could successfully load using Port Marlborougli's proposed dedicated coal

..

berth in Shakespeare Bay.
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In answer to a question from Mr Salmon the witness said that in the mixed
cargo example he had spoken about, if the coal had been picked up from
Lyttelton instead of Picton the savings would not have been the same.
There would have been the extra costs of taking the ship from Nelson to
Lyttelton, possibly a total of $US11,000.00.

NZ Rail called evidence on this topic from Dr R.R. Allan, a Transport and
Energy Consultant. Dr Allan gave evidence on several other topics as well,
but for present purposes we will refer only to the evidence he gave about
the coal trade. He took the view that in practice it is likely that Shakespeare
Bay would be limited to Panamax size vessels. He disagreed with the
evidence called by Coal Corp and pointed to some statements made in the
environmental statement- Exhibit "A"- that the coal berth would have a
draft of between 15 and 17 metres. He also concluded that the cessation of
the coal traffic from the West Coast to Lyttelton would inevitably mean the
closure of the Midland line because the only other traffic on this line is a
daily goods train and the Trans Alpine passenger express.

Dr Allan also expressed the view that it is unlikely that the example given in
evidence by Captain Davies will be repeated on a regular basis. Indeed, he
went further and offered the opinion that it had little or no relevance to the
hearing. This was because, as he understood it, there were special
circumstances relating to the particular ship in question, namely that .
Tasman Forestry's contract did not allow it to supply a greater amount of
timber and thus there was spare capacity for the coal. In addition, the
destination of the coal did not necessitate an additional discharge point.
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This witness also said that he understood that the port of Lyttelton had a
coal stockpile area of 5 hectares with a capacity of 400,000 tonnes; that
more than 300,000 tonnes had been stockpiled at one time; and that ships up
to 65,500 tonnes dead weigh t had been loaded at Lyttelton.

In this subsection of our decision we have referre d at times to some of
the evidence about the transp ortatio n of coal because that evidence is
releva nt to the principal question here, namely whether there is
sufficient justification for granti ng resource consents to enable a
dedicated coal export berth and backup area to be established in
Shakespeare Bay. The practicalities of doing that from a transp ortatio n
point of view, and the effects of allowing it to occur, will be considered
elsewhere.
When he closed the case for NZ Rail, Mr Salmon suggested that there is
no evidence that Shake speare Bay will actually be used as a coal export
port and consequently it has not been demonstrated that there is any
need for a coal berth in that Bay. Throughout NZ Rail's case there was.
more than a hint that it takes the view t~at this proposal is really a
"straw " proposal and is simply a device to enable the coal exporters,
principally Coal Corp, to drive a harde r bargin with NZ Rail for the
cartag e of coal by rail from the West Coast in the future, using the
threat of a dedicated coal berth at Shakespeare Bay as a bargai ning
point.
On the other hand, evidence supporting this part of Port Marlb oroug h's
proposed development, while not exhibiting the clear cut intentions that

.

the evidence of the ,log exporters e~hibited, does indicate that Coal Corp
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in particular is looking for a convenient alternative export port facility
in line with its intentions to ·pursue additional overseas markets.

Wheth~r

Shakespeare Bay is the most desirable location for such a

facility is a matter that we will consider shortly, but having carefully
considered all the evidence on this particular topic we are unable to say
with any degree of confidence that NZ Rail's view of this matter is
correct. The evidence about the need for a dedicated coal berth is less

.

convincing than the evidence about the need for additional log exporting
facilities in the Pictou/Shakespeare Bay area, but the reasons for this
are largely to do with the uncertainties that surround future markets.
This no doubt is the reason why Port Marlborough does not propose
constructing a coal berth immediately, but it does not follow from this
that it is unnecessary to make provision for such a facility. Whether
provision should be made as a matter of overall resource management
evaluation is of course another question and one that we are not
attempting to answer here. On balance, we think that the case made by
P.ort Marlborough and Coal Corp is just suffi~ient to justify further
development under later
consideration of this part of the propose~
··'
headings.

Log Transportation, Marshalling and Stevedoring
/

Under an earlier sub-heading we concluded that Port Marlborough had
established the need for additional log exporting facilities in the
Picton/Shakespeare Bay area and we now turn to consider the evidence
about how such a facility operates, which will fu:.turn assist us in deciding
it should be located.

.·
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Port Marlborough's proposal is to provide· a storage and marshalling area of
approximately 6 hectares as a backup to a dedicated log export berth. Mr
Boon told us how this area had been arrived at. He said that the facility
should be ·capable of handling 30,000 tonne shipments, stored at an average
density of 9, 700 tonnes per hectare. There are two major companies
presently exporting logs from Picton, so that the total storage area is
determined by multiplying 30,000 tonnes by 2 and dividing it by 9,700.
This comes to 6.18 hectares. A 38,000 tonne shipment would require some
7.83 hectares, but given the over all forest resource in this region Port
Marlborough is working on a lesser size. There was really no .dispute about
the 6 hectares.
Mr Robertson, to whom we referred earlier when discussing need, said that
the present Waitohi Wharf facility at Picton is not adequate. What is
needed is an efficient and effective facility having the following attributes:

(i)

Reasonable storage area which can cater for 2 to 3 shipments of logs
in terms of total volume and in tel1I!S of the number of log grades and
,.'

lengths.
(ii)

An area available to provide covered storage for sawn timber and
possibly processed timber.

(iii)

An area close to a ship's side for the sorting of logs to ensure correct ·
specifications are met as well as to assist loading flexibility and
speed.

(iv)

Access for barges bringing logs from the Marlborough Sounds.

(v)

Deep drafts to enable large log or multi-cargo vessels to load.

(vi)

Minimising double-handling_to avoid extra costs and damage to logs.

..
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(vii)

An area available for possible export chip storage.

(viii) Reasonable and competitive port charges.

The matter of port charges will be considered later.

Most of the logs being brought to the Picton/Shakespeare Bay area for
loading onto ships would come either by road transport or by barge.
Because of the location of the forests this is not a case where rail is likely to
be a significant transporter of logs as it might be for example in the case of
Port Chalmers - see the Tribunal's decisions in Port Otago Limited -vDunedin City Council Decisions C97/92 and C 11/93.

For this reason some attention was focused on relative road transport costs
to Nelson on the one hand and to Picton on the other. Mr Turbitt derived a
point of equal costs between the two at Bulford Bridge, depending on
whether Queen Charlotte Drive or Rapaura Road was used. He was crossexamined about these figures by Mr Salmon and said that when he had done

?I
/

his analysis ~the cost of transport from Rye Saddle to Picton via
Queen Charlotte Drive was $7.59 per m3, :while the cost from Rye Saddle
••-i'

to Picton via Pelorous Bridge and Rapaura Road was $8.45 per m3.

Mr Robertson was also cross-examined about these figures and he said that '·
the figures given by Mr Turbitt were confusing. They are not per cubic

/. ·

. metre figures. Rather, they are per tonne figures. In the case of logs we do
not understand there to be a great difference, although we note there is a
difference in what is known as the conversion factor which is the volume to
weight ratio. This varies amongst species and also varies from location to
,pv·...... ~•. vu.

.·

and varies with tree age. :t:J"evertheless, Mr Robertson went on to
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e to
conft nn in answer to questions from Mr Salmon that from Rye Saddl
ort
Nelso n is about the same as from Rye Saddle to Picton in tenns of transp
costs.
an ·
Mr Rober tson was then asked about current costs and based on Tasm
n the
Forestry's trucking cost mode l he said that from Rye Saddle to Nelso
cost is $7.52 per tonne; from Rye Saddle to Picton via Queen Charlotte
Drive it is $8.38 per tonne; and from Pelorus Bridge to Nelso n it is $9.28
per
per tonne. From Pelorus Bridge to Picton via Rapau ra Road it is $7.64
e to
tonne. Bulford Bridge to Nelso n is $8.77 per tonne, and Bulfo rd Bridg
Picto n via Rapaura Road is $8.11 per tonne.
n that
It was then revealed in the course of further questioning by Mr Salmo
r of
these figures have been adjusted to provide some weighting in favou
either
Picton or Shakespeare Bay, it does not matter which, on the basis that
could cater for a single port loading. That is to say, a full shipment could
be loade d at either place, whereas at Nelso n because Qf draft limitations
~s
oilly a part-load can be achieved. If the single pprt loading advantage
removed, then the current cost from say Rye Saddle to Picton would
increase by $2.90 per tonne.
Dr
The significance of this evidence became apparent at a later stage when
At . · ·
Allan gave evidence, and we will comment on it further at that point.
ted
this stage however, we record that whether logs continue to be expor
over the W aitohi Whar f at Picton or from a new facility in Shakespeare
Bay, leaving aside barging in Queen Charlotte Sound, the principal means
ort,
by which they will be brought to either of these two points is road transp

.·

so that in the end this particular matter may not have too much signif

icance.
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From a transportation point of view, road transport will continue. Therefore
it is important to remember, and we will come back to this when we deal
with the resource management evaluations, that log trucks will continue to
come through Picton taking for the most part the route that they take today.

Mr J.S. Fisher is Port Operations Manager for Tasman Forestry Limited at
Tauranga. He has had considerable practical experience in the log export
trade and he drew on that experience in the evidence he gave as a witness
for Port Marlborough. We should add that when we refer to Tauranga we
are in fact referring to the log export facilities at Mount Maunganui.

Mr Fisher explained that overseas customers demand a variety of log grades
and lengths, each of which requires separate rows to keep the different
grades apart. At Mount Maunganui there are currently 66 rows~ In his
opinion it would be wrong to assess Port Marlborough's storage
requirements having regard to present and past requirements. The logs that
are now being exported are generally lower grade and are coming from
farmers woodlots or from plantations that have not been managed to the

Mr Fisher said that there is a .
standards that currently apply in the industry.
.
··'

substantial quantity of very high quality well managed plantation timber in
the Marlborough region that has not yet reached maturity. It can be
assumed that the cargo profile in 10 years will be very .different from the
cargo profiles of the past or indeed of the present.

This witness is of the opinion that 7 hectares should be available for log
storage and marshalling. He calculated this as follows- 40,000 m3 divided
~~""" .....,.,... by 8,000 JAS (Japanese Agricultural Standard cubic metres per hectare)= 5

and provision should be made for an overlap of 2.5 hectares for 2
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or 3 cargoes at one time. He made it clear that this is not a per berth
calculation. It is based on 2 shipments of 40,000 m3 each. It will be
remembered that Mr Boon calculated his area on two shipments of30,0 00
m3 each. Ifwood chips are to be catered for, then approximately 1.2
hectares is capable of storing between 90,000 and 100,000 tonnes for
approximately 3 vessels.

Mr Fisher went on to say, and he has had some experience of this, that
Waitohi Wharf at Picton is only just adequate for present volumes. It could
not cope with the expected major increases. He compared the load-out rate
at Picton of 93 m3 per average gross gang hour with a potential at
Shakespeare Bay of 150+m3 per average gross gang hour which is similar
to Mount Maunganui rates. He said that a major limitation at Picton is the
lack of an adequate log marshalling area and this will become accentuated
as demand for aggregation of different grades and sizes increases. These
inadequacies are reflected in the load-out. rate.

Iti the opinion of this witness the proposed· facility at Shakespeare Bay
would provide all the necessary marshall~g area to accommodate the
expected volume of wood product coming out of the Marlborough region.
It is also of s·ome importance that there is a dedicated berth so that other
shipping movements will not be adversely affected or delayed.

In answer to questions from Mr Crosby, Mr Fisher described the present
loading activities at Picton in a little more detail. He said that two log
loaders load the logs onto trucks in the stockpile area which is behind the
Waitohi Wharf and the present feny terminal aiid contains approximately

..

.7 hectares. Six trucks are used to_cart the logs to the wharf. This activity
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impinges upon the public road and therefore upon traffic movements,
although traffic is not halted. The trucks cany between 25 and 30 tonnes
per load. Mr Fisher considered that there is a potential hazard with feny
traffic and log loading activities co-inciding in the same area.

In answer to questions from Mr Salmon, Mr Fisher agreed that the road he
had just been speaking about is the same road that will provide access to the
Shakespeare Bay reclamation. He was then questioned at some length
about the load-out rate comparisons between Waitohi Wharf and Mount
Maunganui, and it seems that to some extent this difference is brought about
by the different lengths and sizes of logs that are loaded at Mount
Maunganui.

Mr Fisher was also asked about "hot deck loading" which is a term that we
understand is applied to the procedure of loading logs onto a ship direct
from rail wagons. In the end we do not think NZ Rail seriously suggested
that this should be pursued as an alternative and we do not intend to discuss
it. any further. It is sufficient to say that Mr Fisher is opposed to it, and he
is also less than enthusiastic about loading/ direct from trUcks. In his
opinion, the most efficient way of loading logs is by using a log grabber that
places them on a cradle at the ships side. As we understood him and some
reason for this is that all a ship's cranes.
witnesses on this subject, the
other
..
.
can be used at the one time using this method which means that if the ship··· ·
has 4 hatches each one can be loaded simultaneously. This is more difficult
to achieve using trucks or rail wagons.

Mr K.H. Crean is Operations Manager for Owens Services (Bay of Plenty)

..

imited and was called by Port Madborough to give expert evidence about
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log marshalling. He too operates at Moun t Maunganui and has had
extensive experience. He produc ed as Exhibit "B" a series of photographs
showing the log marshalling operations at that port.

Mr Crean ·explained that the function of a log marshaller is to receive logs
from the forest, usually in the waterfront area, and to grade and measu re
those logs and assemble them in grades and sizes for loading by the
stevedore onto the ship. The log storage area at Mount Maunganui is a
mixture of unsealed standing areas and sealed standing areas. It is
preferable to place debarked logs on sealed standing areas.
Mr Crean was asked a series of questions in evidence-in-chief about NZ
Rail's suggestion for using remote marshalling yards and trucks. The
example he discussed was the port ofWha ngarei which from his description
does not seem to have a remote marshalling area, even though it is
apparently a large one. According to his evidence it is adjacent to the vessel
loading point and the transit time for trucking is short. Also, the
stevedoring supervisor on board the vessel can view the truck loading
operation. The trucks at Whangarei are pu,rpose built and the whole
operation takes place within the port area. Public roads are not used. Load
out rates at Whangarei vary depending on several factors but the· maxim um
that has ever been achieved is approximately 13 0 cubic metres per gross
gang hour. This was achieved when loading what are known as 'K' or
Korea grade logs that have a very narrow range in length and size.
Generally they are one species and have three or four differing lengths.

There are disadvantages about using trucks. This witness has not had

.

perience of using this method for_anything greater than three gangs
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loading a vessel at any one time and there are now five hatch vessels
appearing in the New Zealand log trade. More commonly however, the
vessels have four hatches. Mr Crean confirmed Mr Fisher's evidence about
the desirability of using what is described as the conventional loading
method - that is to say log grabbers placing the logs in cradles alongside the
ship where they are butted by a tractor to ensure that the ends are flush
before being loaded onto the vessel.

Cross-examined by Mr Salmon, Mr Crean said that Japanese 'A' grade logs
load more rapidly than any other type. This is because they are bigger and
longer than most other logs. The typical loading rate per shift is 6,000
cubic metres. When loading other grades of log such as Korean or China
grades which are smaller and have shorter lengths, the average loading rate
per shift is typically 5,000 cubic metres.

Mr Crean did not agree that practice necessarily improves log loading rates.
It is a matter of gaining expertise over a long period of time. The most vital

characteristics are a knowledge of log types and_the operating ability of the
loader. If six times more logs were being . ~xported from Picton this would
not necessarily increase the efficiency at that port. Indeed, in the opinion of
this witness, if volumes of that kind were required to be exported he would
have to assume that a development at Shakespeare Bay or some similar
development was available.

The other witness called by Port Marlborough on this topic was Mr L.J.B.
Dickson who is the Managing Director of Associated Stevedores Limited.
He too has had extensive practical experience. Mr Dickson is a stevedore

.-

he produced as Exhibit "F" a typical stowage plan. This, as we
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observed, is an extraordinarly complex document but from Mr Dickson's
explanat ion of it we were able to gain. an appreciation of the importance to
the stevedore of having logs assembled in appropriate piles. This, of
course, is the job of the marshalling company and the stevedore relies
heavily ori proper marshalling to keep the loading rates up. It is also
necessar y in the opinion of this witness to have logs as close as possible to
the ship's side. The further away the log marshalling area, the greater the
loss of efficiency. Mr Dickson does not support hot deck loading, and so
far as the use of trucks is concerned again the importan t point is to have the
log mashalling area as close as possible to the ship's side.

In answer to questions from Mr Crosby, Mr Dickson said that at Mount
Maunga nui back-up work is done before the ship starts loading. Stockpiles
are built up at the ship's side from the off wharf side of the storage area so
that the storage and marshalling operation can continue without interruption
while the ship's side operation is drawing from the wharf side. This of
course requires a relatively large and conveniently located storage and
marshalling area.

In cross-examination by Mr Salmon, this witness also discussed the matter
of balancing the loading operation and for this it is at least desirable, if not
necessary, to have a supply of balancing logs close to the ship's side. From.
time to time, because nothing works perfectly, balancing logs have to be · ' ·
obtained from the storage area, but generally speaking using log loaders or
grabbers rather than trucks, the operation flows smoothly from one pile to
the next without having to send a truck or log loader back for a small
~~'..I.YI.~ number of balancing logs.
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Also during cross-examination by Mr Salmon, this witness was asked about
some

~vidence

yet to be given by Mr Walters, a witness to be called by NZ

Rail, who is also a stevedore at Mount Maunganui and who would say that
a typical load out rate there is 75 m3 per gross gang hour. This witness did
not agree With that and as we understood his answers he was saying that the
difference between his load out rates and Mr Walters load out rates lay in
the difference between the equipment that each is using. Mr Dickson told
us that he has the most up to date and modem equipment, including an
imported motorised grapple which gives a superior crane cycle.

As we have just mentioned, NZ Rail called evidence from Mr B.F. Walters
who is the Manager of Conifor Consultants Limited. This firm specialises

in the loading of timber ships and provides a complete forest to ship
consultancy service. His evidence is to-be compared directly with that
given by Mr Dickson and Mr Crean. He too discussed the traditional
method of loading logs onto vessels using the on-wharf log cradle or bunk
system. He agreed that this system has been developed to a high level of
efficiency and sophistication at Mount Maunganui, a port facility that has
been virtually purpose designed for the export of logs. However, systems
involving the direct loading of logs from trucks have been developed
recently and are continuing to be improved. In the opinion of this witness
this system is now an effective alternative to the traditional wharf bunk

,...

loading system. This is particularly so in smaller ports where it is desirable ·
that log loading be accommodated on a conventional wharf by which we
understood him to be referring to a wharf such as Waitohi Wharf rather than
a purpose built wharf such as that proposed by Port Marlborough for its
development at Shakespeare Bay.
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Mr Walters went on to say that direct loading from trucks means that there ·
are no on wharf loading machines and no butting tractors. The only
vehicles

op~rating

alongside the ship are the 6 to 8 trucks transporting logs

from the distant stockpile. In effect the trucks themselves function as wharf
bunks. The log loading machines remain in the storage area. The loading
gang requirements for this system comprise 4 ship men using automatic
release gear. The marshalling company will employ 6 to 8 log trucks but no
wharfside loaders. This system is now operating at Whangarei, Timaru, and
most recently at Auckland.

Nevertheless, the wharf bunk loading system is the one most generally used
and the witness agreed that it provides the maximum flexibility for log
loading. It enables the stevedore to have complete control over the stowage
requirements of the ship. Loading direct from trucks has been developed to
overcome berth congestion. It is not as flexible as the traditional system
because there can be delays when changing from one length of log to
another. Loading rates depend on the nature of the log specification.

In contrast to Mr Crean who thought a 25~ reduction in efficiency.would .
/

result at Waitohi Wharf if loading direct from trucks is the method adopted,
this witness considers only a 10% reduction in efficiency would occur.

In a supplementary statement of evidence-in-chief, Mr Walters said that it is·
not correct to assume that all hatches on a ship are always loaded
simultaneously, even at Mount Maunganui, and he asserted that using 4
gangs is often no quicker than using 3 gangs. This is because of the
holds and the inevitable 'differing loading rates
, different sizes of ships
.·

........

~
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between hatches arising from differences in the load composition, the shape
of the hold, the crane speed, and other similar factors.

Nor does this witness agree with Mr Fisher's evidence about loading rates,
and in particular that there will be no improvement in loading rates over the
W aitohi Wharf. Improvements in marshalling machinery and trucks being
able to cany larger capacities will help to improve efficiency.

When cross-examined by Mr Crosby, Mr Walters was unable to say
whether purpose built trucks such as those used at Whangarei could use a
log storage area in the Picton landfill location that was suggested by NZ
Rail as being an alternative to development at Shakespeare Bay. He agreed
that barriers would have to be put across the public road at appropriate
times, and he went on to say that in his opinion it would be necessary to
have Lagoon Road closed off to other traffic while logs were being taken to
the Waitohi Wharf. With the standard trucking method use~ at Picton at
present Mr Walters agreed that there is too much congestion on that Wharf
to tty to load 4 hatches at one time. He reiterated that a 25% loss. of
efficiency is too high, but he did finally agree with Mr Crosby that it is
likely to be greater than 10%.

As an example where several relatively remote log storage ar.eas are used,
Mr Walters cited the port ofTimaru where one of his major customers, New
Zealand Stevedoring, does both the log marshalling and the stevedoring. At
Timaru there are 3 storage and marshalling areas. There are 4 exporters and
up to 6 grades of logs. Generally, one area is kept separate for each
customer, and with the smaller volumes going through Timaru logs can be
...

,,................"'"''"'rr"'•n direct from an exporter's storage area-to that exporter's vessel.
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In answer to questions from Mr Camp, Mr Walters agreed that this would

not be possible at a port like Nelson, for example, where there is a greater
diversity of product range to be handled. Then too as a general proposition
he agreed that the larger the range of logs to be handled, the more complex
are the problems associated with marshalling those products in remote sites.
He also agreed with Mr Camp that once Port Marlborough is required to
handle log export volumes similar to those being handled at Nelson, it
would, at least in theory, be enormously complex to try to store and
marshall such a product range in several remote sites at Picton.
The appeal by NZ Rail is based on several propositions, one of which is
that to the extent that Port Marlbo rough sees it as being necessary to
provide additional facilities for projected increases in the log trade, this
can be provided for by using the existing Waitohi Wharf in Picton
Harbo ur and providing storage and marshalling areas additional to the

/----

existing Lagoon Road area of 1.7 hectares. The additional areas would
hiclude land that is curren tly the Picton refus~ tip site; land that is
adjace nt to that and designated for a

se~age

treatm ent plant; and other

land also adjace nt that is curren tly designated for cemetery purposes.
Alternatively, a remote site could be established in the Koromiko
Valley.
We will have more to say about this later when we consider other
aspects of it under other sub-headings, but for presen t purposes we must .
now come to some conclusions about the opposing views on the use of
ote storage and marsha lling sites in particu lar.
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Such sites are not favoured by the marshallers and stevedores who gave
evidence as witnesses for Port Marlborough. Nor do they consider that
. using a finger wharf such as Waitohi Wharf is preferable to using a
purpose
built facility such as the one proposed for Shakespeare Bay•
. :··
.. ·.
Having regard to all the relevant evidence on this topic, and bearing in
mind the size and nature of the trade that Port Marlborough is seeking .
to service, it is our judgment that the opinions expressed by these
witnesses are to be preferred to those expressed by Mr Walters. Of
course, it does not follow that we can now simply dismiss this part of NZ
Rail's case altogether. As we said earlier, there are other aspects of the
alternative sites argument to be considered. Nevertheless, to the extent
that there is a conflict between the witnesses about the preferred
methods of marshalling and stevedoring logs, then as we have just said
we think the evidence of the witnesses called by Port Marlborough is to
be preferred.

Coal Transport, Storage and Stevedoring

So far as coal is concerned, it is NZ Rail's case that there is no need at all to
provide for any additional port facilities in the Picton/Shakespeare Bay area
to cater for this particular cargo.:. NZ Rail maintains that any-increases in
the coal export trade can be handled through the port of Lyttelton.

As we mentioned earlier, trial shipments of coal have already been handled
through the port of Picton in recent times and it is an important-part of Port
Marlborough's case that Shakespeare Bay provides the deep water required

..
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for the Cape size vessels that Coal Corp is contemplating using as it
develops additional overseas markets.

The coal for the trial shipments came from the West Coast coal fields and
was brought to Picton in barges. In the course of his evidence Mr
Borichevsky was asked some questions by Mr Salmon about distances. He
agreed that the rail distance from Ngakawau, where the Buller area coal
mines are located, to Lyttelton, is 397 kilometres. The rail distance from
Rapahoe, which is the loading point for the Greymouth area coal mines to
Lyttelton, is between 210 and 220 kilometres. Mr Salmon suggested it was
254 kilometres but the witness did not agree. He did agree however, that
adding in the road distance from N gakawau to Westport, the distance to
Picton from Ngakawau is 434 kilometres.

One of the reasons for examining these distances was to counter a
suggestion made by Mr Carson that, from a customer's perspective in the
Far East for example, it seemed odd that coal travelled from the mines
approximately 400 kilometres in the opposite d4"ection to the market
before it was loaded on a vessel. Mr Carson seemed to be of the view that
.~'

;.

bringing the coal to Picton and then putting it on a vessel would make
more sense from the customer's point of view. However, Mr Salmon's
cross-examination ofMr Borichevsky really render nugatory. any real force
that this point might be thought to have had.

Mr Pat Ganley is the Managing Director of Sea-Tow Limited which has as
its principal business the sea transport of bulk goods by barge. Mr Ganley
was called by Port Marlborough to give evidence about transporting coal

.-

y barge from Westport to Picton. }le said that about 7 years ago Sea-Tow
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Limited starting moving coal out of Westport and Greymouth and canying
it to Portland Cement at Whangarei and to Tarakohe Cement Works at
Golden Bay. Most of this coal came from the Greymouth area coal fields.
This trade ceased when Portland Cement was able to obtain coal at a
cheaper rate from the Huntly mines. In 1992, Sea-Tow Limited
commenced canying coal from Westport to Picton. It used 3,500 tonne
barges filled to capacity. This coal was subsequently stockpiled at Picton
awaiting shipment to Korea in 40,000 tonne bulk carriers.

Mr Ganley said that up to the time he gave his evidence there had been 9
trips .from Westport to Picton and they had been uneventful. He also
offered the opinion that Shakespeare Bay is a superior natural harbour with
deep water and has the capacity to accept Cape size vessels which is a
distinct advantage over the port of Picton.

Mr Ganley was only asked one question by Mr Salmon, namely whether
he had any information to present to the Tribunal about the economics of
various ports in New Zealand and his answer was that he did not.

The next witness called by Port Marlborough was Mr William Llewellyn
who is Senior Research Engineer with the Coal Research Association of
New Zealand.

Mr Llewellyn has extensive experience in the coal industry, and since
1989 he has been advising Port Marlborough on its proposed Shakespeare
Bay facility. He gave detailed evidence about the measures that would be
used to control coal dust emissions during the liandling and stockpiling
•'
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operations and his evidence-in-chief contained photographs illustrating
these.

Overall the operation consists of unloading the coal from a barge,
transportirig it to a stockpile~ stockpile management, reclaiming the coal
from the stockpile, and loading it onto a ship. An excavator would be used
to unload the barges and a front end loader would maintain the stockpiles.
At Shakespeare Bay where it is proposed, as we said earlier, to provide for
a 150,000 tonne stockpile, Mr Llewellyn said that this is likely to

con~ist

of two 250 metre long x 60 metre wide x 15 m high stockpiles, covered by
a sprayer system that would dampen the entire surface within a period of
five minutes. The sprays would be computer controlled to apply water
when a monitoring station consisting of an anemometer, a rain detector and
a moisture probe, detected critical conditions.

In answer to questions by Mr Crobsy, Mr Llewellyn said that moisture

would not be lost during the barge trip because with tarpaulins in place the
moisture level remains constant.

In answer to questions from Mr Salmon, Mr Llewellyn agreed that the

operation he had described is essentially the same as the one currently
undertaken at the port of Picton, except that there there are no water sprays
and that is a matter of some importance. Mr Llewellyn also agreed that the ·
internal roads in the stockpile area should be tarsealed. He also agreed
that to avoid a dust nuisance ·emanating from a coal facility a consistently
high level of housekeeping must be adopted and the best available
equipment must be used.
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In answer to a question from the Tribunal about how much water would be

required to keep the stockpile damp, Mr Llewellyn said that to keep the
surface damp to a depth of 2" would take 6, 000 gallons which could be
applied in a period of five minutes. This would keep the stockpile damp
for 24 hours. Each spray head can deliver 200 gallons per minute. He also
confmned that the management techniques that he had been outlining
would enable clean air parameters of 60 micrograms per m3 over 7 days
for suspended particulates, and 4 micrograms per m3 over 30 days for
deposited particulates, to be achieved.

Mr Mcintosh, to whom we referred earlier when dealing with the coal
trade and possible export markets, also gave some evidence that is relevant
to the present topic. He said that with only one or two exporters the
current system at the port of Lyttelton works satisfactorily, but if there
were several exporters and an increased variety of coal types, a cargo
assembly approach would have to be adopted. He understood that this is
what is envisaged for Shakespeare Bay and he said that the port itself is the
logical place for blending coal types and assem~ling the required cargoes.

Mr Mcintosh's evidence about stockpiling seemed to be at variance
with the understanding that Mr Llewellyn had about the proposed Port
Shakespeare operation, but in the end we do not think this apparent
difference is of any particular significance.

So far as this topic is concerned, we have concluded that it is feasible to
transport coal from Westport to Picton, and to provide a satisfactory
storage and loading facility in Shakespeare nay which we accept would
•

be capable of accommodating Ca12e size vessels.
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The Construction of the Bund Wall and the Reclamation

This is a topic that we thought during the hearing might be going to cause
us considerable difficulty. As the evidence unfolded, it seemed that there
was a serious disagreement between professional engineers about certain
aspects of the construction of both the bund wall and the reclamation.
There also seemed to be disagreement about the stability of some of the
associated excavations, particularly at the northern end where there is to be
a cut to provide access from the Picton side to the new facilities.

In the end however, as the following discussion will demonstrate, the areas
of disagreement have not proved to be as serious as we had earlier thought.

We add at this point that NZ Rail set out to· challenge the proposed
constructions and excavations principally for the purpose of mounting an
argument that the cost of the whole development is likely to be
significantly greater than Port Marlborough has ~stimated. This in tum
would mean either that port fees would haye to be so high that potential
users would look elsewhere, or alternatively NZ Rail, which of course is
currently by far and away Port Marlborough's most significant customer,
would itself be expected to meet the shortfall by paying increased port
charges.

Bearing these matters in mind, we tum to the evidence.
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The first witness called by Port Marlborough on this topic was Mr.B.F.
Whitham, who is a Civil Engineer based at Ashburton and is employed by
Baker Construction Limited.

Mr Whitham was called to give evidence about the construction of the

bund wall and the reclamation because he is interested in putting in a
tender for this work and has done a costing for that purpose. He described
the scope of the work to be undertaken by Baker Construction Limited at
Shakespeare Bay as follows:

(i)

Demolition and removal to reclamation of the freezing works.

(ii)

Site clearance and removal of25,000 m3 topsoil and vegetation
overburden to stockpile.

(iii)

The construction of 8 hectares of reclamation which includes the
excavation and disposition of 670,000 m3 of material.

(iv)

The construction of 660 lineal metres of outer bund wall along the
sea boundary of the reclamation to include a bedding layer of rock,
geotextile positioning, and a rock rip-rap layer.

(v)

Supply and construction of500 miJlimetres of AP 75 gravel over
11.4 hectares of flat area.

(vi)
;;·

Respreading of topsoil overburden to the newly constrUcted
earthwork slopes.

The total cost for this work was estimated by him to be $6.121 million.

In cross-examination by Mr Salmon, the witness said that his only·
practical involvement as a contractor in constructing a bund wall and a
.-

reclamation relates to a contract he is currently canying out in Hong Kong.
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This work started in December 1992. He also said that he had not made
any allowance for compacting gravel layers to take a sealed surface on the
proposed reclamation. He had been inforined that it was to be used for the
storage of logs and coal, and so he had not regarded settlement as a major
factor. Nor had he allowed for the dredging of soft layers beneath the
bund wall, or for the drainage and recovery of water from the reclamation
surface.

In answer to a question from the Tribunal, Mr Whitham said that the exact
amount of settlement is difficult to assess but from his experience on
various other projects he would estimate a maximum of half a metre which
he said would not substantially affect the usage that he understands is to be
· made of the reclamation. He agreed that settlement could affect drainage,
but he regarded it as being Port Marlborough's responsibility to treat
drainage as an ongoing necessity.

The next witness called by Port Marlborough on this topic was Mr G.C.
Archer who is a Registered Engineer and a specialist in slips and
excavations. He offered the opinion that ·····tlte proposed bund wall would
remain stable. 90% of the consolidation would take place in 90 to 120
days dependent on the rate of rock placement and would be complete
before the bulk of the reclamation is finished~ He also offered the opinion
that the proposed excavations would be stable.

The proposed excavations arthe northern end have been partially
redesigned. They are different from those originally shown in figure 5.9
which is to be found in Volume 1 of Exhibit "A"·:- the environmental

.

.

The differences are depicted on an overlay that was produced
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by this witness as Exhibit "G". The revised proposal reduces the. extent of
the north to north-western excavation, which of course has a south facing
slope.

Exhibit "G" also indicates a terrace at RL 5 metres, with the reclamation
itself being at RL 3.5 metres, so there would be a change in level of about
1.5 metres over a width of between 3 to 5 metres in this area.

In cross-examination Mr Salmon asked Mr Archer if the changes had come
about because of concerns expressed by engineering consultants advising
NZ Rail. Mr Archer denied that this was so. He said they had come about
principally for reasons associated with product handling on the
reclamation.

Mr Archer also said in cross-examination that he did not contemplate
removal of all low strength silt and sand before the bund wall is
constructed. He said that the surface seabed soils are in a very loose state
and this extends to about half a metre. Below t4is depth the silts and
sands, while being of low available shear s~trength, have integrity and
·'"

would not need to be removed. Approximately the top half metre only
would be excavated, and this would be controlled during the construction
process, with the volume to be removed being between 500 and 700m3.
In re-examination he told Mr Camp that the cost of this would be about
$20.00 per m3.

In answer to a question from the Tribunal, Mr Archer said that settlement
. up to about half a metre or .8 of a metre could

oe- coped with within
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normal operations. The surface of the reclamation would be dressed with
gravel and would be tolerant to consolidation settlements of those orders.

Mr K.H. Gillespie is also a Registered Engineer with simil_ar expertise to
that of Mr. Archer, but he has had considerably more experience. Mr
Gillespie was the author of a report about possible port developments_ at
Shakespeare Bay in 1976.

He was called frrst to corroborate Mr Archer's opinions, and secondly to
comment on opinions that were later to be given by another registered
engineer, Mr I.D. McPherson who was called by NZ Rail.

Mr Gillespie said that he did not agree that the slopes of the bund wall
would be as steep as Mr McPherson suggested because construction would
involve not only end tipping of selected rock material but also placement
using an hydraulic excavator. In combination both methods are
appropriate and entirely consistent with prudent engineering practice. In
tlie opinion of this witness the bund wall would r~main stable, as will the
reclamation, and there would be no risk ~!failure of either, providing the
construction is carried out under normal engineering controls.

Mr Gillespie also continued Mr Archer's opinion about the low order of
seismic risk. These two witnesses, again by contrast with Mr McPherson,·=·· ·
considered that because of the nature of the substrate in Shakespeare Bay
seismic risk is very low.

In cross-examination by Mr Salmon, Mr Gillespie said that the main

.

. difference between the proposal tha-t was considered in 1976 and the
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present proposal is that the latter involves creating a surface at the edge of
the reclamation and within the mass of the reclamation that would be used
for specific and identified purposes, such as log storage and coal storage,
and no buildings of any note have to be catered for.

He also reaffmned that the bund wall would have a slope of 1.5 horizontal
to 1 vertical, and again emphasised that it would not be built by "willy
nilly dumping out of a truck tray". It appears that the earlier proposal in
1976 was to be constructed using what is known as a 'bottom dump' barge
method or a floating conveyer belt system, and it was Mr McPherson's
opinion that the bottom dump barge method would still be necessary to
ensure stability. Neither Mr Archer nor Mr Gillespie share ~at view
provided, as Mr Gillespie emphasised, that selective placement of rock by
mechanical means is undertaken.

Again in the course of cross-examination. by Mr Salmon, Mr Gillespie said
that this had been done before at the West Harbour marina in Auckland,
Cashin Quay in Lyttelton, and on 4 occasions in Hong Kong. He also said
that no part of the bund wall would be ou!_of reach of an hydraulic digger.
But he agreed that if end tipping was the only method used, and there was
no selective placement, then a batter slope as suggested by Mr McPherson
would result. However, like Mr McPherson, he would not be a party to
such a haphazard form of construction.

,·

Mr Gillespie-was also questioned about the depth of soft materials
revealed by some of the bore hole tests that he had undertaken in 1976.
· Two results in particular, namely those obtained·from bore hole 3 and bore

.-

ole 5 were discussed. Bore hole 3_showed- slightly over 3 metres of soft
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sandy silt, then 2.5 metres of dense sandy gravel, then slightly less than 1
metre of very dense sand before encountering fresh argilite at 6.6 metres.
Bore hole 5 showed rock at 8.5 metres. In re-examination by Mr Camp the
witness told us that bore hole 5 was immediately below the existing
abandoned freezing works, approximately 200 to 250 metres from the
proposed bund wall.

This witness also confirmed Mr Archer's opinion about the stability of the
excavated batters.

Mr I.D. McPherson, to whom we have already referred, was called by NZ
Rail to present different views about these geotechnical matters.

From his experience end tipping rockftll into water results in an angle of

45 o, or 1 horizontal to 1 vertical. With end tipping he did not consider it
practicable to obtain a 1.5 to 1 slope, that is to say 1.5 horizontal to 1
vertical which is the slope shown in figure 5.6 of the environmental
statement, nor the 2 horizontal to 1 vertical requ~ed by condition A(v) of
proposed coastal permit MLB 910350.

~McPherson

...

also doubted that

the type of machine referred to in the environmental statement as being the
one to be used to place rock would be able to reach the foot of the bund
wall.

For these reasons, as we indicated earlier, it was Mr McPherson's opinion
that the bund wall should be constructed using the bottom dump barge
method. This would allow for a controlled rate of filling with the wall
being built in layers. He also considered that diedging would be required
/

to remove weak compressible soils .ilild he had estimated that 350 metres of
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the wall, or about 14,000 m3 of foundation material, would have to be
treated in this way.

As to the main body of the reclamation, Mr McPherson said that the risk of
failure is generally lower than for the bund wall because of the shallower
depth of fill, but similar stability calculations indicate that problems would
be likely to arise necessitating removal of the materials that have low shear
strengths. Mr McPherson's interpretation of the bore log results and
geological reports was that only 2 of these results out of 7 show significant
quantities of material suitable for filling below water level from the cut
slopes to the north of the reclamation and beneath the freezing works in
what was the stage 1 borrow area.

Turning to the matter of seismic risk, this witness believed that Port
Marlborough's engineering advisers had under-estimated this. In his
opinion there is a significant risk of a large seismic event affecting the
Shakespeare Bay area within the economic life of the proposed
development. The effect of such an event on a port development worth
tens of millions of dollars had not been col).sidered.

Turning to the stability of the batter slope to the north of the reclaimed
area, the witness was critical of the fact that Port Marlborough had not
provided adeqm~te drawings to enable an accurate assessment of hillside ·' ·
stability, either immediately after construction or during a seismic event.

As to the matter of sealing the reclamation, Mr McPherson did not agree
with Mr Boon that topping off with a 500 millimetre layer of river gravels

.·

and 100 millimetres of base course would comply with a condition .that
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requires the sealing of some reclamation surfaces. In his opinion to
comply with such a condition it would be necessary to use concrete slabs,
heavy duty chip seal, asphaltic concrete, or interlocking block paving, and
there would be difficulty with some of these because of differential
settlement~

In a supplementary statement of evidence-in-chief Mr McPherson
addressed the suitability of the Picton tip site and adjacent areas for the
storage of logs. He understood that the tip site had up to 12 metres of fill
placed in it over a period of years and much of it had been covered in
gravel and soil. Some settlement would have occurred already and more
would no doubt take place before that portion of the site was needed.
Given that, it was his opinion that this area would be suitable for log
storage.

In answer to questions by Mr Crosby, he was unable to say whether there
is an hydraulic excavator that could do the job of selectively placing
rockfill during the construction of the bund wall! . However he was unable
to say that there is not a machine capable qf doing this particular job,
.~··

although he expressed the view that ifthere.is then the cost of using it is
likely to be greater than Mr Whitham had estimated.

He agreed too that a stability analysis is, at the end of the day, an
engineers best assessment of material from bores and is an analysis that
can differ depending on the mdividual opinion of engineers about the
parameters that are taken into account. However, using Mr Gillespie's soil
strength, Mr McPherson's method for a 14 metrehigh wall still gives a

..
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factor of safety of .9, even allowing for the 10% difference due to interwedge friction. It is still close to or less than 1, which indicates failure.

As to the matter of sealing the surface of the reclamation, again when
questioned by Mr Crosby, Mr McPherson said that he accepted that by
judicious blending a reasonably impervious surface can be produced. He
was less confident however that such a surface could be maintained
because of differential settlement.

As to the matter of seismic risk he simply did not agree with Mr Gillespie
about the effect of an alluvial base. In his opinion structures on rock at
Shakespeare Bay may suffer less damage for a given earthquake than
structures on loose gravels in Blenheim, but structures founded on 8.5
metres of sloping sediments would suffer much more damage than
structures on rock and more damage than structures in Blenheim.

In answer to questions from Mr Camp the witness agreed that seabed
reclamation is not an unusual activity in New Z~aland. However, the fact
that an attempt is to be made to achieve

s~~h

a reclamation in 16.5 metres

of water without dredging suggests that it is less than typical. He also
agreed that Mr Gillespie has had considerable experience in this field and
would have the appropriate skills to manage such an excavation.

In answer to a question from the Tribunal, Mr McPherson said that he was
not suggesting that this proposed bund wall and reclamation cannot be
built. His principal concern was that to ensure that it is built in· such a way
as to be fail-safe, the cost will be considerably greater than has been

..

estimated either by Mr Whitham, ot: by Port Marlborough.
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The matter of cost was then dealt with in more detail by the next witness
called by NZ Rail, Mr P .J. Cunningham who is a Chartered Quantity
Suryeyor. . Mr Cunningham had prepared estimates for the construction
~

.

costs of the· scheme as a whole and these were presented to the joint
hearing committee in March 1992. They had been reviewed since in the
light of additional information.

For the purposes of his current estimates, Mr Cunningham had assumed
that the terraces at RL 5 would be paved and used for storage. He had also
assumed that the excavations in an area he called zone 'A' would be carried
out as indicated in the original proposal, and that there would be no
excavations in an area that he called zone B. His estimates also assumed
that the bund wall and reclamation would be constructed directly onto the
existing seabed. However, provision had been made for the alternative
method of construction described by Mr McPherson. Allowances had
been made for bottom dump barge placement of part of the bund wall and
bulk filling, and for the installation of drains and piezometers below the
wall. It had also been assumed that the

s~ace

of the reclamation,

together with all storage areas above mean high water springs, would be
paved. The area to be paved was calculated as 10.90 hectares.

Given these assumptions Mr Cunningham's estimated cost for the whole of ·
the development, excluding the coal wharf and mooring dolphin, was
$30.375 million. If the coal berth and mooring dolphin were to be
included it was $41.2 million.

-·
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Turning then to an alternative using the refuse tip site and constructing a
barge landing at Westshore, the estimated cost was $6.155 million. If a
remote site in the Koromiko Valley were to be used instead of the Picton
tip and surrounding area the cost would be $5.840 million.

In a supplementary statement of evidence-in-chiefMr McPherson then
commented on the amendments to the excavations shown in Exhibit "G"
and offered the opinion that these appeared to indicate that a shortage of
available fill material may exist. His costings had excluded any allowance
for importing fill, either for the bund wall or for the reclamation. An
imported volume of fill equivalent to 10% of the total cut volume would
add approximately $1.75 million to his estimated cost.

Mr Cunningham had also prepared a reconciliation of his estimates with a

schedule of costs produced by Port Marlborough in January 1993, with the
following results -

- Placement of bund wall and reclamation by bottom dump barge
and installation of drains and monitors - $3 million difference.
-Quantity and price of river gravel- $0.30 million difference.
- Provision of concrete block paving to reclamation and storage area
- $4 million difference.
-Provision of rail link- $0.40 million difference.
- Cost of timber berth - $2.8 million difference.
-Allowance for preliminary and general items- $0.80 million
difference ..
- Design and engineering costs - $1.6 million difference.
,.

- Contingency allowance - $}.1 0 million difference.
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- Total difference of $14 million. The actual difference is closer to
$15 million.

In cross-examination by Mr Camp, Mr Cunningham had put to him a
.

:.·.,

schedule· of comparative figures prepared by Mr Boon, part of which, on
the objection ofMr Salmon, was subsequently excluded and has therefore
been ignored by us. The remaining part of this schedule was ultimately
produced as Exhibit "K".

At this point we should record that when Mr Boon was cross-examined
about the matter of cost by Mr Salmon he had put to him and was asked to
produce as Exhibit "2 ", a copy of a document that had been referred to at
the earlier hearing before the joint hearing committee headed "Comparison
of costs to construct a reclamation and 2 berths at Shakespeare Bay". This
showed comparisons between Port Marlborough's then estimated costs for
the whole development, including the coal berth and mooring dolphin, of
approximately $40 million, and Mr Cunningham's estimates for the same
development of approximately $44.2 million .
..-"'

.•.

When questioned about the fact that he was now estimating the cost of the
development, excluding the coal berth and mooring dolphin, at
approximately $15.7 million, Mr Boon said that difference arose from the
fact that over the past year since the earlier hearing, the major items had /. ·
been costed by reputable contractors with resultant reductions. Also, the
total costs of the services, landscaping, off-site rehabilitation and
engineering fees had been reviewed.·

;·
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It will be observed at this point, that at the time of the earlier hearing
before the joint hearing committee, the difference between these two
parties, Port Marlborough and NZ Rail on the matter of costs, was not very
great - in the order of $3 million - but the difference between them at our
hearing was very significant. As we have already said, it is in the order of
$14 million to $15 million. This is shown on Exhibit "K".

Questioned about this exhibit by Mr Camp, Mr Cunningham said that
taking the first three items which are site preparation, reclamation,
levelling and paving totalling approximately $5.7 million, compared with
Mr Whitham's estimate of $6.1 million and Mr Cunningham's estimate of
$13.3 million, the main differences lie in a sum of between $3 million and
$4 million for reclamation costs and some $4 million for paving. Port
Marlborough has allowed nothing for rail whereas Mr Cunningham has
and, as to the timber berth, as we have already said and will consider in
more detail in the next sub-section of thi~ decision, the difference between
them is approximately $3 million. The difference in engineering and
contingency fees is because of the difference in the other costings.

Mr Cunningham then agreed that so far as the reclamation is concerned the
difference lies largely in whether one takes account of the fact that the
engineers might come across Mr McPherson's scenario or Mr Gillespie's
scenario. If the reclamation which, of course includes the bund wall, is
constructed in the manner contemplated by both Mr Whitham and Mr
Gillespie he would agree that the sum of $6 million all up for site
preparation, bund construction and levelling and paving is an appropriate

..
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Then too, concerning the suggested shortfall in fill material, the witness
agreed that by shifting the cut batter by .5 of a metre extra fill could be
made available but he could not say how much.

Our conclusions on this topic are these. We are satisfied that it is
feasible from an engineering point of view to construct this proposed
port development in a safe and satisfactory manner so that it will not
fail. We are also satisfied that the risk of failure or significant damage
caused by a seismic event, is low. However, it does seem that Port
Marlboro ugh may have under-estimated the cost of achieving such a
result and if the development is allowed to proceed, and if Port
Marlboro ugh decides to proceed with it, it would be well advised to
consider carefully Mr McPherso n's suggestion about using the bottom
dump barge method. It would also be well advised to carefully review
all cost estimates. These conclusions will be referred to again later,
when we consider another topic under the heading of "Econom ics". In
the meantime we will now proceed to the next topic relating to wharf
construction.

Wharf Construction

In the previous subsection we mentioned the fact that there is a substantial
difference between Port Marlborough and NZ Rail over the cost of wharf· · ·
construction. This relates, of course, only to the construction of the timber
berth because, at this time, Port Marlborough does not propose
constructing the coal berth and its associated mooring dolphin. ·

,.
'·
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Mr A.J. Smith is a registered engineer and the Managing Director of Albert
Smith Industries Limited. This company specialises in building wharves
and has in recent times built wharves at Sulphur Point in the Tauranga
Harbour, and at Port Chalmers.

Mr Smith has costed the proposal for the timber wharf for Shakespeare

Bay on the basis that final design and working drawings have yet to be
completed, but he said that he knew enough aboutthe intended design to
express a view on the likely capital cost of this item. He has based his
costings on a reinforced concrete wharf deck structure, 240 metres long x
24 metres wide, founded on pre-stressed concrete piles with a large cell
type fender system, and a lateral load resistance system. The basic
structure, including all reasonable contingencies would, he estimated, cost
$6 million.

In cross-examination by Mr Salmon, Mr Smith said that he understood that

this project would be contracted out on a design and build basis, and he
had based his costings on the design that he would most likely use. He
took into account that it would be necess~ to drive piles through the
bund and its armouring. He did not allow for anything to remove and
reinstate the armouring. Some of the armouring would be phiced after the
piles were driven, but the placement of the armouring would.be included in
the work that the earthmover would do. Removing and reinstating
arrnouring could involve some additional expense. However, since he
would expect that at the time the wharf was being built the reclamation
would not have been completed, he was sure that project management
would be able to suitably co-ordinate these actiVities .

..
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He agreed with Mr Salmon that there is a limited market for this kind of
work and he is keen to get this job.

Earlier we referred to the differences in costings relating to the timber
berth and in cross-examination by Mr Camp, Mr Cunningham was asked a
series of questions about this difference.

Mr Cunningham had told us that he.had based his estimate on overall
figures for a piled wharf construction of similar capacity but in respect of a
130 metre wharf extension at the port of Tauranga. He had also compared
the figure of $9 million against other rates for wharf construction that were
available in his office. He was asked by Mr Camp if he could seriously
challenge Mr Smith's estimate of $6 million and he said, referring to Mr
Smith's evidence, that since Mr Smith had said that he had built a wharf in
1989, excluding the supply of piles, and also excluding the cost of
fendering, for $5 million and had built another wharf in 1990 for
$9 million which also excluded the cost of fendering and other matters, he
believed his figure of $9 million is correct. When pressed further on this
point he agreed that he had not based his estimates on either ofMr Smith's
sets of costs for the two wharves that he had built at"Tauranga, but he saw
no reason to change the figure he was now giving in evidence.

There is no challenge to the feasibility of building this wharf, the
challenge comes in the cost of doing so. We have already said in the
previous subsection of this decision that we think Port Marlborough
should carefully review all its costings, and having considered Mr
Smith's evidence and that ofMr Cunningham we see no reason to
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change our view about that. We bear in mind, as Mr Smith said, that
he was keen to get the job.

Visual, Air Quality, and Water Quality Effects

Port Marlborough called several witnesses to discuss these matters. Their
evidence was lengthy and detailed. However, in large measure it went
uncontested and we will attempt to shorten our discussion of it,
accordingly. We record here, that it is acknowledged by Port Marlborough
that the effects of this development will be more than minor and the
evidence that we are now dealing with was concerned with providing us
'With information about the ways in which these effects could be mitigated.

As to visual effects, we had evidence from Mr G.C. Lister, a landscape
architect, and Dr R.M. Bartlett, a specialist in plant ecology and the
assessment and redevelopment of impacts on terrestrial ecosystems, both
of whom were called by Port Marlborough. Mr D.W. Collins a planning
consultant called by NZ Rail also expressed some views about visual
effects.

Mr Lister's evidence covered the existing landscape within which the
development is proposed; the development itself and its visual impact; and ...
a proposed landscape design plan. He said that presently Shakespeare Bay
has a backwater character.

A significant landmark is the derelict freezing

works and the only other buildings in the valley are five dwellings on the
alluvial fan at the head of the Bay. The houses and their surroundings
-·
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have a rural or bach character. Vegetation in the Bay includes some
mature forest, some second growth scrub, and some rough pasture.

The proposed development involves two landscape elements. ' The first is
the cuttings which involve the saddle between Picton and Shakespeare Bay
and the toe of the slopes in Shakespeare Bay, together with the realignment
of Queen Charlotte Drive. The second ·is the flat storage areas which will
create an extensive flat area into Shakespeare Bay. Attached to Mr Lister's
evidence-in-chief was a series of photographs which he then described and
which we found of assistance when making our second site inspection.

Mr Lister then discussed a reclamation within Picton Harbour that he said
would severely compromise the existing landscape. We record here that
although this reclamation was referred to in the early stages of the hearing,
such a proposal was not pursued thereafter, either by Port Marlborough or
by any other party including NZ Rail and we do not think it is necessary to
refer to it again. This reclamation would have extended from the end of
the Waitohi Wharf across Picton Harbour to Westshore.

In cross-examination by Mr Salmon, Mr Lister said that a security fence
around the proposed port area in Shakespeare Bay did not alter his
assessment of the visual effect of the

deve~opment.

He also said that he

had not taken into account the zoning provisions of the relevant part of the·
district plan, and in particular the fact that towards the head of
Shakespeare Bay there is some Residential C zoning.

Dr Bartlett described Shakespeare Bay as an iniet approximately 1500
/

,, .......n-.. long and 300 to 500 metres wide flanked by steep hills which rise
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at a slope of approximately 150 to 300 to ridge crests at 200 to 300 metres
above sea level in the west, and 150 metres in the east.

Vegetation along the foreshore below the freezing works site comprises
gorse shrub land, a narrow fringe band of mixed broadleaf scrub, a small
area of degraded pasture, and an area of vine land. Introduced species
dominate this vegetation. All these vegetation types were considered to be
common and of limited ecological significance. None were considered to
be locally or regionally unusual.

In the area of the proposed cuttings, the eastern end of the batter would not

intersect with any part of the Kaipupu Point Scenic Reserve or the bush
owned by Port Marlborough. The batter would cut steeply across an area
of shrub vegetation where the ridge descends to the derelict freezing works
site. The vegetation there has been developed from pasture and consists of
broom, gorse, pasture grasses and other introduced species to a height of
less than 1 metre. The batter would cut across this vegetation and across
·the pasture and gorse shrub land on the lower south-western hillside.
These vegetation types were essentially C()JDposed of weed species and
were not locally or regionally significant.

The vast majority of the vegetation types on Kaipupu Point would be left
untouched by construction. Rehabilitation of the batter and its edges
would be carried out in such a way as to achieve revegetation with similar
species to those removed.

Dr Bartlett then discussed the Queen Charlotte Drive realignment. She
~~!'~~

that there would be no significant detriment to vegetation caused by
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that realignment. She also said that she would not expect the reclamation
to damage the vegetation along the adjacent foreshore above the fill level.

Dr Bartlett then considered the estuarine wetland at the head of

Shakespeare Bay, which Port Marlborough has agreed to restore and
maintain. It is intended that the land use consent(s) should contain a
condition to this effect. She said that this wetland is approximately 300
metres from the edge of the proposed reclamation. There would be no
direct impact on it during construction. Realignment of Queen Charlotte
Drive would not take place adjacent to the wetland. The only possible
threats to this area would occur either during construction when
reclamation materials were being placed and there might be larger than
normal quantities of water borne sediment carried in tidally, or following
construction if the wave regimes in the Bay were altered.

Dr Bartlett was of the opinion however that neither of these possibilities
would in fact eventuate. She was satisfied upon· advice from others such
.as Mr Boon and upon investigations by Works Consultancy that during the
activity at the head and along
construction phase tidal sediment transport
..·•'
the sides of the Bay would be very small, and once the bund is in place
geotextile fabric would prevent the escape of small particles of fill into the
outer Bay. Then, after construction, the effects of the development on the
hydraulics of the Bay had also been investigated by Works Consultancy ,..- ·
which had advised that these would not be changed. Thus, tidal exchanges
of water in the salt marsh and flood flows through the salt marsh entrance
would remain the same.

..

.-
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Dr Bartlett then discussed in detail, a rehabilitation programme that we do
not fmd it necessary to summarise here. We note however, that in
preparing this programme Dr Bartlett took into account that the northern
batter between Picton Harbour and Shakespeare Bay would have a slope of
approxumitely 1 to 1.5 on the northern side, similar to the existing
Kaipupu Point batter, and on the southern side 1 to 1. 75 above the existing
road with a gentler slope leading up to the new Queen Charlotte Drive.
Above the new road there would be a steeper batter at 1 to 2, rising to
approximately 15 metres and it would be benched at 10 metres.

Dr Bartlett was only questioned about one matter by Mr Salmon in crossexamination and in the course of that he elicited from her that she had not
considered.any landscaping treatment of the water treatment site that is to
be constructed to deal with stormwater collected from the reclamation.

Finally, in relation to this matter, Mr Collins commented during his
evidence that the land zoned Residential C is a resource for housing and
possibly for tourist related activities that would suffer adverse visual
effects caused by the construction of the ~~clamation ilnmediately
opposite.

Only one witness was called to gjve evidence on the matter of air quality.
He was Dr M. T. Jones who is an expert in air quality management. He

,.
/ ·

was called by Port Marlborough. He considered air quality issues relating
to dust emissions from the construction of roads, the winning of fill
material, and filling the reclamation. He also considered dust arising from
log handling and log storage, as well as from coal, woodchips, silt, and
ilmenite handling and storage.
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Dr Jones described the local climate. He said that there is some rain at
Shakespeare Bay on one day in 3, and for 120 days the rain is more than
0.5 millimetres. There is little s~asonal variation. Mean hourly wind
speed at Picton Harbour is estimated at 3 metres per second which is
regarded as a gentle breeze. The wind comes from the nor-norwest.32% of
the time, and from the south south-west 30% of the time. Calm conditions
occur about 30% of the time. Calm and light winds of less than 2 metres.
per second are estimated at 44% of the time. 36% of the time the wind is
between 2 to 5 metres per second, and for 16% of the time within the
· range 5 to 8 metres per second. Very strong winds greater than 14 metres
per second occur for only 0.2% of the time, and only from the south and
north.

In his experience winds in excess of 5 metres per second can cause dust
pickup. Since rain falls on 1 day in 3 and is more likely dUring strong
wind conditions, Dr Jones concluded that strong winds in the absence of
rauuall probably occur about 5% of the time fro~ the north to north-west
south-west.
and about 3% of the time from the south tQ
·"
The only emissions that Dr Jones identified as being of potential concern
were smoke and sulphur dioxide from ships, diesel fumes from trucks, and
dust from site related activities. The only area that needed investigation m··
terms of possible dust impact was the land to the south south-west of
Shakespeare Bay towards Queen Charlotte Drive, and along the western
shore of Picton Harbour from the freezing works site to the wharves.

:··

·
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The witness considered dust emissions during construction and concluded
that such dust concentrations would not cause down wind problems. As to
emissions from ships, Dr Jones knew of no situation where complaints had
been attributed to sulphur dioxide from ships and the concentrations were
such that they would not cause any discernible impact.

Turning to the matter of dust from log handling and log storage, Dr Jones
knew of no complaints about dust associated with the handling of logs, and
given the number of locations around New Zealand where logs are handled

in large volumes, he concluded that log handling is not an operation thai
gives rise to enough dust to cause a down wind impact. Similarly, wind
.erosion from storage piles should not be a problem. Loose bark could
occur but if it remained damp the problem would be minimised.

With regard to dust arising from the storage and handling of coal and other
similar materials, Dr Jones said that the handling of coal has the highest
potential for dust emission. In his experience salt and ilmenite sand, which
we should add here, might also be brought by barge from the West Coast,
have a very low potential for generating eqrissions .
.-··

We should also add with regard to ilmenite sand, and indeed salt for that
matter, that Port Marlborough's case for Shakespeare Bay was not based ·
on providing a facility for handling either of these products at that
location. Consequently, we have not assessed its applications on that
basis. We have understood, and continue to understand, that its case for
port development at Shakespeare Bay is based solely for establishing a
dedicated coal berth with back up facilities and·a dedicated log/timber

.·
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This may of course include, at some future time, a woodchip pile and Dr
Jones said that this is a relatively light material and therefore not expected
to give.rise to any atmospheric ~mission. There was also unlikely to be
any problems associated with diesel trucks.

Dr Jones then discussed the steps that could be taken to mitigate dust
arising during construction. These included paving of roads and access
points early in the project, compaction of vegetation, stabilisation of
disturbed soil, phasing of earthmoving activities to limit the extent of a
disturbed area at any one time, and a reduction of mud/dirt being carried
onto paved roads. There are also several specific controls. The traditional
ones are watering unpaved surfaces, wet suppression for material storage,
handling and transfer operations and wind fences to the control wind
blown dust. Chemical dust suppressants could be used if necessary, but Dr
Jones did not think they would be needed.

Dr Jones then referred to Mr Llewellyn's evidence relating to coal handling
damp. He then recommended
and storage and the need to keep th~ prod~ct
..···
certain monitoring conditions. These were contained in a document that
replaced an earlier one but was still called Exhibit "D". It is described as
an air quality management plan. We will be discussing the matter of
management plans in a later section of this decision.

In answer to questions from Mr Crosby concerning the difference between

sealing and paving surfaces, ·Dr Jones said that there would be some roads
on the site that could be considered paved, using that word in a general
.;'

.

sense that the public would understand. Most ofihe other roads on the site
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would be sealed and he was using that word in the sense that engineers
understand.

Cross-examined by Mr Salmon about the same topic, in his own
terminology a paved road is one that would be covered in concrete or
bitumen or any other effectively inherent dust fee surface. A sealed road is
one that has vety low water permeability and therefore water runs off it. A
paved road is a sealed road but a sealed road is not necessarily a paved
·road.

Dr Jones also said in answer to questions from Mr Salmon that he was not
aware that there had been numerous complaints from people in Picton
about dust from the coal stock pile there. He was also asked some
questions about the location of his proposed monitoring points and he
agreed that it might be more appropriate to locate a monitoring point on
Queen Charlotte Drive closer to the development than his site 1. He also
agreed that to completely suppress dust emissions from a bulk coal storage
site, a well installed and well operated watering system and good
management would be required.

.....

In answer to a question from the Tribunal concerning the frequency of
watering the coal stock pile, this witness said that he did not think five
minutes per day would be adequate. This is to be contrasted with the
evidence given by Mr Llewellyn on the same subject. During some
extended dry periods watering the stock pile for many hours in one day
may be necessaty. However, calculations have been be made on the basis
of water availability for six hours watering of tlie stock pile each day over
days.
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As to the matter of water quality, again two witnesses were called. Mr P C
Kennedy, a consultant specialising in this subject was called by Port
Marlborough, and Mr R D Roberts, who is a zoologist currently employed
by the CaWthron Institute as an environmental consultant and research
scientist, was called by the Council.

Mr Kennedy discussed the existing marine environment at Shakespeare
Bay, the potential effects of port construction, and the measures that he
considered would be necessary to prevent or minimise these effects, as
well as the potential effects of the port operations including discharges and
the measures necessary to control these.

He told us that Queen Charlotte Sound is dominated by marine tidal
waters, as shown by the fairly slight decrease in salinity at Okawa Bay in
the main sound. The tidal exchange is between 30% and 37% of the water

in Shakespeare Bay -at a cross-section shown on a diagram attached to his
evidence. Salinity and temperature are also very uniform with depth.

The catchment of Shakespeare Bay is 2.5 square kilometres in area with
steep sides on the outer western shores and a loW lying valley at the head.
Run-off enters the Bay in small rivu~ets in most locations with some larger
streams entering across sand flats at the head of the bay. Recreation and / ·
fishing in Shakespeare Bay appeared to be fairly limited but inter-tidal
species of edible shellfish were regularly collected.

The whole of Queen Charlotte Sound was considered to be of international
by the Department of Conservation. In particular it was

;1
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important as a seabird hapitat and as a habitat for Hectors Dolphins. There
were a variety of scenic reserves located in Queen Charlotte Sound and a
marine reserve was recently established around Long Island.

The Pictmi Borough sewage outfall is one of the two major discharges into
the Shakespeare Bay/Picton Harbour environment. This outfall discharges
around 1900 cubic metres per day of comminuted sewage, 75-100 metres
offshore ofKaipupu Point. The other discharge used to be from the
freezing works which discharged partially treated waste into Shakespeare
Bay from 1900 to 1984.

Currently, there are several man-made materials in the inter-tidal zone of
Shakespeare Bay, although the meat works effluent has ceased. The
western shore is strewn with bottles and drums. Non-biodegradeable
debris was also found on the seabed around the sewer outfall. Man-made
objects have been found at several benthic survey sites. These were
mostly glass and plastic bottles and cans.

Water clarity in Shakespeare Bay was rec~rded on two occasions at several
stations and was reported as high. Dive survey observations confmned the
general high clarity of the water.

Three activities during the construction phase that could environmentally _:· ·
affect Shakespeare Bay were seen as being quanying for reclamation and
bund wall materials; bund wall and reclamation construction; and
construction of the wharves.· Dredging would not be necessary and was
therefore not discussed by Mr Kennedy .

..
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Discharge of sediment laden run-off from quanying and earthworks would
be an important matter, given the high water clarity, and this witness
referred to Mr Boon's evidence during which he produced and discussed
an earthworks management plan containing practices that were intended to
mitigate this effect.

The most significant effect of the bund wall/reclamation construction
would be the loss of habitat underneath the reclamation. The area covered
would comprise a small area of inter-tidal rocky shore, a small area of
inter-tidal grass beds, and an area of inter-tidal sand, mud flats and soft
substrate benthic habitat. None of these had been noted to have any
special features or rare species. The habitat types are widely represented
elsewhere in Shakespeare Bay and in Queen Charlotte Sound.

In addition, the reclaimed area would be the area most affected by past
discharges from the freezing works. Consequently, while the full
reclamation would result in the loss of some 14% of the area of·
Shakespeare Bay, this did not represen~ a significant change in the overall
ecological balance of either the wider Sh~espeare Bay/Picton system, of
which the reclaimed area would be less than 4%, or of the inner Queen
Charlotte Sound. Seafood gathering should not be affected arid the bund
wall itself would provide some mitigation of the loss of existing habitat.

The reclamation would cause a permanent loss of some 23% of the tidal
volume of the Bay, and it would change the shape and gradient of the
eastern shore from a shallow gently sloping embayment to a slightly
projecting steeply sloping rock wall. These efrects in themselves would

..

have no additional implications other than the habitat changes. The
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change in volume and shape of the inner bay could change some patterns
of tidal flow and natural sediment deposition. However, in the opinion of
this witness, this is not likely to be particularly detrimental.

Turning to the effects of port operations, Mr Kennedy said that there
would be two potential sources of effects on the marine environment and
they both relate to water discharges. The first is the potential effect of runoff from the storage area, and the second is the effect of vessels travelling
to and from the port and their activities within Shakespeare Bay.

As to the first of these, the stormwater management plan was intended to
mitigate them by providing for the collection ofstormwate r run-off and its
discharge into the bay, subject to several water quality parameters. Mr
Kennedy's evidence on this matter was vety detailed and we do not intend
to add to the length of this decision by attempting to summarise it here.
We will be discussing the matter of stormwater discharge in a later section
of this decision.

As to discharges from vessels, these are coyered by by-laws and
international rules. No sewage should be discharged from vessels into
Shakespeare Bay or Queen Charlotte Sound, nor should there by any
foreign ballast water discharged into the Bay or the Sound. .

This last matter is a particularly important one for the future wellbeing of
marine farming activities in the Marlborough Sounds, and was the subject
of so.me discussion both by this witness and by Mr Roberts. There is, as
we understand it, a form of voluntary control over th~ discharge of foreign
-'

ballast water within New Zealand waters. This requires ships' masters and
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operators to adopt a practice of exchanging ballast water in mid-ocean.
This involves a vessel bound for New Zealand waters disposing of any
potentially contaminated ballast water at a considerable distance from
land, and replacing it with pure seawater.

This practice is currently required by Port Marlborough, although again as
we understand it, this is on a voluntary basis. It is intended that there
should be a condition imposed on the discharge permit in this case to
control this matter.

In supplementary evidence-in-chief, Mr Kennedy discussed in more detail
the proposed stormwater collection and settling pond system. He said that
there would be a primary sediment pond with a capacity of 11,500 m3 and
a fmal settling pond with a capacity o( 1500 m3. During extremely dry
weather when maximum dust suppression would be required both of these
could be used as additional sources of water. Four days continuous
application could be provided from the secondary pond. Port Marlborough
would also be able to take all the water it requir~s from the Picton town
supply. Asked about dealing with water q-gality from a multiplicity of
••·<'

storage sites, Mr Kennedy said that this would be likely to create a very
poor environmental management regime.

During cross-examination by Mr Salmon, this witness was asked some
questions about the proposals for sealing the coal storage area and about
his use o{the word "initially" when describing the surface of the log
storage area. He denied that his use of this word had been intended to
indicate that eventually the log storage area would be sealed. It will be

..
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recalled that whether it would be sealed had been raised earlier because it
has an effect on the overall cost of the development.

We have to say that we were not impressed by Mr Kennedy's attempt to
explain

his use of the word 'initially' when answering this series of

questions, and we thought that his credibility as a witness was not
enhanced by this attempt. However, in the end, we do not think this
lessened the force and effectiveness of the other evidence he gave about
water quality matters. Then, later in the same cross-examination this
whole issue was put into its true perspective anyway when, in answer to a
further question from Mr Salmon, the witness said that the difference in
runoff between a compacted aggregate surface and a sealed surface would
be a factor of about .1 or 10%.

In answer to questions from the Tribunal, Mr Kennedy said that when

establishing the water quality parameters for this proposal regard had been
had to the relevant provisions of the Third Schedule of the Resource
Management Act 1991.
.....

Mr Roberts used to be the Water Quality Officer for the former

Nelson/Marlborough Regional Council. He was called to give his
assessment of the water quality and ecological issues arising .from this
proposal and to discuss certain concerns relating to conditions and
management plans that had been raised by the Tribunal during the prehearing conference.

Mr Roberts said that the proposed reclamation would probably have the

..

greatest ecological effect, but exten_sive biological surveys carried out had
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indicated that the marine life lost would be representative only of that
contained throughout the Marlborough Sounds. It is not unique or rare.
He then gave some important evidence about ballast water discharges and
the concerns he had about this. If it becomes necessary to consider the
matter of conditions, we are satisfied from his evidence that an appropriate
condition could be imposed to control these discharges. Mr Roberts was
not cross-examined.

Having regard to all the evidence just discussed, we are in no doubt at
all that the concession made by Port Marlborough that its proposed
development in Shakespeare Bay will have more than minor effects,
has been properly made. However, we are also satisfied that to a large
extent those effects can be adequately mitigated by the imposition of
conditions, although as we have already indicated we have concerns
about the proposed wording of some of these. However, there is no
need to discuss these concerns any further at this stage and we can pass
to the next topic concerning shipping and navigation.

Shipping and Navigation

....

_

We have included this as a separate topic because during the hearing it
seemed as though NZ Rail intended to raise a serious issue here.
However, if that was its intention, in the end, it did not succeed as the
following discussion will demonstrate.

Two witnesses were called to give evidence about this topic. The first was
Captain Davies to whom we have referred earlier. He offered the opinion
at coal barges using Queen Charlotte Sound would not present a hazard
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for Cook Strait ferries even in adverse weather conditions. This would be
because the operators of the barges and the ferries could and would
maintain communication by VHF radio and there should be no difficulties.
Captain Davies offered this opinion in response to questions put to him by
Mr Camp that were based on a brief of the evidence-in-chief of Captain
Adam Gullen who was later called by NZ Rail. It is noteworthy that Mr
Salmon, who was later to call this evidence, did not cross-examine Captain
Davies about this opinion.

Captain Gullen is the Fleet Manager of Sea Rail which is now the interisland line that runs rail ferries between Wellington and Picton. He has
had considerable experience in New Zealand coastal waters since he
joined the Union Steamship Company in 1954. He has also commanded
four of the rail ferries.

In his evidence-in-chief he said that with one minor exception the
operation of additional shipping within Queen Charlotte Sound arising
from additional port development either at Pictop. or in Shakespeare Bay
would have a minimal effect on the safety ,and operation of the Cook Strait
·"'""

ferries. The one exception was coal barges.

Captain Gullen said that these vessels are slow and inherently of low
manoeuvrability and would present a potential hazard when making
passage of the Sound at the same time as a ferry, at least in times of
adverse weather and poor visibility. The hazard could occur when a ferry,
which would be proceeding faster than a towed barge, reached the point
where its captain had to decide whether to overtake the barge. In some

..

parts of the Sound the room to ca.rry out this manoeuvre is limited and,
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with the added effect of poor visibility and strong winds, would have to be
done with some caution especially if there were other craft in the vicinity.

Captain Gullen went on to say that feny timetables could be affected by
this. He has had experience of having to slow down, but as he later said in
answer to a question in cross-examination by Mr Camp, that incident
involved a tug towing a raft of logs. It resulted in a time loss of five
minutes.

Captain Gullen went on to say that he had no concerns about the
movements of ships operating out of Shakespeare Bay, nor about the
operation of log carriers and other shipping operations from the Waitohi
Wharf since these would all be controlled by the Harbour Master in the
normal perfonnance of his duties.

He did however, have a fundamental concern about large scale coal
exporting anywhere in the vicinity of Picton, because it had the potential to
create visual and contamination problems that c~mld affect feny
passengers, and as he pointed out Picton ..is~ a tourist gateway
to the South
.
~

Island. Captain Gullen also referred to a letter he had written in December
1991, to the General Manager of Port Marlborough, a copy of which had
been attached to Mr Fitzpatrick's evidence-in-chief, in which he expressed
concerns about the loading of coal at Waitohi Wharf. However, since it is·· ·
NZ Rail's case that there should be no large scale coal exporting from this
area at all, whatever significance Port Marlborough thought there was in
Mr Fitzpatrick referring to that letter seemed to us t? have. dissipated
altogether.
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In a supplementary statement of evidence-in-chief, Captain Gullen also
referred to evidence that had been given by Mr Fisher, who it will be
recalled gave evidence on behalf of Port Marlborough about using Waitohi
Wharf for log exporting. Mr Fisher had referred to an occasion when a log ·
ship arriving at Waitohi Wharf had to wait for four hours before berthing
. because of Cook Strait ferry movements. Captain Gullen said he had made
inquiries and had been unable to identify any such occasion. He also said
it would be difficult to envisage such a circumstance since the normal time
for a complete feny turnaround, including loading and unloading, is one
hour and the entire journey to Wellington is completed in less than four
hours.

· On the matter of navigation difficulties in Queen Charlotte Sound, Captain
Gullen was cross-examined at some length by Mr Crosby and in the end he
agreed that the main area of risk for the Cook Strait ferries would be with
slow moving launches or yachts that were not equipped with VHF radio,
rather than with vessels that were so

eq~ipped.

Consequently, if the vessel

towing a coal barge had such equipment no difficulty should arise,
particularly in the area between Tory Ch~el and Picton which, as he
agreed, would be the only area where a feny could encounter a coal barge
under tow. Also, in this area VHF radio communication wouid not be
hindered by topographic considerations.

We cannot say that there could never be a situation where a ferry's
progress down Queen Charlotte Sound to Picton might be impeded by
a coal barge under tow. However, weighing all the evidence we have
just discussed we can say that the prospects of·that occurring are

.·

slight. Even if it did occur from time to time, the consequences

.
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regarding loss of time and safety considerations would not be sufficient
either alone or in conjunction with any other effects to warrant
refusing consent to a coal berth either at Picton or at Shakespeare Bay.

Then, with regard to Captain Gullen's concerns about the effects of
coal dust, as we said in a previous subsection of this decision we think
this potential adverse effect can be adequately mitigated by adopting .
the techniques described by Mr Llewellyn and Dr Jones.

Tourism

We come now to a topic that was quite clearly an important aspect of the
case presented by NZ Rail for it went to the trouble of engaging the
services of Mr D.R. Mcinnes, Managing Director of Mcinnes Group,
planners, economists, tourism consultants and transport engineers with
offices in Australia, United States and Hong Kong, as well as Auckland.

Mr Mcinnes read a prepared brief of evidence-in-chief that ran to no less
than 4 7 pages. The other witness called t?,give evidence on this topic was
Mr J.P.R. Clarke, to whom we referred in the 'Background' section of this
decision. He was called by Port Marlborough. He has also had experience

in the tourism industry but we have to say that the nature and extent of that
experience is less than that ofMr Mcinnes. So too however, was his
evidence-in-chief. It ran to only 14 pages.

The importance of this topic·from NZ Rail's point of view is that it argues
that Shakespeare Bay has significant potential ror development as a tourist

..
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destination and this would be severely, if not totally, destroyed by Port
Marlborough's proposed development.

The Cook Strait ferries transport almost a million passengers a year to and
from Picton, which is, as we recorded earlier, the tourist gateway to the
South Island. Mr Clarke said that tourist facilities, by which he was
referring principally to accommodation, could and should be established in
Picton. Indeed, he went further and said that Port Marlborough's proposed
development at Shakespeare Bay should be supported because it would
encourage such development to occur within the Picton Harbour environs.
Mr Clarke was also of the opinion that Shakespeare Bay is not significant
in recreation or tourism terms but Picton Harbour has scenic, recreational,
environmental and amenity values as well as existing infrastructure that
make it eminently suitable for the development of tourist accommodation.

Mr Clarke accepted, in the sense in which the question was put, a
proposition put to him by Mr Salmon in cross-examination, that
Shakespeare Bay has the almost unique quality Qf being a place where
major tourist development could be self CO!J.tained
in a geographical sense
..
~

and yet be very close to its servicing town. However, he continued to
stand by his earlier statements that the general preference for major resorts
of that kind is in more isolated locations.

Turning to the evidence of Mr Mcinnes, we found it difficult to come to
grips with his ideas about toUrist development in Shakespeare Bay. At one
stage he talked about a tourist destination facility but he also talked about
short stay holidays. He also referred to Shakespeare Bay as presenting an
untapped intervening opportunity to_ be used as a base camp. He was
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obviously attracted by the number of feny passengers passing through the
Picton terminal on an annual basis. Nevertheless, it is clear that he was
envisaging more than simply tourist accommodation because when he was
asked questions by Mr Crosby about the potential for redevelopment of
London Quay in Picton he said that what he was envisaging for
Shakespeare Bay was quite a different type of development.

Then too, in answer to questions from Mr Camp, Mr Mcinnes said that he
saw a development at Shakespeare Bay as performing an internal function
as well as acting as a starting off or stepping off point to the greater
Marlborough Sounds area. In this _way he envisaged immediate activity
occurring within the Bay itself, and simultaneously commercial vessels
extending beyond the Bay. When he was asked if this could take place in
any similar bay in the Sounds he said that this may well be the case and he
told us that he had not done a survey of the Marlborough Sounds to look
for other sites.

The difficulties we have encountered in assessing Mr Mcinnes' evidence,
can be further demonstrated by referring !9 some of the answers he gave in
cross-examination. By way of example we refer to some answers he gave
to Mr Crosby that are recorded at pages 337 and 338 of the transcript. In
his evidence-in-chief at paragraph 2.2.1 Mr Mcinnes described the range
and diversity of natural attractions inNew Zealand in a way that would
indicate to the reader that the Marlborough Sounds, as well as Fiordland,

//,)
;

contain those attractions, when of course clearly, in the case of the
Marlborough Sounds except for rain forest, that is not so. We found Mr
Mcinnes' attempt to explain this in answer to Mr Crosby's questions
ifficult to follow and difficult to accept. Then, again by way of example,
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at pages 339 and 340 of the transcript he is recorded as giving some rather
complex answers to fairly straight forward questions.

There are several other examples of this throughout the transcript. At
pages 353 ·and 354 Mr Mcinnes was asked some questions by Mr Camp
about locating a hotel on the former freezing works site, the suggestion
being that if it were oriented towards Picton Harbour it would present a
close up view and experience of industrial activities. We will not lengthen
this decision by setting out the answers he gave. It is sufficient to say that
they took up most of those two pages, at the end of which we were really
no better informed than we had been before he gave them.

Notwithstanding Mr Mcinnes' undoubted experience and his
credentials, we have concluded that Mr Clarke's assessment of the
tourist potential of this area, Pictou/Shakespeare Bay, is to be
preferred. Put another way, Mr Mcinnes failed to persuade us that
Shakespeare Bay has the potential for tourist development claimed by
NZRail.

Economics

We have already referred to Mr Boon's evidence about the cost of
developing the port facilities at Shakespeare Bay and the difference
between that evidence and the evidence given by Mr Cunningham on
behalf of NZ Rail. Earlier, we also referred to the evidence given by
forestry interests, to the effect that Port Marlborough was undertaking to

•.

,·
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provide the log trade with an export facility at charges comparable to those
made by the port of Nelson. In his evidence Mr Fitzpatrick also asserted
that an economic mine to ship transportation option for coal, based on
using Shakespeare Bay is achievable. This is largely, as we understand it,
because of the size of the vessels that could be accommodated at the
Shakespeare Bay facility.

Dr R.R. Allan, who is also a principal in the New Zealand ann of the
Mcinnes Group, has impre.ssive credentials in the field of transport
engineering and economics. He was called as a witness by NZ Rail to
demonstrate that in all likelihood the cost of establishing the port facilities
in Shakespeare Bay would be so much higher than Port Marlborough was
anticipating, that its port charges would have to be significantly greater
than those charged by the port of Nelson .. Consequently, those facilities
would not be as attractive to the users as Port Marlborough is anticipating
and to make them attractive they would have to pe subsidised by other
users of the port, principally of course by........~Z Rail.

Once again, this evidence was lengthy and detailed and it would be
unproductive to try to summarise it all here. We found Dr Allan a sound
and very careful witness, and we have paid a good deal of attention to the·,.· ·
opinions he expressed.

..
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It has to be recognised, that these opinions were, in several important

respects, based on the evidence of others~ For example, Dr Allan relied on
Mr Strand;s evidence about processing from which it could be deduced that
in the future the volumes of logs coming through the port for export might
not be as high as some other scenarios anticipated.

It is to be noticed too however, that only one log berth is proposed for

Shakespeare Bay and, as Dr Allan pointed out, even Mr Strand's high log
scenario of 625,000 m3 per year could be handled across the Waitohi
Wharf. At least that is what he thought until he was asked some questions
about the depth of water at that wharf which, based on the environmental
statement- Exhibit "A"- he had assumed to be 11.3 metres. However, the
charts showed it to be somewhat less than that.

Nevertheless, in common with some of the other witnesses espousing the
use of Waitohi Wharf, Dr Allan encountered difficulties when it came to
providing the necessary log storage and m~shalling areas to service that
··"'
wharf. Mr Collins also experienced the same difficulties but we will refer
to his evidence under another heading. To obtain the necessciry area of flat
land that Dr Allan was assuming would be required, which was 5 hectares,
whereas the proposal is for 6 hectares, it would be necessary to acquire the· ·
Picton tip site and probably a site designated for sewage treatment and/or
land at Westshore that is currently held under leases, some of which do not
expire until the year 2001. Consequently, if there are difficulties about

..
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these alternative sites, and we certainly think there are, an important part
of Dr Allan's overall economic assessment is put in doubt because it was
based on establishing facilities that are considerably less expensive than
the Shakespeare Bay proposal.

Then too, Dr Allan's assessments were also based on accepting Mr
Cunningham's estimates for the development of Shakespeare Bay, and
although we have commented earlier that we think Port Marlborough may
have to revise its estimates, if it is authorised to proceed, we are unable to
say that many of Mr Cunningham's estimates were any more accurate than
those given by Port Marlborough.

All this highlights the very real difficulty that exists in trying to
provide and indeed evaluate the kind of economic analysis that Dr
Allan was asked to provide in this case. This, of course, is because the
end result depends on the information that is fed into the calculations
in the first place. As Dr Allan agreed in answer to a question from Mr
Crosby, ifMr McPherson and Mr Cunningham are not right, his
numbers would change proportionately to the changes in costirigs
derived from the evidence of those two witnesses.

We will have something more to say about the matter of economics
later in this decision, but for present purposes we will leave our
discussion of this topic at that point.
-·
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Discussion and Consideration of the Resource Manag ement Evalu ations
In this section of our decision we will consider the evaluations made by the
planning witnesses having regard to the relevant provisions of the four
resource management instruments that we identified earlier as having a
bearing on the matters in issue in these proceedings. These, it will be
recalled, are the former regional planning scheme - approved section one;
the former proposed maritime planning scheme, now a propos ed regional
coastal plan; the Marlborough Division of the former Marlborough district
scheme, now the Marlborough section of the Marlborough transitional
district plan; and the Picton Borough Review no. 1, now the Picton section
of the Marlborough transitional district plan.

Some of the witnesses to whom we will refer in this section also considered
NZ Rail's suggestions for alternative log storage and marshalling sites and
two of them, principally Mr Collins, also gave some evidence about tourism
that we will discu~s in the light of the evidence and the conclusions we have
already recorded relating to this topic in the previous section of this
decision.

The first of the resource management evaluation witnesses was Mr R.D.
Witte. Between January 1989 and December 1991 Mr Witte was the
Blenheim Branch Manager for an engineering and planning consultancy
practice and during that time he was asked to prepare a social and planning
issues report for the present proposals at Shakespeare Bay. This report
forms part of the environmental statem ent- Exhibit "A".

In December 1991, Mr Witte became senior planner with the Marlborough
District Council, and when that Council became a unitary authority in July

.
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1992, he was appointed to the position of Senior Strategic Planner with the
unitary authority.

Mr Witte was called to give evidence by Port Marlborough and made it
clear, and we accept, that he was doing so in his private capacity. His
evidence was based on the report that he had made while he was in private
practice~

He referred to several provisions in the former regional scheme. These
included the general regional objectives and policies in Part 1; more specific
objectives in Part 2; the section on Transportation and Communication in
section 6; and some explanatory statements in the same section. One of the
regional goals referred to is to promote and develop Marlborough as a
pleasant place to live in, to work in and to visit, ensuring as far as possible
that maximum use is made of the region's productive capabilities and its
resources in proper and harmonious balance with environmental
conservation and community requirements.

There is a statement in Part 2 to the effect that the second section of the
regional scheme, which so far as we'are aware was never promulgated,
would deal specifically with forestry but there are general objectives
regarding forestry, all of which are intended to encourage that industry.

In the course of stating some general objectives on marine farming and
fishing, there is a reference to the maintenance of adequate standards of
water quality in the Marlborough Sounds and the coastal areas to safeguard
the continued existence of the fishing and,niarine farming industries. -There
are also objectives about encouraging employment and industrial
development.
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Unde r the Transportation and Communication general headi ng
there is an
objective to ensure that the Cook Strait link with the North Islan
d is
maintained, and there is also an objective to examine and deter
mine the
adjustments and rationalisation of facilities at the port of Picto
n that are
considered necessazy to assist the establishment of new proce
ssing and
export industries in the region. Reference is also made to propo
sals for
future expansion of the port to accommodate anticipated indus
trial and
forestry developments, and there is a specific reference to a new
deep wate r
port complex at Shakespeare Bay. It is suggested that it may
be necessary
to undertake a transport study in conjunction with the Mini stry
of Transport
and the former Ministry ofWorks and Development to ensur e
that the
roading network in particular, and the transportation system gener
ally, is
satisfactory for the forest industry.

There are also objectives about protecting the coastal and marit
ime
environment, and promoting the region for holiday, conference
and
recreational pursuits. There is also an objective about developme
nt

of the

Marlborough Sounds for tourism and holiday making.

Turning to the proposed regional coastal plan, Mr Witte said that
this
contains numerous references to proposed port development at
Shakespeare
Bay. Here we remind ourselves that we are now referring to that
plan
before variation 3.

Mr Witte drew our attention in particular to clause Cl2 of this
plan which
commences with a heading "Shakespeare J3ay : Port Deve lopm
ent Plan".
-.·

This clause contains two objectives. The first is to allocate Shak
espeare
..

'

Bay as the site for future extensions to the port of Picton, if and
when
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necessary, as a matter of regional and national importance. The second is to
allow the development and operation of the Bay as a deep water port if, and
only if, the potential adverse impacts on the environment and the use and
enjoyment of Queen Charlotte Sound and the Picton area for recreational,
residential and commercial activities, are reduced to acceptable levels.

Clause C12 then provides for three policies relating to these two objectives.
The frrst is to prevent Shakespeare Bay being used for any purpose which
would compromise its potential for use as a deep water port; the second is
to impose requirements on port development and port operations to
minimise adverse environmental impacts; and the third is to consider
requiring the provision of a public lookout point over the port area in lieu of
providing public access along the shoreline, the latter being seen as
impractical having regard to the safety and security factors associated with
port operations.

The clause then prescribes a list of permitted activities which include all the
necessary activities for the berthing of vessels, facilities for loading and
unloading, equipment for handling and storage of cargo, and ancillary
provisions associated with normal port developments. Then follows a list
of requirements that these permitted activities have to comply with,
including a noise control. It is of some interest to notice that the following

.

.

clause, clause C13, deals with reclamations in general, and contains a
policy to minimise the loss to the general public of any maritime planning
area by reclamation. It also contains a policy to ensure that all reclamations
except for minor works are subject to a public process for approval.

Mr Witte said that it seemed from the provisions of clause C12 that Port
Marlborough's proposed development in Shakespeare Bay would be
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permitted as of right if the proposed regional coastal plan were operative.
However, he then drew our attention to clause E5 in the plan, under a
heading "Shakespeare Bay : Port Development Area". In a nine and a half
page discussion this clause acknowledges the potential of Shakespeare Bay
as a future deep water port. It goes on to suggest that the plan of port
development included in the proposed regional coastal plan could properly
be used as a vehicle to generate public debate on the concept.

We pause to record here that the plan shows a much more extensive area as
being set aside for port development than is covered by the present
proposal. Indeed, for all practical purposes, the whole of Shakespeare Bay
almost to the end ofKaipupu Point is set aside for this purpose.

Clause E5 also discusses such topics as economic feasibility; alternatives,
including alternative methods of dealing with coal from the West Coast; the
relationship with Picton Harbour, indicating an advantage to that Harbour if
the commercial fishing activities are removed to Shakespeare Bay; and the
planning controls that will be required.

Mr Witte concluded that the overall.impression to be gained from reading

the proposed regional coastal plan is that although port development is
provided for as a permitted activity in Shakespeare Bay, the former

.

maritime planning authority, now of course the Council, expects this.
provision and its attendant requirements to be refmed through the objection
process.

Mr Witte then turned his attention to the :r:elevant provisions of the
_,

Marlborough section of the transitional district plan. He drew attention to a
designation at the head of Shikespeare Bay that is formally shown as
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"M.H.B - For Harbour Works" and told us that this includes the salt marsh
area at the head of the Bay. Pursuant to section 39 of the Port Companies
Act 1988, this designation is vested in Port Marlborough until the next
review of the district plan.

Mr Witte went on to say that Port Marlborough's propose d development is,
for the most part, immediately adjacent to land zoned fudustrial B in this
plan. To the extent that it will be on existing land we think, in fact, it
covers most of this zone if not the whole of it. This zone includes the site
of the former freezing works which is now owned by Port Marlborough.
The transitional district plan describes the Industrial B zone as catering for
heavy and noxious industries. It provides for several permitted activities
and discretionary activities, but although some of these may include some
of the constituent activities proposed for this port development the zone
does not provide for a port development as such. The rest of Shakespeare
Bay is either reserve land or zoned Rural A; or at the south-western end,
zoned Residential C. So far as the proposed port development is concerned,
to the extent that it is not on land zoned Industrial B it is on land zoned
Rural A.

Finally, Mr Witte discussed the Picton section of the transitional district.
plan, and in particular some passages in the scheme statement that refer to
production forecasts for exotic forests. These 'suggested a future output
exceeding the present capacity of the Picton port facilities, and thus lead the
former Marlborough Harbour Board to propose an alternative deep water
export port in Shakespeare Bay. The scheme statement goes on to express
support for full consideration of such an ~xpansion in the light of a careful
.-::~

assessment of the need fo:r such a development and its impacts on
environmental, recreational and scenic values. It then states that if the
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development is approved, new roading will be needed and there is an
expressed intention to introduce a change to facilitate full consideration of
such roading proposals.

Lan~ in the

Westshore area of Picton, that is to say in the area of reclaimed

land north of the feny terminal which leads to the existing freezing works
site, is also designated for Marlborough Harbour Board purposes and has an
underlying zoning of Industrial B. This is the heaviest industrial zoning in
Picton but it does not provide for the range of uses provided for in the
Industrial B zone in the Marlborough section of the transitional district plan.
Land on both sides of Lagoon Road which would provide access to the
proposed port development is also designated and has an underlying zoning
of Industrial B. Most of Lagoon Road is owned by Port M.arlborough but
there is a public section over which vehicular traffic travels to and from the
ferries. Mr Witte said that heavy traffic to and from the proposed port
development' in Shakespeare Bay would travel via State Highway 1 and
Kent Street and thence along Lagoon Road, which is what happens at
present. This is also the route that carries all heavy vehicles using the
ferries.

Mr Witte also addressed other aspects made relevant by sections 104 and

105 of the Act. He concluded that so far as the matters in Part II are

.

concerned,. Port Marlborough's proposal is not inconsistent with the purpose
of the Act. The relevant natural resources include the substantial exotic
forest plantations to be served by the port and a similar line of reasoning
can be applied to the coal deposits on the West Coast. In his opinion an
exotic
export timber port at Shakespeare Bay w~uld promote a sustainable
.
~

forest industry in Marlborough, capitalising on the existing forestry
resource. Mr Witte accepted that there would be environmental effects,
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some of which might be adverse, but they would not be of a scale or so
detrimental as to threaten the life supporting capacity of any natural
resources and eco-systems and could be avoided or mitigated.

So f~ as section 6 is concerned Mr Witte expressed the opinion that
although Shakespeare Bay has a natural character, in the sense that it has
strong visual elements of topography, enclosed waters and luxurious bush,
it is by no means unmodified. He referred in particular to the derelict
freezing works and the four houses in the Bay. He also referred to the
moorings and to the exotic plantings on the eastern side, as well as Queen
Charlotte Drive itself. He said that the wetlands at the southern end of the
Bay are well removed from the proposal. In his opinion the proposed
development is not inappropriate, nor are there any outstanding natural
features, landscapes, significant indigenous vegetation or habitat of
indigenous fauna to be protected. The maintenance and enhacement of
public access to and along the coastal marine area is provided for to the
extent necessary by a proposed esplanade reserve as required by condition
A(vii) attached to the recommended coastal permit for the reclamation.
/'

With regard to section 7 of the Act, Mr Witte offered the opinion that the
proposed development would encourage and facilitate the efficient use and
development of resources, namely the forest resources of Marlborough and
the coal resources of the West Coast. It would also encourage the efficient
use and development of Picton for recreation and tourism.

Mr Witte also acknowledged that the environmental effects could not be
test in section 105(2)(b)(i)
said to be minor, and consequently the th!eshold
..·
of the Act could not be met. It was also his opinion however, that to grant
consent to each of the applications would not be contrary to the relevant
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objectives and policies of the various resource management instruments.
He also drew our attention to section 104(7) of the Act which provides
additional tests in respect of applications for permits to discharge
contaminants and asserted that those tests would be met in this case.

Turning to the social effects of the proposal, Mr Witte said that employment
opportunities would be increased, and in his opinion it would be better to
develop Shakespeare Bay rather than Picton for commercial port purposes
so that the latter could be developed as a suitable and desirable place for the
travelling public. He then divided the proposal into two phases, the
construction phase and the operational phase. He asserted that there is vety
little effect from a social impact point of view during the construction
phase. In respect of the operational phase, the likely social impacts of port
operations at Shakespeare Bay need to be weighed against the fact that most
of the proposed activities, except for the reclamation, could take place,
apparently as of right, in the Picton Harbour. The likely effects of these
would, in Mr Witte's opinion, be more disruptive in that Harbour than in
Shakespeare Bay.

The effects of 72 log truck and trailer arrivals, that is to say 144 movements
per day by the year 2005 - information he had obtained from Mr Boon would not, in this witness' opinion, be likely to lead to any adverse effects
,

on the environment. In this regard he was referring particularly to th~ .
residential area of Kent Street. In his opinion, the plan change envisaged by
the Picton section of the transitional district plan would not be necessaty.
Except for the Queen Charlotte Drive realignment which is to take place
wholly within an area covered by the Mru:_lborough section of that plan,
there would be no need to-make any provision for additional roading.
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Turning to NZ Rail's proposals for alternative sites to store and marshall
logs, Mr Witte identified four characteristics for such a site. These were:

(a)

Adjacent to or reasonably close to a main trunk railway and/or State
Highway One.

(b)

A site north of Blenheim;

(c)

Eight hectares of levelland well drained with soils and sub-soils
geotechnically suitable; and

(d)

Isolated from residential development.

The area between Blenheim and the Wairau River contains Class 1 soils and
for that reason the witness discounted it immediately. At Spring Creek
there is a rail terminal designated as a freight terminal with an underlying
zoning of Rural. It adjoins a township with a population of300, and in the
opinion of this witness would not be suitable for a log storage site. From
the Wairau River north, the rail and State Highway pass thiough Tua.nlarina,
along the Para wildlife management swamp, before reaching Para and
Koromiko. In the opinion of this witness it is highly unlikely that a suitable
site could be found in this area. The farm ·Units tend to be small, and there
are numerous rural/residential allotnients. In any event, a resource consent
for. a non-complying activity would be required. From Koromiko the rail
line climbs over the 'elevation' before descending steeply into Picton. A site

.

in Picton itself would simply extend the industrial area of that town.:

In a supplementary statement of evidence, Mr Witte elaborated on the noncomplying aspects of Port Marlborough's proposals. Although the
Marlborough section of the transitional ~strict plan may not have any
specific objectives or policies providing for port development in
Shakespeare Bay, it does in the opini~n of this witness provide a clear and
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consistent zoning framework to establish a wide range of activities in
Shakespeare Bay, both in the Industrial B zone and in the Rural A zone.
From a study of the planning maps and rules, there was no doubt in Mr
Witte's mind that the Marlborough section of the plan contains a strong
poli~y

about ongoing heavy and noxious activities in Shakespeare Bay. The

Industrial B zoning does more than simply provide for the continuation of a
·freezing works. Relocation of the freezing works had been provided for
elsewhere in the district plan. In Mr Witte's opinion it is perfectly clear that
when the plan is read as a whole, Port Marlborough's proposal is consistent
with and certainly not contrary to its overall objectives and policies.

Referring again to NZ Rail's alternatives, the witness said that the existing
log storage area in Lagoon Road is highly visible and several houses
overlook it. Similarly, access to a log storage area on the refuse tip site is
alongside a Residential B zone. In addition, both areas are overlooked by
the recent Harbour Heights subdivision in an adjacent Residential S zone.

Mr Witte considered there would be strong objections from residents in this
area, and the wider Picton community, to any intensification of log storage
and handling in Picton.

In answer to questions from Mr Crosby, Mr Witte said that he had been
unable to identify any alternative sites for a landfill for Picton, despite
,

.

investigation. There are also problems about relocating the existing
cemetery.

When cross-examined by Mr Salmon, Mr Witte agreed that if there were no
proposals for port development in Shakespeare Bay, nor any other proposal
which would use the Industrially zoned land there, no responsible planner
would, in isolation, zone that land Industrial B. However, he went on to say
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that because there had been industrial development at Shakespeare Bay, if a
responsible planner was convinced that the current industrial zonings in
Picton were insufficient to provide for likely industrial activities in the
general area, then Shakespeare Bay would be an obvious choice for an
indu_strial expansion. When pressed further on this matter, Mr Witte agreed
however that if there had never been any industrial development in
Shakespeare Bay he would have expected the whole area to have been
developed for residential purposes. He also agreed that continuation of the
Midland line as a transport link to the West Coast is a relevent matter in
terms of section 5 of the Act.

Mf Witte also said in answer to questions from Mr Salmon that he had not
examined whether Shakespeare Bay might have any potential for other than
port purposes, and although there might be hundreds of hectares of land in
the Koromiko area which may be physically suitable for a log storage area,

in his opinion, in a resource management sense, that area would not be
suitable because of the constraints imposed by State Highway One and the
existing rail line. Smaller valleys and areas away from the State Highway
could be considered, in a loose sense, to be sparsely settled but access to
them is generally through more intensively settled rural/residential type
development. If evidence were given that there would be a lot of land in the
Koromiko Valley that .met Mr Witte's criteria, he would disagree.

The next witness to give evidence on this topic was Mr N.A. Morris, the
Council's Senior Resource and Consents Officer. He too referred to various
objectives and policies in the relevant resource management instruments.
He also gave evidence about previous proposed port developments in
Shakespeare Bay but as none of these came to fruition we do not think it
would be right to give them much weight now. He then gave evidence
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about change 14 to the Marlborough section of the transitional district plan
which provides, by way of designation, for the realignment of Queen
Charlotte Sound which is an integral part of Port Marlborough's proposed
development.

Mr Morris then referred to variation 3 to the former maritime planning
scheme but for the reasons set out in an earlier section of this decision we
need not refer to that variation any further.

Mr Morris went on to say that the Council intends promoting a new
regional coastal plan as part of its regional plan. In accordance with the
requirements of the Resource Management Act 1991, this is to be publicly
notified by 1 October 1993.

Mr Morris also said that in his opinion Shakespeare Bay does not have any
unique aspects that would make conservation absolutely imperative. He
said that considerable effort had gone into the assessment of Port
:tvlarlborough's applications, and he discussed various aspects of the
proposal that had also been covered by other witnesses.

Turning to the alternative sites suggested by NZ Rail, Mr Morris produced a
plan showing the landfill area, the cemetery, and the zone boundaries
associated with these. The sewage treatment site, which has only re<?,e:ntly
been acquired as a result of adjustments in land holdings and consequently
has only recently been designated, offers an opportunity to employ the
existing rising mains to Kaipupu Point without significant pumping costs.
Currently, untreated sewage is discharged, at Kaipupu Point. Mr Morris is
._.·

not aware of any alternative investigations being carried out for the disposal
of sewage, and in his opinion the proposed treatment site is strategically
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placed either for that option, that is to say the continued use of the Kaipupu
Point discharge, or for other options such as land disposal in the Koromiko
Valley area..

So far as the landfill area is concerned, the Council is embarking on a
programme of works that provides cut-off dams and diversionary waterways
to remove down-valley stream flows from the site. In addition,
management practises are being altered to provide a better capping blanket
to minimise water penetration from the surface. In the opinion of this
witness, the Council needs to retain ownership of this area to provide for
this essential community service and it would therefore be unavailable for
other purposes.

He was also of the view that surcharging the surface with stacked logs
would exacerbate the uneven settlement characteristics of the fill material,
and eventually result in the rupturing of the capping blanket. The nature of
the process which involves the use of heavy vehicles would inevitably cause
rutting, and because the site is not large conflicts would have to be expected
·between log truck operations and dump traJfic.

So far as the cemetery is concerned, although not all the land designated for
that purpose is being so used, there would be difficulties about acquiring

.

other sites and again the Council needs to secure and hold land to be_ able to
fulfill this important community function.

Mr Morris went on to express the view that Picton would not be a suitable
place for a coal berth because it would be_ detrimental to the amenities of
the foreshore area, particularly along London Quay.
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In a supplementary statement of evidence Mr Morris said that there are no

realistic alternatives to discharging stormwater from the proposed
reclamation other than into Shakespeare Bay itself Picton has a separate
sewage and stormwater system, and the Council would not be willing to
receive Shakespeare Bay stormwater into its system. He also said that there
would be ample capacity in the Picton water supply to provide all the water
required for this development, including the water needed to keep the coal
stockpile dampened down.

When cross-examined by Mr Salmon, Mr Morris said that the policy
statement in the Picton section of the district plan relating to a plan change
for roading purposes was inserted to settle an appeal relating to the
designation for harbour works at the head of Shakespeare Bay. The appeal
was between the Marlborough Harbour Board and the then Picton Borough
Council. He said that no studies had been done with regard to this, but in
his view that would be part of the current endeavours through the district
plan. We are not quite sure what Mr Morris meant by this, especially in
view of the fact that it was Mr Witte's opinion, and this seems to be borne
out by all the evidence, that no additional roading would be required for
port development in Shakespeare Bay, except the realignment of Queen
Charlotte Drive. But since the roading requirements then being considered
were in relation to a possible development at the head of the Bay, this may
have been the additional roading that was then in contemplation.

Also, in answer to questions by Mr-Salmon, Mr Morris agreed that with the
derelict freezing works removed Shakespeare Bay would certainly be one of
the largest bays or inlets along Queen Ch¥lotte Drive. Whether it would be
the best for tourism he thought was a matter of opinion. We gathered that
he did not think it was necessanly suited to that purpose.
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He also reiterated that the option of land disposal of sewage effluent on a
site in the Koromiko Valley would be a strong possibility but he could not
say when it would be likely that a decision would be made about which
opti<;>n to adopt. He agreed too that that part of the cemetery site so
designated, but over which the tip extends, would never be used for
cemetery purposes. However, he considered it would be quite unrealistic to
use the tip area for log storage because of traffic noise and other traffic
problems associated with taking log trucks to and from Waitohi Whaif.

Ms L.J. Moffat was also called by the Council. Currently, she is employed
by it as a Strategic Planner. Ms Moffat referred to the assessment of the
application in terms of the environmental statement and expressed the view
that this and all pre-hearing proceedings had been conducted adequately.

Although NZ Rail's notice of appeal questioned some of these matters, in
the end we did not understand it to be complaining about them in any
procedural way. It adheres to the view of course that the plan change
procedure should be adopted so that wider issues can be considered and
wider consultation and assessment undertaken.

Ms Moffat then discussed various proposed amendments to the conditions

.

to be attached to the resource consents, but since we will be referring to
those under another heading, if that becomes necessary, there is no need to
dwell on them here. She also told us that the reason for withdrawing
variation 3, but not withdrawing the whole proposed regional coastal plan,
was because the Council is using some o~ the provisions of that plan to
assess applications for resource consents relating to marine farming and
foreshore structures. Marine farming is a particularly important industry in
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Marlborough and there are currently betweem 80 and 90 applications for
new marine farms being processed.

In answer to questions by Mr Salmon, Ms Moffat said that in respect of the
pres~nt proceedings

the joint hearing committee had given careful

·consideration to providing access to the Kaipupu Reserve from the Picton
side, but for reasons of safety had considered this would be inappropriate.
The point where public access would have been provided would be at the
proposed cut through to Shakespeare Bay. This she said was a fairly
narrow area and could become congested. The public access now being
referred to, is of course access by land, and Ms Moffat said that the joint
hearing committee had noted that the proposed port development would not
restrict the current public access by sea.

In answer to a question from the Tribunal she confirmed that none of the
land that is occupied by the wetland at the head of Shakespeare Bay had
been included in any of the applications for resource consents that are now
the subject of these proceedings. She could not be sure however whether
the land covered by those applications included any land currently
designated for harbour works.

The fmal witness to whom we will refer in this section is Mr D.W. Collins
'-:. who is a planning consultant and was called by NZ Rail.

Mr Collins divided his evidence-in-chief into three parts. In the first part he
dealt with statutory planning matters; in the second part he dealt with
tourism and recreation implications; and ~n the third part with other effects
~.:

of the proposed development compared with the alternatives put forward by
NZRail.
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Mr Collins agreed with Mr Witte that the effects of this proposed
development on the environment would not be minor and consequently the
threshold test provided by section 105(2)(d)(i) of the Act could not be met.
T~g to

the second threshold test in that subsection, Mr Collins said that

it was his view that the proposed development failed to meet this test
because to grant conse11t to it would be contrary to some of the objectives
and policies for the Marlborough Sounds in the Marlborough section of the
·--

.

transitional district plan.

He went on to say that there is always the danger of making the kind of'
. assessment required here on the basis of a selective reading of a plan. A
plan has to be read as a whole. Referring to the Marlborough section of the
district plan, Mr Collins said he could not find any objectives and policies
to support the proposed development that could be considered alongside the
objectives and policies which clearly envisaged a different allocation of
resources in the Sounds generally, and in the zones covered by this
application in particular.

Mr Collins then addressed some of the matters referred to in that section of
the plan. He referred to a statement in Part IT at clause 5 that he said
indicated the importance of tourism and recreation in the Sounds. He also
referred to some statements in Part III that refer to the Mariborough Sounds
as an important national, regional and local resource for recreation, forestry
and fanning, and as having a unique coastal environment. There is also a
policy to retain the natural character by protecting the Sounds from
subdivision and development. He also referred to other statements
··:.

concerning the need to retain and enhance the areas natural scenic
character; to ensure its continued prosperitY and primary production; and to
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recognise and provide for its large water recreation area. It was his opinion
that the proposed development is in conflict with all these objectives and
policies.

Ref~rring more

specifically to the objectives relating to the Rural A and

Industrial B zones, Mr Collins said that in his opinion it is clear that the
plan provides no support for this kind of development in the Rural A zone
which, as he pointed out, is intended primarily for farming activities. So far
as the Industrial B zone is concerned, he pointed to a statement in the plan
. that these zones for the most part cover well established industries, except
for a substantial additional area proposed at Riverlands. Mr Collins said
that the planning intent was not stated but, as a matter of good planning
practice, if the .industrial zoning in places such as Shakespeare Bay simply
recognised existing industries rather than denoting suitable areas then it
could be inferred that there is a policy to review the zoning if its raison
d'etre disappeared.

Mr Collins then addressed the question whether this development should be
provided for by way of plan changes rather than resource consents. He
supported plan changes because establishing a port development without
plan changes would leave the relevant resource management instruments
lacking credibility. He drew an analogy with a proposed tourist
development at Hopi Bay with which he had been associated and which had
been promoted by way of a plan change. He said that in his opinion it
would not be sufficient to undertake planning, no matter how detailed, for
one land use activity in a situation where there are possible alternative uses
of the resources involved.

.·
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Mr Collins also referred to the same provisions of the Picton section of the
transitional district plan to which other witnesses had referred, and to the
relevant provisions of the proposed regional coastal plan. He highlighted a
statement in that plan wherein the then maritime planning authority said that
it had decided that a proposed scheme or subsequently a proposed scheme
change would be a means of putting a proposition up for public debate. He
drew support for his plan change scenario from this particular state}llent.

He then said that having read the 180 pages of objections and cross ..
objections to the provisions contained in this plan for port development in
Shakespeare Bay, which had raised important concerns. However, in view
of the fact that these objections and cross-objections had not been heard and
were now not going to be heard, very little weight should be given to these
prOVISIOns.

Turning to tourism and recreation, the second part of his evidence, Mr
Collins asserted that if Picton was ever to take full advantage of the large
number of tourists passing through, it would need to progress further in
developing its gateway role. The ultimate· aim should be for Picton to
transcend this role and become a resort in its own right. He said that the
key to this progression is harmonious development of the accommodation
and attraction sectors, with each sector relying on the other. As we
understood him, Mr Collins was really encapsulating a good deal of what

Mr Mcinnes had said along similar lines.

Mr Collins then discussed New Zealand's tourism future. He said that
currently tourism earns approximately $1? million a day and generates
some 150,000 full-time jobs. By the year 2000 it is anticipated that there
will be 1.9 million international arrivals per year. The New Zealand Tourist
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Board data projects 750 new jobs related to tourism being created in the
Nelson/Marlborough region between 1988 and 1994. He also said, as did
Mr Mcinnes, that there is a move away from package tours to free travel,
short break holidays, and a demand for cultural experiences. Although Port
MarJborough's environmental statement - Exhibit "A" - discussed the
present recreation use of Shakespeare Bay, that was not sufficient. It was
important to consider its potential as well.

In this part of his evidence, Mr Collins then went on to say that there are·

many large sites in Marlborough Sounds that are physically suitable for a
large scale resort development. During his investigations for the Hopai Bay
project, he had identified 25 sites for detailed comparison. This was for
large destination resort type developments. As he understood the position,
based on Mr Mcinnes' evidence, this was not what NZ Rail was suggesting
for Shakespeare Bay.

So far as the Picton area itself is concerned, it was Mr Collins observation
that water front sites of any size are hard to fmd and most of the coastline is
reserve land.· The shoreline of Picton Harbour and Waikawa Bay is almost
fully developed, and the coastal land east ofWaikawa Bay and west of
Shakespeare Bay has been developed for homes and baches .. It was his
opinion that Shakespeare Bay is the only realistic site for an international
quality hotel in the general Picton area.

Mr Collins then discussed recreational boating and the existing marinas at
Picton and Waikawa Bay. He said that there is potential for another marina
at Shakespeare Bay containing 250 berths_.

..
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Turning to consider the economic and social impacts of the development,

Mr Collins compared NZ Rail's alternatives to the use of Shakespeare Bay.
He recognised that Kent Street would still be used by log trucks whichever
alternative is adopted, and he was of the opinion that there would be little
difference in traffic effects as regards the use of this street with any of the
options. He then said that Queen Charlotte Drive is, in his opinion,
unsuitable for logging traffic, although there are presently no restrictions on
heavy vehicles using that route. If log storage at Shakespeare Bay was
perceived by transport operators as being sufficiently close to Havelock to
tip the balance towards Queen Charlotte Drive as a preferred route rather
than using Rapaura Road for example, the traffic implications of Port
Marlborough's proposal could be quite significant.

The witness went on to say that use of the landfill site for log storage would
be less offensive for people visiting the adjoining cemetery than the present
use. He also referred to a draft management plan for the tip that he said
proposed its rehabilitation and use for sporting facilities, grazing, forestry
and industrial storage. Log storage would not preclude other future uses of
the site in the way that a reclamation would foreclose future options for
. Shakespeare Bay. Mr Collins then said that he was confident that another
alternative could be found in the Koromiko area within .1 0 kilometres of
Picton which could be operated without undue adverse environmental
effects.

As to the use ofWaitohi Wharf, NZ Rail's proposed alternatives for log
storage would result in this wharf being better utilised. There would be
some potential for adverse impacts so far fiS..· ferry passengers were
concerned, but he did not believe there would be any significant visual or
other impact on Picton itself. -Waitohi Wharf is effectively screened from
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Picton and the Picton foreshore by the feny tenninal and the ferries
themselves. He pointed to a statement in the proposed regional coastal plan
that acknowledged that the area west of the feny terminal could be
developed for further commerical activities without detriment to the
amenities in Picton.

In an addendum to his evidence-in-chief, Mr Collins produced a coloured
plan showing land ownership in Shakespeare Bay and west of Picton, and in
particular the extent of the land owned by Port Marlborough - see Exhibit
"3 ". He also discussed in more detail the physical suitability of
Shakespeare Bay for tourist oriented development, referring to the evidence
given by both Mr Clarke and Mr Mcinnes. He drew attention to the fact
that part of the east facing area of the Bay contains 15 hectares zoned
Residential C. This is· directly opposite the proposed reclamation. He said
that he had seen a concept plan for the subdivision and development of this
Residential C zone that had been prepared by Land Corp. The land in the
Residential C zone is, in the opinion of this witness, a housing resource
capable of being used for some of the purposes outlined by 1\11- Mcinnes.
Consequently, it has a value for those purposes which he asserted would be
reduced by the reclamation on the other side of the Bay.

Mr Collins then addressed in more detail, the land fronting Lagoon Drive
and the Westshore area generally, and the way in which this area is
currently being used. It contains the Port Company's workshops, an
incinerator, tallow tanks, cement silos, and several establishments involved
in boat building, marine coatings, barge operations and activities of that
kind. The land is zoned Industrial B, or ~esignated for harbour works with

-

an underlying zoning of Industrial B. Mr Collins said that he believed these
facilities and activities would-remain if the -Shakespeare Bay development
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proceeded, and in time the existing under-utilised areas and the areas
presently used for coal and log storage would be taken up by similar uses to
those already there. General freight would continue to be loaded and
unloaded over the Waitohi Wharf. In other words, the Shakespeare Bay
dev~lopment would

not lead to the relocation of existing or potential

industrial activities from Picton. He also produced figures showing that in
total, including the areas just discussed and the landfill, cemetery and
sewage treatment site area, there could be some 10.6 hectares that could be
available for log storage.

Mr Collins then said that he disagreed with Mr Witte about the Koromiko
Valley and he produced another plan showing potential areas for log storage

in that locality. He said that accepting Mr Witte's criteria, there would be
some 1370 hectares in the general Koromiko Valley area that could be
suitable. He said that one of the advantages of having a log storage site in
the Koromiko Valley area would be that it would discourage the use of
Queen Charlotte Drive by logging trucks.

In cross-examination by Mr Crosby, Mr Collins agreed that the relevant
resource management instruments do not go so far as to say that
Shakespeare Bay should not be developed for port purposes. He did not
agree that the existing designation for harbour works necessarily implied

.

intended for a marina .~d he
port development. It could equally have been
.
drew attention to the fact that the same form of designation is used for the
Waikawa Bay marina. Mr Collins denied that he had applied the wrong
approach to section 105(2)(b) of the Act when he stated that there are no
objectives and policies supporting the proposed development. He said that
he had simply been stating that as a fact. He agreed that it did not follow
that section 105(2)(b)(ii) could not be met. He was of the opinion however
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that it could not be met because there are objectives and policies that
indicate a contrary intention for the development of this area.

Mr Collins also agreed With Mr Crosby that alternative sites had to be
reasonably practical, and in considering those matters physical suitability
and matters of land tenure would arise. When he was asked about the
leases of some of the land in the Westshore area, several of which do not
expire until the period 1988 to 2001, he simply said that these would have.
to be renegotiated and the lessees would have to be relocated.

Mr Collins also agreed with Mr Crosby that from a planni.Q.g or resource
management point of view it would be a disadvantage to have ferry traffic
competing with forestry trucks on Lagoon Road.

In answer to a question from Mr Camp, Mr Collins agreed that there could

well be room for a marina on the opposite side of Shakespeare Bay, even if
there was deep water port in that Bay as proposed.

As to where the current lessees in the Westshore area could be relocated he
could not say. He also agreed that if one was starting the planning and
resource management exercise from scratch, an ideal scenario would be to
have tourist related activities in one bay and industrial exports in an
· adjacent bay. -In his opinion however, the problem ofthe Picton ferries
canying both rail and other freight as well as passengers would remain, so
that it would not be possible to achieve the ideal just referred to.

This completes our discussion of the respurce management evaluation
evidence. Because some {}f the conclusions that we are required to reach
having regard to that evidence also involve legal issues, we will refrain
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from expressing those conclusions until we have considered the legal
issues, as we now propose to do in the next section of this decision.

Discussion and Consideration of Legal Issues

The first matter to be dealt with under this heading is one that we referred to
earlier, and which ultimately became the subject of agreement between all
parties, including the Dll:ector General.

It will be recalled that the joint hearing committee dealt with the application
for a coastal permit to reclaim part of Shakespeare Bay as though it also
sought consent to use that reclamation once it had been vested in Port
Marlborough. There are procedures set out in the Act for vesting
reclamations- see section 245(5) and section 355.

Section 89(2) of the Act anticipates this situation. It authorises the granting
of a consent to use a reclamation when the area so reclaimed ceases to be
part of the coastal marine area. Sections 89(2) and (3) read as follows:

"(2) Where(a)

An application is made to a territorial authority for a
resource consent for an activity which an applicant intends to
undertake within the district of that authority once the .
proposed location of the activitiy has been reclaimed; and

(b)

On the date the application is made the proposed location
of the activity is still within the coastal marine area,

.·
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then the authority may hear and decide the application as if the
application related to an activity within its district; and the provisions
of this Act shall apply accordingly.

(3) Section 116(2) shall apply to every resource consent that is
granted in accordance with subsection (2)."

Consequently, so far as Port Marlborough's application for consent to use
the reclaimed land to provide port facilities is concerned, it should have
been treated as an application for a land use consent rather than an
application for a coastal permit and consent should have been granted or
refused in the first instance by the relevant consent authority, which in this
case of course was the Council.

Altho11gh the joint hearing committee dealt with it in another way, that is to
say by including it as part of its recommended coastal permit, this does not
present any difficulties now. All the applications were publicly notified and
there is an application for land use consent for a non-complying activity in
respect of the Industrial B and Rural A zones which relates to the port
developments. Consequently there are no procedural difficulties in dealing
with that part of Port Marlborough's applications in the way just outlined.
This was common ground.

However, it is of some importance to record, as we commented near the
beginning of this decision, that because consent to use the proposed
reclamation is to be treated as a land use consent and because the decision
to grant or refuse that consent is now one -~~r this Tribunal to make, we

think we should deal with -that matter first before we consider the joint

-

hearing committee's recommendation in respect of the coastal permit for the
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reclamation. Of course, if we decide to grant consent to use the proposed
reclamation, the tests for which are the same as if it were an application for
a land use consent, this does not mean that we should then automatically
recommend to the Minister of Conservation that the coastal permit for the
reclamation should be granted. On the other hand, there would be little
point in our making such a recommendation if we were to conclude that the
land use consent should be refused. A proposed reclamation should have a
purpose and before a coastal permit is issued that purpose should be capable
of being implemented- see the Tribunal's comments about the importance
of the granting of consents for reclamations in Port Otago Limited -vDunedin City Council Decision Nos: C97/92 and Cll/93.

In logical sequence the next matter to consider is Mr Salmon's submission

that Port Marlborough's proposed development should be provided for by
way of plan changes rather than by way of resource consents.

Mr Salmon submitted that sections 30, 31, 73 and 105(2)(b) of the Act all
point to this conclusion in the case of a development of this magnitude.
Other counsel, particularly Mr Camp and Mr Crosby, submitted that this is
not so and that it is really a matter for the developer to choose. In any
event, in this particular case, so they submitted, there would be no
advantage in requiring this development to go through plan change
procedures. The applications for resource consents have been the subject of
wide notification and consultation, and extensive assessment through the
environmental statement procedure required by section 88(4)(b) of the Act.
They also pointed out that because the proposed activities in the coastal
marine area have to be tre_ated as restricte~ coastal activities, there is really
no alternative but to make--applications for resource consents.
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In support of his submission Mr Salmon referred to two cases under the

previous legislation G. U.S. Properties Limited -v- Timaru City Council
4 NZTPA 12 and Donald Design Limited and Wellington City Council-vBlack 1984 10 NZTPA 80 HC. He referred to these cases because in each
of them, so we understood him to be saying, there is some discussion about .
the integrity of district schemes as they then were, in the context of
specified departure consents and/or dispensations. With respect, the former
decision seems to have some bearing on the matter we are now discussing
but having re-read the judgment of the High Court in the Donald Design
case we doubt that it provides any support at all for Mr Salmon's
proposition.

Mr Salmon then reminded us that under the previous legislation,

particularly section 74 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977, the
integrity and purpose of the district scheme tended to become a central issue
for decision when considering whether to grant a specified departure
consent, so much so that in many cases under that Act the Tribunal had said
that the more appropriate way to proceed would be by way of scheme
change. This was because the granting of a specified departure consent
would have impacted adversely on tlie integrity of the district scheme.

Then, Mr Salmon also argued that from a practical point of view one of the
advantages of a plan change, and he also added a review process, would be
that the Council in this case would be required to exercise its functions,
powers and duties under sections 30 to 32 of the Act. This should ensure
for example, that the needs of tourism were properly taken into account;
that other options for the use of Shakespe~e Bay were considered; and that
'

~

matters such as the appropriate location of a sewage treatment plant were
addressed.
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Sections 30 and 31 of the Act set out the functions of regional councils and
the functions of territorial authorities, respectively. These include preparing
objectives and policies. They also include controlling uses and, in the case
of regional councils, there are specific provisions concerning the control of
the coastal marine area in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation.
· Section 31 sets out similar functions for territorial authorities, although of
course there is no specific reference to the coastal marine area.

Section 32 requires all Ministers in relation to national policy statements,
the Minister of Conservation in relation to New Zealand coastal policy
statements, and every local authority, before adopting any objective, policy,
rule or other method in relation to any functions, to have regard to several
matters; to carry out an evaluation of the likely benefits and costs of the
principal alternative means of achieving an objective or policy and the
likely implementation and compliance costs; and to be satisfied that any
such objective, policy, rule or other method is necessary to achieve the
purposes of the Act and is the most appropriate means of exercising the
function.

Section 73 of the Act authorises any person to request a territorial authority
to change the district plan, and section 74 requires a territorial authority to
prepare and change its plan in accordance with its functions under section
31, the provisions of Part II, and its duty under section 32 and any
regulations.

Section 105(2)(b) of the Act, which has att:~ady been discussed in several
earlier cases, provides tWo pre-conditions or threshold tests in the
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alternative, one of which has to be satisfied before consent can be granted
for a non-complying activity.

Although a plan change may, depending on the circumstances, result in a
wid~r

examination than is likely to be achieved by a series of applications ·

for resource consents and, of course, ·a review would probably be wider
still, there is nothing in the Act that requires a developer and/or a territorial
authority to proceed in that way. Nor do we think Mr Salmon was actually
suggesting that there is. He was simply submitting that the sections of the
Act to which we have just referred point in that direction.

The Town and Country Planning Act 1977 did not require such a course to
be followed either, but if consent to a specified departure was refused, a
scheme change was the only course that could be followed, unless a
developer was prepared to wait for a review. Under the Resource
Management Act 1991 a developer can apply for a plan change and there is
a specific procedure in the Act for that purpose. It is a two stage procedure.
The applicant for a change first has t~ apply and the territorial authority
then has to determine whether it will accept that application. There is a
right of appeal to this Tribunal against a refusal. If the application is
accepted then the territorial authority has to promote the change.

Earlier we referred to section 105(2)(b) of the Act. If neither of the preconditions or threshold tests in that subsection is met, then a developer is in
the same position as it would have been under the old legislation. In other
words, consent must be refused and the only remedy would be to obtain a
plan change or wait for a review of the pi~ .

.·
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We think the foregoing analysis shows Parliament's intention. Whereas
under earlier legislation a disappointed developer had no recourse if consent
to a specified departure was refused, unless the territorial authority was
prepared to take the initiative by promoting a scheme change now, if a
reso1Jfce consent is refused a disappointed developer can itself take steps to
have the pian changed. This is entirely consistent with a fmding that to
grant a resource consent would be contrary to the relevant objectives and
policies of the plan.

Consequently, although it would always be open to a developer to apply for
a plan change without going through the resource consent procedure, where
that procedure is selected the outcome will demonstrate whether a plan
change would have been the more appropriate way to proceed. If the
application passes the second threshold test, or in other words if granting
consent would not be contrary to the objectives and policies of the plan,
there is no need to change it. Any adverse effects on the environment and
any other adverse effects that might flow are not readily capable of being
dealt with by a plan change. They may be mitigated by conditions of a
resource consent or they may be so serious as to warrant the refusal of
consent altogether. But, considering whether there should be a plan change
rather than a resource consent would not help to resolve these matters.

For these reasons, we have concluded and so hold that the Act does not
exhibit a preference for plan change procedures over resource consent
procedures, except to the extent that, in the case of a non-complying
activity, an application has to be refused if there is a failure to pass both the
threshold tests. We should add that even j~ an application does pass the
first of the two threshold tests, that is to say the effect on the environment

-

test, it is still open to a consent authority to refuse consent because to grant
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it would affect the integrity of the district plan - see Batchelor -v- Tauranga
District Council 1 NZRMA 266 (upheld on appeal) and Kennett -vDunedin City Council2 NZRMA 22. On the other hand, it has also been
held that where granting consent would not significantly affect the integrity
of the plan and its administration it can be granted - see Noel Leeming
Appliances Limited -v- North Shore City Council (No 2) 2 NZRMA 243.

Having regard to the foregoing, it is our judgment that in the circumstances
of this case the resource consents applied for should not be refused because
a more appropriate procedure for authorising this development would be by
way of plan changes. We agree with Mr Camp and Mr Crosby that this
proposal has been the subject of wide and in-depth consultation and
examination. It has not been the subject of section 32 procedures, but we
do not think it has suffered as a result. Alternatives have been considered
and economic consequences have also been considered. Then too, although
the relevant resource management instruments are the subject of a review
that is to be publicly notified by 1 October 1993, given all the procedures
that such a review could undergo before it is finalised and becomes
operative, we do not think we would be justified in requiring Port
Marlborough to begin again by requiTing it to go through those review
procedures.

We hasten to add of course, that in making this ruling we are not in any way
suggesting that the consents applied for by Port Marlborough should be
granted. A great deal more examination and evaluation has to be
undertaken before we can come to any conclusions about that.

This leads us to the next tGpic under this heading. This involves a
consideration of the competing submissions m&de about the correct
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approach to deciding whether resource consents should be granted,
particularly when they involve activities in the coastal marine area.

We begin by recording that although five separate resource consents seem
to be required, and of course each has to be considered separately, it is
common ground that the activities and discharges for which these consents
are sought are to be seen as integral parts of the one development. It is also
agreed that although some aspects of the land use activities might be able to
be regarded as discretionary activities ill so far as they are recognised and
provided for in the Industrial B zone, the proper approach to take with the
land use activities is to treat them as non-complying.

Consequently, the tests to be applied in respect of each of the resource
consents are substantially the same, except that when we come to deal with
the applications for discharge permits we are also required to have regard to
the matters in section 104(7) of the Act, and in the case of the permit to
discharge into water, subject to a submission by Mr Crosby that we will
deal with shortly, we may be constrained by section 107 of the Act.

For the moment, we will proceed on the basis that we are to hear all five
applications de novo with a view to including in our report to the Minister
of Conservation any suggestions we might care to make about the two
,.

coastal permits and with a view to making decisions about the other three
applications as if we were the consent authority. In other words, we will
adopt our normal appellate function. However, later we will have
something more to say about our function regarding the coastal permits.
There is some room for doubt about whet}ter we are either authorised or
~-

required to deal with those aspects of this matter in the way we have just
outlined.
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Proceeding on the assumption that all five applications are to be treated as
applications for consents to non-complying activities, section 105(2)(b) of
the Act as we have already said, is applicable and one or other of the
threshold tests in that subsection has to be met.

This assumes some importance in this case because it is conceded by Port
Marlborough that the non-complying activities will have effects on the
environment that are more than minor. Consequently, if granting consent to
any of them would be contrary to the objectives and policies of the relevant
plans or proposed plan, that consent would have to be refused.

In an earlier section of this decision we set out the evaluation approach that
Mr Collins, NZ Rail's planning consultant, appeared to have taken. This

.was to the effect that because he could not fmd any objectives and policies
supporting this proposed development, and there were other objectives and
policies that could be said to point in other directions, then to grant consent
would be contrary to those objectives and policies.

We also recorded that in the relevant part of his evidence-in-chief, Mr
Collins said that he was simply stating his view as a planner about the
provisions of the Marlborough section of the transitional district plan which

.

he concluded does not contain any objectives and policies -supporting the
proposed development. This, he said was to be considered alongside other
objectives and policies that envisage a different allocation of resources in
the Marlborough Sounds generally and more specifically in the zones that
are of particular relevance in this case .

..
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Both Mr Camp and Mr Crosby submitted that Mr Collins had adopted an
incorrect approach to section 105(2)(b)(ii) of the Act, in that he had
concluded that to grant consent would be contrary to the objectives and
policies of the relevant resource management instruments because there are
none that support such a grant.

We did not understand Mr Collins to be saying this, nor did we understand
Mr Salmon to be submitting that this was so when he closed his case for NZ
Rail. We understood Mr Collins to be saying that the Marlborough section
of the transitional district plan contains objectives and policies that indicate
a different approach to the development of Shakespeare Bay and that there
are none that indicate the kind of development here proposed. Having
reached that point, we then understood Mr Collins to be saying that to grant
consent would be contrary to the objectives and policies in that plan that he
had identified.

We can see nothing legally wrong with this approach. Of course, whether

Mr Collins' assessment is to be accepted is another matter.

We should perhaps add some comments of our own about section
105(2)(b)(ii) of the Act. It is clear, because there is a reference back to
section·104, that the objectives and policies there referred to are the relevant
objectives and policies to which regard is to be had in terms of section
104(4) and it is also clear that the granting of consent has to be contrary to
those relevant objectives and policies. In Shell Oil (NZ) Limited -vWellington City Council2 NZRMA 80, a case to. which Mr Salmon
referred, the Tribunal said that it consider_e_~ the word 'contrary' in this
context should not be give-n a restrictive definition, and that it contemplates

-

being opposed to in nature; different; opposite to. Later in the same
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decision the Tribunal commented on the use of the word 'contravene' in
section 9 of the Act, contrasting that with the word 'contrary' in section
105(2)(b)(ii). It thought that the word 'contravene' was probably intended to
refer to rules in a plan and, with respect, we think that is right. As the
Tribunal observed, one cannot transgress an objective or policy but one can
certainly transgress a rule. Then too, non-complying activities are, by
defmition, activities that contravene a plan .:. see section 2 of the Act.

It should also be noticed that section 2 provides a defmition of the word
'contravene'. It is not exclusive, but the section provides that the meaning
includes 'fail to comply with'. This appears to support the views expressed
by the Tribunal in Shell Oil (NZ) Limited -v- Wellington City Council.

We also want to say that where there are relevant general objectives and
policies that might be thought to be in conflict with more specific relevant
objectives and policies, we take the view that for the purposes of section
105(2)(b)(ii) of the Act it is the latter that should be regarded as being
applicable, otherwise absurd results could follow. A general objective and
policy could be read as precluding a development referred to in a more
specific objective and policy.

We bear in mind too that we are dealing with resource management
,

:-

instruments that were prepared under earlier-legislation, and that when we ··
come to consider whether granting the consents would be contrary to any
relevant objectives andpolicies we should take the pragmatic approach
endorsed by the Full Court of the High Court in Batchelor -v- Tauranga
District Council 2 NZRMA 137.

.-
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The next legal issue to be considered arises out of opposing submissions
made by Mr Camp and Mr Salmon about the weight to be given to the
matters in Part II of the Act when considering applications for resource
consents.

Mr Camp submitted that the matters in Part II, which of course include the
purpose of the Act in section 5, and certain matters of national importance
in section 6, are not to be given primacy as was the case with the matters of
national importance in section 3 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1977 - see Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui County Council
[ 1989] 3 NZLR 257. He also submitted that the use of the word
'inappropriate' in section 6(a) of the present Act, which provides that one of
the matters of national importance is the preservation of the natural
character of the coastal environment and its protection from inappropriate
subdivision use and development, is again a significant change from the
previous law where in a similar context the word 'unnecessary' was used again see Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui County Council.
Mr Camp submitted that the word 'unnecessary' imports considerations of
need, whereas the word 'inappropriate' imports considerations of
correctness, suitability, or applicability. In terms of balance, he submitted
that the threshold is past much earlier when considering appropriateness
than it is when considering need.

Consequently, it was Mr Camp's submission that those parts of the
judgments of the Court of Appeal in Environmental Defence Society -vMangonui County Council that held that the matters of national importance
under the Town and Country Planning Ac,t_'-1977 were to be given primacy
and that the word 'unnecessary' provided a relatively stringent test, are now
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to be regarded as having been superseded by the relevant provisions of the
Resource Management Act 1991.

Mr Crosby fully supported this submission and really had nothing further to
add,_ and Miss Brown who presented closing submissions on behalf of Coal
Corp had not really considered the matter and consequently did not feel
able to provide us with any further assistance.

Mr Salmon submitted that the law, as enunciated in the judgments of the
Court of Appeal in Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui County
Council, has not changed to any significant extent. Referring to section 5 of
the Act he submitted that this contains the central theme and is of
fundamental importance in the interpretation and application of the whole
statute. In support he cited Ashburton Acclimatisation Society -vFederated Farmers ofNew Zealand Inc [1988] 1 NZLR 78, 12 NZTPA 289
CA. He also referred to the decision of the Tribunal in Shell Oil (NZ)
Limited -v- Wellington City Council (supra) as supporting this proposition.
However, with respect, we think this ·was an incorrect reference for in that
case the Tribunal did not fmd it necessary ·to examine the provisions of Part
II before concluding that consent should not be granted. It had already held
that neither of the threshold tests in section 105(2)(b) of the Act were
satisfied- see page 85.

The decision Mr Salmon probably had in mind is Marlborough Hockey
Association Inc -v- Marlborough District Council! NZRMA 274 where the
.same division of the Tribunal stated that the Act places the environment in a
pre-eminent position along with the principle of sustainability - see page
279.

,.

'--../.
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From this point Mr Salmon submitted that, so far as section 6(a) is
concerned, the reference to inappropriate subdivision, use and development
is to be seen only in the context of protection, so that the preservation of the
natural character must be achieved, even in the case of appropriate
subqivision, use and development. He submitted too, with regard to this
aspect of the matter that the judgments of the Court of Appeal in
Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui County Council are still
applicable.

Because issues relating to the natural character of the coastal environment
are raised in this case, there is a need to resolve these competing
submissions.

There are really two issues. The first is whether the matters in Part IT have
primacy, and the second is the correct approach to section 6(a).

As to the first of these we accept the submission made by Mr Camp. It
should not be forgotten that Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui
County Council was a case about a scheme change. It was not a case about
a planning consent, and although in the course of their judgments the
learned Judges in the Court of Appeal referred to some of the sections of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1977 that provided the tests for planning
~onsents

such as section 72, and to the fact that this section was subject to ·

section 3, it was in the context of a scheme change that they were
unanimous that the matters of national importance in section 3 were
required to be given a degree of primacy over other matters. Of course, the
same line of reasoning could have been ap~lied to an application for
consent to a specified departure under section 74 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1977 because that section also was expressed to be subject to
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section 3. So, there is probably nothing of significance in the point just
referred to.

Then too, it has now been said more than once that the Resource
Management Act 1991 is reforming legislation and consequently
comparisons with earlier legislation are of limited value. Nevertheless, it is
interesting to notice that in its judgment in Batchelor -v- Tauranga District·
Council2 NZRMA 137, the Full Court of the High Court began by
referring to some of the differences as it perceived them to be, between the
two pieces of legislation. The Court then moved to a more detailed
consideration of the relevant provisions of the Resource Management Act
1991, before considering the approach taken by the Tribunal in that case,
which was ultimately upheld.

The first question that the Court was called upon to determine is set out at
page 140 and reads this way:

"(a) The Tribunal misdirected itself as to the weight to be
accorded to the statement of general purpose of the Act set out
in s5 when interpreting s104 and s105(2)(b)."

The Court then said this:

"It is difficult to see how this could constitute an error of law. The
Act does not either expressly or inferentially specify the weight
which is to be attached to its general purpose when applying the
requirements of sl04. Mr Cavanagh submitted that the introduction
of the concept of the coherence and integrity of, and public
confidence in, the Plan was erroneous because the Act was primarily
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concerned with effects on the environment. Section 104(1) requires
that regard be had to the "effects" (widely, but not comprehensively,
defmed in s3) of allowing the particular activity. Section 104(4)(a)
and (b) require that regard also be had to the rules of a Plan and to its
relevant policies or objectives. In our view, those provisions
envisage consideration of the integrity of the Plan~ The weight to be
given to any effect on that integrity must be a matter of judgment for
the consent authority or the Tribunal.

In canying out that exercise,. regard must also be had to the other
relevant provisions of s 104, including the general purpose provision
as set out in s5. Although s104(4) directs the consent authority to
have regard to Part II, which includes s5, it is but one in a list of
such matters and is given no special prominence (our emphasis)."

In a decision referred to earlier in this section - see Kennett -v- Dunedin
City Council - this Tribunal, after referring to the correct approach to be
taken to section 105(2)(b) of the Act said this at page 31:

"It follows from this that if, after considering an application
having regard to all the relevant matters in s 104, a consent authority
is satisfied that one of the conditions in s 105(2)(b) has been fulfilled,
it still retains a discretion to refuse to grant consent. Then too, .
because of some of the submissions made in the course of this case,
we add that we can find no justification in either section for giving
any one of the matters to which a consent authority is required to
have regard primacy over any other matter. So, for example, actual
-~-~

and potential effect.s are not to be given primacy over the list of

-

matters in s104(4); rather it seems to us that all these matters are to
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be considered and given such weight as the consent authority sees fit,

in all the circumstances, before it comes to the decision making
process provided for in s 105. This means, of course, that the matters

in Part IT of_the Act which are referred to in s104(4)(g), are not
necessarily to be given the primacy that one might otherwise expect
having regard to the way in which they are expressed in Part IT. This
follows from the wording of s 104(4) itself, which requires a consent
authority to "have regard to", rather than to "recognise and provide
for" (s6); or to "have particular regard to" (s7); or to "take into
account" (s8)."

With respect, that view of the law now appears to be confirmed in the
passage just cited from the judgment of the Full Court of the High Court in
Batchelor -v- Tauranga District Council.

Having regard to the foregoing and also having regard to the fact that in
Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui County Council, the learned
Judges of the Court of Appeal were only persuaded to t.h.e view that the
matters of national importance in section 3 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1977 were to be accorded primacy over other matters because,
as the learned President said at page 260:

"The qualification "subject to" is a standard drafting method of
making clear that the other provisions referred to are to prevail in the
event of a conflict"

we are in no doubt at all, that because suc)l qualifying words do not appear

in any of the sections of the Resource Management Act 1991 that apply to
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applications for resource consents, the matters in Part II are not to be given
prunacy.

That is not to say, of course, that in any particular case the strength of any
one or.more of them, may not as a matter of judgment outweigh other
factors. All we are deciding here is that those matters do not, for the
purposes of section 105 of the Act, have a headstart as it were when it
comes to formulating the overall judgment required by subsection l(b) of
that section. When preparing plans the position may be different, but for
present purposes we need say no more about that.

We tum to the second matter, namely the correct approach to be taken to
section 6(a) of the Act. Although, as Mr Camp pointed out, the wording is
different, the formula remains the same as that used in section 3(1)(c) of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1977. It refers to the preservation of the
natural character of the coastal environment, including the coastal marine
area, wetlands, lakes, rivers and their margins, all of which are to be
recognised and provided for as a matter of national importance, and to their
protection from inappropriate subdivision, ·use, and development.

It is a little difficult to understand what Parliament intended when it used
this formula because there are conceptual difficulties about preserving and
protecting at the same time - see for a discussion of this in another context,
namely that of national water conservation orders, the judgments of the
·Court of Appeal in Ashburton Acclimatisation Society -v- Federated
Farmers ofNZ Inc (supra) and the recent rulings of this Tribunal in Re The
National Water Conservation (Buller River) Order 1989 Decision No:
C28/93.

.·
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In Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui County Council the
learned Judges expressed themselves in various ways when each of them
came to consider section 3(1)(c) of the Town and Country Planning Act
1977.

Cooke P. said that paragraph (c);

11
•••

includes the protection of the coastal environment from

unnecessary development. In that context, as in many others,
necessary is a fairly strong word fallng between expedient or
desirable on the one hand and essential on the other. Of course the
Tribunal are right in commenting that absolute protection is not
given to the coastal environment. I accept, too, that when para·(c) is
relevant a reasonable rather than a strict assessment is called for. In
other words the question is whether, despite the background that the
coastal environment is to be protected, the proposal is reasonably
necessary .... 11 "But the test is no light one". - see page 260.

McMullin J. said:
.....

"Section 3( 1)(c) does not impose absolute requirements in regard to
subdivision development, but rather requires all schemes to provide
for the preservation of the natural character of the features it
mentions against "unnecessary" subdivision and development. This,
requires those responsible for any scheme to engage in some forward
thinking. If schemes can take account of only those developments
which are shown to be certain dev~lopments, planning will be
restricted." - see page 275.
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This was·one of two dissenting judgments. McMullin J. held that the
Tribunal had not erred in its consideration of section 3(1)(c) matters.

Somers J., who was in the majority, said:

"The meaning and strength of the word "unnecessary" in section
3( 1)(c) is to be gathered from the fact that preservation, declared to
be of national importance, is only to give way to necessaiy
subdivision and development. To achieve the standard of necessity it
must be shown that the subdivision or development attains that level
when viewed in the context of national needs. Further than that I do
not think it desirable to go." - see page 280.

Casey J., who also dissented, really had little to say directly about the way
section 3( 1)(c) was to be interpreted, except to the extent that he considered
the matter of need for the development in that case to be a fundamental
question which he held the Tribunal had dealt with correctly.

Finally, Bisson J., who was also in the majority, referred to section 3(1)(c)
as raising for consideration "the preservation of the ~nvironment from
unnecessary development" - see page 290. He also said that while there is a
balancing exercise to be carried out, "the scales are weighted in favour of
matters of national importance being recognised and provided for, but, if a
. subdivision or development in a coastal environment is necessary, then the
protection and preservation of that environment may be outweighed." - see
page 291.

..
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Bisson J. held the Tribunal had erred because there was no fmding that the
need for such development outweighed the national import ance of
preserving and protecting the natural character of the coasta l environment.
Mr Camp was of course right when he pointed out that the word
'unnecessary' no longer appears in connection with this matter of national
importance. The important word now is 'inappropriate'. Mr Salmon
submitted that the key to section 6(a) of the Act is the preservation of the
natural character and only a subdivision, use, or develo pment that achieves
that objective could be regarded as being appropriate.

With respect to Mr Salmon we do not think this is right. To interpret
section 6(a) in that way would be to give it a meaning and effect from
which it would follow that preservation of the natural charac ter is to be
achieved at all costs. We do not understand any of the judgm ents in
Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui Count y Counc il to go as far
as that. As Cooke P. observed, section 3(l)(c) of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1977 did not p~ovide absolute protection for the coastal
environment. Then, as Somers J.

observed~

preservation was only to give

way to necessary subdivision and development.

If we apply that observation to the present context by substituting the word
'appropriate' for the word 'necessary', the correct approach to section 6(a) of
the present Act begins to emerge. Then, accepting as we do, that Mr Camp
was right when he submitted that the word 'appropriate' irri.ports
considerations of correctness or suitability, the true sense of section 6(a)
becomes clear. We add that Mr Camp's S?bmission about the meaning to be
-.·

given to the word 'appropriate' accords with the dictionary meanings of that
word. For example, the Collins Concise dictionary gives it the primary
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meaning of 'right' or 'suitable' or 'fitting'. The Concise Oxford dictionary
gives it the primary meaning of'suitable' or 'proper'.

Having regard to the foregoing, it is our judgment that section 6(a) of the
Act should be applied in such a way that the preservation of the natural
character of the coastal environment is only to give way to suitable or fitting
subdivision, use, and development. Here, of course we only have to
consider development. But this does not mean to say that any suitable or
fitting development will qualify. Although the threshold, as Mr Camp put
it, may be passed earlier when consid~ring appropriateness as distinct from
need, it has to be remembered that it is appropriateness in a national context
that is being considered. It is not, for example, appropriateness in either a
regional or local context. This is made clear by Somers J. in the passage
from his judgment in Environmental Defence Society -v- Mangonui County
Council that we referred to earlier.

Consequently, the development being considered for the purposes of section
6(a) of the Act would have to be nationally suitable or fitting before
preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment could
justifiably be set aside.

This discussion of section 6(a) of the Act assumes of course that there is a
natural character worthy of preservation ~ a matter that we will discuss in
more detail in the next section of this decision.

Several other matters arising out of section 104 of the Act were also the
subject of submissions.
.-
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Counsel for Port Marlborough, the Council and Coal Corp submitted that
NZ Rail's case was really based on an attempt to raise matters of
·competition through the 'back door' and should be disposed of accordingly
in terms of section 104(3) of the Act.

Mr Salmon submitted that was not so and that although NZ Rail was raising

economic issues it was not seeking to justify its opposition to Port
Marlborough's proposed development on competition grounds.

We accept Mr Salmon's submission in this regard. We agree that NZ Rail
did not seek to rely on competition grounds to support its case.

Consequently, we do not need to discuss section 104(3) any further.

There were no difficulties raised about the meaning and effect of section
104(7) of the Act, although there were submissions about whether it was
capable of being complied with. But Mr Crosby questioned whether section
107, which contains restrictions on the granting of certain discharge
permits, is applicable in this case. It will be noticed that section 107 refers
to the discharge of a contaminant of water into water, or a discharge of a
contaminant onto or into land in circumstances which may result in that
contaminant entering water.

Section 2 of the Act gives the term 'discharge permit' the meaning set out in
section 87(e). This subsection provides for a particular type of resource
consent known as a discharge permit, but specifically excludes the doing of
something in the coastal marine area. Thls,_, so it seems to us, is because
section 87(c) specifically refers to doing something in the coastal marine

___,
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area that would othetwise contravene, inter alia, section 15 of the Act.
Consent to do this is called a 'coastal permit'.

In this case the proposed discharge of contaminants into water is to be into

the coastal marine area and in terms of section 107 itself it would appear
that Mr Crosby is right. However, section 117 that sets out the joint hearing
committee's powers in respect of restricted coastal activities and section 119
that sets out the decision making powers of the Minister of Conservation in
respect of restricted coastal activities, both refer to section 107 - see
sections 117(2)(b) and section 119(3)(a). For these reasons we think
section 107 is applicable to the application for a coastal permit to discharge
contaminants.
The next matter to consider also arises out of a submission made by Mr
Crosby. He submitted that the existing designation for harbour works in
Shakespeare Bay is now to be regarded as an objective of the Marlborough
section of the transitional district plan. This is because it alerts the public to
one of the intentions of the plan which is to provide for such works in that
area. He pointed to the fact that section 176 of the Act provides that a
requiring authority may do anything that is in accordance with a designation
and no person can do anything with land that is the subject of a designation
that would hinder or prevent the public work to which it relates.

In the end it may not be necessary to determine whether Mr Crosby's

submission is correct because, as we understand the position this
designation includes the wetland area that the Director General has agreed
be
with Port Marlborough should be preserv~d and it will probably
.
~

necessary for the designation to be uplifted to enable this to be done.
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However, in case it may be necessary for us to consider the designation, it
is our view that Mr Crosby's submission is wrong.

We refer to section 175 of the Act. This provides that where there has been
no appeal from a decision of a requiring authority, or an appeal has been
lodged but is withdrawn or dismissed, or an appeal has been lodged and the
Tribunal has confirmed or modified the requirement:

"... the territorial authority shall, as soon as reasonably practicable
and without further formality, (d) Include the designation in its district plan as if it were a rule in
accordance with the requirement as issued or modified in accordance
wt.ththis A ct; ...

II

We also refer to the meaning given to the word 'designation' in section 166
of the Act, that reads:

"means a provision made in a district plan to give effect to a
requirement made by a requiring authority under section 168 or
clause 4 of the First Schedule:"

Finally we refer to section 171 of the Act which, amongst other things,
requires a territorial authority considering a requirement to have ~egard to
all the relevant provisions of any national policy statements, New Zealand
coastal policy statements, regional policy statements, regional plans and
district plans.

It is clear to us from the foregoing that a designation is the means by which
provision is made for a public work and by-which the use of land is
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to be controlled for the purposes of canying out that public work. We
notice also that section 9 of the Act provides that no person may contravene
section 178 relating to requirements for designations without the prior
written consent of the requiring authority.

For these reasons it is our opinion that the designation for harbour works is
to be regarded as a rule. Consequently, for the purposes of section
l05(2)(b) of the Act, it is to be disregarded. Nevertheless, if there were
objectives and policies relating to this designation in the district plan, these
would need to be considered for the purposes of section 105(2)(b). In this
case, in respect of this designation, there are none.

There were also several legal issues raised about the appropriateness and
validity of some of the conditions that the joint hearing committee either
decided or recommended should be imposed on the various consents.
However, it is not appropriate at this point to discuss those matters because
we have yet to detex:mine whether the consents should be granted, having
regard to the tests that we have been discussing in this section of our
decision.

In any event, so far as NZ Rail is concerned, the relief sought by it is the
refusal of all consents and when he closed his case Mr Salmon affirmed that
this party really has no interest in the matter of conditions. Consequently, if
we come to the view that all or any of the consents are to be granted, it will
be appropriate then to discuss the matter of conditions.

We have now reached the stage where we_ ~an consider with more ·
particularity whether the consents applied for should be granted having
regard to all that has been said so far in this decision.

J.62

Summary and Conclusions in respect of each Resource Consent

Earlier we said that we would deal with the land use consents and the
consent to discharge contaminants into the air first, and we gave our reasons
for that.

The principal land use consent is, of course, a .consent that would enable the
port facilities to be constructed and used. That is to say, a consent that
would enable the reclamation and the flat land created by the e;xcavations
and other earthworks to be used to construct and operate the berths and
associated storage and marshalling facilities for logs and for coal. As we
said earlier, this is now to be dealt with as one application for consent to a
non-complying activity.

For the purposes of determining whether this consent should be granted, we
are required to have regard to any actual or potential effects of allowing the
activity; any relevant rules in the relevant plans or proposed plan; any
relevant objectives or policies of any of the relevant plans or proposed plan;
and such of the matters in Part II as apply to this case. We are then required
in the circumstances of this case to· consider whether the threshold test in
section 105(2)(b)(ii) is met. If it is we must then determine whether, in the
exercise of our discretion under section 105(1)(b), consent is to be granted.
Finally, if it is , we will have to consider the matter ofconditions in terms
of section 108 of the Act.

There are both positive and negative effects of allowing this port
development as a land use activity. In su~ary, the positive effects can be
stated this way. · The provjsion of deep water berths to service the growing
log trade based in Marlborough and the provision of an opportunity to
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service a coal export trade using Cape size vessels. The facilities so created
would be purpose built and would provide an efficient means of handling
these cargoes. A partial but nevertheless significant separation of industrial
port activities and passenger activities would be achieved.

On the negative side, the opportunity to develop Shakespeare Bay for other
purposes such as tourism would be significantly diminished or even
removed altogether. The potential of the Residential C zone as a desirable
location for the low density residential development contemplated by that
zone could be adversely affected, especially if conditions designed to
mitigate adverse visual, noise and air pollution effects proved inadequate.
There could also be some encouragement given to the use of Queen
Charlotte Drive by logging trucks.

We emphasise that the foregoing is only a summary of what we consider to
be the principal effects. There could be other effects, some of which were
discussed during the hearing, such as the opportunity to provide for the
protection and enhancement of the wetland area at the head of the Bay.
However, we do not regard this as an effect that arises directly from
allowing this activity. The wetland area is already owned by Port
Marlborough which could provide for its protection whether this activity is .
allowed or not. Similarly, an agreement outside these proceedings between
Port Marlborough and the Department of Conservation concerning the
setting aside of land owned by the company on the western side of
Shakespeare Bay for reserve purposes, should be disregarded.

Then too however, the increased port ch~ges suggested by NZ Rail could
.~~:;.

also be a negative effect. We will deal with that suggestion separately a
little later.
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The relevant rules are contained in the Marlborough section of the
transitional district plan. As we said earlier in this decision these rules,
particularly the rules governing the Industrial B zone, contemplate activities
similar to sonie of the constituent parts of the activity we are now
discussing, but none specifically permit it. The rules governing the Rural A
zone provide for commercial forest:Iy. That term as defmed in this section
of the district plan, includes the extraction of timber from exotic trees, but it
does not include exporting that timber through a port facility.

The relevant objectives and policies are contained in approved section 1 of
the former regional planning scheme; the proposed regional coastal plan;
and the Marlborough and Picton sections of the transitional district plan.

The relevant provisions of the former regional scheme contain fairly broad
and general statements about several topics. These were referred to in more
detail when we discussed the evidence given by Mr Morris. It will be
recalled that there are specific statements about assisting the establishment
of new processing and export industries iri the region, and about the
possibility of a deep water port in Shakespeare Bay.

We have also referred earlier to the proposed regional coastal plan which
contains specific sections devoted to port development in Shakespeare Bay
to cater, inter alia, for cargoes such as coal and forest products. This plan
also contains general objectives about maintaining Picton's role as a North
Island/South Island transport link, and some policies about developing
Picton Harbour. These do not contempla!e the kind of activity we are now
..·

considering.

.-

-

....
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The Marlborough section of the transitional district plan refers in very
general terms to the Marlborough Sounds as being an important national,
regional and local resource for recreation, fores!Iy and farming. It states
that the Sounds have a unique coastal environment and that it is the
Council's policy to retain the natural character of the Sounds by protecting
them from subdivision and development. It also refers to a comprehensive
study being undertaken by various Government departments which may
justify the Council introducing a multiple rural zoning in the Sounds at a
later date. This plan is seen as an interim measure until further detailed
planning has been carried out.

There is nothing by way of direct reference to port development in
Shakespeare Bay in this section of the district plan except for the
designation for harbour works at the head of the Bay. But, as we have said
elsewhere, this designation does not, in its terms, state what kind of harbour
works are contemplated. In any event, we have also held that the
designation is to be treated as a rule.

Similarly, there is very little of an explicit ·nature about tourism in this
section of the district plan. Mr Collfus asserted that the importance of
tourism is to be implied from the references to recreation and the coastal
environment, but as we say the references to tourism are few and they are
quite general.

When considering this section of the transitional district plan it has to be
borne in mind too that it covers quite a large area, some 664,000 hectares,
of which Shakespeare Bay is but a relativ~ly small part and the site of this
•!

proposed development is of course a smaller part still.
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In the Picton section of the transitional district plan there is reference to
possible port development in Shakespeare Bay and there is some support for
this conditional on an assessment of need and the likely demand for
services, such as roading. In this section there are also objectives and
policies concerning recreation and tourism, and specific references to
Picton's potential as a tourist town. There is nothing in any of these
statements to indicate that Shakespeare Bay is regarded as an area for future
recreation and tourism. This of course is consistent with the support given
in this section of the plan for port development in that Bay.

Turning to the relevant matters in Part II of the Act, the first is contained in
section 5 which sets out the purpose of the Act. In summary, this is to
promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. The
term 'sustainable management' has a wide meaning and includes
development to provide for a community's economic wellbeing if adverse
effects can be avoided, remedied or mitigated. Natural and physical
resources also have to be sustained ·in order to meet the reasonably
foreseeable needs of future generations.

Section 6(a) of the Act which we discussed earlier provides for the
preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment. Section
6(d) provides for the maintenance and enhancement of public access to and
along the ·coastal marine area.

Section 7 of the Act requires us to have particular regard to kaitiakitanga; to
the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources;

t~

the

maintenance and enhancement of amenitY, values; to the maintenance and
..·

enhancement of the quality of the environment; and to the finite
characteristics of natural and physical· reso~ces. ·
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We mention kaitiakitanga here because of a submission made by Mr
Salmon. He pointed out that although this is a word from the Maori
language, it is defmed in the Act as meaning the exercise of guardianship
and includes the ethic of stewardship based on the nature of a resource
itself. In his submission it is not confmed to a Maori perspective. In this ·
case we did not have any evidence about Maori values, nor did we have any
guidance about the way in which we should have particular regard to this
concept. We doubt that Mr Salmon's submission is correct, but for reasons
that will no doubt become readily apparent as we proceed, we do not think
that granting consent to establish a port facility in Shakespeare Bay would
be inconsistent with the ethic of stewardship.

Having considered all the relevant matters in section 104 of the Act we
must now consider whether granting land use consent to develop .Port
facilities for the log/timber export trade and the coal trade would be
contrary to the relevant objectives and policies of the relevant plans ..

It is our judgment that, taken overall, the relevant objectives and policies
earlier discussed support such a development in this locality. Indeed, in the
proposed regional coastal plan which is relevant to the land use consent
because it refers specifically to port development as well as an associated
reclamation, it is indicated that.Shakespeare Bay might be developed t~ a
much greater extent than Port Marlborough's present proposal.

The· various statements about recreation and tourism are mainly general
except that there are specific references t<! Picton, and in our view granting
.-.:~

consent to port development in this part of Shakespeare Bay would not be
contrary to those objectives aild policies. We said earlier that we prefer the
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evidence of Mr Clarke on the matter of tourism and it will be recalled that it
his opinion that the Picton Harbour area is the more appropriate place for
tourist development rather than Shakespeare Bay. We add here that in our
view Mr Collins' evidence on this topic did nothing to diminish the force of
the opinions expressed by Mr Clarke. It seems to us that granting consent
to port development in this part of Shakespeare Bay will, if anything,
promote rather than be contrmy to the relevant objectives and policies
relating to tourism in this part of the Marlborough district.

The best that can be said for the Marlborough section of the district plan is
that it is neutral. It promotes tourism in a very general way, but in our view
there is nothing in its objectives and policies that preclude port development
in Shakespeare Bay which we repeat is a relatively small part of the district
covered by this plan, which it should also be remembered has now to be
read with the Picton section because both form parts of the transitional
district plan.

Having reached this conclusion it is now necessary once again to have
regard to the relevant matters in section 104 to which we have already
referred, to enable us to formulate ajudgment about whether consent should
be given pursuant to section 105(1)(b) of the Act.

So far as timber and more specifically the log export trade is concerned, we
have concluded that consent should be granted to enable that facility to be
developed.

The Marlborough district has a rapidly deyeloping resource in the form of
commercial exotic forestry, and as we have also concluded earlier the better
view is that most of it is likely to be e~ported in the form of logs or other

'-'
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bulk timber products. This forestry resource is renewable and granting
consent to establish a port facility to handle the produce from this resource
is, in our view, consistent with the sustainable management purpose of the
Act. It is also an efficient use and development of a physical resource,
whi~h at present

comprises land containing a derelict freezing works for

which there appears to be no future use.

From a land use point of view this part of Shakespeare Bay, although
retaining a certain naturalness ofcharacter, has been significantly modified
by human intervention and in itself is really not worthy of the protection
provided for by section 6(a) of the Act. However, visually this development
will have some impact on the remaining areas of the Bay, which are more
deserving of protection because of their natural character. One part, of the
Bay deserving of that protection is the western side to the north of the
Residential C zone. But this area will not be adversely affected to any great
extent by this proposed development. Another part of the Bay in a similar
category is the eastern side comprising the Kaipupu Reserve and headland.
Again this will not be significantly affected by this land use activity. Yet
another part is of course the wetland area, but again the evidence is that this
will not be significantly affected by ihe port development.

fu any event, to the extent that those parts of Shakespeare Bay to which we

have just .referred, and which we readily accept are all within the coastal
environment, exhibit natural characteristics that may be affected, it is our
judgment that the proposed port facility should take precedence.

fu an earlier section of this decision we d!scussed section 6(a) of the Act in

some detail and concluded that if a development was appropriate nationally,
that is to say a suitable or fittllg development at a national level,
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preservation of the natural character of the coastal envir~nment may have to
give way. In our judgment that is the case here, although as we have just
said, in reality we do not think that the natural character of the coastal
environment of Shakespeare Bay will be severely adversely affected. On
the <_>ther hand of course the introduction of this port facility into that
environment will render its preservation difficult if not impossible.
Nevertheless, the proposed port facility for timber, and in particular for
logs, is nationally important because it will facilitate an export trade from
which the whole country benefits.

Elsewhere we have indicated and now conclude that the alternatives
suggested by NZ Rail are not anywhere near sufficiently compelling to
warrant refusal of consent to develop this part of Shakespeare Bay. On the
contrary, so far as the Picton alternatives are concerned, we think they are
significantly less desirable for the purposes of log storage and marshalling
than a purpose built facility in Shakespeare Bay and the weight of expert
opinion is also against using them for that purpose. The weight of expert
opinion is.also against establishing a remote site in the Koromiko Valley.

We will refer to the matter of additional port charges shortly, and the
foregoing conclusions remain subject to our consideration of that matter.

Still considering port facilities for timber exports, we c~nclude that the
benefits to be gained from allowing this activity outweight any negative
effects such as the ones earlier referred to, and we bear in mind also that it
will be possible to mitigate some of the negative effects by the imposition
of conditions relating to such things as no_ise, and air pollution. To some
extent too the negative vis.ual effects will be ameliorated by landscaping.
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So far as the proposed coal handling facility is concerned, it will be
apparent from our earlier discussion of this topic that we have entertained
some reservations about whether consent should be granted to provide the
opportunity for this part of the proposed development to occur.

We accept that the Midland line to the West Coast is a resource for the
purposes of section 5 of the Act and we have considered whether granting
consent for the coal facility at Shakespeare Bay would adversely impact on
the sustainable management of that resource.

Coal Corp's case is that it wants to have the opportunity to export coal in
large Cape size vessels if and when it can secure new overseas markets. We
did not understand its case to be based on the proposition that the Midland
line and the port ofLyttelton would cease to be used. Rather, we
understood Mr Carson and Mr Borichevsky to be saying that Coal Corp is
looking to develop new markets. Then, if one adds to that the potential to
build up to some 2 million tonnes per annum in production from the
Rapahoe fields that Mr Miller spoke about, it seems to us that there is a
reasonable prospect of a substantial increase in the coal export industry that
would be beyond the capability ofLjrttelton alone to handle.

We must say here that this aspect of the case has also troubled us for
another reason. We have already stated that we acceptNZ Rail's denial that
its case is based on grounds relating to competition - see our discussion of
that matter in the previous section of this decision. However, we cannot
refrain from commenting on the conflict that appears to have developed
between Coal Corp and NZ Rail who are joint venture partners in a coal
~~~

export business based on the West Coast coal fields. We will not record
here certain matters that were-discussed in the course of the hearing
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· concerning this relationship, but we think we are entitled to say that as we
understand the position Coal Corp, at the very least, has a. contractual
interest in seeing that the Midland line remains viable and there was no
evidence to suggest that the use of that line is about to cease.

For the foregoing reasons, and again subject to us reaching an appropriate
conclusion on the matter of additional port charges, we think that pennitting
provision to be made in Shakespeare Bay for a coal export trade which we
also accept is important nationally, is justified. The additional
environmental impacts associated with such a development over and above
those that will already occur with the timber trade are not such as to warrant
refusing consent on those grounds. To the extent that they are different
from those arising from the timber trade, and here we are referring in
particular to the matter of coal dust, we are satisfied that they can be
mitigated by management practices that can be required to be put in place
through the conditions of a consent.

On the matter of additional port charges, which of course applies to both
timber and coal, although Dr Allan presented an attractive argument to
support NZ Rail's case in this regard; in the end we do not think it was
sufficiently persuasive to justify refusing consent on economic grounds.

Whether increased port charges will occur depends on several variables,
including importantly the fmal cost of the development. Then too there was
no evidence about how Port Marlborough proposes to go about setting its
charges for the use of these facilities, except to the extent that with regard to
the log trade it intends to be competitive ~ith the port of Nelson. However,

.

by the time this development comes to fruition what that will mean in
practical terms is unknown. -

._____,
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It is possible as Dr Allan demonstrated to construct a scenario from which
one might conclude that NZ Rail, being the single most important port user
at the present time, could face increased port charges to subsidise this
development. However, again as his evidence and his cross-examination
demonstrated, Dr Allan's scenario is no more than one possibility. We think
too that Mr Camp made a strong point when he submitted that the financial
viability of a development, as distinct from its wider economic effects, is
more properly a matter for the boardroom than the courtroom.

For all the foregoing reasons we have decided that land use consent should
be granted to enable Port Marlborough's proposed development in
Shakespeare Bay for the log/timber trade and the coal export trade to
proceed.

It will be necessary to consider in more detail how this consent should be
worded and what conditions should be imposed, but since we will have
more to say about the matter of conditions generally later in this decision,
we will leave our consideration of this matter at this point and pass on to the
next consent which is a consent for the excavations and other earthworks.

In this regard it has occurred to us that now that the Council is a unitary

auth~rity it may not be necessary for consent to these ~ctivities, that is to
say the excavations and the other associated earthworks which were
discussed in detail by the engineers and referred to by the landscape
architect, to be a separate land use consent from the one we have just
decided should be granted. We recall too_ that Ms Moffatt was of the same

.

oprmon. However, we did not receive any submissions about this in the
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course of the hearing, and we will consider this land use aspect of the
proposed development separately at this point.

This raises the question whether the activities we are now discussing are to
be tt:eated as non-complying. For ourselves we rather doubt that they are if
they are to be treated separately. We have already drawn attention to the
fact that the consent that would formerly have been required from the
Nelson/Marlborough Regional Council would be consent to a discretionary
activity on a non-notified basis and it could well be that the provision
contained in the Rural A ordinance at clause 3.1.6 of the Marlborough
section of the transitional district plan concerning earthworks or excavations
of land where the slope exceeds 150' is also to be treated as

adiscretionary

activity.

Be this as it may, apart from the question whether granting consent would
be cop.trary to the objectives and policies of the plan, the tests are
substantially the same whether the activity is a discretionary activity or a
non-complying activity.

To the extent that the notice under section 34 of the Water and Soil
Conservation Act 1967 forms part of a transitional regional plan and to the
extent that the Marlborough section of the transitional district plan refers to

.

this kind of activity, it is clear that both contemplate its occurrence and we
can fmd nothing in any relevant part of any of the plans or proposed plan
that leads us to conclude that the granting of consent for the proposed
excavations and earthworks alone would be contrary to any relevant
objectives and policies in those plans .

..
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The reality is of course that if the port development is to take place as we
have now said it should, these excavations and earthworks are ne.cessary
and upon being satisfied that they can be properly controlled and any
damage arising therefrom mitigated, consent should be granted.

Once again we point out that to a large extent these excavations and
earthworks are intended to take place in an area that has been significantly
modified by human intervention, and although NZ Rail attempted to
persuade us that the excavations might prove to be unstable we are satisfied
by the evidence of the engineers called by Port Marlborough that they will
be carried out in a sound and competent manner and will remain stable.

These are of course major excavations and they will change the landscape
permanently. To some extent their effects can be mitigated in the ways
discussed by Mr Lister and to a lesser extent by Dr Bartlett, and in their
context we do not see their effects, although significant, as being so drastic
that consent should be refused. It lias to be remembered that, in large
measure, they will be replacing an unsightly derelict freezing works.

These excavations and earthworks

aie an integral part of the proposed port

development and much of the evaluation that we have already carried out in
this section of this decision with regard to the relevant matters in sections
104 and 105 of the Act apply here as well. For these reasons there is no
need to repeat those evaluations. With regard to this activity our
conclusions are the same. We are referring of course in particular to the
relevant matters in Part II of the Act. We have already dealt with effects.

For the foregoing reasons,.. and assuming that a separate consent is required,
it is our judgment that land use consent should be granted to enable the
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proposed excavations and earthworks to be carried out. Once again the
wording of this consent and the conditions to be attached to it need to be
considered, and this will be done later.

The _fmal matter to be dealt with by way of decision by this Tribunal, is the
application for a permit to discharge contaminants into the air.

So far as this matter is concerned there was really ilo opposition by NZ Rail
or any other party to this application being granted, except of course in the
case ofNZ Rail, on the broad basis that it is to be regarded as a necessary
adjunct to allowing the port development at all.

In addition to the other matters in section 104 to which we have already

referred when dealing with the two land use consents, we are now also
required to give consideration to the matters in section 104(7) of the Act.
This subsection provides that in having regard to the actual and potential
effects of allowing the activity,we are also to have regard to the nature of
the discharge; the sensitivity of the proposed receiving environment to
adverse effects; the applicants reasons for making the proposed choice; and
any possible alternative methods of discharge, including discharge into any
other receiVing environment.

For much the same reasons as those already'·~et out in ;espect of the !and
use consents, and assuming for the moment as did the parties, that this
discharge is a non-complying activity, we do not think the granting of
consent would be contrary to the relevant objectives and policies of any of
the plans or the proposed plan.

..
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However, on reflection it seems that an application for a discharge permit is
not necessarily to be treated as an application for consent to a noncomplying activity. It is to be noticed that section 87(e) of the Act treats
such a permit as a resource consent and an application for such a consent is
auth~rised,

so it seems to us in this case, pursuant to section 88(3)(b) of the

Act. So far as we are aware there is no plan or proposed plan applying to
this activity. None of the relevant plans or the proposed plan makes
provision for discharging of contaminants into the air and in respect of such
an activity there is no equivalent to section 373(3) in the transition
provisions of the Act. It is to be remembered also that prior to this Act
coming into force, these discharges were controlled by the Clean Air Act
1972, and not by any provisions in either a regional or a district scheme.

Consequently it seems to us, although we had no submissions on the matter,
that the appropriate tests to apply to this application are those in section 104
of the Act that apply generally to all applications for resource consents and
the specific tests provided for in section 104(7).

On the basis of the evidence we heard about the coal storage facility in

l

particular, and the principal reason for seeking this discharge permit is to

j deal with coal dust, we are satisfied that the effects of allowing this activity,

r
i

that is to say of permitting the discharge of such contaminants into the air,
•

!will be relatively minor provided it is properly controlled.

.

We are also

I

' satisfied that there is nothing in Part II of the Act that should stand in the
way of granting this permit. Then too, we are satisfied that alth_ough coal

I dust could be a potential source of nuisance, there is nothing about the
Ireceiving environment in this area that w~ants special attention with
1

1
1

regard to its sensitivity to any_ adverse effe~ts. There is no suitable
alternative method of discharging into another receiving environment, and
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any potential adverse effects can be mitigated in the ways discussed by Mr
Llewellyn and Dr Jones. The applicant's reason for choosing to discharge
into the air at this site is of course associated directly with its reasons for
wanting to develop the port facility itself and there is nothing untoward
about that.

1Once again the matter of conditions arises and we will be discussing this
jlater.

.

I

This completes our summary and conclusions about the granting of the land
use consents and the permit to discharge contaminants into the air, all of
which are matters requiring decisions by this Tribunal.

We now turn to consider the two matters that require a report from this
Tribunal and, at least inferentially, any suggestions• or comments that we
might care to make concerning the recommendations that were proposed by
the joint hearing committee. We are referring here of course to the coastal
permit to permit the reclamation of some 8 hectares of Shakespeare Bay,
and the coastal permit to discharge stormwater into that Bay.
.....

As to the first of these it is to be remembered, as Miss Rutledge pointed out
in her closing submissions, that although most of the actual port facilities
have now to be dealt with as a land use activity, there ~e nevertheless
certain activities associated with it that will continue to be carried out in the
coastal marine area and a coastal permit will be required for these as well as
for the reclamation itself. These activites are specifically, those parts of any
berth or wharf construction below mean ~gh water springs; the mooring
dolphin for the coal berth;.. and the activity of berthing ships.

-..._/
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We cannot envisage a berth being constructed above mean high water
springs and not below mean high water springs and the same of course
applies to the berthing of ships. However, this artificiality is brought about
by the Act itself which continues to distinguish between the coastal marine
area and land, the former being by defmition below mean high water
spnngs. Consequently, strictly speaking, Miss Rutledge is correct.

In a statute that was intended to provide for an holistic approach to resource
management, and this can be inferred from the long title- "An Act to restate
and reform the law relating to the use of land, air and water" - the
perpetuation of this artificiality seems regrettable. Nevertheless, it is there
and one of the consequences is that this Tribunal, having spent some three
weeks investigating this matter and an even longer period preparing this
decision, can only at the end of that exercise report to the Minister of
Conservation about what it has done and make such comments or
suggestions as it thinks fit to assist that Minister in the decision making
process that he is required to embark upon in terms of section 119 of the
Act.

We notice in passing that the Minister is required to take our report into
account, and then to have regard to the matters in section 104 of the Act.
He is also required to refuse consent unless he is satisfied that any effect on
'

the environment will be minor, or the granting of consent will not be
contrary to the objectives and policies of a proposed regional coastal plan see section 119(3)(b) of the Act. So, in effect, the Minister is required to
consider the very same matters that we have been considering in the course
of our inquiry into the joint hearing
,.

co~ttee's

recommendations.
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Having decided that the whole of Port Marlborough's proposed development
is desetving of land use consent and also desetving of a permit to discharge
contaminants into the air, it would probably be thought by most reasonable
people that a negative report in respect of a coastal permit for the necessru.y
reclamation and other associated activities to enable that dev~lopment to
proceed, would be hard to justify. Nevertheless, the Act requires us, as it
required the joint hearing committee, to consider the relevant provisions of
sections 104 and 105 as if the reclamation and associated activities were
either discretionmy or non-complying activities - see the definition of
'restricted coastal activity'. In this case there is no regional coastal plan,
only a proposed regional coastal plan, and that plan does not provide for
these proposed activities as discretionmy activities. Consequently, they
have to be treated as being non-complying and this is the way all parties
agreed they should be considered at the hearing.

Many of the matters referred to earlier when we dealt with the land use
consents are also relevant to an evaluation of this application and once
again we do not think it is necessary to repeat them. Here too, there will be
positive and negative effects. In summary· the positive effects will be the
provision of deep water berths and tlie backup areas of flat land to setvice
those berths. Again, in summmy the negative effects will be the loss of part
of the waters of Shakespeare Bay, the loss of existing marine habitat, and a
.-change in the physical characteristics of the Bay. All these matters were
referred to in detail by Mr Kennedy and have been discussed in an earlier
section of this decision.

For the same reasons as those given in relation to the land use consents, the

-

granting of this consent will not be contrary to the relevant objectives and
policies of the plans or the proposed plan. However, as this Tribunal
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observed in Port Otago Limited -v- Dunedin City Council (supra) granting
consent to a reclamation is not a matter that is to be viewed lightly. Indeed,.
we regard any proposal to reclaim the sea bed, if that is the appropriate way
to look at these matters, and of course it is the way they are dealt with by
the Act, as requiring very careful consideration. This is because a
---

reclamation is permanent. Realistically, once it is completed, it is there for
all time. It is also the case that any reclamation will have the kind of
environmental effects that Mr Kennedy described. In some cases these can
be quite drastic, but in this case Mr Kennedy assessed the effects as being
relatively insignificant, and we accept his assessment.

Allowing the reclamation to proceed will, of course, enable the port
development to proceed and NZ Rail argued that this would be wrong for
reasons that we have already discussed earlier. Nevertheless, in accordance
with the conclusions we have already reached about granting the land use
consents, and in particular the consent to enable the port development to
proceed, we think the recommendation made by the joint hearing committee
in respect of the reclamation itself was sound but for the reasons again set
out earlier this should have included provision for the coal berth and its
associated mooring dolphin. We propose_to report to the Minister of
Conservation, accordingly. Here again, we will be having something to say
about conditions later.

Finally, we must consider, again as an application for a non-complying
activity, Port Marlborough's proposal to discharge stormwater from the
reclamation into Shakespeare Bay. It is to be remembered that this will not
be a discharge of untreated stormwater.

.·
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In earlier sections of this decision, we have discussed the details of this

proposal and the evidence given about it. To a large extent that evidence
was uncontested and once again, except on the broad basis of no
development at all, NZ Rail did not raise any opposition to the granting of
this permit.

If the other resource consents that will authorise this development are to be
granted as we have now said they should be, then in our view granting this
discharge permit is not only desirable, it is necessary. It will enable the
stormwater run-off from this development to be collected, treated and
discharged in a ·controlled manner, thus mitigating any adverse effects that
might otherwise arise from uncontrolled run-off entering the waters of the
Bay, which Mr Kennedy assessed as having a high degree of clarity.

There are objectives and policies in some of the relevant resource
management instruments that have a bearing on this matter. For example,
there is a general objective in the former regional plan to maintain adequate
standards of water quality and there are general statements in the
Marlborough section of the transitional district plan concerning the
importance of the Marlborough Sounds as a resource and the fact that they
have a unique coastal environment.

We notice too that in the proposed regional coastal plan there is a section on
effluent discharge facilities- see section EIO- but there are no firm
objectives and policies in that section about these discharges, because the
former Maritime Planning Authority apparently considered such matters to
be largely outside its jurisdiction. We are satisfied that granting consent to
this discharge permit would not be contrary to the relevant objectives and
policies of the relevant plans and the proposed plan.
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We are also satisfied that none of the relevant matters in Part II of the Act
should stand in the way of such a grant. Although this activity is to take
place within a coastal environment, we repeat what we said earlier about
that matter, namely that this particular part of the coastal environment does
not contain natural values that are in themselves deserving of protection,
except of course the clear waters that

will receive this discharge.

However,. .

granting this consent will not impinge adversely upon that value. As we
understood Mr Kennedy's evidence the discharge can be controlled,
particularly as to its quality, so as to render it virtually harmless so far as
the receiving environment is concerned.

Coming more particularly to the matters in section 104(7) of the Act we
.have already considered the nature of the discharge and the sensitivity of
the receiving environment. We were not told about any alternative methods
of disposing of stormwater from this proposed development, and
consequently, so far as we are aware, Port Marlborough really had no
choice but to adopt the proposal that we have been discussing.

So far as the constraints in section 107 of the Act are concerned, again the
evidence of Mr Kennedy satisfies us that none of these are likely to arise
with this proposed discharge.

For the foregoing reasons we are satisfied that the joint hearing committee's
recommendation concerning this discharge permit was sound and we
propose to report to the Minister accordingly. Once again we will be
having something more to say about the ~atter of conditions.
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Conditions to be attached to each Resource Consent

We have decided to discuss this as a separate topic because it is
complicated by the number of consents and the conditions to be attached
thereto and there are also several important points to be made about the
conditions that were proposed by the joint hearing committee for which
reference should be made to Appendix 11 111 •

Before going any further we want to make a general comment that we hope
will help the parties, and in particular the consent authorities, including the
Minister of Conservation, to understand why we are devoting what may
appear to some to be a disproportionate amount of time and attention to this
matter.

Part XII of the Resource Management Act 1991 provides the Tribunal, and
in some cases the Planning Judges sitting alone, with a jurisdiction that it
has not hitherto had in the area of enforcement. The Tribunal is empowered
to make declarations on a much wider basis than under earlier legislation,
including declarations about resource consents and whether or not they are
likely to be contravened by any act or omission. The Tribunal is also
empowered to make enforcement orders, both interim and fnial, including
orders requiring resource consents to be complied with. The consent
authorities, through enforcement officers, have the power to issue
abatement notices, also requiring, inter alia, compliance with resource
consents and the Tribunal has an appellat~ role in respect of such notices .
......~

Finally, the Planning Judges have a specialised role in connection with
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offences under section 338, which again can involve determining whether a
resource consent is being breached.

Having regard to the foregoing, and bearing in mind that in the exercise of
our decision making function in the case of appeals, we have the
responsibility of deciding fmally what the terms and conditions of a
resource consent should be, we consider that we have a duty to ensure as far
as we can, that those terms and conditions are legally capable of being
enforced. Then, although we do not have a decision making function in
respect of restricted coastal activities, what we are about to say about
conditions generally should be regarded by the Minister of Conservation as
part of our report to him, so that he may be better informed on this matter if
he_ decides that the two permits for those activities in this case are to be
granted. We add, that coastal permits also come within the various
provisions in Part XII of the Act to which we have just referred, and once
again this Tribunal has an enforcement role to perform.

In her evidence, Ms Moffatt discussed the matter of conditions generally
and set out in an appendix to her evidence· a draft of suggested amended
conditions in respect of the coastal permit for the reclamation~ the coastal
permit for the stormwater discharge; the permit for a discharge to the air;
and the land use consents which she suggested, as we commented earlier,

.

could be. consolidated into one consent. We notice that she did not include
the consent that we have decided should be granted in the exercise of the
powers contained in section 89(2) of the Act. That is to say the-consent to
-enable the reclamation above mean high water springs to be used for the
port facilities. However, that is now really a matter of drafting and is not of
.•. ··

critical importance to the matters we are about to discuss. Nevertheless, it
will need to be attended to in due course.

.
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For ease of reference we annex to this decision as Appendix "11" a copy of
Ms Moffatt's draft amended conditions. Referring to these, the matters of
critical significance so far as this part of our decision is concerned are
contained in the coastal permit for the reclamation in condition B relating to
·monitoring; and in the coastal permit for a stormwater discharge in .
condition A relating to management; and condition B relating to monitoring.
Condition (i) relating to the air quality management plan in the pennit to
discharge to the air conditions (i), (2), (3) and (4) relating to the earthworks
management plan, and condition (iii) relating to the rehabilitation
management plan in the land use consents, as well as the condition seeking
to control noise, are also to be considered.

Under a heading 'Review of Conditions', Ms Moffatt set out what we have
taken to be a general condition, authorising a review of the conditions in all
the consents. If a review condition is to be imposed, it will of course be
necessary to impose such a condition as part of the terms of each of the
consents. In addition, the condition will have to be re-drafted as we will
discuss shortly.

We tum to the matter of monitoring. At the hearing we sought submissions
from the parties about this matter because we thought that all the proposed
monitoring conditions were ultra vires. The only submissions we received
supported the proposed conditions, that is to say, they were submissions
intended to persuade us that our initial view of this matter was wrong.
Because NZ Rail is not interested in the matter of conditions - we referred
to this earlier in this decision - we have ngt had the benefit of any
.•;:

submissions from it on this particular topic.

.

0
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Nevertheless for reasons that will now follow, we have concluded that our
initial view was correct. We will not refer to counsel's submissions in
detail. The burden of the argument was carried by Mr Crosby who, in
essence, submitted that the proposed monitoring conditions gain their
validity from section 108(8) of the Act, supported by the provisions of
sections 108(1)(e) and 108(1)(8) in the case of the discharge permits.

Mr Radich, who presented the submissions about conditions on behalf of
Port Marlborough, was content to adopt Mr Crosby's submissions on the
question of validity.

Miss Rutledge did likewise, adding only that so far as the Minister of
Conservation is concerned there might be some difficulty in the reasoning
that we indicated was leading us to a different view about this matte~,
because it appears that he does not have the power to fix administrative
charges.

Section 35 of the Act places upon every local authority, which for this
purpose includes both a regional council and a territorial authority, the duty
to gather information, and specifically in sub-section (2)(d) the duty to
monitor:

"The exercise of the resource consents that have effect:_jn its
region or district, as the case may be, and take appropriate .action (having regard to the methods available
to it under this Act) where this is shown to be necessary".

Section 35(3) requires a local authority to keep available at its principal
office, information that is relevant to the monitoring of resource consents to
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enable the public to be better informed about their duties and the functions,
powers and duties of the local authority, and to participate effectively under
the Act. We pause to comment that this would include exercising the right
that any person has under section 316 of the Act to bring enforcement
proc_eedings. Section 35(4) also requires the local authority to keep
information available in each of the offices in its region or district.

Section 36(1) of the Act authorises a local authority to fix charges for
various administrative functions, including:

"(c)

Charges payable by holders of resource consents, for the
carrying out by the local authority of its functions in relation
to the administration, monitoring (our emphasis) and
supervision of resource consents (including certificates of
compliance), and for the carrying out of its resource
management functions under section 35;"

Section 108 of the Act is the general section authorising the imposition of
conditions to be attached to resource consents. Sub-section (1) authorises
amongst others, a condition:

"'(d) ..... requiring that an administrative charge be paid to the consent
authority for any specified matter in accordance with section

36 or any regulations:"

One of the specified matters is, of course, charges payable by the holders of
resource consents for monitoring and sup~~sion of the consents. Subsection (I)(e) authorises a-condition requiring the holder to adopt the best
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practicable option to prevent or minimise adverse effects, and sub-section
(8) contains a cross reference to that provision.

Section 108(2) reads as follows:

"2.

Except as expressly provided in subsection (1), the matters set
out in paragraphs (a) to (f) of that subsection do not limit the
conditions upon which a resource consent may be granted,
and subject to subsection (3) and any regulations, a resource
consent may be granted on any other condition that the
consent authority considers appropriate."

We take this subsection to mean that the matters referred to in paragraphs
(a) to (f) in sub-section (1) are to be regarded as being covered exclusively
by that provision. We acknowledge that the express provision in subsection
(1) refers to the limitation in subsection (3), but that does not alter the
interpretation we have just given to subsection (2). There is a well
established rule of construction that where there is a specific provision
giving defmed powers to impose conditions in relation to certain subject
matter a consent authority cannot rely on exercising a general power to
impose conditions that it considers appropriate - see the cases concerning
section 279 of the Local Government Act 1974 set out in the notes to
Wiltshire and Laing Subdivisions and Roads at page 42-17. We ~ that
is the case here.

We say again, a local authority has a duty to monitor resource consents that
have an effect in its region or district, and_ this includes the coastal marine
area for which the Minister of Conservation is, in this case, the consent
authority. If the Nelson/Marlborough Regional Council had remained in

,;
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existence it would have had the duty to monitor any resource consents
granted by that Minister. Now, it is the Council or the unitary authority that
has that duty.

Consequently, so it seems to us, the Council is empowered to fix
administrative charges in terms of section 36, and as a condition of a
consent to require the consent holder to pay those charges. The Minister of
Conservation has a similar power to impose conditions under section I 08
and we see no difficulty about that Minister imposing a condition requiring
administrative. charges to be paid to the Council as the unitary authority.

Now, having placed upon local authorities a duty to monitor, and having
given them the power to fix administrative charges for doing that, and to
make it a condition of a resource consent that those charges be paid, it
seems clear that Parliament did not intend that local authorities in their
capacity as consent authorities, should be able to require consent holders to
monitor the exercise of their own consents. Indeed, we can find nothing in
the Act that places such an obligation on a consent holder. There is a
general duty under section 17 to avoid, remedy, or mitigate adverse effects,
·but subsection (2) of that section makes it clear that this duty is not
enforceable, except by way of an enforcement order or an abatement notice.

It is of some interest too, that section 23(2) of the Act states that the duties
and restrictions described in Part III, which includes section 17, shall be
enforceable only through the provisions of the Act, and no person shall be
liable to any other person for a breach of any such duty or restriction,
except in accordance with the provisions of the Act.

For the foregoing reasons it is our opinion, and we so hold, that the
conditions proposed by the joint hearing committee that require Port

-,
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Marlborough the grantee to undertake monitoring, are ultra vires. We will
discuss the practical consequences of this ruling a little later, but before we
leave this particular topic it may be as well if we refer to two earlier
decisions concerning monitoring, namely the judgment of the High Court in·
Friends ofNelson Haven and Tasman Bay Inc and Others -v- Nelson
Regional Water Board and Fruitgrowers Chemical Company Limited 8
NZTPA 234 and a decision of this Tribunal in The Transitional North
Canterbmy Regional Fish and Game Council -v- The Canterbmy Regional
Council Decision No : C89/90.

In the latter decision we discussed the judgment of the High Court in the
Friends of Nelson Haven case at some length but in the end we did not fmd
it necessary to attempt to apply it for the purposes of determining that case.
At the foot of page 15 of our decision in the Fish and Game Council case
we did however venture the comment that we remained uncertain as to
when a monitoring condition became invalid by reason of the fact that it
was in reality a policing condJtion. With respect, we have always had
difficulty with that concept as enunciated by White J in his judgment in that
case. In the Fish and Game Council case we went on to hold that proposed
monitoring conditions were unreasonable and unnecessary, although we
notice that we did apparently, approve a condition requiring the applicants
for the water rights in that case to record their daily take as determined by a
;.

I

staff gauge. Whether such a condition was truly a monitoring conditi.on is
open to question but to the extent that the approval given for that appears to
be inconsistent with the view we have now expressed about monitoring, we
must be taken to have departed from the earlier approval, principally of
course, because we are now dealing with !lew and reforming legislation.
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We now want to say something about management plans. Once again, we
can fmd nothing in the Act that authorises the preparation and approval of
management plans or any requirement that they be adhered to.
Consequently, if management plans are to have any force and effect this can
only be achieved by incorporating them into resource consents pursuant to
conditions imposed under section 108, and more specifically of course
subsection (2) of that section. There is nothing in subsection (1) that refers
to management plans, although it is possible that subsection (l)(e) could
involve a management plan.

The difficulty about incorporating management plans into resource consents
is that they are often expressed in language that might raise problems when
it comes to enforcement. Nevertheless, we recognise that a management
plan is a technique that consent authorities and consent holders alike, are
increasingly adopting and in this case we have endeavoured to meet this by
asking the parties to prepare management plans in a form that might be
suitable to include by way of conditions.

Unfortunately, this exercise has not been entirely successful. The air
quality management plan, a copy of which was produced by Dr Jones as
Exhibit "D", and is intended to be incorporated by way of a condition into
the permit authorising the discharge of contaminants into the air, contains
monitoring requirements. It also contains in fairly specific terms a list of
the management practices that are to be adopted, both during the
construction phase and the operational phase. However, these could just as
easily constitute conditions of the permit itself. They appear under a
heading "Dust Control Management". If 1;he intention is to ensure not only
that these steps are taken, but that certain air quality parameters are to be
adhered to, then we think those parameters should be specified as

,,
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conditions of consent, as was intended originally in condition (i) of consent
MLB910352. We accept of course, that the measuring or monitoring sites
should still be defmed. For these reasons we are not prepared to approve
Exhibit "D" and simply write it in as a condition to be attached to this
discharge permit.

For similar reasons, we are not prepared to approve Exhibit "C" -the
earthworks control plan for Shakespeare Bay, or Exhibit "E" - the shoreline
stability/erosion monitoring programme, and to the extent that it is intended
that the land use consents, even if consolidated into one consent, are to
incorporate these two documents, they will have to be reviewed.

We add here, that we notice that the earthworks control plan for
Shakespeare Bay also includes references to Queen Charlotte Drive and this
is referred to again in the draft conditions proposed by Ms Bartlett - see
condition I(4). However, that condition cannot stand because the
realignment of Queen Charlotte Drive is not the subject of the land use
consents we are now referring to. That realignment has been authorised by
a plan change and the work associated with it should be controlled by the
tenns of the designation that is the subject of that change. We are not sure
to what extent the proposed designation contains terms that will provide that
control, but we notice from the documents put in as Exhibit "H" that the
application for the change included a description of the environmental
effects; a scheme plan drawn by a surveyor; and engineering drawings of
the realigned road. Presumably, the designation will include or at least
make reference to these. However, since the plan change is not the subject
of any proceedings before the Tribunal w~ can do no more than make that
observation. It was never appropriate, of course, to provide for the
realignment of this road by way of a resource consent and that was
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acknowledged by the parties during the pre-hearing conference: This is
why the plan change was promoted.

The conditions proposed to be attached to the coastal permit for the
reclamation do not contain any pro.visions for adopting a management plan
but they do contain a whole section on monitoring, and for the reasons set
out earlier it is our opinion that this section which is section B, is ultra
vrres.

The coastal permit for the stormwater discharge does contain reference to a

·~·

management plan which, as we recall it from Mr Kennedy's evidence, is a
large and complex document. It will be necessary for the Minister to give
close attention to what we have already said about management plans and
their incorporation by way of conditions into resource consents if he
decides to grant this particular application. Once again, there is also a
whole section, section B, requiring monitoring, and it is our opinion that
this too is ultra vires.

We now want to say something about the proposed review condition that
·~·

we have already said needs to be incorporated separately in each of the
resource consents. The review condition proposed, does not in our
judgment comply with section 128 of the Act, and of course to the extent
that it refers to management plans and monitoring regimes there are
difficulties with the former, as we have already stated, and the latter should
be excluded. In addition, the proposed condition does not specify a time see section 128(a). The question also arises whether in respect of the
coastal permits the power to review shoulp be expressed as being available
-:

to the Minister of Conserv:ation rather than the Marlborough District
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Council, bearing in mind that the term "consent authority" includes that
Minister - see section 2 of the Act.

Although there is very little discussion of any significance about such a
condition in the actual decision, we refer the parties to a fmal decision of
this Tribunal in W P van Beek trading as Christchurch Pet Foods -vChristchurch City Council Decision No: C9/93. In that case when fmally
settling the terms of a land use consent, counsel agreed with the presiding
Planning Judge on a suitable wording for a review condition pursuant to
section 128. It read as follows:

"That the Council may review condition (ii) by giving notice of its
intention so to do pursuant to section 128 of the Resource
Management Act at any time within the period commencing one year
after the date of this consent and expiring six months thereafter, for
the purpose of ensuring that condition (ii) relating to vibration is
adequate."

fu our view a condition authorising a consent authority to review should

contain this degree of specificity, both as to time and if possible as to
purpose. hl the case of the latter this may not be possible and of course the
section itself provides for less specified purposes in (a), (b) and (c). It is to
be noticed too, that section 128 authorises a consent authority to COJI!Illence
the review process by giving notice of its intention so to do. The actual
notice to review is authorised by section 129 and the procedures for review
that follow are provided for in sections 130, 131 and 132, the last of which
makes provision for review by the Minist~r of Conservation.
,.
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For the foregoing reasons the review condition proposed here will have to
be rewritten, and in the case of the two coastal permits for which the
Minister of Conservation has the decision making responsibility, this should
be noted by him, accordingly.

Returning to the land use consent(s) we should say that with regard to
condition (i)(1) requiring the wetland at the head of Shakespeare Bay to be
fenced and protected, the connection between this condition and the consent
proposed to be granted is to say the least tenuous, see Kent County -vKingsway Investments (Kent) Ltd [1971] AC 72; [1970] 1 AllER 70 (HL),
and Cardwell Shire Council -v- King Ranch Australian Pty Ltd (1984) 53
ALR 632. Nevertheless, as Miss Rutledge pointed out in her closing
submissions it is just possible that the implementation of the land use
consent(s) could have an effect on this wet land. Therefore, because Port
Marlborough owns the land and has agreed with the Director General and
the Council that this condition can be imposed, and also because there is no
opposition from any other party, we will allow it to stand.

We refer now to the proposed condition, again to be attached to the land use
consent(s), seeking to- control noise, both in the construction phase and the
operation phase. There was really no dispute about times and noise levels.
Indeed, there was no dispute about this condition at all. However, again we
refer to our decision in Port Otago Limited -v- Dunedin City Council
(supra) where we discussed the matter of noise conditions at some length.
We remain unpersuaded that our decision in that case is erroneous and this
condition will have to be re-drafted to conform with that ruling. In other
words, the place or places where the nois~ levels are to be measured will
have to be specified. Notional boundaries are not acceptable. Nor is a
formula that specifies an L max of 75dBA or the background sound level
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plus 30. Establishing background sound levels is a notoriously difficult
exercise, and as we understand it, requires more than one reading. For the
purposes of a noise control it is too uncertain. An L max of 75dBA would
be acceptable if this is what the parties really want.

While we are discussing the matter of noise controls it will be recalled that
the coastal permit for the reclamation will still have to authorise its use for
those parts of the port activities that will occur below mean high water
springs. If the noise controls are intended to apply to those activities, both
in the construction phase and in the operational phase, then a noise
condition should be attached to this coastal permit as well.

Again, on the matter of conditions to be attached to the coastal permit for
the reclamation, we should record that it is agreed between those parties
having an interest in the matter of conditions, that proposed condition D(i)
under the heading of "Port Operations" is to be deleted and replaced by the
following;

"D.

Port Operations

(i)

The grantee shall ensure that no vessel using the port
facility in Shakespeare Bay whose ballast water is obtained

.

from territorial waters of a country other than New Zealand
shall discharge that ballast water in the waters of the
Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Area (as gazetted by
an Order in Council on 18 August 1980 and shown on plan
MD16015 deposited with ~e Ministry of Transport in
Wellington.'~
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Then, refening again to the coastal permit for the stormwater discharge we
record that condition A(i) will need to be amended so that the point of
discharge is identified precisely. We raised this matter with counsel in the
course of the hearing and we understood them to agree. However, no
precise point was advised before submissions were concluded. Counsel for
Port Marlborough did inform us however, that for the purposes of those
conditions to be attached to this discharge permit that refer to a dilution
factor, it is agreed that a new condition A(viii) is to be added to read as
follows;

"The maximum discharge rate authorised by this consent shall be
calculated from the formula:
(maximum discharge rate (in litres per second) equals 17 times 'the
dilution factor' over 306)."

Finally, with regard to the conditions relating to this coastal permit we
repeat the view we expressed during the _hearing that references to standards
yet to be promulgated and references to standards applicable in other
countries, are inappropriate. So for example, condition A(ii)(1) should be
amended by deleting everything after the first sentence. If the Ministry for
the Environment does promulgate guidelines then this c.ondition could, of
course, be reviewed under section 128 of the Act. Then too, condition
A(ii)(3) should be amended to provide specifically for the chronic marine
water quality criteria for the protection of marine life as currently laid down
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency, if indeed that is
what the parties intend. A simple reference to that Agency's criteria is not
enough. The criteria may be changed or ~ended by the Agency, but a
...
condition of a resource consent cannot be changed or amended without
going through the change procedures provided for under the Act.

·.J
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We think we have now covered all the matters that were raised in the course
of the hearing. It will be readily apparent by now that we will be unable to
give a final decision in respect of the appeals until the conditions to be
attached to the resource consents for which we have the decision making
responsibility, are revised in the light of the rulings and the observations we
have just made. It will also be apparent to the Minister of Conservation
when he reads this decision and takes advice upon it that, should he decide
to grant the two coastal permits for which he has the decision making
responsibility, he will also need to give attention to the matter of conditions
in the light of the rulings and observations we have made in this section of
our decision.

· In saying this we are conscious of the fact that once the Minister of

Conservation has received our report, section 119 of the Act places an
obligation on him to make a decision in respect of the two applications for
the coastal permits within 20 working days. Consequently, he may consider
it necessary to proceed before knowing the fmal outcome of the appeals.
For this reason we have considered delaymg our report to the Minister until
we have issued a fmal decision in re.spect of the appeals. However, if we
did that, it might be inferred that we are assuming that the Minister will
follow our report and decide to grant the coastal permits, accordingly. Of
,

course, no such assumption can be made and we do not wish to be taJ<:en,
even by implication, as having made one. Section 119 of the Act makes it
perfectly clear that although the Minister is required to take our report into
account, his decision making role is quite separate and independent of the
decision making role of this Tribunal.
,.

T
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Nevertheless, and again this will be a matter for the Minister and his
advisers, it seems to us that just as we are entitled to give an interim
decision to enable the terms and conditions of the consents to be finalised,
likewise the Minister would be entitled to give an interim decision for the
same pmpose.

For these reasons we have decided to issue our report to the Minister now.

Interim Determinations in respect of the Appeals

Having regard to all the relevant matters set out in the earlier sections of
this decision, and for the relevant reasons therein expressed, we have
decided that the appeal by NZ Rail Limited is to be disallowed. The appeal
by Port Marlborough is to be allowed to the extent necessary to amend the
land use consent(s) to authorise the development of a coal berth and
associated storage and back up faciiities at Shakespeare Bay, subject to
fmalising the conditions to be attached to this consent. The appeal by the
Director General is to be allowed to the extent necessary to amend
conditions in the ways that have been agreed to between this appellant, Port
Marlborough and the Council, subject to any further amendments and
modifications that are necessary to comply with the rulings and
,

;.

observations \ve have made in this decision. In all other respects the
Director General's appeal is to be disallowed.

Final and formal decisions in respect of all three appeals will be issued
when the conditions have been fmalised. Jf the parties can agree they can
~

'
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communicate this by memorandum through the Registrar. Although, to
date, NZ Rail has not sought to take an active part so far as conditions are
concerned, because its appeal has yet to be formally disallowed, it will be
entitled to participate in this process should it wish to do so.
If agr~ement cannot be reached then leave is reserved for any party to have ·

the appeals brought on for further hearing on 15 working days notice. .Any
such application should be made to the Registrar at Wellington, and the
presiding Planning Judge will confer with counsel as to a suitable time and
place for the resumed hearing.

Report on Inquiries to the Minister of Conservation

To: The Minister of Conservation
Parliament Buildings
Wellington

Pursuant to section 118(6) of the Resource Management Act 1991 which,
for the purposes of that section applies the. provisions of section 120 of the
Act relating to appeals, the Plannin{Tribunal received three requests for
inquiries in respect of certain recommendations formulated by a joint
hearing committee set up under section 102 and 117 of the Act to hear two
applications by Port Marlborough -Limited for coastal permits for restricted
coastal activities relating to its proposed port development in Shakespeare
Bay mthe Marlborough Sounds.

The nature and extent of the inquiries co~ducted by the Tribunal are set out
and recorded in earlier sections of this document which, so far as they are

···:
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relevant to those inquiries, should now be regarded as constituting part of
the Tribunal's report to you, for the purposes of section 119 of the Act.

The joint hearing committee decided to recommend to you that a coastal
permit for the reclamation and the wharves should be granted in part and
that a coastal permit should also be granted to authorise the discharge of
stonnwater into Shakespeare Bay. Its formal recommendations are set out
in Appendix "1" to this report.

Having inquired into and considered these recommendations the Planning
Tribunal reports as follows:

1.

The joint hearing cominittee's recommendation in respect of
the coastal permit for the reclamation and the wharves should
be amended to include provision for a coal wharf and
associated mooring dolphin.

2.

The joint hearing committee's recommendation in respect of
the coastal permit for the reClamation and the wharves should
be amended to take account of the Tribunal's decision in
terms of section 89(2) of the Act regarding the land use
activities on the proposed reclamation above mean high water
spnngs.

3.

If 1 and 2 above are accepted,· the Tribunal can fmd no other
reasons for declining to accept the joint hearing committee's
recommendations in respecJ_of the coastal permit for the
reclamation· and the wharves and the coastal permit to
authorise the discharge of stonnwater into Shakespeare Bay
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Provided That the conditions to be attached to each of these
coastal permits are amended and modified to accor d with the
rulings and observations made by the Tribunal in an earlier
section of this report.

Costs
are
The Tribunal's powe rs to make orders for costs in these proceedings
a
contained in section 285 of the Act. We apprehend that they includ e
the
powe r to award costs in respec t of the appeals, and also in respe ct of
Tribunal's inquirjes into the joint hearing committee's recommendations
\

.-.

.

.

the
relating to the two coastal pennits. Consequently, we can deal with
matte r of costs independently of our report to the Minister of Conservatio

n.

nal
All questions of costs are reserved and will be dealt with by the Tribu
ations.
when it issues its fmal decision in respect of the appeals. Any applic
at
for costs and any replies thereto should be lodged with the Registrar
Christchurch in time to enable that to be done.
__....

day of June

DATED at WEL LING TON this

1993•
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Decision No: C /0/96
IN THE MATTER of the Resource Management Act 1991

IN THE MATTER of three appeals under section 120 of the Act
and three requests for inquiries under section
118(6) of the Act
BETWEEN

NEW ZEALAND RAIL LIMITED
Appeal No: RMA 63/92

PORT MARLBOROUGH NEW
ZEALAND LIMITED
Appeal No: RMA 70/92

THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF
CONSERVATION
Appeal No: RMA 79/92

Appellants
MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL
(

Respondent

BEFORE THE PLANNING TRIBUNAL
His Honour Judge Skelton - (presiding)
MrRGBishop
Mrs RGrigg

SUPPLEMENTARY DECISION AS TO COSTS
The Tribunal issued an interim decision on these appeals and a report on inquiries
to the_Minister of Conservation on 11 June 1993. All questions of costs were
A fmal decision on the appeals was issued on 7 August 1995. This
several memoranda and minutes between some of the parties and the
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presiding Planning Judge on the matter of conditions. It also followed an
unsuccessful appeal by NZ Rail to the High Court against the Tribunal's interim
decision. All this accounts for the delay in finalising the question of costs in these ·
proceedings:..
Applications-for cost~ have been made by Port Marlborough, Marlborough District
Council and Coalcorp against NZ Rail. These are the only applications for costs arising
out of these proceedings.
In support of each of the applications counsel have filed memoranda and counsel for NZ
Rail has filed a memorandum in opposition. Counsel for Port Marlborough and the
Council have filed further memoranda in reply.
At one stage it was thought a hearing might be required but having read all the
memoranda we have concluded that this is not so and we understand counsel no longer
consider it necessary either.
These proceedings arose out of applications by Port Marlborough for the necessary
consents, both by way of coastal permits and land use consents, to establish certain port
facilities in Shakespeare Bay in the Marlborough Sounds. In substance Port
Marlborough was totally successful in defending the appeal by NZ Rail in which it
sought refusal of all the consents. It was also successful in its own appeal which sought
consent for a coal facility, that had been refused by the Council.
Prior to the substantive hearing NZ Rail applied for discovery against Port Marlboro· '1
and the Council and this required a contested hearing at Christchurch and the filing of
memoranda. Also, between 22 May 1992 and 30 October 1992 the presiding Planning
Judge conducted a pre-hearing conference over three sessions at Blenheim and at
Christchurch. The substantive hearing occupied 14 hearing days between 1 February
1993 and 18 February 1993. During the substantive hearing the Tribunal heard evidence
from 39 witnesses and detailed submissions by counsel for each of the parties.
On any view of the matter this was a major case involving in particular several strongly !
;
contested issues of fact.
Port Marlborough's total costs and expenses are stated to have been $299,794.27. The
Council's total costs and expenses are stated to have been approximately $45,000.
costs and expenses are stated to have been $12,985.94.

3
.Counsel for Port Marlborough has sought a substantial award against NZ Rail on the
grounds that the latter's appeal was basically an attempt to thwart its proposed
developmen.~ and that NZ Rail was not seeking to protect legitimate interests. He has
drawn attention to the list of matters put in issue by NZ Rail which are set out at page 26
of our interim decisic:>n, and has reminded us that in each case these were actively
pursued by NZ Rail, even though, in his submission, few of them could be said to have a
direct effect on that appellant. Port Marlborough has sought an award of 50% of its
costs.
Counsel for the Council has advanced a similar argument in support of an order in
favour of the Council. Ht! has submitted that NZ Rail's principal concern lay with
protecting its own commercial activities involved with the operation of the
Midland rail line and to a lesser extent, the inter-island ferries. Essentially, so he
has submitted, NZ Rail purported, for its own commercial reasons, to constitute
itself a watchdog on a wide range of public issues that led to a much longer
hearing than would have otherwise been necessary. He has also pointed to the air
of unreality about some ofNZ Rail's propositions, and in particular has referred to
the evidence it called about the potential for tourism in Shakespeare Bay, a matter
upon which we commented on in our interim decision.
Counsel for Coalcorp has sought a contribution towards its costs for having
entered an appearance and calling two witnesses in support of Port Marlborough's
appeal relating .to the coal facility. Counsel has commented that ordinarily
Coalcorp's costs might have been left to lie where they fell but the distinguishing
feature in this case was the commercial aspect. He has submitted that although it
was entitled to pursue the coal facility matter to protect its own interests, having
failed to do so NZ Rail should contribute to Coalcorp's costs.
Counsel for NZ Rail has pointed out that although it contested the coal facility proposal
that matter was already an issue by virtue of Port Marlborough's appeal. He has also
submitted that Coalcorp to~k an active part in these proceedings for its own interests and
NZ Rail should not be required to contribute towards its cost of doing that. Counsel has
also reminded us that NZ Rail succeeded in its application for discovery; and did not tak1
an active part in matters relating to conditions and should not have to meet costs in
respect of those matters.

. -
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Section 285 of the Act authorises the Tribunal to order any party to pay to any other
party such costs and expenses, including witnesses' expenses, incurred by that other parcy
as the Tribunal considers reasonable. There are no monetary limits on an order the
Tribunal c~ make. Recently, both in the Tribunal and in the High Court, substantial
orders have been made in a case where commercial interests were involved - see
Foodstuffs (Otago Southland) Properties Ltd and Another v Dunedin City Council
and Others Decision No: A6/96 (Planning Tribunal) and Countdown Properties
(Northlands ) Limited and Others v Dunedin City Council and Others (High Court
Wellington Registry AP214/93;ju dgment 13 February 1996.
In this case, although NZ Rail put in issue and vigorously contested some matters relating
to the natural and physical environment, in large part as its counsel stated in the cour~ ... o1
the hearing, its case was concerned with protecting its commercial interests by seekin-g to
persuade us that the proposed development would be so uneconomic that the Port
Company would have to look to it as its major user of the existing port facilities to
subsidise that development by way of increased port charges.
It was for this reason that many of the issues, including those relating to forestry and the
log trade, log marshalling ·and stevedoring, construction of the reclamation, and wharf
construction, were all put in issue. NZ Rail was laying the foundation for the opinion
ultimately expressed by Dr R R Allan that the proposed development would be
uneconomic. In the result, to the extent we considered it relevant we did not accept that
substantial part ofNZ Rail's case. Nor did we accept its argument about tourism, which.
as we said in our interim decision, we had some difficulties with, particularly as regards
the evidence of Mr D R Mcinnes, NZ Rail's principal witness on this subject.
On the other hand we think NZ Rail has made a strong point about the coal facility issue.
Although it opposed this facility because of its interest in the Midland rail line we take
into account as counsel has pointed out that we did make a fmding about the value of that
physical resource· and we accept that as between NZ Rail and Coalcorp the issue was
akin to a commercial battle between two trading organisations. Even though Port
Marlborough succeeded in its appeal on the coal facility issue as our interim decision
showed, this involved the exercise of a fairly fme judgment on our part. Therefore as
regards that issue for the reasons just discussed, we do not think there should be any
orders for costs in favour of any party.
~~l"N~~

The coal facility issue is said by Port Marlborough and the Council to have occupied
,.u..., ... 10% of the time and counsel have also said that issues about the conditions also
L
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occupied approximately 10% of the time. On that basis we will discount the costs
claimed by approximately 20% to arrive at a starting figure in each case, if that becomes
necessary.
:-:.·

In his submissions counsel for NZ Rail suggested that because this was one of the
earlier cases under ~e present Act raising such issues, and because there were in
his submission, important questions of law as well, NZ Rail should not have to
contribute to other parties' costs as well as meet its own costs of bringing those
matters before the Tribunal. So far as factual matters are concerned we have no
hesitation in rejecting counsel's submission. We do not think the passage of the
Resource Management Act itself justified putting in issue all the matters that NZ
Rail put in issue in this case. Those concerning the log trade and log marshalling
and stevedoring, for example, had been dealt with by the Tribunal before, see the
Port Chalmers decisions. ·
On questions of law there 'was some substance in the arguments put forward by NZ
Rail, particularly regarding section 6 of the Act, and we take this into account.
But we also take into account that in effect it sought to re-argue a decision that
was already binding on the Tribunal relating to the correct approach to section 104
and its relationship with Part II of the Act. We refer to the judgment of the Full
Court of the High Court in Batchelor v. Tauranga District Council which we
were obliged to follow, notwithstanding the submissions of counsel to the
contrary. Our approach was again upheld by the High Court in the subsequent
appeal in this case. Counsel also referred to our ruling concerning section 89{2) of
the Act. We accept this was novel but it was not a matter raised solely by NZ
Rail's appeal. It would have arisen on Port Marlborough's appeal anyway.
Overall we do not think the matters of law raised by NZ Rail were so novel and
important as to justify exempting it from orders for costs. Also, some of the
matters of law were raised by other parties. We refer to issues concerning the
discharge of contaminants and the effects of a designation.

.....

~;"'~.;~~ ,.~

We have decided to award costs in favour of Port Marlborough and the Council
because we think this is a case where NZ Rail having put several substantial
matters in issue, lugely for the purpose of protecting its commercial interests, and
having lost on all those issues, should bear some responsibility for the costs to
which-the other principal parties were put in successfully defending their
positions. We think this accords with the general practice of the

.. ,,
;
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Tribunal in such cases and the recent decisions to which we have just referred.
We decline to make an order in favour ofCoalcorp.
Tl!flling to q~antum we consider frrst Port Marlborough's claim. It seeks an order
for $150,000; In round figures counsels' and solicitors' fees and expenses came to
$167,000 and we have discounted this by 20% to arrive at a figure of
approximately $133,000. We have also deducted approximately $4,500 from
consultants fees which we take to include witnesses' expenses in respect of the
coal facility issue, and together with the disbursements for printing, stationery,
travel and accommodation, we have arrived at an overall figure for witnesses'
expenses, consultants' fees and the like of $128,000, giving a total starting figure
of $258,000. On a party and party basis, which we think is· appropriate in this
case, and giving some further credit for the fact that NZ Rail's application for
~·
discovery was successful and that it raised at least one quite important novel
question of law, we have decided that a fair and reasonable contribution towards
Port Marlborough's costs Is $125,000.
Turning to the Council's claim which is for legal expenses only, we have also
discounted these by 20% to arrive at a starting figure of approximately $36,000.
Again on a party and party basis and giving some credit for the matters earlier
referred to, we have decided that a fair and reasonable contribution towards its
costs is $15,000.
In the result therefore the Tribunal determines these applications for costs in the
following way:
1.

The application by Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited is granted. New
Zealand Rail Limited is Hereby Ordered to pay to Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited the sum of$125,000 as a contribution towards its costs in
these proceedings. Pursuant to section 286 of the Act this order may be filed
in the District Court at Blenheim.

2.

The application by Marlborough District Council is granted. New Zealand
Rail Limited is Hereby Ordered to pay to the Marlborough District Council
the sum of $15,000 as a contribution towards its costs in these proceedings.
Pursuant to section 286 of the Act this order may be filed in the District
Court at Blenheim.
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3.

The application by Coal Corporation ofNew Zealand Limited is refused.
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DECISION ON INTERLOCUTORY APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE
TO APPLY FOR ORDERS FOR DISCOVERY
Introduction
The appellant, New zealand Rail Limited, has applied for leave
to make applications for orders for discovery against the
second respondent, the Marlborough District Council, and the
applicant, Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited. In support of
both applications, the appellant has filed an affidavit by
Allan Kenneth Perry of Wellington, Architect, sworn at
Wellington on 8 June 1992.
The application against the second respondent seeks the
discovery of documents relating to leases; plans for the use of
an existing rubbish tip and relocation of a cemetery; plans for
the use of an area designated for a proposed sewage treatment
plant; information held concerning the demand for land or
harbour space in Picton for tourism activities, including
projected demand for commercial launch and private boat berths;
proposals for the redevelopment of the Picton Bay foreshore;
and public or private proposals for major recreational tourism
facilities.
The application against the applicant seeks the discovery of
documents relating to reports, advice and other relevant
information concerning various harbour development proposals in
1987, 1988 and 1989 and any other reports and advice relating
to proposed port development.
The affidavit by Allan Kenneth Perry, who has been retained by
the appellant as a port development adviser and consultant,
explains in some detail and by reference to particular classes
of documents, the reasons for these two applications.
The appellant is one of three appellants who have appealed
against certain recommendatio ns and decisions made by a joint
committee of the first and second respondent, arising out of
applications made by the applicant for all the necessary
resource consents to enable it to develop a deep water port in
Shakespeare Bay, Queen Charlotte Sound. The other two
appellants are the Director General of Conservation and the
applicant itself. The latter is appealing against a negative
reco~endation in respect of part of its proposed development.
These proceedings are currently the subject of a pre-hearing
conference being conducted by myself, which presently stands
adjourned until 24 July 1992.

-.
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(2) An application for an order for discovery or
production of documents may be made only with the leave of
a Planning Judge.
(3) The Registrar of the Tribunal may act on behalf of the
Planning Tribunal or a Planning. Judge to do any act
preliminary or incidental to any proceedings including the
issue of summonses requiring the attendance of witnesses
or the production of documents when he or she is directed
to do so by a Planning Judge.•
The present applications seek the leave provided for in
subsection (2). There is a difficulty with this subsection in
that it contemplates two things, namely an application for an
order for discovery or production of documents, and an
application for the leave of a Planning Judge. In a District
court, as indeed in the High Court, discovery can be obtained
both as of right and by an order of the Court and in the
context of section 278 as a whole it is a little difficult to
understand what Parliament intended in subsection (2).
However, for present purposes it is not necessary for me to
dwell on that any further because counsel are agreed that "the
leave ~ application dichotomy" as Mr Radich described it, can
be resolved by following what he submitted is a common
practice, namely to decide the question of leave and the
substantive application at the same time. Put another way, as
I understood them, counsel agree that I should treat both
applications as simply seeking orders .for discovery and decide
whether to grant them either in whole or in part, or to refuse
them, accordingly.
At the hearinq on 9 June 1992, Mr Salmon began by submitting
that subject to subsection (2) of section 278, the Planning
Tribunal's jurisdiction relating to discovery is the same as
that of a District court exercising its civil jurisdiction, and
that the range of documents that are to be discovered is also
the same. He then referred to Rule 155 of the District Courts
Rules 1948. This.provide d- it has since been revoked- that
all documents •relating to any matter in question in the
proceedings" are discoverable without any application having to
be made to the Court. Mr Salmon then referred to what he
described as the "classic test• for deciding whether a document
is discoverable. This was laid down by the English Court of
Appeal as long ago as 1882 in The Compagnie Pinanciere et
Commerciale Du Pacifique -v- Peruvian Guano Company (1882) 11
QBD 55. In that case, which has been consistently applied in
New zealand - see by way of examples Fletcher Timber Limited
-v- Attorney General [1984] 1 NZLR 290 and Green -vCommissioner of Inland Revenue (1991] 3 NZLR 8; Brett L J said
at page 63:
"It seems to me that every document relates to the matters
in question in the action, which not only would be
~
evidence upon any issue, but also which, it is reasonable
to suppose, contains information which aay - not which
auat - either directly or indirectly enable the party
requiring the affidavit either to advance his own case or
to damage the case of his adversary. I have put in the
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words 'either directly or indirectly' because, as it seems
to me, a document can properly be said to contain
information which may enable the party requiring the
affidavit either to advance his own case or to damage the
case of his adversary, if it is a document which may
fairly lead him to a train of inquiry, which may have
either of these two consequences."
From this point, Mr Salmon went on to submit that in
proceedings before the Planning Tribunal the scope of discovery
can be as wide as in civil proceedings in a District court, and
although proceedings before the Tribunal are essentially
adverserial in nature, an applicant for a resource consent
should be required to put all its cards on the table - see
again Green -v- Commissioner of Inland Revenue (supra), per
Barker J at p.11.
Mr Salmon then agreed, however, that for the purposes of this

case Rule 160 of the District Court Rules 1948 might also have
been relevant. This rule empowered a District court to make an
order for particular discovery. He also submitted that
although section 278(2) does not provide any guidelines to
assist a Planning Judge in deciding whether leave should be
granted, the discretion to refuse to make an order should be
exercised only to prevent unnecessary or oppressive discovery.
In this regard he referred to Rule 295(2) of the High court
Rules.
Mr Salmon also submitted that commercial sensitivity is not a

sufficient ground upon which to object to an order for
discovery. It may be a ground for opposing inspection or
production - see TO Haulage Limited -v- New Zealand Railways
Corporation (1986) 1 PRNZ 668 - another case where The
Compagnie Financiere et Commerciale Du Pacifique te~as
referred to with approval.

Finally, he pointed out that it is only at this stage, that is
to say, at the stage of proceedings before the Planning
Tribunal, that a body or person opposing an application for a
resource consent can ascertain whether the information it seeks
is available. At the earlier stage before the consent
authority, it is only that authority that can seek additional
information - see section 92 of the Act.
For the second respondent, Mr Crosby submitted that the
requirement for leave contained in section 278(2) is a clear
indication that Parliament intended that there should be limits
on the right of a party before the Planning Tribunal to obtain
discovery. He submitted that good cause must be made out. He
went on to submit that there is a difference between
proceedings before this Tribunal and civil proceedings in a
District court - see the Kyriak case; that discovery is
essentially a private civil law procedure related to
proceedings where the rules of evidence are stricter an~.

,~~
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admissions and concessions can be telling and sometimes
determinative of the issues; and by reference to various
sections in the Act, that this Tribun~l is empowered to conduct
its proceedings without procedural formality (section 269(2));
to requlate its own procedures (section 269(1)); and is not
bound by the rules of evidence (section 276(2)). It is also
required to hear and determine proceedings as soon as
practicable (section 272).
He submitted that if proceedings before the Tribunal are to be
"caught up" in discovery procedures, it will become difficult
to maintain the distinctive characteristi cs just referred to.
Mr crosby also drew my attention to the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and submitted that
the existence of this Act provides an additional reason for
restricting discovery against a local authority such as the
second respondent in this case. This Act provides for access
to information held by local authorities and Mr Crosby
submitted that the appellant could apply under its provisions
to obtain at least some of the information it is now seeking by
way of discovery.
For the applicant, Mr Radich made similar submissions to those
made by Mr Crosby. He acknowledged, of course, that he cannot
rely on the Local Government Official Information and Meetings
Act 1987. He advanced the somewhat colourful proposition that
a party should not be allowed to course through the documents
of another, "hoping to pick up a scent". When I put it to him
that in the TD Haulage Limited case, Barker J appears to have
accepted that at least general discovery is essentially
"fishing" - see page 673 of the reported judgment - Mr Radich,
with equal colour, submitted that while that might be so, at
the very least an applicant for leave should identify the
species it is fishing for and the areas of the ocean in which
it hopes to meet with success.
In the context of these proceedings, I have no difficulty
accepting that proposition because in the end it has become
quite clear that these two applications seek orders for
particular discovery. The species and the areas of the ocean
have, therefore, to be identified, although I add that as they
were originally worded, the applications were somewhat wider
than one would expect, when particular discovery is being
sought. I should say too that I am aware that there are cases
that say the particular discovery is not to be regarded as a
fishing expedition.
.
--For the same reasons it is unnecessary for me to say anything
more about Mr Salmon's submissions concerning general
discovery, and because, as I understand it, this is the first
case to come before a Planning Judge under section 278(2) of
the Act, it is best that I confine myself to dealing only with
the matters that need to be considered and determined for the
purpose of disposing of these applications.
~ ·
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Before going any further, I should say, .too, that since I heard
the oral argument, the District Courts Rules 1948 have been
revoked and replaced by the District Cour~s Rules 1992. These
came into force on 1 July 1992. From a superficial reading of
these rules it seems to me that there are some differences
between them and the 1948 rules concerning the subjects of
discovery, inspection and production of documents. The new
rules, so it seems, are now fully in line with the High Court
Rules.
For present purposes, the difference between Rule 160 of the
1948 rules and Rule 322 of the 1992 rules, which is the rule
that now provides for particular discovery after proceedings
have been commenced, are not so material as to render it
necessary for me to hear any further submissions from counsel
before deciding these applications, but the wording of Rule 322
is important, and it is set it out below, accordingly.
'--..../
"
322. Order for particular 4i•covery again•t party
after procee4inq commence4 - Where at any stage of the
proceeding it appears to the Court from evidence or from
the nature or circumstances of the case or from any
document filed in the proceeding that there are qrounds
for a belief that some document or class of document
relating to any matter in question in the proceeding may
be.or may have been in the possession, custody, or power
of a party, the court may order that party (a) To file an affidavit stating whether that document
or (as the case may be) any document of
that class is or has been in that party's
possession, custody, or power, and, if it
has been but is no longer in that party's
possession, custody, or power, when that
party parted with it and what has become of
it; and
(b) To serve the affidavit on any other party."
Having regard to the foregoing, before I make an order for
particular discovery, I need to be satisfied, as Rule 322
provides, that there are grounds for a belief that some
document or class of document relating to any matter in
question in the proceeding may be or may have been in the
possession, custody, or power of the party against whom the
order is sought. I will refer to this test again later in this
decision.
As to the phrase "document or class of document relating to any
matter in question in the proceeding", I am happy to adopt in
general terms the test laid down in The Compaynie Financiere et
Commerciale Du Pacifi~e case. At the same t me, I think it is
necessary to bear in m1nd that this test was formulated in the
context and for the purpose of private civil proceedings for

I·,.
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breach of contract and not for proceedings that are essentially
public law proceedings in which there is no onus of proof,
apart from an evidential one, and the adverserial element,
although present, is not of paramount importance. on the other
hand, I bear in mind too, as Mr Salmon pointed out, that it is
highly desirable that the Tribunal has before it all the
information necessary to enable it to make a fully informed
decision. Thus, if the Tribunal is going to rely on the
parties to provide that information and have it tested before
it, and in the vast majority of cases it does just that, a
Planning Judge should not decline to order discovery simply
because that may lengthen the proceedings or in some way "clog"
them, as Kr Crosby and Kr Radich suggested. As to that, it
seems to me that the power to prevent unnecessary or oppressive
discovery will, in most cases, ensure that this does not occur.
The views just expressed apply equally to both applications
before me. I am not persuaded that the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 provides any grounds
for limiting discovery in proceedings before this Tribunal.
The purposes of that Act, are set out in section 4, and in
subclause (a) in particular, are.said to be "to promote the
open and public transaction of business at meetings of local
authorities". I apprehend that this is a different purpose
from the purpose or purposes for Which discovery may be sought
in proceedings before this Tribunal. Then, too, as Mr Salmon
pointed out, the Tribunal has no control over the workings of
the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act
1987, whereas of course it has complete control by virtue of
section 287(2) of the Resource Management Act 1991 over the
matter of discovery.
Consideration of the Applications
I come now to deal with the present applications in more
detail. I begin by reminding myself that these appeal
proceedings, which of course are by way of re-hearing de novo,
arise out of applications that were made by the applicant for
various permits and resource consents·to enable it to establish
a deep water port in Shakespeare Bay, which is adjacent to the
present port of Picton in the Marlborough Sounds. I accept Mr
Salmon's submission based on the affidavit of Mr Perry, which
was not contested, that if this development is allowed to
proceed, it will have a profound effect on Shakespeare Bay and
its environs well into the future. The appellant's notice of
appeal puts all the applicant's ~pplications in issue and seeks
to have all of them refused. Consequently, the whole of the
applicant's proposed development is in issue. The grounds upon
which the appeal is based are wide ranging, and if they are all
pursued {and I must assume for present purposes that it is the

~~
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appellant's intention to pursue all of thea) they will bring
into question the effects of the applicant's proposed
development on the environment and possible alternative
locations or methods for undertaking that development. These
are matters, so it is asserted by the appellant, that have so
far not been adequately addressed either by the applicant or by
the respondents - see section 88 of the Act and the provisions
of the Fourth Schedule.
The appellant is not seeking to argue that this renders either
the application or the decisions of the respondents invalid,
but it is seeking to argue that the Tribunal needs to address
these matters in the course of its inquiry and appeal hearing.
For these reasons, the appellant now seeks particular discovery
by the applicant of the following documents or classes of
documents for the reasons set out thereunder in each case. The
following is an extract from Mr Salmon's written submissions
filed after the hearing in June.
"11. Specific Discovery Sought by Appellant
From the Applicant:
(a)

Information relating to 1187, 1188 an4 1t8t
proposals& This information is directly
relevant to assessment of the alternative means
and locations for the activity, and the effects
of the proposed development on the environment.
In the Appellant's submission there can be no
possible justification for refusing to make this
information available. In fact a reluctance to
do so must necessarily raise questions as to the
content of that material.

(b)

Lease 4etaila of lan4 owned on the area
4eaiqnate4 for harbour purposes in the vicinity
of the Picton wharves and rail yar4aa
Specifically, the Applicant wishes to identify
the term of the relevant leases and rights of
renewal. This is relevant to assessment of
alternative locations and methods, in terms of
land available for, or to be affected by,
alternative proposals.

(c)

Engineering aaaeaaaenta of condition of waitohi
Wharf& This information is directly relevant to
consideration of alternative locations and
methods, particularly in relation to timber
export.

---
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(d)

Information relating to relocation of c ..ent and
tallow bertba to waitobi Wbarfa Directly
relevant to consideration · of alternative
locations and methods, particularly in relation
to timber export.

(e)

Detailed breat4own of developaent costa and
tiainq of construction vorkaa Accurate costings
are required to enable comparison with
alternative methods and locations (figures made
available at the joint hearing committee hearing
by the applicant are not clear in some aspects.
It is unclear in some cases under which headings
costs have been put. In relation to timing of
the construction, issues relating to the bund
wall construction for the reclamation require
clarification . In particular, the period over
which construction of the bund wall will take
place is relevant as it will impact on cost
recovery, hence the expense of the project).

(f)

Proposed aeans of funding the developaenta
These are relevant for the purpose of measuring
the proposal against alternative methods and
locations.

(g)

Inforaation on the deaand for land for harbour
apace in Picton an4 imaediate environs for
tourisa activitieaa This is relevant to the
issue of limited available resources being
absorbed by the proposal (note the Waikawa
Marina is a Port Marlborough development, and
there are proposals for it to be extended)."

The appellant also seeks discovery by the second respondent of
the following documents or classes of documents, again for the
reasons set out thereunder in each case:
From the second Respondent:
(a)

Lease detailaa

(b)

Inforaation on d ...n4 tor land or harbour space
in Picton an4 t . .e4iate environs for touriaa
activities• see (g) above.

(c)

Rubbish tip site, ceaetery relocation an4
proposed sevaqe treataent plantl This
information relates directly to consideration of
alternative locations and methods, an the issue

See (b) above.

.....

----
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of land availability for alternatives. It is
appreciated that this land and indeed the land
leased by the Second Respondent and referred to
in para (a) above is not owned by the
Applicant. However it is all land which has or
is likely to have a zoning that would permit
storage for harbour purposes. In the case of
the land referred to in this subparagraph it is
clearly the case that the area designated for
cemetery will not be used for that purpose
because it is presently being used as a rubbish
tip. Its ultimate use will almost certainly be
for some form of industrial activity.
Regardless of the question of ownership the
availability of the land must be a relevant
consideration ."
The second respondent opposes any order being made against it,
and in his additional written submissions filed after the
hearing in June, Mr Crosby points out that Clause l(b) of the
Fourth Schedule to the Act refers to possible alternative
locations or methods for undertaking the activity, and not any
other activity. On this basis he submits that some of the
documents or classes of documents being sought by the appellant
are irrelevant. In particular he submits that issues relating
to tourism and the location and design of sewage treatment
plants are not relevant, and documents or classes of documents
concerning these matters should not be sought by discovery.
The applicant has now agreed to discover three sets of
documents concerning three separate proposals for port
developments that were put forward in 1987, 1988 and 1989.
However, the appellant seeks more. It seeks supporting
studies, any audits or other assessments of these proposals and
any reports obtained for the purpose of the proposals but not
ultimately included as part of the proposals.
As I understand it from reading the affidavit of Mr Perry,
these earlier proposals were for different forms of port
developments in Shakespeare Bay and the appellant asserts that
assessments made of'the effects of these can be expected to
provide information relevant to the effects of the current
proposal.
The applicant also agrees to provide details of the terms of
years of relevant leases and of the rights of renewals of these
leases. It claims that any remaining information in the leases
is not relevant and is commercially sensitive.
The applicant also agrees to discover a written engineering
assessment of Waitohi Wharf, but is reluctant to discover any
information relating to the relocation of the cement and tallow
berths to that wharf.

-~
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The applicant has also offered to give its best castings and
details of the timing of construction for its current proposal,
but it opposes having to discover documents relating to the
proposed means of funding this development. It also opposes
being required to discover documents concerning information on
the demand for land for harbour space in Picton and its
immediate environs for tourism activities.
I must confess that in formulating this decision I have
experienced considerable difficulties and some frustration
caused mainly by having to wade through the various claims and
counter claims alternately seeking and opposing discovery.
With respect to counsel for the second respondent and counsel
for the applicant, I think they have failed to fully understand
and appreciate the meaning of discovery. I suspect counsel for
the appellant may have mislead himself as well. All that the
appellant can hope to obtain by these applications are orders
requiring the second respondent and the applicant to file
affidavits stating whether they have the documents or classes
of documents specified by the appellant, and if they did but no
longer have them when they parted with them and what has become
of them - see Rule 322 of the District Courts Rules 1992.
For that purpose, I am not required to decide whether the
issues raised by the appellant's notice of appeal have
relevance. That may have to be decided at a later time if the
appellant seeks to pursue any issues that are challenged on
that ground. I refer by way of example to Mr Crosby's argument
about tourism and the future use of land designated for sewage
treatment systems. For present purposes I have to accept that
these matters are in issue and all that I am required to
deterime is whether there is reason to believe that the first
respondent and the applicant may have or may have had the class
or classes of documents sought by the appellant to be
discovered and that they relate to the issues.
Then too, it should be clearly understood by both the second
respondent and the applicant, and indeed also by the appellant
and its advisers that having made discovery it is still open to
the second respondent and the applicant to resist inspection or
production and matters of privilege and commercial sensitivity
can be considered at that time.

f.

So far as the second respondent is concerned, it now seems that
there is no need to order it to discover any documents
concerning leases. Consequently, the only documents or classes
of documents it is now being asked to discover relate to
information on the demand for land for harbour space in Picton
and the immediate environs for tourism activities; the rubbish
tip site; the cemetery relocation; and the proposed sewage~
treatment plant.
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So far as the applicant is concerned, it seems that it is now
prepared to discover certain documents or classes of documents,
and indeed, although as discussed above, this is not necessary
for discovery to make further information available to the
appellant. It still resists discovering some other documents
and classes of documents. However, as indicated earlier, I do
not accept its reasons for so refusing.
I repeat, discovery is not inspection, nor is it production.
Consequently, the information contained in the documents or
classes of documents d1scovered will not necessarily come into
the hands of the appellant. All that the appellant will gain
by discovery is confirmation that certain documents or classes
of documents exist, and information as to where they may be
located.
Having carefully considered the appellant's applications, which
for the avoidance of doubt I say again seek only orders for
discovery and not orders for production or inspection, and
having considered in particular the affidavit of Mr Perry,
which I notice refers to the fact that several of these topics
were the subject of discussion and some evidence at the
previous hearing, I am satisfied that both applications pass
the tests set out earlier and shoUld be granted. 8oth the
second respondent and the applicant should be ordered to
discover the documents or classes of documents that contain the
information referred to in Mr Salmon's undated memorandum filed
on 15 June 1992, the material part of which has been set out
earlier in this decision. The only exception to that will be
that the second respondent will not be ordered to discover any
documents or classes of documents relating to leases.
For all the foregoing reasons, I nov make the following Orders:
l.

The second respondent, the Marlborough District Council,
is Hereby Ordered to file an affidavit with the Registrar
of the Planning Tribunal stating whether and if so what
documents or classes of documents it has in its
possession, custody or power containing information
concerning:
(i)

the demand for land for harbour space in Picton
and its immediate environs for tourism
activities; AND

(ii)

its rubbish tip site and proposed rubbish tip
site; its cemetery reserve; and its proposed
sewage treatment plant,

,_-
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all of which are referred to in the Picton section of the
Marlborough District Plan, and if such documents or
classes of documents have been but are no lonqer in its
possession, custody or power statinq when it parted with
such documents or classes of documents and what has become
of them.
The second respondent is Further Ordered to serve this
affidavit on the appellant and the applicant.
2.

The applicant, Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited, is
Hereby Ordered to file an affidavit with the Registrar of
the Planning Tribunal, stating whether and if so what
documents or classes of documents it has in its
possession, custody or power containing information
relating to:
( i)

proposals for port developments at Shakespeare
Bay in 1987, 1988 and 1989;

(ii)

the term of years and details of rights of
renewal of leases of land owned by it on the
area designated for harbour purposes in the
vicinity of the Picton wharves and rail yards;

(iii)

engineering assessments of the condition of
Waitohi Wharf;

(iv)

relocation of the cement and tallow berths to
Waitohi Wharf;

(V)

the detailed breakdown of development costs and
timing of construction works for the applicant's
currently proposed development at Shakespeare
Bay;

(vi)

the proposed means of funding this development;
and

(vii)

information on the demand for land for harbour
space in Picton and immediate environs for
tourism activities,

and if such documents or classes of documents have been
bUt are no longer in its possession, custody or power
stating when it parted with such documents or classes of
documents and what has become of them.
The applicant is Further Ordered to serve this affidavit
on the appellant and the second respondent.

.,
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3.

Both the foregoing Orders are to be complied with within
21 days of the date of this decision. Leave is reserved
to apply for this time to be extended in the event of any
unforseeable difficulties arising.

4.

All questions of costs are reserved.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this

til

1_{J..

day of July 1992

:. P R Skelton
/ Planning Judge
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REPORT FROM THE JOI~TT HEARING COMMITTEE IN CONSIDERA TIO~ OF
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l!"I'i"DER TI-IE RESOlTRCE ?v1A."lAGEME?\'T ACT 1991 FOR A
PORT DEVELOPMEKf

I~

SHAKESPEARE BAY

(Held at the Nelson-1\-Iarlborough Regional Council offices in Blenheim from 2-4 \ ·l arch 1992)
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1.

THE APPLICATION

?

!"\ ·

Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited (PMNZ or the Port Company) has made application
to the Nelson-Marlborough Regional Council and the Marlborough District Council to develop
a deep water port in Shakespeare Bay. Essentia11y the development comprises an 8ha
reclamation and two export berths - one for the export needs of the timber industry and one
to accommodate the e),:port of dry bulk commodities such as coal and ilmenite sands.
The Port Company proposes constructing the entire reclamation and timber berth at the outset
v.·hile the second berth for dry bulk commodities would be constructed as the need arose.
a.

Consents Sought

The Port Company made application under section 88 of the Resource Management Act
1991 (the Act or RMA.). Five resource consents were applied for and these 2.re 3.S follows:
Nelson-Marlborough Regional Council
1.

.-\ Coastal Permit relating to the reclamation and construction of \vharves and
mooring dolphins, placement of navigational aids and associated structures and
the subsequent use and maintenance of the completed development.
A Coastal Permit to discharge stormwater from the 8 hectare recl2.marion into
Shakespeare Bay.
A L:md Use Consent for earthworks z.nd l:lnd cleJr::mce of the foreshore and land
adjoining the reclamation .

~.

.-\ Discharge Permit to allow the discharge of contam inants ro the

3.iL

:'v1arlborough District Council
1.

A Land Use Consent for a non-comolving acti\·irv on Rur3.i ·A' and Industrial 'B'
land, :\1arlborough Division Sectio~, \1a-;.lborou.gh District Plan.

Pursuant to section .372 of the Act. the Director General of Conservation issued a direction
to the Nelson-Marlborough Regional Council on the 8th of January 1992 (subsequently
amended on the 18th of February 1992), in respect of the two coastal permits sought by the
Port Company. The activities described in these nvo coastal permits have been deemed to
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be restricted coastal activities and a decision on these v.rill be made by the Minister of
Conservation.
b.

Notification

Approximately 105 parties were notified of the application including O\\-Tiers and occupiers
of adjoining land, Government Departments and local authorities, Maori groups, mooring
O\vners in the bay, those who have made submissions on previous proposals for port
development in the bay and those who made submissions on provisions for Shakespeare Bay
in the Proposed Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Scheme (Transitional Regional
Coastal Plan).
The two coastal permits and nvo land use consents were publicly notified on Wednesday
13th of November 1991 with the submission period closing on Wednesday 11th of December
1991. The Port Company subsequently lodged an application for a discharge pennit and this
was notified on Wednesdav 20th of November with submissions closing on the 18th of
December 1991.
#

•

•

The Regional and District Council's extended the submission period to 20th of December
1991 after considering a request for a waiver from the Royal Forest and Bird Protection
Society of New Zealand Incorporated. Section 37 of the Act provides for such waivers and
both Council's granted the extension of time for the following reasons:
a)

It was considered that the closing date for all parts of the application should be on the
same day.

b)

The information filed in support of the applications was comprehensive and
voluminous and it was considered additional time was warranted.

The decision to extend the closing date for submission was publicly notified on Monday 2nd
of December 1991.
c.

Submissions Received

By the 20th of December 52 submissions were received ~ith 31 of these being in support
of the application. A further eight submissions raised some concerns about the proposal and
the remaining 13 were opposed to the development.
Concerns or issues raised by submitters either in opposition to the proposed development
or from a neutral viewpoint can be summarised as follows:
a port would destroy the beauty and potential of the Sounds for other development
options such as marine farming or tourism~
the effect of the development on water quality matters including ballast water
discharges, coal run-off, sedimentation, disposal of sewage, toxic waste and garbage,
and oil spills;
environmental concerns including the effect of the development on fish and bird life,
eel srrass beds and vesretation in the bav, the effect of noise and air pollution and the
proposed Long Island Marine reserve;·
the need for the port including the effect on existing users of the bay;
existing pons should be used:
navigation concerns:
reading issues: and
provision for public access.
The main reasons for submitters supporting the proposed port development in Shakespeare
Bav are summarised as follows:
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a good location for a port without sacrificing a unique environment;
the port won't exciude other users from the bay;
need for the proposed port;
port v.:ill lead to increased confidence for investment and re-investment in forestry;
greater returns to the forester with a port in Marlborough rather than sending trees
to Nelson;
a processing plant is likely in the district within the next few years with most of the
products having to be exported;
benefits to employment in Picton and Marlborough and the general economic wellbeing of the area;
would enhance the export potential of NZ coals and contracts for other products;
forestry industry will play an important role in the NZ economy and the local
economy; and
an attraction to visitors.
Responses were received from the following:
Queen Charlotte Yacht Club
New Zealand Historic Places Trust
Nga Takiwa 0 Te Atiawa Whanau Inc
Combined Dive Clubs
Allister Christie
Barry Griffiths
Martin Douglass
New Zealand Forest Ov.mer's Association
J D & P E Bradshaw
Wairau Vallev Federated Farmers
Marlborough ·Business Development Board
R B Enterprises Limited
New Zealand Timberlands
Tasman Forestrv Limited
Casual Cargo \Yorkers
Windermere Forests Limited
J W Hughes
Scollay Forests Limited
Marlborough Tree Growers ..Association
Flight Group Limited
Coal Corporation of New Zealand Limited
Federated Fanners of New Zealand (Inc) - Marlborough Branch
Marlborough ?vfotel ..Association
Bav Vista Motel
Pelorus Forest Company Limited
New Zealand Harbours Industrial Union of \Vorkers
John MacKenzie
Ministrv of Forestrv
Marlbo~omrh Chamber of Commerce
Marlborough Forest Owners Association
Sea Tow Limited
Mrs Betty Rowe
Nelson-Marlborou2:h A..rea Health Board
Department of Co~servo.rion
Ministry of Agriculture o.nd Fisheries
Transit ~ew Zealand
Maritime Transport - ?\finisrry of Transport
Land Transport - :\1inistry of Transport
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
Patricia D Rose

.

G S Baxter
G Matthews
David S Prosser
A L Brasell
P J Dunn and Karen Drummond
New Zealand Rail Limited
Rebecca Hardieboys
George Rose
Amadee Rose
Ian G Clark
40° South Boat Club
Maruia Society- Nelson-Marl borough Branch
A submission bv the Roval Forest & Bird Protection Societv of New Zealand Inc \vas

received by the- Regiona-l Council on the 16th of January 1992. On advising that the
submission was considered to have been received out of time, the Society made application
to the Joint Hearing Committee under section 37(2) of the Act to seek a waiver of the
closing date for submissions. The Committee agreed to the waiver and consequently the
Society's submission was considered as having status.
r~
\

'

2.

HEARING

The Joint Hearing Committee considering this application comprised Councillors from both
the Nelson-Marl borough Regional Council and the Marlborough District Council. Because
parts of the application were determined to be restricted coastal activities, the Minister of
Conservation nominated an appointee to sit on the Committee. TI1is appointee was also
appointed to the Joint Hearing Committee as an independent commissione r by both the
Regional Council and District Council.
The membership of the Committee was as follows:
Cr E P Hammond
Cr ?\1 G Briggs
:\tfr M J Conway
(

Cr D J Ogilvie
Cr B T Seddon

0

(Chairman & Marlborough District CouncilJor);
(Marlboroug h District Councillor);
(Appointee of the Minister of Conservation, Nelson-Marlborough
Regional Council & Marlborough District Council);
(Nelson-Mar lborough Regional Councillor); and
(Nelson-Mar lborough Regional Councillor).

The following parties made appearances on behalf of the Port Company:
\1r
\1r
\1r
\fr
\fr
Dr

M Camp QC;
B Fitzpatrick. Managing Director. Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited:
G S Boon, Port Developmen t Manager, Port Marlborough ~ew Zealand Limited:
M I Turbin. Senior Consultant. \1inistrv of Forestrv;
G J Tuohey, formerly Principai and Di;ector, !'vfuriay-?'\orth Limited:
M T Jones, Environment al Services Manager and Government Analvst. ~ational
Environment al Chemistrv and Acoustics Laboratorv, DSIR, Chemistn•: ·
Dr R M Bartlett, Consultant. Kingen \fitchell & Associates Limited:
·
\1r G C Lister, Landscape ..\rchitect, Isthmus Group Limited;
\fr P C Kennedv. Consulwnt. Kingen ?\1itcheil & ..~.ssociates Limited: and
\fr R D \Vitte. formerlv. Pb~ner. Rovds
. Garden Limited.
'

Tr:e following submitters made appearances before the Joint Hearing Committee:
~ ew

Zealand Rail Limited Mr P M Salmon QC:
Dr B R Maunder, Principal. KR TA Limited;
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Mr J B McShane, Senior Civil Engineer, KRTA Limited;
Dr R R Allan, Principal, Mcinnes Group New Zealand;
Mr P J Cunningha m, Manager Quantity Surveying /Valuation Division, KRTA IJmited;
Mr D \V Collins, Principal, Gabites Porter Limited;
Bav Vista :.\·fotel - Mr HCM Giddv;
.
Marlborou gh Motel Associatio n -·Mrs J C ·Pawley;
Mr J W Hughes:
\Vinderm ere Fo~ests Limited - Mr B D Parkes, Director;
Ministry of Forestry- Mr PGC Hay, Regional Manager;
Marlborou
gh Tree Growers Associatio n - Mr C Dawkins, Chairman;
.
Mr I G Clark;
Departme nt of Conservat ion Miss P N Rutledge;
Mr A S Baxter, Senior Conservat ion Officer (Coastal and Marine);
Mr P F Lawless, Protection Manager;
Mr GRose;
Marlborou gh Combined Dive Clubs Marine Reserve Cormnitte e - Mr L Dick;
Nga Takiwa 0 Te Atiawa \Vhanau Inc- Mr J Elkington;
Marlborou gh Forest Owners Associatio n - Mr PHA Millen, Executive Member; and
Tasman Forestry Limited Mr D Robertson ;
Mr J Fisher, Port Operation s Manager.
~

t--~

Other persons in attendance at the hearing were:

(\

Dr P Mitchell, Kingett Mitchell & Associates Limited;
Mr P Radich, Solicitor to the applicant company;
Mr J Fraser, Port Marlborou gh New Zealand Limited;
l\1r G Jones, Company Secretary, New Zealand Rail Limited;
Mr A Perry, New Zealand Rail Limited;
Mr J Armour, New Zealand Rail Limited;
?\.1r J D Bradshaw, Marlborou gh Forest Owners Associatio n;
Mr B Holmes, Marlborou gh Forest Owners ..1\ssociation;
Mr J MacKenzi e, Marlborou gh Forest Owners Associatio n;
Mr R Chetwin, Marlborou gh Forest Owners Associatio n;
Mr R Crosby, Solicitor advising the Joint Hearing Committe e;
Mr N Morris, Planning Officer, Marlborou gh District Council;
Miss L J Moffatt, Planner, Nelson-M arlborough Regional Council;
Mr R D Roberts, \Vater Quality Officer, Nelson-M arlborough Regional Council;
Mr J J Cunliffe, Manager Resources Blenheim, Nelson-M arlborough Regional Council; and
Mrs J E Stevens, Committe e Secretary, Nelson-M arlborough Regional Council.
~

~

Tne first matter the Committe e considered was the late submission received from the Royal
Forest & Bird Protection Society. Mr Camp for the appiicam advised that the Port Company
had no concern with the submission period being waived and the late submission being
2ccepted.
:\fr Camp in imroducin g the application commente d on governmen t requireme nts under the
Port Companie s Act 1988 highlightin g the improved utilisation of existing port facilities. ·
i:Tioroved labour efficiencie s and facilitation of constructio n of the new ferrv terminal and a
:1e~v commercia l and retail complex at \Vaikawa M2rina. ~1r Camp outlined the long history
::..ssociated v..ith the Shakespea re Bay site and recognitio n of the need for a deep water port to
serve Marlborou gh.
\1r Camp commente d on planning documents in relation to the proposal, being the Regional
Planning Scheme, the proposed Marlborou gh Sounds Maritime Planning Scheme and the
w

-
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\1arlborou12:h District Council's District Plan. He commented on the consents required,
highlighting the requirement for Ministerial approval for the restricted coastal activities.
~vir Camp identified major issues concerning the development including an assessment of the
need, consideration of alternative locations, water quality, impact of reclamation, landscaping,
tourism, noise etc. He also highlighted the positive features of the application.

\Vitnesses for the applicant company appearing before the Joint Hearing Committee provided
evidence on the following matters:

("1
\
'

- the need for the port development;
- benefits of the proposed development;
- forestry volumes in the Marlborough area;
- site selection;
- construction details;
- traffic impacts which would arise from the operation of the proposed forestry port in
Shakespeare Bay;
- air quality impacts of construction and operation of the proposed port;
- effect of port development on the terrestrial ecology of the bay;
- visual impacts of port development and landscaping concept designs to integrate the port
within its landscape setting; and
- matters relating to the physical and biological marine environment.
Committee members sought clarification on all matters presented in evidence .. Those matters
which drew considerable discussion were:
- the discharge of ballast waters;
- use of Queen Charlotte Drive by logging trucks and logging traffic travelling through
Picton;
- debarking of logs occurring at the port;
- water quality matters pertaining to the discharge of stormwater into the bay, colour and
clarity of receiving waters; and
- public access to Kaipupu Point Scenic Reserve.
Questions through the chair to the applicant company from the submitters also covered the
matters discussed above.
Fourteen submitters appeared before the Joint Hearing Committee. The evidence presented
by these submitters is summarised below.
New Zealand Rail Ltd
New Zealand Rail Ltd considered that the applications by Port Marlborough NZ Ltd
should be disrr.issed and the development proposal not be allowed to proceed due to
the lack of attention given to the alternatives, the costing of the proposal and
alternative proposals, the Jack of attention given to the tourism, ecological and
geotechnical implications of the proposal and that the application is not able to meet
the criteria contained in Sections 5, 6, 7 and 105(2)(b) of the Resource Management
Act 1991. Six witnesses provided evidence to the Committee on these maners.
Bay Vista Motel
~1r Giddy read his submission in support of the application and considered
Shakespeare Bay to be the preferred site for the development and commented on the
attraction of tourists to the area and the benefits which would accrue from bulk
products being moved away from the Picton Harbour environs.

i
Marlborough Motel .A..ssociation
Mrs Pawley read the Association's submission in support of the application and
commented on the additional job opportunities which would be created. tourist interest
in the development of the port, the popularity of the lookout points overlooking Picton
Harbour and that moving bulk cargo to Shakespeare Bay would prm.ide additional
recreational areas in Picton Harbour.
J W Hughes

Mr Hughes read his submission in support of the application and commented on the
establishment of. a viable forest industry in Marlborough and the impediment of
remoteness from an export port or an adequate processing plant.
\Vindermere Forests Ltd

Mr Parkes summarised his submission supporting the application commenting on high
costs for transporting logs to Nelson, problems of congestion at \Vaitohi \Vharf if this
option is used and the removal of the freezing works as a positive benefit of the
application.
Ministry of ForeSt!)'

·"'""Mr. Hay, read a prepared statement supporting the Ministry's original submission .
. commenting that for forestry potendal to be fully realised for the benefits of the
growers, processors, exporters and the region and nation as a whole, an efficient port
facility is essential.
Marlborough Tree Growers Association
: .· 1-frDawkins read the Association's submission in support of the application stating·that·
the. Association sees the development at Shakespeare Bay for an export port facility
for forestry and other produce as a logical and common sense approach to meeting the·
export needs of the huge increase in wood supply from Marlborough forests.

I G Clark
Mr Clark read his original submission in opposition to the development commenting
on safety of barging, tourism and recreation in the Sounds, introduction of undesirable
organisms and pollution of water.
Department of Conservation
The Department presented additional evidence in support of their Department's
original submission covering relevant provisions of the Act, consideration of the need
for the development, the discharge of contaminants and stormwater into Shakespeare
Bay, ballast waters, noise, vessel movements, scenic reserves. public access. monitoring
requirements and the effect on the wetland at the head of the bay.
GRose

Mr Rose commented further in relation to his original submission ex-pressing surprise
at the small number of Sounds users represented at the hearing. He commented on
development that was nibbling awav at areas of natural beaurv such as in the Sounds
and urged the Committee to consider other options and seek. creative solutions.
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~1arlborough

Combine d Dive Clubs Marine Reserves Committ ee

Mr Dick presente d additiona l evidence to the Committ ee's original subrruss10n
highlight ing their main concern as the effect of vessels being in coru1ict v.'ith a
proposed marine reserve at Long Island in the outer Queen Charlotte Sound.
:-Jga Takiwa 0 Te Atiawa \Vhanau Inc
Mr Elkingto n referred to the Whanau 's report containe d in the environm ental
Statemen t and read a letter to the Hearing Committ ee from the \Vhanau to the Port
Compan y about their concerns but also- advising that Te Atiawa considere d the
developm ent as a necessar y part of the developm ent of Picton and Marlboro ugh.
Marlbor ough Forest Owners Assodat ion
The Associat ion presente d addition al evidence in support of their original submission
which related to the historica l backgrou nd, the extent of commerc ial forests in
Marlboro ugh, future wood producti on estimates , the numerou s advantag es of port
developm ent in Shakesp eare Bay, the proposed port storage area, alternativ e storage,
alternati ve port developm ent in Picton, use of alternati ve existing ports, employm ent
and infrastru cture opportun ities, environm ental effects, landscap ing and tourism, and
the future outlook for the domestic and internati onal forest industry. The Association
also provided written commen ts on the alternati ves suggeste d for log storage proffered
in. New Zealand Rail Ltd's evidence .
Tasman Forestry Ltd
The Compan y summari sed their original submissi on and also presente d more evidence
in support of that submissi on highlight ing that facilities at Picton would not be able
to cope with the projected volumes of logs, that facilities at Nelson would not be able
to handle Marlboro ugh's projecte d volumes. The Compan y also provided some
commen ts on New Zealand Rail Ltd's evidence relating to the use of rail for
transport ing logs.

(\

Tne Committ ee asked questions of all submitte rs about the evidence they had presented.
Question s through the chair were also asked of the submitte rs by the applicant company and
other submitte rs.

The submissi ons of Sea-Tow Ltd and Coal Corpora tion of NZ Ltd were read to the Committ ee
at the request of those submitte rs. Addition al evidence was read to the Committ ee in support
of submissi ons made by the Maruia Society (Nelson- Marlboro ugh Branch) and the !-.1inistry
of Agricult ure & Fisheries .
A report on the costs was tabled bv the J\'elson-M arlborou £h Re2:ional Council for the Joint
Hearing Committ ee's consider ation.
:\1r R Crosby of Gascoing e \Vicks and Co. Ltd. provided legal advice to the Joint Hearing
Commit tee particula rly in respect of matters relating to the provisions of the Resource
:\fanage ment Act 1991 ..Matters that Mr Crosby provided advice on were:
_Section 32 of the Act relating to consider~rion of alternativ es:
the purposes and principle s of the Acr:
whether the port developm ent should have been introduce d as a scheme change
proposal rather than as an applicati on for resource consents; and
the ability to recover costs in terms of section 36 of the Act.
\1r Camp summed up for the applican t highlight ing a large degree of agreeme nt over a
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number of matters with submitters and concluded that the applications do meet the criteria
of the Act, especially when the application is given its correct focus of addressing the needs
of the Marlborough region including that of the present port in Picton rather than trying to
take a confined look at Shakespeare Bay.
Cr Hammond closed the hearing at 4.30pm on the 4th of :March 1992 advising that the
Committee's decision would be reserved and released after a site visit and discussion amongst
the Committee.

3.

DELIBER.\TIONS

Deliberations of the Joint Hearing Committee commenced after a site visit to Shakespeare Bav
on the 5th of March. The Committee also met to consider the application on March 13th and
March 18th.
One of the first matters the Committee considered was whether the proposed port
development could be considered as an application for resource consents or \vhether it should
be more appropriately dealt '"ith through the scheme change process.
Cr Briggs highlighted Clause 105 (2)(b) of the Resource Management Act, which provides that
a consent authority shall not grant a resource consent for a non-complying activity unless it is
satisfied that any effect on the environment will be minor or granting the consent will not be
contrary to the objectives and policies of the plan or proposed plan. Although there was some
suggestion. that the environmental impact of the proposal was minor on a regional basis but
major in terms of the Shakespeare Bay area itself, the Committee considered that the second
part of this subclause is more applicable to this application.
On consideration of the arguments proposed by New Zealand Rail Ltd on the issue of scheme
change versus resource consents and on considering the advice of Mr Crosby, the Committee
decided that they did have jurisdiction to consider the proposed port development as an
application for resource consents because the development was not seen to be contrary to the
provisions .of the Regional Plan. In particular the Committee found some support for the port
development in the Transport and Communications section of the plan, which refers to the
possibility of a port in Shakespeare Bay.
(

0

The Committee were satisfied that on the evidence presented by the applicant and those
supporting the application that there was a clearly demonstrated need to provide facilities to
handle the projected volumes of forestry product from the Marlborough region.
In providing for facilities to handle the needs of the forestry industry in Marlborough, the
Committee were not convinced bv the evidence of New Zealand Rail Limited !hat the existing
facilities in Picton could accom~odate or adequately handle the projected timber volumes~
The Committee placed more \Veight on the evidence of Mr J Fisher of Tasman Forestrv
Limited who gave evidence based o-n practical experience regarding the storage of logs and the
loading of ships.
The Committee decided that if appropriate conditions could be set to mitigate against potential
impacts arising from the proposed development in Shakespeare Bay. th-en consent could be
granted (or a recommendation made to the Minister of Conservation) for an eight hectare
reclamation and a 240 metre timber berth.
The Committee were not satisfied by the applicant's evidence that a need had been
demonstrated for a berth to handle the export of bulk products.
In relation to water quality matters the Committee were oenerallv satisfied that on the
evidence ~resented by the applicant. the methods of constructi;n and p-ort operation would not
compronuse the level of water quality in Shakespeare Bay provided that the safeguards and
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monitoring as required in the conditions of consent, are met.
The Committee noted the v,rillingness of the applicant to monitor the effects of pan
construction and stonnwater discharge and also the high level of agreement which existed
between the applicant, Regional Cou'iicil and the Department of Coruervation.
The Committee commented on the Department of Conservation's suggestion that the
stormwater discharge issue be considered at a separate time due to the lack of information.
However the Committee considered that the evidence presented was sufficient for them to be
able to make a recommendation and noted that the Department did have a fall-back position
which could be incorporated as a condition.
In relation to the provision of public access, the Committee discussed at some length the issue
of providing formal public access to Kaipupu Point Scenic Reserve. The Committee wanted
to balance or offset in some way the loss of public space caused by the reclamation. The
Committee looked at the possibility of the applicant providing a formal access point in the
vicinity of the proposed cutting. The applicant's reasons for wanting to exclude the public fmm
this area on safetv !!rounds were acknowledged. The Committee also acknowledged the
limitations in settirig condition to provide for~public access when that access is across~private
land. It was decided that the proposed port development would not restrict the opponunity
that the public currently has to gain access to the reserve even though this is by boat.

a

The Committee also noted that the Port Company intends improving access to dinghy storage
areas on the eastern side of Shakespeare Bay, providing several look-outs over the bay and
covenantmg an area of saltmarsh in the south eastern corner of the bay and that this would
go some way towards mitigating against the loss of public space in the bay.
Tne Committee were pleased that the Port Company was intending to protect this salt marsh
as it was recognised by a number of the submitters as having considerable importance. To
further protect this area the Committee considered that a condition should be imposed
requiring that the covenanted area be fenced to ensure that stock is kept out.
Tbe Committee commented on the high level of support for the application, including that of
Department of Conservation and the tangata whenua.
(

n

L'1e Committee were concerned at the possibility of the port expanding around onto the flat
land at the head of Shakespeare Bay. A discussion ensued on the designation of Harbour
\Vorks over this land and also on land zoned Residential 'C' in the bay. \Vhile the Committee
acknowledged that these matters of concern are outside the terms of reference for this
application, they wished to draw attention to the relevant local authority of their concerns.
A matter also outside the terms of reference for this Committee but which was of considerable

concern related to the movement of logging traffic along Queen Charlotte Drive, Rapaura
Road and Kent Street. The Committee considered that the Marlborou2.h District Council
should be asked to investigate the possibility of by-laws to limit vehic~lar use of Queen
Charlotte Drive and also to recommend to the District Council that Transit New Zealand be
requested to consider designating Kent Street and F.apaura Road as state highways.
The Committee were not necessarily convinced of the need to alter the bund wall slope of the
reclamation but noted the agreement by the applicant to a 1:1 batter slope on the bund wall
exciudi~g the wharf area, to satisfy the concerns of some submitters.
It was also suggested that sealing of the log swrage c.rea be included as a reclamation
condition as agreed to by the applicant.
T:1~ Committee discu.ssed the action which would be required in order to keep waters of the
reg10n free from d1scharge of ballast water containing undesirable exotic organisms,
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hi£hli£htin£ the need to oro teet the Marlboroug:h Sounds due to the amount of marine farming
ca'fried out in that area: and the need therefo;e to extend the proposed condition to provid~
this protection. The Committee considered that the boundary of the Marlborough Sounds
Maritime Planning Area to be the area v.rithin which no ballast water obtained from foreign
coastal waters may be discharge imo.
In discussing the extent of compulsory pilotage in Queen Charlotte Sound. it was noted that
the outer limit just north of Motuara Island, which is the voluntary limit, is the point at which
the majority of foreign vessels currently take on board pilots. The Committee considered that
this voluntary limit should be imposed as a compulsory limit which would allow pilots to check
ballast water records before foreign vessels enter the Sound. To reinforce this condition the
Committee intends recommendir;-g to the Nelson-Marlboro ugh Regional Council that the
Harbour By-laws be altered to make this voluntary limit compulsory.
The Committee commented that debarking on the proposed site is not desirable due to dust
and noise problems or logical due to the space limitations, and it was suggested that debarking
be required to take place in or near the forest. The Committee agreed that a condition
concerning debarking would be required.
'l~

Cr Briggs raised the outstanding matters of a development levy and costs, and Cr Hammond
advised that a development levy amounting to .05% of the development costs could be imposed
on the Port Company for use in the creation of reserves etc in the area. He added that the
Marlborough District Council has generally waived these levies in the past in view of
landscaping and other beautification activities which have been carried out. It was considered
that as the Port Company had undertaken to provide improved access to the dinghy storage
areas, formal car parking areas in the bay, covenanting the area of salt marsh in the south
eastern corner of the bay and carry out other beautification works in the bay, that this
development levy should be waived.
The Committee noted the agreement which had been reached in relation to a performance
contract in lieu of a bond.

(\

In setting conditions for these resource consents, the Committee noted that it was bevond their
powers to set conditions that are not related to the port development in Shakespeare Bay
aithough the Committee considered that a number of the conditions should be eauallv
applicable to the use of port facilities in Picton Harbour.
·
•
4.

COSTS

Deposits Paid By The Applicant

Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited paid Sl 300 to the Nelson-Marlborough Regional
Council when filing the applications.
Marlborough District Council staff advised that a flat fee svstem is ooerated for Resource
Consent Applications and that they will not be seeking to reco~er any additional costs over and
above the S400 paid by the applic:J.nt.
Estimate of Costs Incurred By The ?\elson-Marlboro ugh Regional Council

Table l (below) shows an estimate of the costs th~t will be incurred bv the Re£ional Council
as a direct consequence of the Port Company making application for the d~velopwem at
Shakespeare Bay.
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Table 1. Estimated Costs to Nelson-Marlborough Regional Council ($'s)
2 210

1.

Advertising

2.

Postage

3.

Photocopying

3 000

4.

Hearing Committee Costs

4 785

5.

Regional Council Staff time

18 500

6.

Legal Ad,ice

5 000

TOTAL OF ESTil\·1ATE

200

33 695

Section 36 ( 1)(b) of the Resource Management Act 1991 provides for a local authority to fix
administrative charges payable by applicants for resource consents for the local authority to
carry out its functions in relation to the receiving, processing and granting of the resource
consent(s).
Section 36(2) sets out mechanisms for establishing administrative charges. Section 36(3)
provides for. the recovery of the actual and reasonable costs incurred where the charges fixed
under Section 36(2) are inadequate to meet those costs.
~.

HEARING COMMITTEE RECOMMEl\TDATIONS Al\1) DECISIONS

Recommendations and decisions on the five resource consents are as follows:
5.1

MLB 910350 - Coastal Permit (Reclamation and \\'harves)

1. Pursuant to. section 118 of the Resource Management Act 1991, the Hearing Committee
(

(1

-·

recommends to the Minister of Conservation in respect of Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited's application for a port development in Shakespeare Bay, that consent for a coastal
pennit for a 220m coal berth (as sho\Yn on Figure 5.1 of the report "Environmental
Statement for the Proposed Expansion of the Port of Picton into Shakespeare Bay- Volume
1 - Oveniew") and mooring dolphins to sen·ice the e:x1Jort of bulk products other than
timber be declined, for the reason that the need for this additional berth has not been
adequately demonstrated by Port Marlborough New Zealand Ltd.
2. Pursuant to section 118 of the Resource l\-Ianagement Act 1991, the Hearing Committee
recommends to the Minister of Consen'ation in respect of Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited's application for a port development in Shakespeare Bay, that consent be granted
for a coastal permit for an eight hectare reclamation! 240 metre timber berth, placement
of nmigation aids and the subsequent use and maintenance of the completed development.
Consent for this coastal permit should be made subject to the follo\\ing conditions:
:\"OTE:

I.

The reference to the 240 metre timber berth is a reference to the Stage 1
berth shown in Figure 5.1 of the report "Environmental Statement for the
proposed ExlJansion of the Port of Picton into Shakespeare Bay - Volume
1 - Oven-ieYr".

2.

All references in these conditions to the Regional Council are deemed to be
references to the :\"elson-~·farlborough Regional Council.
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3.

All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met by the
Grantee • Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

Reclamation and Wharf Structure

/
\
\

i)

The Grantee shall, prior to the exercise of this consent, submit final design drawings
and details of all reclamation and wharf construction and associated works (notably
bund construction) to the Regional Council and obtain approval in writing for workS
to commence.

ii)

The Grantee shall, prior to the commencement of works allowed by this consent,
complete a biological survey of the seabed proposed for reclamation to identify all
edible shellfish species and shall submit to the Regional Council, for approval in
writing, a plan to relocate the said species to areas that will not be disturbed by
reclamation and wharf works. The Grantee shall relocate the said species in
accordance with the approved plan and shall complete this work prior to the
commencement of any reclamation and wharf works.

iii)

The Grantee shall, prior to the commencement of reclamation works, notify in writing
to the Regional Council the date of such works commencing.

iv)

A registered engineer experienced in reclamation and wharf construction and
engineering shall supervise the construction and shall, prior to use, cenify in writing
to the Regional Council, that the reclamation and wharf have been installed in
accordance v.ith accepted engineering practices and the conditions of this consent.

v)

The seaward face of the reclamation bund wall, from the southern end of the timber
wharf to the point where the southern enq of the reclamation meets the natural
shoreline of Shakespeare Bay, shall have a gradient not steeper than 2:1 (ie. 2 metres
horizontally for each 1 metre of vertical height).

vi)

The Grantee shall enter into a performance contract with the Regional Council (to be
executed by the Regional Council's solicitor) to ensure that sufficient monies are made
available to remove the reclamation and wharf should they not be completed by the
Grantee. Such contract will be discharged on application by the Grantee at
completion of the construction works.

vii)

The pan development shall provide an esplanade reserve extending not less than 3
metres landward from the top of the seaward face of the reclamation bund wall. This
reserve shall extend from the southern end of the timber wharf to the point where the
southern end of the reclamation meets the natural shoreline of Shakespeare Bay. The
Grantee shall allow public access to and along this esplanade reserve at all times.

(

(',

\iii) The Grantee shall seal the ground surface of all storage areas on the reclamation in
such a manner that all runoff and leachate from those areas is collected and
appropriately treated (as set out elsewhere in these conditions) rather than being
allowed to percolate into or through the reclamation.

B.

:Monitoring

i)

The Grantee shall measure non-filterable res1aue in :1 water sample collected
· one metre above the seafloor at each of three locations along the seaward foot of the
reclamation bund wall. One of these loc::J.tions shall be adjacent to current works
associated with filling of the reclamation (when any are occurring) and each location
shall be at least 100 metres from the next.

ii)

The Grantee shall measure Secchi depth at, and non-filterable residue in a depth
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integrated water sample collected from, each of three locations being 50 metres
seaward of the locations described in Condition i) above.

iii)

The Grantee shall measure Secchi depth and non-filterable residue at three points in
Shakespeare Bay, each being at least 150 metres from any Port Marlborough New
Zealand Limited stormwater discharge and at least 30 metres from any water's edge.

iv)

The monitoring specified in Conditions i), ii) and iii) above shall be carried out at
three-weekly intervals during the period of filling of the reclamation. Measurements
shall be made on spring tides or neap tides between one and four hours after high
water. The Regional Council may reduce (but not increase) the frequency of
monitoring specified in this condition at any time.

v)

The mean concentration of non-filterable residue measured at the locations specified
in Condition i) above shall not exceed the mean concentration of non-filterable residue
measured in the three samples collected on the same day from the locations specified
in Condition iii) above by more than 150 grammes per cubic metre in addition to any
natural differences detected during any pre-constmction monitoring.

vi)

The mean concentration of non-filterable residue measured at the locations specified
in Condition ii) above shall not exceed the mean concentration of non-filterable
residue measured in the three samples collected on the same day from the locations
specified in Condition iii) above by more than 50 grammes per cubic metre in addition
·. to any natural differences detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

vii)

The mean Secchi depth measured at the locations specified in Condition ii) above shall
not be more than 50% less than the mean Secchi depth measured on the same day at
the three locations specified in Condition iii) above in addition to any natural
differences detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

(

\'l

viii) The Grantee shall measure temperature and dissolved oxygen at, and pH, ammonia
and hydrogen sulphide in a water sample collected from, each of the sites specified in
Conditions ii) and iii) above on five occasions agreed to in writing by the Regional
Council.

ix)

The mean concentration of ammonia or hydrogen sulphide measured at each of the
locations specified in Condition ii) above shall not exceed USEPA marine chronic
water quality criteria, or if it does, then the concentration must be no more than 20%
higher than the mean concentration measured on the same dav at the three locations
specified in Condition iii) above in addition to any natural differences detected during
any pre-construction monitoring.

x)

The mean concentration of dissolved m:ygen measured at the locations specified in
Condition ii) above shall exceed 80% of the saturation concentration or if it does not,
then the dissolved o:>:ygen level ( e:\'Pressed as percentage saturation) shall not be more
than 10% lower than the mean dissolved o:>:ygen percentage saturation measured on
the same day at the three locations specified in Condition iii) above in addition to any
natural differences detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

xi)

The mean pH measured at the locations specified in Condition ii) above shall be ·
-within the range of 6.5 - 8.5, or if it is beyond this range, it shall not be more than
0.5 pH units more extreme (i.e. further from pH 7) than the mean value measured on
the same .day at the three locations specified in Condition iii) above in addition to any
natural differences detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

xii)

Samp!~ handling and analytical procedures employed in satisfying Conditions i), ii), iii)
and vm) above shall be in accordance with 'Standard ~ethods' (APHA 17th edition)
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or equivalent as approved in v.Titing by the Regional CounciL
xiii) The Grantee shall monitor the stability/ erosion of the soft shoreline at the head of
Shakespeare Bay. This monitoring shall involve repeat surveys of not Jess than four
shore-normal profiles extending from above mean high water springs to below mean
low water springs and the taking of photographs illustrating the shore profile at
selected locations and any other relevant features. A plan detailing the location of
benchmarks, survey lines and measurement intervals along those lines and any other
relevant details shall be submitted to the Regional Council for approval within six
months of this permit being issued.
xiv) To establish the degree of natural fluctuations in the form of the shore profile, the
monitoring specified in Condition xiii) above shall be carried out at six monthly
intervals from the time this perrnit is issued to the time that the Shakespeare Bay
facilities begin to service ships and at three monthly intervals thereafter. The Regional
Council may reduce the frequency of monitoring required by this condition at any time.
xv)

To establish the effect which sea conditions have on shore profiles, the Grantee shall,
prior to the Shakespeare Bay facilities servicing ships, carry out the monitoring
specified in Condition xiii) above on at least three occasions follmving significant
onshore wave action in Shakespeare Bay and at least on three occasions following
prolonged periods of low onshore wave action in Shakespeare Bay.

C.

Navigation and Safety

i)

The Grantee shall install all navigation lights and beacons as required by the Ministry
of Transport in terms of section 201 of the Harbours Act 1950.

ii)

The Grantee shall prepare an oil spill contingency and accident response plan covering
the operations of port facilities in Shakespeare Bay and vessels using Queen Charlotte
Sound and shall submit the said plan to the Regional Council for written approval
prior to operation of the wharf and reclamation in Shakespeare Bay.

iii)

Prior to the commencement of comtruction, the Grantee shall. in consultation v.ith the
Acting Harbourmaster, relocate existing swing moorings in Shakespeare Bay.

iv)

The Grantee shall ensure that for all foreign vessels requiring pilotage when travelling
to port facilities in Shakespeare Bay, a pilot is taken on at the limit defined by a
straight line drav..n in a 303° direction from High \Vater Mark at Paparoa Point on
.-<\rapawa Island to High \Vater Mark on the opposite shore of the mainland.

v)

The Grantee shall require that foreign vessels anchoring in the anchorage area near
the entrance to Queen Charlotte Sound do so as far north as is practicable in the
circumstances.

D.

Port Operations

i)

The Grantee shall ensure that all vessels using the port facilities in Shakespeare Bay
comolv with the Voluntarv Controls on the Dischar!;!e of Overseas Ballast Within ;-;ew
Zeala~d (effective 16 M-arch 1992), and that no -vessel using the port facilities in
. Shakespeare Bay whose ballast water is obtained from foreign coastal waters shall
discharge that ballast water into the W3ters of the Marlborom~h Sounds ?\faritime
Planning .~ea (as gazetted by an Order in Council on 18th of Au-2:llst 1980 and sho\t.·n
on plan ?-.1D 16015 deposited \\'ith the ~1inistry of Transport in \Vellingwn).

ii)

The Grantee shail record for each such vessel lO which condition D.i) is relevant the
vessel name, captain's name, vessel owner. last port of call. whether ballast water is
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on board the vessel. the location and date at/on which any ballast water was taken on
board, and shall retain such records in a manner suitable for inspection as required
by the Regional Council.
iii)

The Grantee shall not allow any commercial vessel visiting the port f:1cilities m
Shakespeare Bay to discharge sewage into the waters of Queen Charlotte Sound.

iv)

The Grantee will ensure that all shore-based ablution and kitchen facilities constructed
as part of the new port facilities in Shakespeare B:1y are connected to the Picton
sewerage system.

v)

The Grantee shall provide receptacles for waste oil resulting from maintenance
activities generated from the Shakespeare Bay port development.

vi)

The Grantee shall provide recept:1cles for garbage from vessels using port facilities in
Shakespeare Bay and ensure that all garbage is collected and disposed of in an
appropriate manner acceptable to the Regional Council.

vii)

No bulk fuel other than that used for refuelling tugs shall be handled in Shakespeare
Bay.

.~

viii) Maintenance of vessels using port facilities in Shakespeare Bay shall not result in the
loss of antifouling paint scrapings, new antifouling paints or deck washings from
.vessels, into the waters of Shakespeare Bay.

ix)

-.,

;,,_

The Grantee shall ensure that debarking of logs is not carried out at port facilities in
Shakespeare Bay.
MLB 910351 • Coastal Permit (Stormwater Discharge)

Pursuant to section 118 of the Resource Management Act 1991, the Hearing Committee
recommends to the Minister of Conservation in respect of Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited's application for a port development in Shakespeare Bay, that consent be granted
for a coastal permit for the discharge of storrnwater resulting from the port development
in Shakespeare Bay, into the waters of that Bay.
Consent for this coastal permit should be made subject to the following conditions:
~OTE:

A.
i)

1.

All references in these conditions to the Regional Council are deemed to
be references to the Nelson-?\farlborough Regional Council.

2.

All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met by the
Grantee- Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

Stormwater l\1anagement
The Grantee shall retain an nppropriately qualified person to prepare a storm\vater
quality management plan for all catchments in Shakespeare Bay under the legal
ovmership of Port Marlborough ~ew Zealand Limited. The said plan shall detail the
best practicable management procedures to be put in place to control the quality and
· quantity of all storm\vater (including any leachate generated from materials stored,
handled or used on the site) and the best practicable manag:ement procedures to be
put in place to ensure that the performance standards specifi~d in clause d) below are
met. The said plan shall:
a)

Address the quality and disposal of stormwater draining from the bulk materials
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stockpiles, all handling equipment and any other areas within the pon boundary.

b)

Address the design and performance of all treatment practices and facilities
including those to control oil and grease.
~

-

c)

Detail a programme of management and maintenance of all stormwater quality
control practices, facilities and discharges including a schedule and timetable of
maintenance activities.

d)

Achieve the following standards:
- The quality of the waters discharged shall not be of such a quality that their
discharge causes the waters of Shakespeare Bay, outside a reasonable zone of
mixing bounded by a radius of 50 metres from each discharge point, to exceed
USEP A chronic water quality criteria for the protection of marine life. \Vhere
any particular criterion does not exist or is inappropriate, the Grantee shall
provide an assessment that verifies that the water quality will not cause a breach
of the standards expressed in Section 107 (2) of the Resource Management Act
1991. That assessment shall be to the satisfaction of the Chief Executive of the
Regional Council and the Regional Conservator of the Department of
Conservation for Nelson-Marlborough.

'~
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- The quality of the waters discharged into Shakespeare Bay from the port
operation shall be such that they do not cause biota beyond a radius of 50 metres
from any stormwater discharge to become unfit for human consumption.
e)

Detail a monitoring programme which is designed to enable compliance with the
standards specified in d) to be assessed.

ii)

The Grantee shall submit the stormwater management plan to the Regional Council
and shall obtain approval to that plan in \\Tiring before commencement of construction
of the said stormwater system.

iii)

Tne Grantee shall ensure that stormwater collection and treatment facilities are used
only for their intended use and are not used for the disposal of other unwanted
substances.

iv)

.-:\1.1 diversion channels shall be designed and built in accordance \\.ith generallv
accepted engineering practices and shall be certified by an appropriately qualified
engineer prior to commissioning. This certification shall be forwarded to the Regional
Council.

v)

All outfalls shall be terminated \Vith a structure of such location and design as to
minimise any erosion of the reclamation sea wall.

B.

Stormwater ?\fonitoring

i)

The Grantee shall measure Secchi demh at. and salinirv and non-filterable residue in
a depth-integrated water sample fro~, the following locations:

- a)

At three points on radius of 50 metres from each ooerative stormwater dischan:e.
- ·
each of the three points being ~t least 15 metres ·from the next.

b)

At three points in Shakesoe~re Bav each beinQ: at least 150 metres from anv Port
~arlborough NZ Ltd stormwater discharge-and at least 30 metres from anv
water's edge.
~
•
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ii)

The monitoring in Condition i) shall be carried out on six occasions within the first
year of operation of each stormwater discharge, at times directed by the Regjonal
Council. The Regional Council may review the frequency of the monitoring in
Condition i) at the end of the first year of operation for each stormwater discharge,
and may reduce (but not increase) the required sampling frequency at any or all of the
discharges for subsequent 12 month periods.

iii)

The mean Secchi depth measured at the locations specified in Condition i) a) shall not
be more than 50% lower than the mean clarity measured on the same day at the three
locations specified in Condition i) b) in addition to any natural differences detected
during any pre-construction monitoring.

iv)

The mean concentration of non-filterable residue in the samples collected from the
locations specified in Condition i) a) shall not exceed the mean concentration of nonfilterable residue measured in the samples collected on the same day from the three
locations specified in Condition i) b) by more than 50 grammes per cubic metre in
addition to any natural differences detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

v)

For the purposes of i), ii), iii) and iv) above, a stormwater discharge is any point from
which stormwater from the construction area is discharged outside the bund wall.

vi)

The Grantee shall collect at least three replicate samples of surficial seafloor
sediments from two locations on a radius of 50m from any stormwater discharge and
two locations not less than 150m from any stormwater discharge. (If sediments do not
occur at those locations, then sampling shall be carried out at the closest suitable site).
Each sample shall be analysed for the following:
biotic richness ( = number of species present);
biotic abundance ( = number of individual plants or animals present);
counts of all species present;
sediment texture.

vii)

The Grantee shall retain a suitably qualified person to interpret the results obtained
from the monitoring specified in Condition vi) above, and prepare a report for the
Regional Council describing the environmental significance of the said results.

\'iii) The measurements required by Condition vi) above shall be made on at least one
occasion before port construction begins, on at least one occasion during the filling of
the reclamation and on at least two occasions during the first year of operation of the
port expansion, at times directed by the Regional Council. The Regional Council may
reduce (but not increase) the frequency of monitoring specified in this condition in
subsequent years. Tne report required by Condition vii) above shall be fonvarded to
the Regional Council \vi thin three months of the fourth set of samples being collected.
5.3

MLB 910352 · Discharge Permit (Discharge to the Air)

Pursuant to section 105 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in accordance \\ith
section 15 of the Act, the Joint Hearing Committee grants a resource consent for a discharge
permit (to the air), to Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited in respect of their proposed
port development in Shakespeare Bay.
This consent is subject to the following conditions:
SOTE:

1.

All references in these conditions to the Regional Council are deemed to
be references to the Nelson-Marlborough Regional Council.

.
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2.

i)

All costs associated \\ith meeting these conditions shall be met by the
Grantee • Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited.

All uses and operations of the Port of Picton expansion into Shakespeare Bay shall be
carried out in a manner which ensures that air quality levels as measured at or outside
any legal boundary of land in the o~Tiership of Port Marlborough New Zealand
Limited, or any subsidiary company, shall not exceed the following performance
standards:
Suspended particulate 60 micrograms per cubic metre over 7 days.
Deposited particulate - 4 grams per square metre over 30 days.

ii)

All measurements shall be taken wherever practicable, but at or beyond the legal
boundary of land in the ownership of Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited, or any
subsidiary company, as at 31 March 1992.

iii)

All air quality measurements shall be measured and assessed in accordance with ISO
standard 4222.2 for deposited particulate matter and DSIR NEC..!\1. laboratory method
101 for suspended particulate matter.

iv)

Air quality measurements shall be made by not more than two suspended particulate
and two deposited particulate monitoring devices. These devices are to be installed
at locations directed by the Regional Council prior to commencement of operations.

1 -\
\
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5.4

MLB 910353 - Land Use Consent (Earthworks and Land Clearance)

That pursuant to section 105 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in accordance \\ith
section 9 of the Act, the Joint Hearing Committee grants a resource consent for a land use
consent for earthworks and land clearance to Port !\.1arlborough New Zealand Limited in
respect of their application for a port development in Shakespeare Bay.
This consent is subject to the following conditions:
(

NOTE:

1.

All references in these conditions to the Regional Council are deemed to
be references to the Nelson-Marlborough Regional Council.

2.

All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met by the
Grantee - Port ~-Iarlborough New Zealand Limited.

(>
\

A.

Re-routing of Queen Charlotte Drive

i)

.AJI works arising from the re-routing of Queen Charlotte Drive shall be desi!:med bv
a professional e~gineer having experience in highway engineering v.:ho shall supervise
construction and lodg:e a written statement with the Regional Council that ail works
have been carried out under the direction of. and to the- satisfaction of, the desi£ner.
All design drawings shall be lodged with the Regional Council for approval orior to
the exercise of this consent.
·

ii)

The Grantee shall prepare suitable design drawings and rehabilitation plans covering
all works for the design and construction of lookouts at or about the locations defined
by the following map references:
Lookout 1 - NZMS 260 P27 914 : 939:
Lookout 2- NZMS 260 P27 913 : 935: and
Lookout 3 - NZMS 260 P27 928 : 935.
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Each lookout shall have provision for off-site parking for no less than six vehicles.
Design drawings shall be lodged with the Regional Council, for approval prior to the
corn.rTiencemem of construction.
iii)

During construction, works are to be carried out in such a manner as to ensure
minimal disruption to traffic flow.

B.

Earthworks Controls

i)

The Grantee shall retain suitably qualified persons to prepare an earthworks
management plan detailing the procedures to be put in place to control erosion,
control stormwater and control suspended particulate matter from all disturbed land.
The management plan shall have as its primary objective the minimisation of the
potential for the generation of sediment laden runoff from all construction areas. The
management plan shall address the following aspects of construction works :

1.

2.
3.
4.

'~
(
)

Sequencing and programming of all earthworks;
Earthworks procedures to be adopted. during construction;
Management and maintenance of all silt control structures; and
Drainage and run-off reticulation from all construction and operational areas
from the port.

The· management plan shall be submitted to the Regional Council for their written
... approval prior to the commencement of any land disturbance associated v.'ith this
consent.
ii)

The Grantee shall ensure that all cut batter faces are revegetated as soon as
practicable after the earthworks have been completed.

iii)

The Grantee shall install all necessary erosion prevention measures at the outfall
structures and along the course of diversion channels which are created during the
course of earthwork activities, and shall include satisfactory provision for energy
dissipation.

iv)

The Grantee shall ensure that silt retention ponds are provided for as detailed in the
management plan. The minimum size of those ponds shall be such that they can retain
runoff from the catchment to which they relate for a six hour, two year return period ·
storm for a period of 24 hours or more. All silt control measures shall be in place
before the contributing catchment is disturbed.

v)

The Grantee shall ensure that all diversion channels are kept clear and clean of debris
and in good operating condition at all times so as to ensure their efficient operation.

C.

Site Rehabilitation

i)

The Grantee shall retain persons suitably qualified in land rehabilitation and wetland
ecology to prepare a rehabilitation and management plan in accordance \vith Section
6.8.6 and Figure No 5.9 of the report "Environmental Statement for the Proposed
Expansion of the Port of Picton into Shakespeare Bay - Volume I - Overview". The
rehabilitation plan shall include:
1.
2.
3.

4.

The wetland area at the head of Shakespeare Bay;
The northern area of land and batters adjoining Kaipupu Point Scenic Reserve;
The batters either side of the cutting between Picton Harbour and Shakespeare
Bay; and
All batters and earthworks associated with the rerouting of Queen Charlotte
Dri~.
-
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The rehabilitation plan shall be submitted to the Regional Council, for approval in
writing prior to the commencement of construction.

('\

ii)

The estuarine wetland and freshwater seepage in the area in the vicinity of map
reference NZS 260 P27 935 : 912 shall be protected from future development by
covenant. The covenanted area shall include the salt marsh, the seepage area, the
bank bordering the southern edge of the wetland out to Queen Charlotte Road but
excluding the area now used as a carpark, and a band of dry ground not less than five
metres wide bordering the western side of the wetland. The effect of the covenant
shall be that no development of this area may take place without the consent of the
Regional Council.
·

iii)

The Grantee shall ensure that the covenanted area defined in Condition ii) above is
fenced in a manner that will prevent stock being able to enter the area.

iv)

Construction certificates shall be prepared by the author(s) of the rehabilitation plan
stating that the works have been executed in accordance with accepted rehabilitation
practices to meet the conditions of this consent.

v)

The Grantee shall carry out all work in accordance with the approved rehabilitation
plans and shall be responsible for ongoing maintenance of the rehabilitated area for
the term of this consent.

-vi)

The Grantee shall submit design drawings to the Regional Council for written approval
for a suitable carpark, access tracks and dinghy storage areas adjacent to Queen
Charlotte Drive. Construction of these facilities shall be completed according to these
plans.

5.5

Marlborough District Council - Land Use Consent

That pursuant to section 105 of the Resource Management Act 1991 and in accordance \\ith
section 9 of the Act, the Joint Hearing Committee grants a resource consent for a land use
consent for a non-complying activity on Rural 'A' and Industrial 'B' land (Marlborough
Division Section, Marlborough District Plan), to Port Marlborough New Zealand Ltd in
respect of their application for a port development in Shakespeare Bay.
This consent is subject to the follo'rting conditions:
~OTE:

1.

All references in these conditions to the District Council are deemed to be
references to the Marlborough District Council.

2.

All costs associated with meeting these conditions shall be met by the
Grantee - Port Marlborough ~Z Ltd.

A.

Re-routing of Queen Charlotte Drive

i)

All works arising from the re-routing of Queen Ch:ulotte Drive shall be desi~:med bv
a professional e~gineer having experience in highway engineering who shall s;pervis~
construction and lodge a written statement with the M:ulborou(Th District Council that
all works have been ~arried out under the direction of. and to:=the satisfaction of. the
designer. .-\11 design drawings shall be lodged with the district engineer or" the
\iarlborough District Council for approval prior to the exercise of this consent.

ii)

The Grantee shall prepare suitable design drawings and rehabilitation plans covering
all works for the design and construction of lookouts at or about the locations defined
by the following map references:
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Lookout 1 - NZMS 260 P27 914 : 939;
Lookout 2 - NZMS 260 P27 913 : 935; and
Lookout 3- NZMS 260 P27 928: 935.
Each lookout shall have provision for off-site parking for no less than six vehicles.
Design drawings shall be lodged with the district engineer, Marlborough District
Council, for approval prior to the commencement of construction.
iii)

During construction, works are to be carried out in such a manner as to ensure
minimal disruption to traffic flow.

B.

Noise Control - Port Construction and Operation

i)

.till uses and activities shall be so conducted as to ensure that the following noise
levels, as measured at or within any residentially zoned boundary or the notional
boundary of any rural dwelling, shall not exceed the following limits:
Corrected L10
Corrected L95

(

n

6AM- 10PM
55 dB A
45dBA

lOPM- 6AM
45dBA
40dBA

ii)

All measurements shall be taken as near as practical to the boundary of any property
zoned residential or the notional boundary as defined as a point 20 metres from any
rural dwelling or the legal boundary where this is closer to the dwelling.

iii)

All noise measurements shall be measured and assessed in accordance with the
requirements of New Zealand Standard (NZS} 6801 : 1992- Measurement of Sound
and NZS 6802 : 1992 - Assessment of Environmental Sound.

iv)

Construction noise emanating from the site shall meet the limits recommended in, and
be measured and assessed in accordance with, New Zealand Standard NZS 6803P:1984
- The .Measurement and Assessment of Noise From Construction, Maintenance and
Demolition Work.

C.

Earthwork Controls

i)

Tne Grantee shall retain suitably qualified persons to prepare an earthworks
management plan detailing the procedures to be put in place to control erosion, control
stormwater and control suspended partkulate matter from all disturbed land. Tne
management plan shall have as its primary objective the minimisation of the potential
for the generation of sediment laden runoff from all construction areas. The
management plan shall address the following aspects of construction works :

\

1.
'
3.
4.

Sequencing and programming of all earthworks;
Earthworks procedures to be adopted during construction;
Management and maintenance of all silt control structures; and
Drainage and run-off reticulation fro::n all construction and operational areas
from the port.

The management plan shall be submitted to the Marlborough District Council for their
_v.Titten appro\'al prior to the commencement of any land disturbance associated with
this consent.
ii)

The Grantee shall ensure that all cut batter faces are revegetated as soon as
practicable after the earthworks have been completed.

iii)

Tne Grantee shall install all necessary erosion prevention measures at the outfall
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structures and along the course of diversion channels which are created during the
course of earthwork activities, and shall include satisfactory provision for e;ergy
dissipation.
iv)

v)

The Grantee shall ensure that silt retention ponds are provided for as detailed in the
management plan. The minimum size of those ponds shail be such that they can retain
runoff from the catchment to \vhich they relate for a six hour, two year rerum period
storm for a period of 24 hours or more. .-\11 silt control measures shall be in place
before the contributing catchment is disturbed.
The Grantee shall ensure that all diversion channels are kept clear and clean of debris
and in good operating condition at all times so as to ensure their efficient operation.

D.

Site Rehabilitation

i)

The Grantee shall retain persons suitably qualified in land rehabilitation and wetland
ecology to prepare a rehabilitation and management plan in accordance \Xiith Section
6.8.6 and Figure 5.9 of the report "Environmental Statement for the Proposed
EA'Pansion of the Port of Picton into Shakespeare Bay- Volume I - Overview". The
rehabilitation plan shall include:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The wetland area at the head of Shakespeare Bay;
The northern area of land and batters adjoining Kaipupu Point Scenic Reserve;
The batters either side of the cutting between Picton Harbour and Shakespeare
Bay; and
.till batters and earthworks associated with the rerouting of Queen Charlotte
Drive.

The rehabilitation plan shall be submitted to the district planner, Marlborough District
Council, for approval in writing prior to the corrunencernent of construction.
ii)

The estuarine wetland and freshwater seepage in the area in the vicinity of map
reference NZS 260 P27 935 : 912 shall be protected from future development by
covenant. The covenanted area shall include the salt marsh, the seepage area, the
bank bordering the southern edge of the wetland out to Queen Charlotte Road but
excluding the area now used as a carpark, and a band of dry ground not less than five
metres \Xiide bordering the western side of the wetland. Tne effect of the covenant shall
be that no develop~ent of this area may take place without the consent of the
Marlborough District Council.

iii)

The Grantee shall ensure that the covenanted area defined in Condition ii) above is
fenced in a manner that \vill prevent stock being able to enter the area.

iv)

Construction certificates shall be prepared by the author(s) of the rehabilitation plan
stating that the works have been executed in accordance with acceoted rehabilitation
practi~es to meet the conditions of this consent.
·

v)

Tne Grantee shall carry out all work in accordance with the approved rehabilitation
olans and shall be resoonsible for ongoing maintenance of the rehabilitated area for
the term of this conse~t.
~
-

(
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\i) ·The Gr:mtee shall submit design drav.:im:s w the \farlborough District Council for
\vritten approval for a suitable ;arpark. access track and dinghy swrage area adjacer:t
to Queen Charlotte Drive. Co:1srruction or tllese facilities shail be comoieted according
:o these olans.
·
-

Reasons for the recommendations/decisions made in 5.1 to 5.5 above are as follows:
a. The Committee considered that they had jurisdiction to consider the proposed port
development as an application for resource consents rather than as a scheme change, as in
terms of section 105(2)(b)(ii) of the Resource !\1anagcment Act 1991. granting the consent
would not be contrary to the objectives and policies of the Regional Plan.
b. The: proposed port development in Shakespeare Bay comprising the eight hectare
reclamation and timber berth was not seen to compromise the purpose and principles of the ·
Act as defined in sections 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the Act.
c; On the evidence presented at the hearing by the applicant and those submitters supporting
the application, there was a clearly demonstrated need for the eight hectare reclamation and·
the timber berth to service the needs of the forestry industry in Marlborough.

(~

d. In providing for facilities to handle the needs of the forestry industry in Marlborough, the
Committee were not convinced by the evidence of New Zealand Rail Limited that the existing
facilities in Picton could accommodate or adequately handle the projected timber voiumes.
The Committee placed more weight on the evidence of Mr J Fisher of Tasman Forestry
Limited who gave evidence based on practical experience regarding the storage of logs and
the loading of ships.
e. The Committee considered that port development in Shakespeare Bay was an appropriate
use of the bay.
f. In relation to water quality issues, the Committee were satisfied that on the evidence
presented the effects on water quality of port construction and port operation (particularly
in relation to stormwater discharges), can be mitigated against through the setting of
construction conditions, monitoring conditions and the requirement for a stormwater
management plan.

(

g. The Committee acknowledges the concerns of submitters regarding the loss of public space
in Shakespeare Bay and the desire to offset this in some way by providing access to the
Kaipupu Point Scenic Reserve. The Committee notes that the port development would not
restrict the opportunity the public currently has to gain access to the Kaipupu Point Scenic
Reserve even if this access is only by boat and that there would be difficulties in imposing
conditions to require public access across private land particularly when there are safety
issues to consider.
h. Concerns of submitters relating to the loss of public space in the bay are offset to some
degree by the applicant agreeing to (and b€ing enforced through conditions of consent),
provide improved access to the two dinghy storage areas on the eastern side of the bay and
to pro\ide three lookout points around the bay.
i. Concerns of submitters relating to the saltmarsh in the south east corner of the bay, are

satisfied to the extent that the Port Company has agreed to protect an area around the salt
marsh through a covenant. A condition of consent '"ill also require the covenanted area to
be fenced so as to exclude stock.
j. Concerns relating to the discharge of ballast waters into the waters of the .\1arlborough

Sounds are satisfied to the extent of conditions imposed on the Port Company regarding
this issue.
k. Concerns about the lack of information and potential impacts of bulk products such as coal
and ilmenite sands are satisfied to the e:x1ent that a separate wharf for these products does
not form part of this consent. Should the Port Company require a further wharf at some
later stage for bulk products then a new application would be needed '"ith certain

..,.
-~
information being required as part of that application.
5.6

Costs

That pursuant to ;·section 36(3) of the Resource. Management Act 1991 the NelsonMarlborough· Regi~nal·. Council· recover a. further $25 000 from. Port Marlborough. New.··-·
Zealand- Limited: asia contribution to the actual and· reasonable. costs incurred. bv. the:
- -Regional Council on. processing the application for port development in Shakespeare. Bav:-. _·

(~.

Departm ent of Conserv ation
Te Papa Atawha i

FILE: SAR 05 59 01 02
41976
December 15, 2004
Marlborough District Council
P.O.Box44 3
Blenheim
Attention Keith Heather
PORT MARLBO ROUGH (NZ) LIMITED - SHAKESP EARE BAY REClAMA TION
Dear Sir
Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited (P11NZL) has submitted its survey plan of the
Shakespeare Bay reclamation to this department for approval pursuant to s245 Resource
Management Act 1991.(As the reclamation was a Restricted Coastal Activity the Minister of
Conservation is the consent authori1:)1.
As well as having to sign a copy of the survey plan of the reclamation we also have to certify that
the reclamation complies with the conditions of the coastal permit.
Many of these conditions (Appendix 3 -copy attached) required P11NZL to submit plans and
certificates to Council, which was also responsible for monitoring of the water quality and noise
control conditions during construction.
I would appreciate it if you would confirm that the conditions highlighted on the attached copy
of the consent conditions were complied with to Council's satisfaction. (I will confirm the other
conditions with the other appropriate agencies ie Ministry of Transport for B (i) etc )

Nelson/Ma dbonmgh C:onservan t:y
Pri\·atl· I lag "'i. I H(1 llriligL· StrLTI Nebon. ~L"\\ i'.L",tLttHI
Telephone 05-"'i t(1 IJ~5"'i. Fax ll:\-"'i tH -~HO"'i
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iv)

A registered engineer with no less than five (5) years experience in reclamation
and wharl construction and engineering shall supervise the constmction and
shall, prior to use, certify in writing to the Council, that the reclamation and
wharf have been installed in accordance with accepted engineering practices and
the conditions of this consent.

v)

The seaward face of the reclamation bund wall, from the southern end of the
timber wharf to the point where the southern end_ of the reclamation meets the
natural shoreline of Shakespeare Bay, shall have a gradient not steeper than 2:1
(ie. 2 metres horizontally for each 1 metre of vertical height).

vi)

The Grantee shall enter into a bond in the sum of FIVE HUNDRED
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($500,000) to ensure completion of the reclamation
within three (3) years of commencing constmction. Should the Grantee fail to
complete the reclamation within this period, the Council will be entitled to have
whole or part of the bond forfeited to it, to the extent required to meet all direct
and indirect costs associated with canying out restoration works. This bond
shall be linked to the Consumer Price Index and be adjusted upwards or
downwards accordingly.

vii) The port development shall provide an esplanade -reserve extending not less than
six (6) metres landward from the top of the seaward face of the bund wall and
bounded by a two point four (2.4) metre high security fence on its landward
side. The reserve is to consist of a two (2) metre wide walkway and four (4)
metres of suitably selected species to be planted and maintained by the Grantee
to screen the stock piles. The reserve shall extend from the point where the
southern end of the reclamation meets the natural shoreline of Shakespeare Bay
to a point not fut1her than 20 metres from the southern end of the timber berth.

'l

·I

viii) The Grantee shall seal the ground smface of all storage areas on the reclamation
in such a manner that allmno ff and leachate from those areas is collected and
appropriately treated (as set out in the coastal petmit to discharge stonnwater)
,(
,
.., rather than being allowed to percolate into or through the reclamation.
I ~~ \:h-/-!.-!"'7
l
_ix) The mean concentration of non-filterable residue measured at the locations
tV} vt>-· ,..v-specified in 1. of the attached monitoring programme, shall not exceed the mean
concentration of non-filterable residue measured in the three samples collected
on the same day from the locations specified in 3. of the same programme by
more than 150 grammes per cubic metre in addition to any natural differences
detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

I
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x)

The mean concentration of non-filterable residue measured at the locati
ons
specified in 2. of the attached monitoring programme, shall not excee
d the mean
concentration of non-filterable residue measured in the three samples
collected
on the same day from the locations specified in 3. of the same programme
by
more than 50 grammes per cubic metre in addition to any natural differ
ences
detected during any pre-construction monitoring.
The mean Secchi depth measured at the locations specified in 2. of the
attached
monitoring programme, shall not be more than 50% less than the mean
Secchi
depth measured on the same day at the three locations specified in 3.
of the same
programme in addition to any natural differences detected during any
preconstruction monitoring.
The mean concentration of dissolved oxygen measured at the locations
specified
in 2. of the attached monitoring programme, shall exceed 80% of the
saturation
concentration or if it does not, then the dissolved oxygen level (expre
ssed as
percentage saturation) shall not be more than 10% lower than the mean
dissolved oxygen percentage saturation measured on the same day at
the three
locations specified in 3. of the same programme in addition to any natura
l
differences detected during any pre-construction monitoring.

xiii) The mean pH measured at the locations specified in 2. of the attach
ed
monitoring programme, shall be within the range of 6.5 - 8.5, or if it is
beyond
this range, it shall not be more than 0.5 pH units more extreme (ie. furthe
r from
pH 7) than the mean value measured on the same day at the three locati
ons
specified in 3. of the same programme in addition to any natural differ
ences
detected during any pre-constmction monitming.
B.
i)

Navig ation and Safety
The Grantee shall install all navigation lights and beacons as required
by the
Ministry ofTra nspm t in te1ms of section 201 of the Harbours Act 1950.

ii)

The Grantee shall relocate existing swing moorings in Shakespeare Bay
affected
by the port development, in accordance with the Moorings Relocation
Plan
SH64 9 attached to this consent.

C.
i)

Noise Contr ol
Construction noise shall not exceed the recommended upper limits specif
ied in
Tables 1 and 2, and shall be measured and assessed in accordance with,
the
provisions of New Zealand Standard NZS 6803P: 1984 - "The Measu
rement and
Assessment of Noise from Constmction, Maintenance and Demolition"
.
Moni toring Charg es
The Grantee shall pay all charges for monitoring, fixed pursuant to sectio
n 36(1)
and (2) of the Resource Management Act 1991.

'
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E.

Review of Conditions

The Council may review the conditions of this consent by givin
g notice of its
intention to do so pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Man
agement Act 1991 at
any time within the period commencing six (6) months after cons
truction begins on
the reclamation and wharves and expiring on completion of cons
truction. The
pmpose of the review is to ensure:
a) noise arising from construction of the reclamation and whar
ves is adequately
controlled; and
.
b) the effects of port construction on water quality within Shak
espeare Bay are
minimised.
F.

Duration ofPermit

The duration of this permit shall be 35 years.
\
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nce wit h
1C:!>nitoring Pro gra mm e for Ens uri ng Com plia
rlbo rou gh New
Con diti ons of a Coa stal Per mit for Por t Ma
n and Wh arv es in
Zea lan d Lim ited to Con stru ct A Rec lam atio
Sha kes pea re Bay
a water sample collected one metre
The Council will measure non-filterable residue in
the seaward foot of the reclamation
above the seafloor at each of three locations along
current works associated with fillin g
bund wall. One ofthe se locations will be adjacent to
location will be at least 100 metres
of the reciamation (when any are occurring} and each
from the next.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
.·,

non-filterable residue in a depth
The Council will measure Secchi depth at, and
locations being 50 metres seaward
integrated water sample collected from, each of three
of the locations described in 1. above.
able residue at three poin ts in
The Council will measure Secchi depth and non-filter
from any Port Marlborough New
Shakespeare Bay, each being at least 150 metres
metres from any water's edge.
Zealand Limited stol77TI{)ater discharge and at least 30
be carried out at three-weekly
The monitoring specified in 1., 2. and 3. above will
n. Measurements will be made on
intervals during the perio d offilling of the reclamatio
s after high water.
spring tides_ o~Jy.eap tides between_Qne and four hour
oxygen at, and pH and ammonia in
The Council will measure temperature and dissolved
ified in 2. and 3. above on five
a water sample collected from, each of the sites spec
sions specified in 4. above.
occasions. The five occasions will be the first five occa
ired by the above will be carried
The analysis of non-filterable residue and ammonia requ
these analyses. When obtaining the
out by a laboratory wJ:Iich is Telarc Registered for
le storage procedures will be in
samples for these analyses, sampling and samp
accordance with the instructions of that laboratory.
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